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Prel'el'bs and Complex Predicates:
Dimensions of Wordhood
Farrell Ackennan (liCSD) and Phil Lesourd (lJCSD)
There are a number of points of vicw from
which words can be deflDc.L. One can
attempt to characterize words as
phonological units; as tbe irreducible
tenninal elements of syntactic
structure; as the domain of principles
regulating: the appearance of morphological
material; as the basic clements of the
lexicon ... In many (perhaps even most)
cases. these \'arious lines on what a
word is converge on the same units; but
unfortunately they do not always coincide.
and this fact is responsible for a great deal of
controversy, - Anderson (lW2: 17)

1. Introduction

Many languages contam
illustrated below:
A

com pie:>; predicates

I PV-Vj

01 the sehemalic sort

B. IPV Vj

These predicates com,ist of a \erbal qem (VI and some other constilUti\e piece,
I.C. a pre\crb (PV). where the P\' IS bound to the \' as in A. or where the PV and
V are juxtaposed and separable under cerlJIn "yntactic and or dIscourse condlt1on,
as in B: \\'hereas A. represent, a .\\/1IlIcl/(, expre.I.I/oIl. B. represents an Wl(/l\/ic or
phrasal expression.
Craig and Hale I IlJI'X) argue lor the theoretl\:al ImJXmam:e 01 thc type or
predicate m A. which contains a so-called' relational' PV encodmg the semanLtcs
often associated \\ ilh JX)SlpOSllions or oblique case markers. On the basis 01
eyidence from Winnebago. Rama. Nadeb and Nmajo they propose the foll()\\ing
diachrOniC de\elopmenl for the PY clement in these compositions:
postposition ---> proclilic ---> prcyerb
Rou!!hly, on their account, the head or a postpositional phrase !!OCS throu!!h a
stage in which it functions a~ a proclitic and then as a bound morpheme. Thou!!h
in pnnelple they permit more transitional stages than the two, i.e. e1itie and bound
morpheme. which they posit, they assume that the Ilnal stage of this deyelopmcnt
yields a morphophonoJogically Integrated or synthetic wordform.
From a synchronic perspectl\e. Craig and Hale adapt certain assumption,
concernmg the syntactic (adpoSition) incorporalion proposal of Baker (1989) 10
account for \arious propenies of compositions with incorporated PVs: they
lentatnely suggest that "the theory of g(wernment might be the system 01
grammar mosl directly rcle\'ant to an adequate explanation of the obsened
tYJX110gy of relational pre\'Cfb constructions." (p.34::!) On Craig and Hale's
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account, e\'en though government arguably constrains head mO\'ement there is
still no explanation for what might motivate movement in the first place.
Hale and Craig's view develops the hypothesis offered in Wier (1986) for
Nadeb. Roughly, Wier proposes that a postposition initially forms a phonological
unit with certain verbal stems without attendant semantic or grammatical function
changes and then begins to appear with a larger number of \'erbs associated with a
changed semantics and consequences for clausal complement relations. On
Wier's account phonology appears to antecede any semantic or grammatical
function effects associated with the interaction between a PV and a V: she
provides no explanation for why a postposition would migrate to the head of the
clause.
In sum, Craig and Hale attempt to explain the appearance of PV V
compositions in terms of syntactic movement whereas Weir appeals to phonology.
We argue, in contrast, that the theoretical notion functional wordhood (as
de\'eloped in parallel in Ackerman and Webelhuth (to appear) and T. Mohanan
(1990, in press) I is necessary for an optimal account of the phrasal PV V
constructions: the dissection of complex predicates into different dimensions of
wordhood prm'ides the appropriate resources to address the multifaceted nature of
phrasal predicates including their striking parallelisms with synthetically
expressed complex predicates. On our account the treatment of elements as a
lexical unit, i.e. functional word, antecedes and ma\, motivate the treatment of this
unit as acquiring certain phonological and morphological properties.
That is.
t\\ 0 syntactically independent enllties are percei\'ed as constituting a single
argument taking predicate, i.e. a type of functIOnal \wrd: this explains the
tendency for such entllies to begin displaying phonological and morphological
properties that both distinguish them from simple syntactic phrases and make
them resemble (complex) synthetic \\ordforms,
In this p<lper II e present PV and V complex predicates from Fm.
(represenlati\e of AIgoIH.jUi<l1l1 and Hung<ln<lll (represenlati\e or l'gricl th<ll
parallel many or the phenomen<l cited by Craig and Hale (I~l but where,
crucl;lll), the PVs ;Ire neither clltlCS nor bound morphemes. We begIn b)
introdUCing the data from Fox and Hunganan in order to contextuallze the
analytic paradox presented by these constructions. We then focus on t\H) aspects
of PV V composiuons: (I) e\'idence for their status as lexical compositIOns and
(~)
c\idence illustrating that these lexical units though often functioning a,
morphologically complex whole consist of syntactically independent words. We
utilize data such a~ these in support of a particular solution to the alleged analwic
paradox; throughout we focus on the data rele\'ant for an analysis in terms of
multiple intcracti\e domains of wordhood.
We defer the particulars of our
proposal to another forum. (ef. Lesourd and Ackerman (1992). Our goals in the
present forum are quite modest: we want to bring into focus the nature of the
problem presented by so-called phrasal predicates and then examine aspects of
these constructions that suggest a solution to this problem in terms of different
dimensions of wordhood.
2. An Analytic Paradox
2.1 Evidence for separability of PV:
predicates

Inflecting pieces of discontinuous
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Consider the following examples of phrasal predicates from Fox
(Algonquian) and Hungarian (Ugric), (la) illustrates that inllectionaJ markers
(underlined) surround the pieces of a complex predicate even when such pieces
are discontinous, wbile Ob) shows that inflectional markers similarly surround a
simplex \'erbal stem, In addition, it can be seen that a verbal complement (OB),
'your daughter', has been interposed between the boldfaced PY and y, Gl\'en
arguments against the incorporation of thIs complement presented in Dahlstrom
(1987), the PY and Y appear discontinuous in constituent structure,
(la)

!!g)ye:cl
keta:nesa
wa:pa~
lperson-come your daughter look at lplural-3
WE HA YE em IE TO LOOK AT Yot"R DAl'GHfER

(1 b)

newa:pama:pena
lperson-look at-lplurel-3
WE LOOK AT HER

(2a) illustrates that an incorporated pronoun, i.e, (underlined and lxlldfaced) has
been suffixed to the PV, This pronoun satisfies the oblique argument requirement
of thc complex predicate bele=s:eret"fall in lo\e WIth' derived from the simple
transni\e predlcatc s:erel 'love'.
(2b) shows that the PV and incorporated
pronoun can be postposed (not necessanly conllguously) to the Y.
(2a)

a fill
bell,;·m=szeretett
the boy PV-J sg-Im'ed
TID: BOY ILLI r\ LOY}: \\ liB ~Il

(2b)

a [Hi
nem slE'reteH bele'l11
the boy IlOl /01'('''-3.1!.! P\', J:Z-;;
THl: !::lOY J)]l):\u 1 J .\lJ 1:\ to\ L \\ 11 H '\ Il

There IS an abIding assumplJon among se\ era! tradlliona! grammanan~ a~
well as many generatl\ Ists that the syntactIc separabiltly of the pieces 01 sm:h
comblnauons as the Hunganan complex predicate in (2b) dlsquahfy them from
inclUSIOn into the class of so-called lexically composed compositions.
For
example, after noting the syntactic separability of Hungarian PYs such as bele
'into' in example (2), Samuel Brassai (1887) derides the popular view of
contemporary Iinguisls thai such constructions represent single lexical entities,
namely, complex predicates. He compares the syntactic beha\'ior of these
putati\e \'erbal compounds wilh incontestible nominal compounds and asks
rhetorically whether,
Perhaps it is poSSIble to separate ponions of compounds in the
following manner:
" a ~ tedd az. asztalra
tartot
the salt place the table-SUBL shaker
'place the saltshakt>r on the table!'

< sotarto N 'saltshakt>r'
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The inability of the pieces of nominal compounds to separate was offered as an
argument against assuming that they could have the same lexical status as entities
whose pieces were separable.
Similar intuitions concerning the relation between complex predicates and
morphology ha\'e informed much work within the generati\'e tradition. Consider
the following representati\'e formulation of the so-called Lexical Integrity
H)pmhesis: '2

(Strong) Lexical Integrity Hypothesis
Syntactic rules can neither analyze nor alter word structure
The effects of lexical integrity were argued to follow from certain assumptions
concerning morphology. For example, the interaction between Bracket Erasure
and the Opacity Condition as ad\'anced by Mohanan (198211986) yields
wordforms that should function as syntactic alOms:
Bracket Erasure
Erase the internal brackets at the end of each cycle.
Opat'it) Condition

Thc internal slruclure (of words) alone stralum is innsible to the
processes al another.
The existence of phrasal predicate' IS clearly at yariance ,,'jth the expectation' of
Lexical Inlegrity. In ta<:l. !\a~h (19l'<:::) describmg separable PV V compo,I\lons
In Walpin refers In thl' pmblcm as an Alla/ylic Paradox, The question IS h(m to
resol\ e thI!, paradox, A popular mm e among syntactlcians IS to employ such data
to demonstrate the In,'orre<:tness 01 the LlH and. by Implication. the \ leI' 01
grammar "hlCh It sub~ef\ e" namcl), Lc\ICaIISm, The remedy recommcnded " to
subsume morphology within the syntactic component: either to argue that It is In
some manner a principled "anant of syntax (most recently Lieber (1!)9:::)) or thaI
it IS a "module parallclto Case theory and Blndmg theory· (Baker (19l'<!\)).
There is, how eyer, an alternati\'e tack: thIS is to re-e\'al uate the relatIon
between morphology and the lexical Information associatcd with wordforms. On
this hypothesis ostensible counterexamples re\'eal an indefensible cmcrt
assumption embodied in standard interpretations concerning the relalion betwccn
lexicalism and Icxical integrity. Wc will refer to this assumption as the
H)pothesis of Morphological Lexicalism:
All predicatc forming operations, whether conceiyed syntactically in terms
of hcad-mo\'ement (i.e. Baker (1989) or lexically ( i.e. DIScuillo and
Williams (19l'<7) or Bresnan (198:::), yield complex morphological objects,
i.e. morpho-phonologically integratcd (i.e. synthetic) wordforms.
The fundamental effect of this a~sumption is that predicate formation is identified
wilh morphological \\ordforms, Onc way of resolYing Nash's analytic paradox i~
to suggest that thIS
hypothesis POSil~ an erroneous idcntification of leXical
propenies with particular. namely, synthetic morphological cncodtngs. It j,
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possibly the case that discrepencies of the observed sort argue less for thc
identification of morphology with syntax (or, for a reduction of morphology to
syntax), than to further decomp:>Sing the notion word into more dimensions than
the familiar dh'ision into morphological and phonological wordhood, In
particular, we posit that the observed discrepencies indicate a mismatch between
functio1UJ1 \\'ordhood and its expression in morphology and constituent structure,
In the remainder of this paper we prO\'ide further evidence against the
Hypothesis of Morphological Lexicalism and for the view that predicate
formation operations are independent of formal expression, This evidence argues
against the identification of an information theoretic comp:>Sition operation with a
particular surface expression, i,e synthetic expression, We turn now to arguments
for the lexical status of PV V compositions, and then we will examine some of the
encoding or formal properties of these constructions,

2.. Arguments for Lexical status
,either it [P(re\'erb)]occupies initial
position, separated from the Y
("tmesis") or else immediately precedes
Y, still wrinen as a separate word, In
subordinate clauses we have alread\ in
the Rig Yeda the "univcrbation" or"
juxtaposed P and \'. which becomes the
rule later for the principle clause as \\cll
with the elimination of tmesis, This
iUustrates that P and V even in
tmesis are constituents of a single
semantic "word" • -Watkins 19(>+:
1037

In thiS ~ecllon II e dem()nstrate that dcsplte thelT scparabillty from their
\erbal stcms under t'ertaJn s\ntactH.: conditions, the relnant PVs are oflen
correlati\c \\ ith propertlCs standardly Identiflcd a~ lexical efJecls whcn the~
combine with verbal stems, According to standard lexicahst critena lor
dctermining the 'lexical provenancc' of constructions, i,e, valence change, case
.!?OI'ernmeni change. meaning change. grammmical fullCTion assignmelll
alleraIions. the composIlion of separable preyerbs with \erbal stcms represcnts. ]0

some dimension. the same type of entity as complex predicates consIsting of an
inseparable pre\wb (prefix) and \'erbaJ stem in languages such as Serbo
Croatian,3 Gh'en length constraints wc focus here only on meaning changes and
casc go\'ernment. meaning changes and \'alence. and lexical aspect. The lcxical
effccts examined here are e\'ident in the :predicate formation operations WhlCh
obtain in languages whcre complex predicates consist of a prefix (i,e, a bound
morpheme) and a V andof a separable PV and a V, This can be illustrated by a
comparison between Serbo-Croatian and Hungarian,
In Serbo-Croatian, as can be seen, the simple predIcate in (3a) means
'scream' and go\'erns an OBL argument expressed by a prepositional phrase and
can also go\crn a OAT marked complement correlati\'e with a different meaning,
In contrast, the complex prcdicate in (3b) displays a different lexical semantics
and case go\'ernment pallern: Il cannot co-occur with a PP complement. (We will
ignore grammatical function \alues throughout this paper.)
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(3a)

maJka yjknula je Da dete
Idetetu
mother screamed 3sg at child-ACC child-DAr

THE MOTHl-::R SCREA!l.fED AT THE CHIlltro THE C'HIll
(3b)

majka podl'jknula je .. na dete
I detetu
mother PY-scold 3sg at child-ACC child-DAr
THE MOTHER SCOllED THE CHILD

In HUD,ganan. the simple predicate in (4a) means 'shout' and governs the
DAT case for its complement, .....hile the complex predicate formed .....ith the
separable PV TO displays a dltlerent lexical semantics and case gmernment
pattern than the simple predicate in (4a).
(4a)

az anya
kjaItoU a gyereknek /* a gyerekre
the mother shouted child-DAr child-SUBL
THE ~IOTHER SIIOlTED TO THE elllll

(4b)

az anya
ra=kia!tott * a gyereknek I a gyerekre
the /IIOTher PY-sltouted the child-DAr the child-SUBL
Till, ~IOTHER SHOl TED AT THE ClllLD

Comple'\ predicates in these languages differ in a single relelant respect:
whether their PVs arc (in)separable, That IS. there IS a morphological condition
that requires that PVs functIOn as afflxcs in Scrbo-Croallon. bUl arc Juxaposed In
Hungarian, This cross-linguistic difference will be shown to hale parallel
intralanguage differences analyzable in terms of paradiRlllalic relalions bel 0\1 4

2.1 Mt'aning Change and Case Go,'ernmt'Ol
Roughly speaking the presence 01 a P\ in Hungarian alters the a~peclUal
\alue of a predicate b~ making It perfecti\(~. whatner additional \Iays in which a
PV might modulate the meaning of the lerbal stem, The presence 01 a PV can
restrict the !!eneral directionality of motional predicates. This is illustrated bel(m
where the Greek letters are Intended to represent the arguments of the predicate
interpreted in terms of Dowty's proto-roles, while the line connecting these
arguuments to gram mall cal funcion names are intended to suggest the mapping
pnnciples responsible for these alignments, Wherea, the simple mOlion predicate
dob 'thrO\\ ' can co-occur with any type of goal complement in (5a.), the complex
predicate in (Sb.) be dob 'throw into a contained space' restricts the complements
to be expressed by either case-markers or postpositions whose feature complex is
subsumed by the features associated with LOC in the
specification for the
predicate. Finally, the complex predicate bele dob 'throw inlo a narrowl)
contained space' in (5<:.) requires that its OBL complement be exclusi\'ely
encoded by a single case-marker. S

ca.""

(5a)

a fid
dobta
a labdat
a fal felela t6ba
the boy threv.:-3s~/DEF the ball-ACC the wall Inward/the lake-IN
Till: BOY THREW THE B ALL TOW ,\RD THE W, \lJ )I:\,TO TIll: L \Kl:
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dob

v

, throw'

< n.

I

11.

(y) >

I

I

SUBJ OBJ OBLB
OBL6case

(5b)

LOC
I+motlon]
l+goalJ

a fiu
be dobta
a labdal
a t6bafa szek ala
Ihe boy PV Ihrew-3sglDEF Ihe ball-ACC Ihe lake-IN/lhe chair under
THE HOY THRl:o," THE BALL I:-'TO THE L\KEfl~UER lHE CHAIR
be dob
V
'throw into
< (1, 11, y >
contained space'
I
I I
SUBJ OBJ OBLe
OBL6case

(x)

E

E

LOC
I+motionj
l+goalJ
l+contalOmenlJ

a fill
bell" dobla
a lab-til
a dob-)zbai"'a szek ala
Ihe boy PV Ihrell-3sglDEF Ihe ball-ACe Ihe [box-IN/lhe chair ul1der
THI-, HOY r!UU\\ nil H \11 I"-J() HO:\i~ ':\DLR THE (]l \lR

bclc Job

\

. thrml mto a narn'\1 I~ < n. 1"1. y >
c'nmarneJ 'p~k-C"
I I
I
SUBJ OBJ OBLe
OBUl case

=INESSl\'E

2.2 Meaning Change and Valence
The PV //leg is has often been identified as a primarily aspectual elemcnt:
unlIke many olher PVs its semantic contribution beyond aspect IS some\\ hat
opaque, Howeler, like many other PVs its presence correlates not only ,\ilh
aspectual changes but often with a change in ,'alence and meaning, This can be
illustrated \\ith the contrast between the lexical entires for hal' exert an intluence'
and lIleg hal 'mOle, touch (emotionally)': it should be noted that the completile
notIOn conferred here by //leg appears to hale yielded a lexical item WIth the
meaning '10 ha"e succeeded In exerting an intluenee in a particular domain.'
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(6a.) hat

v

< a,. f3 >

. inlluencc,
exert an influence'
OBUl case

(6b,) meg hat V

I

I

SUBJOBLO
SUBL

f3
I I

. mm'e, touch'

< n,

>

SUBJ OBJ
The differences in \'alence for the the preceding predicates is rellected in their
inllectional behaviors: whereas the transiti\'e predicate meg hal 'touch, mo\'e' in
(7a.) can host the definite conjugaoon which is required with definite ACC OBJs,
the intransiti\'e two-place predicate hat' inlluence' in (7b.) cannot.
(7a,)

meg hat-ja
PV /tw\'e·3sgIDEF
S!HE MOVED HERlHIM

\S,

(7b.)

*

hat-ja
injluence-3sglDEF

2.3 Aspect
The PVs of Fo\ are semontlcally heterogenous. SnerJI are relationol in
the sense of Craig and Hale while others ha\e an ad\'crbJaI torce. introduce m(xlol
notIons. Of are \alence changing. Like Hunganan. Fo\ also has PVs which
functIOn as aspcctual marker~, Consider the foliowing predicate prmided by
Dahlstrom (IYH7): the glosses are radically simpllfted to Imprme intelligIbility,
(H)

lie kl:slPERF

=k()~'1

·a:~a:Clmohc{'n{'penii

{,IlClilic

/('11-/(1 '1'-2 1/,\,[)

WEI-L\YI: F1','ISIUJ) 1.\ I'L\I'I','( ; TO YOl

The PV J..i:si in (H) contributes aspectual propertIes to the predIcate. as did the
Hunganan PV meg. In addJtlOn. it senes as host for both a prcl'i\ed inl1ecllonal
marker (mdicated by italics) and a ~nd poSition enclitic particle \\hich is
interposed between the PV and the \'erbal stem. 6 We can see from this example
that Fo\ contains clltics distinct from both bound morphemes (exemplifIed by the
prefixal and suffixal inflectional markers) and PVs.
The domain of wordh(xxl rele\ant for the lexical unitho<xl of the compie\
predicates examined in this section is functional wordhood. These functional (i.e.
lexical) words, of course, recei\e formal (morphological and phrase structunll)
encoding. 'Ve examine certain aspects of this encoding in the next section.
3. Fonnal expression: Morphological Complexity and Syntactic
Independence
Hanng prescnted a small sample of the e\'idencc m fa\Of of treatmg PV V
composilions a~ IC\lcal units (orfullClional words), we tum to the way m whIch
these units are fonnally expressed. We begin with certain morphological

properties a,sociated with these entities and then tum to their expression in
constituent structure.
3.1

Subeategorization and Derivation

PYs exhibit the sort of distributional constraints ordinarii\' associated with
bound morphemes: they must co-occur with certain categories e,:en though unlIke
bound morphemes they need not be contiguous to such categories, The e\'idence
from Hungarian and Fox differs with respect to such subcategorizational
constraints: wherea<; Hungarian PYs can only appear with Ys or in de\'erbal
deri\'atJ\'es, Fox PYs are more promiscuous. Fox has prc\'erbs, prenouns and
prepanicles - many of the same PYs appearing on different categories as long as
they are semantically compatible,
However. even given this distributional
difference it can still be demonstrated that PY Y compositions serve as input to
deri"atJonal operations in both languages, This can be shown by focusing on
a,pectual or ad\'erbial PYs which only co-occur with Ys,
We first illustrate
deri,'ation in\'ohing adverbial and negatJ\'e PYs in Fox, then tum to deri\'atlon
in\'oh'ing PYs in Hungarian,
In (9a) the ad,'erbial PV . well' co-occurs with a Y to yield a predicate
which means 'he li'es well', This phra,al predicate is input to a nominahzation
operation which yields the nommal ' good life' In (9b), Fox. unlike Hungarian,
pennits the co-occurence of PVs, (ge) illustrates that nominalmnion can take as
mpul a sequence 01 PVs and a V' m «A:) this yields the nominal 'faIlure to lJ\e
well.'
(Ya)

menWl pcma:te'l\\ a
!I'ell-PF l/1e3\
HL I.I\L:-- \\ II i

('ibl

meJ1\\ 1 pcma:tc'I\\ elll
II e//-P\' hle-;\,UJf -iJ1l1J1ill1i11c .IIIlpulul'
GOOll UIl,

(9..:)

p\\a:m mefl\\ I pema:te'J\\<l
neF(-P\! \t'ell·PV !i"e-NOM·inanimole sillF(ular
F.-\lURE TO \.lYE \HLL

In Hungarian 'Ie find thc following types of derilation based on the
complex predIcate meg old 'soh'e' presented in (10):
(lOa)

a kutat6
mf'g oldotta ezt a bonyolult feladatot
the researcher PV soil'ed this-ACC the complex task
THE RESEARCHER SOL \'W nils CO!IIPLE."\ TASK

The suffi\allon or as to meR old produces the nominal meg oldds 'Solulion',
Sncral adjectllal forms can be deriled from this complex base: meF( oldhalo
'solleable', meR nldharatlal1 . uunsoll'eable" meg oldando ' necessary to sohe'
among othC'fs:
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(lOb) megold-as N 'solution'

OOc) megold-hato A 'solvcable'. megold-hatatlan A 'unsolvcable'. megold
ando A 'necessary to solve'
3.2 Syntactic Accessibility to Pieces of Morphological Compositions
We ha\'e seen atxwe that there are standard lexical effects associated with
the presence of PVs and that PV V combinations can participate in deri\'ational
operations, Despite these beah\'iors. however, Hungarian evinces what might be
called stem gapping: for PV V combinations consisting of a directional PV and a
motional V the \'erbal stem can be ellipsed in chained clauses,
(lla)

azuUin nugodt leptckkcI ki setaltam a folyosOra
then calm steps-/NSTR PV walked hall-SUBL
THE\: I WALKl'l) at -r 1\:1'0 THE HAll

(lIb)

el0 a hats61epcsoooz
PV the back stair-AlL
OYER TO nIE RKK STAlRS

(Ilc)

r610 a hatodik emelclre
PV the sixlhf/(Jor-SUBL
l'P TO 11 IE SL\l1ll,1,t)()k

(lid)

be 0 a iogaJ() leremb('
Pl' the r('cei1'i/)~ mOIll·IX
1\:IOIHL RLU;I']J():"!{( Jl )\i

( lie)

at 0
PV

a becsukoH lrancw.allon
the closed trench door-SUP

TURal'GH TIll CLOSED FRE:"ClI [x)OR,

In (II b-e) the \'erbal stem setal 'walk' has been ellipsed, What remains In each
clause is the PV and the case gO\'emment demanded the complex predicate, It
should perhaps be noted that unlike the English gloss the Hungarian construclJOn
cannot be analyz,ed as the c(x1rdination of prepositional phrases: Hungarian has
only postposllions,
Another phenomenon in which pieces of morphological compositions
appear to be accesible to syntactic operations is yeslno questions, A standard \\'ay
of responding affirrnatilely in yes/no queslions is to repeat the predicate: with
simple verbs this entails repeating the categorial verb, while, as indicated in O.2a)
and (l.2b) the cOnl'ention is to repeat only the PV in PV V compositions, The PV
stands for the complex predicate as a whole,
( l.2a)

at dol gOltad

all a fejeletet?
PV \1'ork-2singIDEF Thal-ACC the chapter·ACC

DID '1'01' l<E-WORK THAi CHWrER')

(11b)

at

0

PV
I DID.
Unlike in stem gapping where there were semantic constraint~ on the nature of
participatmg predicates, the com'ention for respondmg to yes/no questions with
the PV applies to all PV V composiuons.

3.3 Separability as Conditioned by Morphological Considerations
Having suggested that PV V compositions are lexical units with a
morphological status ans that the pieces of such compositions are accessible to
syntactic operations, we conclude this review of the data with three examples of
how purely morphological factors determine the separability of PV and V in both
Hunganan and Fox. We demonstrate here what Goddard (1990) has referred to
as the need to presen'e e\'ident paradigmatic relations between wordforms.
Consider two phenomena from Fox presented in Goddard (l990a) and (199Gb):
stem allomorphy and PV bumping.
First we present a phenomenon of stem allomorphy, In example (13b) the
aspectual marker functions as a prefix. while in (14b) the same aspectual marker
functIOns as a syntactlcall y separate P".
(13u)

wi:sem -\\a
3sg

eaT

SHI.L\'IS

( 13b)

ki:~-jsl'me:
-\\ a
filli.liI p/.~'-deri\llliO/wl .\u///\ 3.'.r

Sill II \S 11'-.1"1111) J \ J 1"( i

ll1el1(l -\\;J
drillk 3sg
S'Il!: DRI""':-

(14b)

ki:si
meno -\\"a
finishlPV drink 3sg
Sill!' H.-\S I-l:-\ISHED DRl:-\KI"G

Whether the exponent of the aspectual notion of completi\"eness surt"aces a~ a
bound morpheme as in (I3b) or a syntactically independent PV a~ in (l4b)
appears to be a function of idiosyncratic morphological information. In panicular.
if a V stem has a corresponding derivational suffix form (such as the boldfaced
element in ( 13b)). then the aspectual marker is prefixed to the derivational SUffix,
If. howe\'er. a V stem does not have a corresponding derivaTional SUffix (as
indicated by the formal identity of 'drink' In (13a) and (l3b)), then the a5pectual
marker surfaces a5 a PV. There IS ob\'iously a paradigmatic relation between
aspectually unmarked Vs (the contrast bel\\'een the (a) and (b) sentences in (13)
and (14» and their perfectl\e counterpans: (13b) and (14b) differ solely wah
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respect to the bound ness or separability of the a<;pectual marker and this appears
to be morphologically conditioned. It is worth noting that there is an additional
notion of paradimaticity at play here as well: there are paradigmatic relations
between the class of all aspectually marked predicates. This class consists of both
synthetic and analytic or phra<;al expressions of predicates.
Goddard mentions a second phenomenon where idiosmcratic
morphological constraints yield paradigmatically related entities with either
synthetic or analytic epxression. He refers to this as PV bumping:
(I5a)

pemose:wa
along/pix walk-3sg
S/HE WALKS

(ISb)

ALO~G

pemi
we:pose:\\'a
alonglPV begin/pix walk-3sg
S.lHE STARTS \YALKI~(j ALO~G

In (ISa) the so-called iniTial pem 'along' is prefixed to the Y, \\'hile in (lSb) it is
dIsplaced or bumped by the a<;pectual we:p- 'begin' and functions a<; a PY,
Goddard suggests plausibly that there is a paradigmatic relation between' walk
along' and 'start to walk along': he observes that e\en though we:pi 'start' exit,
as a PY in all attested cases where' along' and' start' co-occur, pemi 'along'
surfaces as a PV and lI'e :p- 'start' as a prefix, That is, there appears to be a
sequencmg constramt such that pem(i} 'along' must precede wep(i) 'start'. This,
of course, creates a mismatch between formal expression and the paradigmallc
rclalion which obtaInS bemeen Ihc two fom1;;: gJ\'en thai 'walk along' should be
relaled to 'start to walk along' ,i,e, Ihat \\'ep(i) 'stan' has scope o\'er the complex
\erb 'walk ahmg, il might be expecteJ Ihat we t'Ould Fet Ihe fom1 INed a, (10):
(II)

'"

WC:PI
pem·
osc:\\a
bcrinPF a/ollgl'/x II 'a//.. ·3,1f.:

S,/IlE SJ ,\J,:TS W\LKI:-:lj ,\LO:-';li

Hm\e\er. accordmg 10 Goddard thIS docs not correspond 10 any attested form,
The phenomenon on PV bumping, then. represents an instance whcre eertaJn
morpheme sequencing constraints determine (in)separability.
Fmally, we look at some examples from Hungarian where morphological
properties of a dc\erbal demati\'e arc determinati\'e for the (in)separable status of
PVs, In (lOb) and (JOe) we witnessed PYs in de\'erbal deri\alJ\es, It turns OUt
that thc PY is separable from certain dcri\'ed stems when the dc\'erbal dcrimu\e
functIOns as the PREDICATE of the clause, Consider the contrast between (17a)
containing the deri\ed adjecti\'c meg oJdhato 'solvable' and (17b) containing the
deri\'ed adjecti\e meg oldhawi/all 'unsolyablc,.7
(l7u)

e:: a,teladaT oldhato meg
this The task soll'(lble PV
IT'S TH1S TASK nUT'S SOIS,\S!.E
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(17b)

ez afeladar oldhatatlan
meg
this the task solvable-not able PV
IT's TIDS TASK lHAT'S UJ-;SOLVABLE

(17c)

ez afdadat megoldhatatlan
this the task PV-solvable-not able
IT's TIDS TASK THAT'S l~SOLVABLE

Gh'en that italics indicates focus and that focused elements cause the PV to be
dislodged from it.~ position immediately before the V, we can see that focusing
postposes the PV in adjecti\'cs formed from -hato 'able' in (l7a), but docs not
occur in adjectives deri\'ed by means of hatatlan 'un V able', As in the Fox
cases abo\e, the (in)separnbility of PVs depends on morphological properties
associated with their stems, i,e, what formati\'es are employed in a given
derivation. Irrespective of (in)separability, however, both forms are adjecti\'es
with a shared base, name"', PV V.
In conclusion, thi~ section has shown that PV (in)separabihty appears to
be morphologically conditioned, That is, there something about the morphological
expression of these functional words that determines (in)separability, These
language internal contrasts are, of course, remimscent of the cross-linguistic
contrasts clled pre\Jously for Serbo-Croatian and Hungarian: PV V compositions
in these two languages exhibit many of the same "lexical effects", but differ WIth
respect to morphological conditions on (in)separability,

4. Conclusions
In thc prcnou<; 1\\0 ,CC\lom; we ha\'e adduced e\'idence for Ihe claim thai
PV V compositions are lnlcal Units \\'hllSe piece" e\'lnce syntae\le mdependence
dcsPJte the demonstrable status 01 P"s a, quasI "dcmatlonal" clements and the
status of PV " a" an occasional compln morphological Unit. In particular \\ e
ha\e argued that:
(1) P\s in Fo\: and Hunganan are neIther clilies nor bound affl\es, they are
syntaellcally independent words.

(1) PV V compositions in FO.\ and Hungarian are lexical units.
(3) PV V compositions in Fox and Hungarian are sometimes complex
morphological Units,
(4) Conditions on (in)separability are morphological and independent of the
lexical status of PV V compositions.
These conclusions support the notion of complex predicates as
representing an analytic paradox. The hYJXlthesis that the domain of lexical rules
must include entities that are neither morphophonologically integrated nor
syntactically atomIC, i.e, that there is something amiss in the usual Identification
or lexical rules (roughly speakmg, an information theoretic notion) with lexical
integrity (TOughly representmg expressIon or rOml), has been central to the
analysis of Hungarian comple\: predicates presented in Ackerman (l9l:S7), Hmdi
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complex predicates presented in T. Mohanan (1990) and Japanese complex
predicates in Matsumoto (1992). These works all suggest. in one way or another,
that some notion of lexicality is implicated in data such as these. Indeed, the
independence of lexical information from surface expression has been argued for
independently by Booij (1990) in his analysis of Dutch complex predicates with
separable PVs. He suggests that operations on Lexical Conceptual Structure are
responsible for the leXical effects associated with phrasal verbs. On his account,
as on ours, the phrasal verbs are creatures of the lexicon. though they sometimes
violate our expeCtallons concerning the interaction between morphological form
and constituent structure behavior.
We propose that hngustic theory must recognize the construct junctional
word (or its' analogue), as an object in the dimension of information where
predicate formation occurs. When lexicalism is construed in terms of interacting
dimensions of wordhood and nwrphologicallexicalism is abandoned, the analwic
paradox identified by Nash begins to dissolve.
Finally. the postulation of a semantic dimension of wordhood offers the
prospect of explaining the similar patterns of diachrionic development often noted
for complex predicates: independent units are intitially construed as constituting
tight semantic unllS irrespecth'e of surface contiguity and this motivates their
subsequent morphological and phonological coalescence.
NOTES
Cf. Zwicky (1990) for a similar proposal
Thi, (omllliatinn rellect, the so-called slrong l'ersim/ of this h~ pothcsl> accnrdini!
to which hoth deri'ation and inlkction operate in the leXicon 10 pmduce fully rnmled
words \\ hich appear in con,tlHlcnt "tmcture.
3
In facl. Serh<l-Cwalian and Hungarian ninec the same dIachronic de"c1opm('!l1
of complc, pledic'atc' a I,'rmu hcad 0\ a tkpc'ndcnt eOllslitucnl j, atlractcd tn the' h~Hd
(If tlJ~ clause.
-l
For the lime "elll!: It is sufficient to note thai Germanic lall!!1I3!!C' CXhlPlt
dlllcrell(~cs III term, of c.g. sl:par~plc n. lOscparapil: prC\crps
. C
.'i
We make the 1'011(1\\ m!! assumptiolJ' concerning the relatinn, bel',eell Ie\ical
ar!!UmCnis and function as,i!!llmcnts; the relation can be mediated along the hm"
proposed in Ftllmnrc (19'77) aCnd Do\\ty (1991) "here arguments are anal'1ed as feature
bundles.
(,
11 should be recalled that we havc seen earlier that P" can be sepamted fmm the
verbal stem b~ a word boundary (cf. examplc (la.) for evidence that arguments can be
intefJX>Sed between the P'\ and the \'
7
The point illustrated bere could be made as easily by demonstratlOl! that the
compamtivc form of megoldhatll. namely. mcgoldbat6hb beba"es just like deri\alJ\'C'o
with the sum... -hatatlan. In particular. as shown in the text, the P\' is not separable \\'Ith
tbe -batatlan

2
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Multiple Dependencies and
Centre-Embedding
Carl Alphonce
Henry Davis
University of British Columbia

1

Introduction

The goal of this paper is to make somew hat more precise the nature of mem
ory constraints in the parser. The processing difficulties of centre-embedding
constructions have often been attributed to limited memory resources in the
parser. As more articulated parsing models are proposed, accounts based on
references to eyer more vague memory limitations become ever less explana
tory. \Ve explore a particular parsing model which uses a set of stacks to
build dependencies of \'arious types. \Ve then sketch a proposal which links
the ill-formed ness of centre-embedding constructions with limitations in these
dependency stacks.

2

Background

First. some definitions are in order. Following Chomsky (1965) we say that
"the phrases A and B form a nested construction if A falls totally within B.
with some nonnull element to its left within B and some nonnull element to
its right within B." [po 12] \Ve also say that "the phrase A is self-embedded in
B if A is nested in B, and furthermore, A is a phrase of the same type as B."
[po 12] In this paper, we use the terms self-embedding and centre-embedding
interchangeably.
Chomsky and Miller (1963) attribute the processing difficulty of centre
embedding constructions to memory limitations of the parser. The argument
is that with structures which are centre-embedded, the memory load on the
parser increases beyond its memory capacity. Each new level of embedding
obliges the parser to start construction of a new phrase. Because the phrases
nest within each other, construction of a new phrase must be started before
the current one is completed. Each partially constructed phrase must be kept
in some form of working memory. Processing difficulties become evident when
the capacity of this working memory is exceeded.
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A typical example of a centre-embedding construction in English is a sen
tence with nested object relative clauses, as shown in (la). The extreme
deviance of this example is to he contrasted with (lb), which involves rela
tivization from subject position. Subject relatives in English are not centre
embedding, and display no deviance whatsoever.
(1) a. • I saw the rat that the cat that the dog that the man beat chased caught.
h. I saw the man that beat the dog that chased the cat that ca.ught the rat.
Chinese phrase structure differs from that of English. It turns out that
nested subject relatives form centre-embedding structures while nested object
relatives do not. As would be expected, object relatives are fine, while subject
relatives are strongly deviant.
(2) a. \\'0 kanjian-Ie nage ren da si de nage gou zhui de nage mao zhao zhu
1 see ASP that man beat REL that dog chase REL that cat catch
de nage laoshu.
REL that rat
I sou> the rat that the cat that the dog that the man beat chased caught.

b.

* \\'0 kanjian-Ie da si-le zhui-Ie zhua zhu-le nage laoshu de nage mao
I see ASP beat ASP chase ASP catch ASP that rat REL that cat
de nage guo de nage ren.
REL that dog REL than man
I saw the man that beat the dog that chased the cat that caught the

rat.

Relati\"(~ clauses are not the only constructions which form centre-embedding
struct ures in English. Indeed. \"arious other constructions may also be self
embedded: we beJie\"e the following to be a complete list for English.

(3) Se.ntential S11bjECts
That that that Bill slept with Mary amused Fred upset Gloria.
(4) Res11l! Clauses
I'm worried enough that he's so fond of hanging out with people
who are so violent that they rob drug stores that he'll end up in
trouble with the police that I think I should talk to his parents.

(5) Nested Comparatives
The average middle-dass voter is more likely to vote for a politi
cian who is less well-known to an electorate which is less tolerant
of corruption than it used to be than for a prominent public fig
ure than the average working-class voter.

(6) Conditionals
If it were true that if Bill had claimed that if Chomsky had voted
republican, then Bush would become an anarchist. then you
would have punched him out. then I think you're over-reading
a bit.
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(7) Disjunction
Either it seems to me that either you suspect that either Bill
is a fool or I am or one of us has been duped or I just don't
understand what's going on here.
Formal language theory typically thinks of grammars used either as deci
sion machines or as enumerators. Decision machines take as input a string over
some vocabulary, and either accepts or rejects it as a member of the language
specified by the grammar. Enumerators produce a list of all the strings in the
language, one at a time.
Chomsky and Miller (1963) hold that for linguistic purposes a grammar
must do more than simply the enumerate strings in a language. It must also
associate with each string a structural description, which describes the internal
structure of the sentence.
Viewed as a decision machine, a grammar must also do more than simply
accept or reject strings as members of the language. There seems to be a
whole range of grammaticality judgements that people assign to strings in the
natural language. Hence, a good model of human language processing must
account for these graded judgements. It is thought that performance factors
are responsible for these gradient judgements (whereas competence constraints
result in clearer grammatical versus ungrammatical verdicts).
Chomsky and ~..riller also noted that no purely grammatical constraint can
rule out the centre·embedding cases. For example. no limit on the number of
rule applications will work. as rules can be mixed. Thus, the following case is
just as bad as the earlier ones.
(8)

That the average middle-class voter is more likely to vote for
a politician who is either worried enough about air pollution
to take the bus or greedy enough to steal than an honest
hard-working farmer is amusing.

The question which must then be asked is what is wrong with Chomsky
and ~liller's original explanation? Simply saying that it is vague or imprecise
is not good enough, since surely it can be given a more focused interpreta
tion with respect to a specific parsing mechanism. However, many phrase
structure fragments must be kept in memory during an ordinary parse, with
no concomitant increase in processing difficulty. Furthermore, their approach
does not yield gradient judgements. Thus, there is no explanation as to why
the following sentences are not as severely deviant as the examples seen abo\'e
(especially given judicious phrasing).
(9)

The man in the house in the city near Boston with a big garden
with tons of money is running for mayor.
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(10) I'm telling you that I already said that noone was here last week
yesterday for the record.

3

Previous Approaches

Gazdar (1985) investigates the use of indexed grammars to describe centre
embedding constructions. Indexed grammars lie between context free and con
text sensitive grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy. They can be characterized
as context free grammars augmented by a stack, the use of which is restricted
to the types of grammar rules shown:

(11) a. A[.. .]-+ W[...J
b. A[.. .]-+ B[i, ...J
c. A[i, ...J -+ 14'[...J
In these rules, A and Bare nonterminals of the grammar, while W is a
string of terminals and nonterminals. [...J represents a stack of indices. Rule
(a) states that the nonterminal A can be rewritten as the string liT, with the
stack which A carried distributed to all the nonterminals in tv. Rule (b) states
that A can be rewritten as B, while an index i is pushed onto the top of the
stack. Finally, rule (c) states that the topmost element of the stack can be
removed when A is rewritten as H' (with the resulting stack distributed to all
the nonterminals in \1').
Gazdar recognizes. as Chomsky and l\1iller do. that a grammar must not
only produce a set of acceptable strings. but must also associate an appropriate
syntactic structure with each of them. He notes that certain string sets which
look as though they are centre-embedding given the surface string can be gen
erated as either left-linear or right-linear structures using indexed grammars.
This approach is problematic. howe\·er. in that the structure associated with
these strings is not appropriate - the assigned structures have have the wrong
constituent structure (as determined by various syntactic tests). Moreover. it
does not explain why some centre-embedding structures are ungrammatical,
while others are more or less acceptable.
Joshi (1990) considers patterns of dependencies which occur in German
and Dutch. Dutch allows cross-serial dependencies, while German has nested
ones. Joshi shows that using a parsing model called an embedded push down
automata (which is equivalent to the tree adjoining grammars), both the Dutch
and the German dependency patterns can be generated. As with Gazdar's ap
proach, the problem is that no provision is made for ruling out the Chinese and
English cases which are bad. However, it is clear that simple centre-embedding
alone cannot be responsible for the ill-formed ness of these examples.
Culy (1990) in fact proposes that more than simple centre-embedding is
at the root of processing difficulties. He contends that centre-embedding in
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itself is not terribly problematic, but results only in mild degradation. Instead,
centre-embedding in combination with the appearance of identical consecutive
lexical categories is claimed to result in serious deviance. This is formulated
as the Consecutive/Embedding Constraint [po 211J:

(12) Consecutive/Embedding Constraint (CEC)
If a is a center embedding category and !3 is a lexical category,
then structures of the form [0 •.. [ ... !3 1[.. !3 ... 1... J and ["
. .. [0 ... !3 1[ !3 . .. l ... l are highly disfavoured.
This approach thus offers an explanation of why some centre-embedding
structures are relatively acceptable, whereas others are highly deviant. At
tributing the ill-formedness of centre-embedding structures to something more
than the simple fact that they exhibit a certain tree geometry thus seems
promising. Unfortunately, this explanation offers no insight into examples
such as those in (4) through (7). These examples do not involve identical
consecutive lexical categories, yet they are strongly deviant.
Gibson (1990) considers ways of capturing performance limitations in a
parsing mechanism. He assumes that all aspects of processing o\'erload deri\'e
from thematic considerations. The Property of Thematic Reception (PTR)
and the Property of Thematic Assignment (PTA), paraphrased below, asso·
ciate a certain processing load with a parse in progress if either an element
requiring a B-role has not yet been assigned that role, or a B-role cannot be
assigned to an element requiring one yet.
(13) The ProP(1'ty of Thunalic Reception
Associate a short term memory load with each thematic element
whose B-role has not yet been assigned.
(14) The P1'Ope1'ly of Thematic Assignment
Associate a short term memory load with each B-role which is
not assigned.
During the parse of a sentence such as (1a), too many elements have un
satisfied B requirements, and thus impose an unacceptable processing load on
the parser.
At first sight this is an appealing account of processing difficulty, but it
is untenable as a general explanation. It predicts that languages such as
Japanese, German. and Dutch should be very difficult to parse, since verbs
occur at the end of the clause. It also cannot generalize to nonthematic ele
ments, such as adjuncts. Moreover, it does not provide an explanation of the
differences between examples such as (1) through (7) on the one hand and (9)
and (10) on the other.
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4

Proposal

We propose that all of the constructions which result in deviance when
nested, as in (1) through (7) above, involve A-dependencies, as follows.

(15) Rtlati'O(; Clauses
O;/wh; ... e;
(16) Sentential Subjects
( that [ that Bill left ]i upset Mary tj

Ji amused Fred

l;

(17) Result Clauses
SOi ••• that,
(18) Nested Comparatives
moret/less, ... than 0.

(19) Conditionals
if, ... then,
(20) Disjunction
either i ... or,
In order to properly ground our proposal, the parsing model adopted must
be described. Following Abney (1991). the parser has two main components,
a chunker and an atlac])('r. The chunker processes sets of items from tht>
input stream, buiiciing plllase-structure fragments which Abney refers to as
"chunks". Chunks are basically phrases headed by functional categories in
which the functional selection has been satisfied. For example, upon encoun
tering a determiner in the input, the chunker projects a determiner phrase, and
sets out to satisfy the functional selection of a noun phrase by the determiner.
The role of the attacher is to connect chunks to each other according to \'arious
licensing conditions in order to form a complete parse tree. In this architec
ture, the attacher deals with larger units than in a standard parser, where all
elements of the input are treated uniformly. The attacher uses a buffer and
stack mechanism, along the lines of that described in Marcus (1980), to store
phrase structure fragments which are waiting to be incorporated into the final
parse tree. For more details, see Abney and Cole (1986), Abney (1991), and
Alphonce (1992).
In addition to the attacher's main stack, a set of auxiliary stacks are used to
build various types of dependencies. Rizzi (1990) notes that the formation of
multiple dependencies of the same type is highly constrained. This constraint
is formalized as Relativized Minimality (RM). Following RM, dependencies of
different t.ypes do not interfere with each other, and thus have different Slacks.
Multiple dependencies of the same type are not allowed to interfere with each
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other. In order to achieve this result, these auxiliary stacks are optimally
limited to a single dependency each. It is this memory limitation which we
claim is the source of processing difficulty for the parser.
The proposal thus takes shape as follows. The main stack of the attacher is
limited, but has a fairly large capacity. The greater number of items stored in it
the greater the processing load for the parser. The increase in processing load
is quite gradual, however. Simple centre-embedding structures will thus even
tually result in processing difficulties, but the effect of multiple embeddings is
not drastic. We predict that this is the case not solely for centre-embedding
constructions, but for any structure in which a phrase cannot be completed
until another phrase is constructed in its entirety. Thus, (9) and (10) are
fairly good. Note that these examples also involve attachment ambiguities
for the prepositional phrases, which may also contribute to the difficulty in
interpreting them.
The auxiliary stacks of the attacher, in contrast to the main stack, are
severely limited in their size (in fact, they may be simple stores, rather than
stacks). Thus, whenever there are nested dependencies of the same type, we
expect processing difficulties to ensue. This explains not only why (3) - (7)
are bad, but also why (8) is deviant.

5

Counterargument

Pickering and Barry (1991) follow an approach which argues directly against
the one we take here. It is reminiscent of Gibson's proposal. but whereas Gib
son relies on the B-criterion to measure processing difficulty. Pickering and
Barry consider the relationship between some phrase and the element which it
subcategorizes. Hence. their approach is somewhat more general than Gibson's
in this regard.
Numerous psycholinguistic studies have been carried out in order to as
certain the psychological reality of various empty categories (ECs) postulated
to exist by Government·Binding theory (see, for example, MacDonald (1989),
McElree and Bever (1989), Bever and McElree (1988), Nicol and Swinney
(1989), Fodor (1989)). These and other J'esearchers have concluded that there
is psycholinguistic evidence to support -the existence of ECs. Pickering and
Barry disagree, and argue that the results do not necessarily lead to this
conclusion. Indeed, they reinterpret the results to support a "filler-verb" rela
tionship. and argue that ECs are in fact not psychologically real.
In discussing centre-embedding constructions they consider German sub
ject relative clauses. They consider the following example.
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(21) Der Bauer der das Madchen das den Jungen kii6te schlug ging.
the farmer who the girl who the boy kissed hit went
The farmer who hit the girl who kissed the boy went.
This example is ill-formed in German, which is unexpected given that the
A-dependencies are disjoint. The filler-verb dependencies are nested, however,
supporting Pickering and Barry's approach. They thus conclude that ECs are
not psychologically real, and that an approach such as ours cannot be correct.
We would dispute this conclusion, however. Suppose that the parsing
mechanism must wait to postulate the existence of a gap until the verb is en
countered and its possible subcategorization frames have been checked. The
example above will then force the attacher to keep numerous partially assem
bled phrases in memory, resulting in at least some deviance. Furthermore,
the none of the A-dependencies can be resolved until the corresponding verb
is encountered. Thus, the capacity of the auxiliary stack will be exceeded,
resulting in complete ill-formedness.
Pickering and Barry work within a categorial grammar framework. Thus,
there are no fillers as such, since there is no movement taking place. The de
pendency between a determiner phrase (DP) and the verb must be established
whether the DP has (in Government-Binding terms) been moved or not. The
DP-verb dependency patterns in English object relative clauses are the same
as those in German embedded clauses.
(22) a.
b.
c.
(23) a.

I sa\\" the rat that the cat caught.
,. I saw the rat that the cat that the dog chased caught.
,. I saw the rat that the cat that the dog that the man beat chased caught.
Peter lies Marie schwimmen.
Peier lei Marie su·im.
b. Hans sah Peter 'Marie schwimmen lassen.
Hans sau' Peier lei Marie swim.
c. Ich glaube dasz Hans Peter Marie schwimmen lassen sah.
I believe that Hans sau' Peter let Marie swim.
d. ? !eh glaube dasz Hans Peter Marie Karl schwimmen lassen machen sah.
I believe that Hans saIL' Peter make Marie let Karl swim.

While the English examples become strongly deviant with the pattern DP,
DP, V, V" the German example with the pattern DP, DP, DP, DP. V. V,
V, V, is mildly de\'iant, and is interpretable with proper intonation. Thus,
this example is more like examples (9) and (10) than examples (1) through
(7). Pickering and Barry's approach does not seem able to distinguish between
these types of examples.
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6

Conclusion

The processing difficulties encountered when dealing with so-called centre
embedding constructions seem to be the result more of a combination of rea
sons rather than a single one. Thus, illicit interactions between A-dependencies
as well as the need to store several incomplete phrase structure fragments both
seem to contribute to the deviance of various constructions. The proposal
sketched herein is yet another stab at a difficult problem, one which is not yet
fully solved. Pickering and Barry put forth an elegant but not quite compre
hensive proposal. Furthermore, we believe that it is not necessary to reject
empty categories as such, and while our proposal requires further refinement,
it incorporates some of their insights into a Government-Binding approach.
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Theories of subject omission in language acquisition
Paul Bloom
University of Arizona
1. Introduction
This paper focuses on a specific debate within the field of
language development, one that concerns cross-linguistic variation in
the usage of sentential subjects. In some languages, such as English and
French, subjects are obligatory in tensed clauses; thus (1) is acceptable
and (2) is not. In other languages, such as Italian and Spanish, subjects
are optional, and both (3) and (4) are acceptable.
(1) 1 am a good kid
(2) *Am a good kid

(3) 10 sono bravo tato
I am good kid
(4) Sono bravo tato
am good kid
This contrast is often explained in terms of parametric variation
as to whether or not languages can have a null pronoun in subject
position, and thus speakers of languages like Italian possess "pro-drop"
(or "null subject") grammars, while speakers of languages like English
do not. Linguists have long been concerned with the null subject
parameter, and there is an extensive literature examining the structure
of subjectless sentences, the precise nature of the null subject, how the
potential to omit subjects interacts with other parts of the grammar,
and so on (e.g., Chomsky, 1981; Jaeggli and Safir, 1989).
Although the research discussed below is related to these
representational issues, it is primarily directed at the developmental
question of how children corne to understand this property of the adult
language. More specifically: Can children's acquisition of the
grammatical conditions on subject usage be explained in terms of a
parameter-setting mechanism? And if so, what is the initial setting of
the parameter -- is it that subjects are obligatory, as in English, or that
subjects are optional, as in Italian? The implications of these questions
are important, as the null subject parameter has been taken as the
paradigm case of how the "principles and parameters theory"
(Chomsky, 1988) can explain the acquisition of syntax by children.
Much of the debate over different parametric analyses has
focused on sentences like (5) (from Bowerman, 1973), which are often
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produced by young children acquiring English. Any adequate theory
has to explain the existence of these utterances, which are unacceptable
for English-speaking adults, either in terms of some grammatical
difference between children and adults or in terms of non-linguistic
performance factors.
(5) Hug Mommy
Play bed
Writing book
See running
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, three theories of
how children learn whether or not their language has optional subjects
are briefly discussed. In Section 3, evidence is presented in support of
the first theory, that the initial setting of the null subject parameter is
that subjects are obligatory. In Section 4, I respond to some recent
criticisms of this view that have been raised by Hyams and Wexler (in
press), and Section 5 concludes with a discussion of Valian's (1990)
concerns about the psychological plausibility of a parameter-setting
model of syntax acquisition.
2. Overview
One hypothesis, defended by Rizzi (1982) and Bloom (1990), is
that the initial setting of the null subject parameter is that subjects are
obligatory, as in English. Only when exposed to declarative sentences
without subjects, as in (6), will children reset this parameter. Since
these sorts of sentences do not appear in languages such as English (but
see Section 5), children exposed to non null-subject languages should
never go through a period in which they accept subjectJess sentences as
grammaticaL Children exposed to languages such as Italian, however,
should quickly switch their parameter to the appropriate (null subject)
setting.
(6) Sono bravo tato
Under this account, missing subjects in utterances such as (5)
that appear in child English are not the result of grammatical
knowledge--since, by hypothesis, the child's grammar is set to the
obligatory subject setting and she knows that subjects cannot be
omitted-abut is instead the result of non-linguistic factors, such as
production limitations on children'S speech.
An alternative to this was advanced by Hyams (1986), who posits
that all children start off with pro-drop grammars, in which subjects
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are optional. Under this theory, it is children who are exposed to
languages like English, and not to languages like Italian, who must
switch their null subject parameter.
As it stands, this alternative would seem to raise a paradox with
regard to the subset principle (see Dell, 1981). If the only effect of the
null-subject parameter concerned the use of subjects, there would be no
way for a child who started off assuming that subjects are optional (as
in Italian) to learn through positive evidence that, in the target
language, subjects are obligatory (as in English). This is because every
sentence in English would also be an' appropriate sentence in Italian,
and thus English would be a proper subset of Italian. In other words, if
Italian was the child's first guess, it's not dear what could ever cause
her to switch the parameter; hearing tensed sentences with subjects, as
in English, would not cause parametric change, because tensed
sentences with subjects are fully acceptable in null subject languages
(but see Bloom, in press a; in press b; Chomsky, 1981; Valian, 1990, 1991
for discussion of "indirect negative evidence" and how it might apply
in this case).
Hyams has argued, however, that languages such as English and
Italian are not in a subset relation; instead they overlap. Just as Italian
has sentences that are not in English, such as (4), English has sentences
that are not in Italian. In particular, it has been argued that e\'ery
language which requires overt subjects has linguistic elements such as
modals and expletives, while languages with optional subjects lack
such elements. If so, then exposure to a sentence such as (7), where
there is an expletive pronoun, could cause the child who starts off '\'ith
an Italian-like grammar to switch to an English-like grammar, because
such a sentence could not exist in a null subject language.
(7) It is raining.
One consequence of this theory is that it provides an elegant
explanation of subjectless sentences in child English, as in (5) above.
According to Hyams, these exist because all children go through a
lengthy period in which they have n\.lJI subject grammars, and English
speaking children up until the age of about 2-and-a-half have not yet
switched their parameter to the appropriate setting for adult English.
This period ends when (perhaps as the result of increasing processing
abilities) children become sensitive to the grammatical properties of
English that cause the parametric change, and at this point their
sensitivity to sentences such as (7) causes them to switch their
parameter to the non-nuB-subject setting.
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A third perspective is developed by Valian (1990). Although she
accepts the principles and parameters theory as an explanation for the
typological difference between languages such as English and languages
such as Italian, she rejects the notion of parameter setting as a theory of
language development. She argues that there exists no "triggering
data" that could cause the child to move from one setting of the null
subject parameter to another, and thus she argues that a "hypothesis
formation" model of language learning, where the child considers both
possible grammars and uses all available evidence to compare the two,
is more realistic in this domain. I return to some of Valian's criticisms
of parameter-setting models in Section 5.
3. Evidence that the initial seHing is for-obligatory subjects
Under the theory that the initial setting of the null subject
parameter is that subjects are obligatory, the relevant triggering input
necessary for the acquisition of a language like Italian is abundant in
adult speech to children--any tensed sentence without a subject will do.
As such, one might expect children exposed to Italian to quickly
determine that the target grammar allows null subjects, and that these
children should therefore have different grammars then young
children acquiring English, where the parameter does not have to
change. This differs from Hyams' (1986) alternative, where 1- and 2
year-old children exposed to English are presumed to have an
understanding of the conditions of subject omission that is identical to
that of children exposed to Italian, since children exposed to English are
presumed to be initially insensitive to the data that could cause the
null subject parameter to change, and the initial setting of this
parameter is that subjects are optional. Under this theory, then,
children exposed to English and children exposed to Italian should
have the identical grammatical knowledge with regard to subject
omission and, all other things being equal, should omit subjects with
roughly the same frequency.
The available evidence favors the theory that the initial setting
is for obligatory subjects, and is problematic for the Hyams (1986)
theory. Even at the earliest ages studied, children exposed to English
omit subjects less frequently (about 30-40% of the time) than Italian
children (about 70% of the time) (Valian, 1991). The simplest
explanation for this is grammatical: English children omit subjects less
frequently than Italian children because English children possess non
nuB-subject grammars and Italian children possess nuB-subject
grammars.
But why do English children ever omit subjects? Why do they
produce sentences such as "want water", which are unacceptable for
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adults? Although such sentences do occur less frequently in English
children than in Italian children, one might still argue that the fact that
they exist at all is because these children have null subject grammars.
One might then explain the English/Italian difference in terms of some
other (possibly non-syntactic) differences between English and Italian
that the children have internalized.
As summarized in Bloom (1990), however, there are several
reasons to doubt that subjectless sentences in child English are the
result of these children possessing null subject grammars. For one
thing, 1- and 2-year-olds omit not only subjects; but also objects, verbs,
adjectives, determiners, inflections, so on. This is hardly a novel
observation; one of the most obvious facts of children's spontaneous
speech is that they tend to produce very short sentences--usually about
2 or 3 words long-and this brevity is at least in part because so much is
omitted.
Since it's unlikely that the child starts off with a grammar in
which all constituents are optional, the simplest explanation for these
omissions is in terms of performance factors, as originally argued by
Chomsky (1964) and others. And given that children omit at least some
constituents for non-linguistic reasons, it is most parsimonious to
explain subject omission in the same way.
This sort of processing explanation gains support from a range of
studies showing that subjects are more likely to be dropped when the
performance load increases; for instance, the longer the VP gets, the
more likely children are to omit the subject (Bloom, 1990; Valian, 1991).
This is consistent with the view that very young children suffer from a
production bottleneck that limits them to sentences that are about two
or three words long and so when extra words are added to the rest of
the sentence, the subject is more likely to be omitted.

4. Recent critiques
In a recent paper, Hyams and Wexler (in press) outline three
main arguments against the claim that English children possess the
appropriate non-null subject grammars. These are discussed below; for
a more detailed reply, see Bloom (in press a, in press b).
Argument 1: There is no non-linguistic explanation for the
subject/object asymmetry
Hyams and Wexler accept the notion of performance limitations
in children's speech that cause them to sometimes omit constituents,
induding subjects. But they also note that all previous research has
found that subjects in child English tend to be deleted more frequently
than objects, and they argue that only some syntactic factor--in
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particular, children's possession of null-subject grammars-can explain
this subject/object asymmetry.
But, in fact, there are at least two other factors that can explain
this asymmetry. The first is pragm'\tic; as noted in Bloom (1990),
subjects are more likely to convey old or redundant information than
objects and so the best way to cope with processing problems while still
effectively communicating would be to omit subjects, not objects.
Analyses of differences in word length and pronOminal usage between
subject NPs and object NPs suggest that 1- and 2-year-olds are sensitive
to this pragmatic asymmetry.
A second source of evidence supports a different sort of non
grammatical asymmetry between subjects and objects, and comes from
studies showing that utterance-initial elements appear to be more
vulnerable to production problems than other parts of the sentence.
For instance, Gerken (1991) used an imitation task to get 2-year-olds to
produce sentences such as (8).
(8) The bear kissed the lamb
She found that subjects were omitted more frequently than
objects, which is what one would expect under both the grammatical
theory and the processing theory. But she also found that children were
much more likely to omit the subj~ct-determiner than the object
determiner; they would often say "bear kissed the lamb", but would
almost never say "The bear kissed lamb". Since it is unlikely that there
exists a parameter of "subject-determiner omission"', this seems best
explained as the result of processing factors (and in particular, it is
consistent with the phonological production theory advanced by
Gerken), and not as the result of syntactic knowledge.
Argument 2: Pronoun use
Another issue raised by Hyams and Wexler (in press) concerns
pronoun use. Under the processing theory discussed by Bloom (1990),
children are likely to omit subjects that, if they were overt, might be
either lexical or pronominal. But Hyams and Wexler argue that their
theory makes a strong prediction about the nature of children's
omissions, as it entails that only subjects that should otherwise be
pronouns will be dropped. As they put it, n ••• the young child has a null
subject language, and their use of null subjects in contexts with which a
non null-subject language uses pronouns is simply a property of null
subject languages" (pp.38-39 in ms.). As such, if one examines the overt
subjects used by speakers of nul! subject languages, there should exist a
lower proportion of pronouns than found in the overt subjects used by
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speakers of non null subject languages--because the null subject
speakers are omitting subjects that would otherwise be pronouns and
never omitting subjects that would otherwise be lexical.
Hyams and Wexler present an analysis of child English that is
intended to show that these children u'se pronouns and lexical subjects
in a manner that is consistent with the claim that they possess null
subject grammars, while in Bloom (in press a), I argue that their data
shows exactly the opposite. For the purposes here, I will restrict the
discussion to a consideration of the cross-linguistic data and its
implications for the Hyams and Wexler argument.
The prediction one derives from their premise is
straightforward. According to Hyams and Wexler, if children acquiring
English and children acquiring Italian both have null subject
grammars then they should have about the same proportion of
pronoun subjects in their speech--since presumably each group of
children is only omitting subjects that would otherwise be pronouns.
In contrast, if children acquiring English know that subjects are
obligatory and only omit them due to processing problems, then they
should also omit subjects that would otherwise be lexicaL Given this,
one would expect differences between the proportion of overt subjects
that are pronouns found in the speech of English children and the
proportion of overt pronoun subjects found in the speech of Italian
children. (Note that under the processing account, Italian children
should sometimes omit subjects that would otherwise be lexical--since,
just as with the English children, they suffer from processing
limitations. But given that the Italian children also have the
grammatical option of pro-drop, which only applies to subjects that
would otherwise be pronouns, we would expect the proportion 0 f
overt subjects to be pronouns to be different between child Italian and
child English, given that the English children do not have this pro
drop option.)
In fact, dear differences exist. Valian (1991) found that the
proportion of overt subjects that are pronouns is far higher in child
English (about 70%) than in child Italian (about 30%) This suggests that
Italian children are omitting subjects that would otherwise be
pronouns to a far greater extent that the English children. And,
accepting the logic of Hyams and Wexler, this suggests that the Italian
children possess null subject grammars, and that the English children
do not.
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Argument 3: The end of the "null subject period" is correlated
with the acquisition of other aspects of grammar
Hyams and Wexler's final argument is that the end of the null
subject period is correlated with other aspects of language development
that trigger the parametric change, and they review a range of proposals
as to what the necessary trigger might be; these include the acquisition
of modals, expletives, inflectional morphology, sentence-external
negation, and verb-second in Germanic languages. If any such
correlation existed, it would strongly support their theory, as it would
show that subjectless sentences in child English are the result of a
grammatical property of child language, and not due to a processing
deficit.
As it stands, however, there is no evidence for these
hypothesized correlations, and considerable evidence against them (for
discussion, see Bloom, in press a; Bloom, in press b; Valian, 1990, 1991).
Note that it is easy to be misled by casual observation; for instance, one
might notice that at time 1, a child is omitting a lot of subjects and
rarely uses inflection, while at time 2, she is omitting fewer subjects
and frequently using inflection--and it is tempting to infer from this
that the acquisition of inflection causes the end of the null subject
period.
But when one examines a large group of children and applies
statistical analyses, as done by Valian (1991), it turns out that just about
all one can say about subjectless sentences in child English is that their
frequency decreases as children get older and start to produce longer
sentences. Since getting older is also linked up with other linguistic
accomplishments such as better command of morphology, more
frequent use of modals, and so on, it is easy to find spurious
correlations between subject omission and acquisition of different
aspects of grammar, when in fact no' causal relationship appears to
exist.
The issue is hardly closed. One could argue that some
grammatical trigger exists that nobody has yet looked for. Or,
alternatively, the child might only able to switch grammars and move
away from the null subject period as a result of neural maturation. For
instance, Borer and Wexler (in press) argue that all children initially
possess an innate principle called UEAPP and only after UEAPP
disappears, as the result of neural maturation, is the child capable of
encoding grammars in which subjects are obligatory.
One problem with all such proposals, however, is that there is
actually no such thing as a "null subject period" or "null subject stage".
Based on a casual reading of the acquisition literature, one might have
imagined that for each child acquiring English, there is initially a long
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period where he or she frequently omits subjects, then a relatively brief
transition, followed by adult-like usage, in which subjects are never
omitted. In fact, what you actually find (see Bloom, in press a) is a
gradual decrease in omission as a function of age, which is entirely
distinct from the sort of abrupt shifts one finds in cases of real
grammatical change (e.g., the acquisition of word order). In other
words, there is no "period" or "stage" where children frequently omit
subjects; instead, very young children start by omitting subjects about
40% of the time, then they omit them about 35% of the time, and so on,
until subject omission no longer occurs. There is no evidence for any
grammatical transition at all.
For these reasons-the evidence for processing limitations that
apply mainly to subjects, the early Italian/English difference in subject
omission and pronoun use, and the gradual decline in English
children's subject omission without any linguistic correlates-oil seems
reasonable to retain the hypothesis that the initial setting of the null
subject parameter is that subjects are obligatory. Only when exposed to
subjectless sentences, as happens very early with children exposed to
pro-drop languages like Italian, will children reset their parameter to
allow for optional subjects.
5. Triggers
The assumption above is that children exposed to languages
such as Italian switch their parameter on the basis of hearing tensed
subjectless sentences. But Valian (1990) notes that such sentences are
relatively frequent in colloqUial English. Her examples include
elliptical questions like "want lunch now?", imperatives, like "put that
down!", and hard to classify utterances such as the borderline aphasic
sentences that George Bush was famous for, e.g., "Wouldn't be
prudent". What a theory of the null subject parameter needs is some
definition of trigger such that (i) the utterances that English-speaking
adults use will not induce parameter-change, but that (ii) at least some
of the utterances used by Italian-speaking adults will cause children to
switch to an optional subject grammar.
One potential solution is ·that children have sufficient
knowledge of the pragmatic conditions of imperatives and ellipsis so
that they can filter out at least some of these sentences on pragmatic
grounds (see Kim, in press). But another alternative, proposed by
Roeper and Weissenborn (1990) and partially adopted by Valian, is that
children can filter out these distracting utterances by ignoring matrix
clauses, and focusing only on embedded sentences. All of the
phenomena leading to subjectless sentences in a non null subject
language like English appear utterance-initial; for instance, (9) and (10)
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are acceptable, showing that the subject can be omitted when it is
utterance-initial- but (12) is not acceptable, the subject must be present
in the embedded clause, as in (11).
(9) It wouldn't be prudent
(10) Wouldn't be prudent
(11) He told me it wouldn'tobe prudent
(12) "He told me wouldn't be prudent
Restricting the triggering data to embedded sentences could
constitute a solution: Since English-speaking adults never omit
subjects from embedded clauses, but Italian-speaking adults do,
children exposed to null subject languages will shift their parameter,
while those exposed to non null subject languages will not.
We can conclude with a final puzzle for a triggering theory, what
one can call the Evil Uncle problem. Imagine some sinister relative
whispering to a 2-year-old a sentence such as "I know want something
to drink" (meaning: "I know you wapt something to drink")--where
the subject is dearly missing from the embedded clause. Under the
most transparent version of the parameter theory, this sort of sentence
should induce parametric change, and the child would thus possess a
null subject grammar. But it would be bizarre to assume that this is
what would happen; most likely, the child would simply ignore the
utterance or categorize it as ungrammatical.
This illustrates that we have to move away from the simple
idealization of a single triggering sentence, and towards to some more
subtle notion of "weighted input". As it stands, however, we have no
explicit notion of how much evidence (or what kind of evidence) is
required to induce parameter change. Developing a theory of this-
some precise theory of triggers-is an important next step in extending
the theory of parameters as an explanation for syntactic development.

I thank Andrew Barss, Merrill Garrett, LouAnn Gerken, Cecile
McKee, Janet Nicol, Steven Pinker, Virginia Valian and Karen Wynn,
for discussion on these issues. Address. correspondence to: Paul Bloom,
Department of Psychology,,University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 or
"bloom@rvax.ccit.arizona.edu".
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Nested Variables And Locality
Laurent P. Dekydtspotter
Cornell University

L Introduction 1
Saito (1989) notes that the Proper Binding Condition (PBC) of Chomsky
(1975). Flengo (1977), and May (1977), accounts for the severe status of (I): see
also Lasnik: and Saito (1992). Under this view, the ungrammaticality of (1) is due to
the fact that the trace nested inside the Wh-moved constituent is not C-commanded
by its antecedent which individual.
(I) 1*

[ Which picture of lj 1 did you wonder which individualj John bought tj 1

It is, therefore, the failure of C-command which triggers the severe
ungrammatical ity of (1), under the PBC account. However, there are cases where
C-command failure does not trigger ungrammaticality (2). The Proper Binding
Condition wrongly predicts that (2) should have the same status as (1), if PP
extraposition is indeed a Movement rule (cf. Choms)..)' 1986). Besides, the Proper
Binding Condition also fails to account for the intermediate status of (3) over an
extraposition island, and the se\'ere ungrammaticality of (4) m'er a Wh-island, The
pattern in (2)-(4) is totally unexpected under a Proper Binding treatment.
(2)

(3) 11
(4) ?*

[ Which picture ti 1j did she say he bought tj of Johni ?
[ Which picture ti 1j is it high time he bought tj of Johni ?
[ Which picture ti 1 did you wonder where Mary bought tj of Johni ?

Kayne (1984) notes that Proper Binding reduces to go\'ernment since the laller
is composed of a C-command requirement with a locality statement. I propose to
eliminate the Proper Binding ConditIon (cf. Collins 1992), I propose that the data
in (1)-(4) follow from an adequate theory of Movement based on Chomsky (1986)
and Lasnik and Saito (1992), This account also follows a proposal by Cinque
(1990) that the referentiality of an expression is tied to its ability to undergo long
Mm'emenL I sho\\' that the presence of a nested \'ariable affects the derivational
computation of the referentiality of the expression that includes it. Hence if a
which-phrase is not susceptible 10 Weak: Crossover (Sa), a which-phrase
containing a nested variable is (Sb).
(5)a
(5)b

*

[Which picture of Paris1i did itsi painter repurchase ti ?
[Which picture lj 1j did itsj painter repurchase tj of Parisi?

1 propose that the computation of the referentiality of an expression can be
affected by prior mm'ements, affecting subsequent movements. An adequate theory
must distinguish expressions with nested variables from other expressions (cf. (3)
\·s. (6», and Wh-islands from other weak islands (cf. (3) \'s. (7».
(3) ??
(6)

[ Which picture ti 1j is it high time he bought tj of Johni ?
( Which picture of John h is it high time he bought tj ?
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(7) 1*

[ Which picture Ii]j do you wonder where to buy 1j of JoOOi ?

I propose a theory of Movement that draws these distinctions. I propose that
each application of Move a is subject to a government requirement defined in terms
of C-command, co-indexing. subjacency and Relativized Minimality. This
government requirement interacts with two types of chains: a head chain and an
antecedent chain (cf. Chomsky 1986). The degree of violation is computed as a
function of baniers on these chains. Referentiality interacts with the computation of
Movement in the following way: non-referential expressions require subjacency on
the antecedent chain. referential expressions do not, if the head chain obtains. (2).
(3) and (4) implicate non-referential objects; hence, subjacency is required. In (2)
no baniers intervene; hence, the extraction is perfectly grammatical. In (3) only
subjacency fails; hence, its intermediate status. In (4) both subjacency and
Relativized Minimality fail; hence, its severe status.
2. The Proper Binding Revisited
The Proper Binding Condition requires that a trace be C-commanded by its
antecedent. However, many constructions in natural language violate the Proper
Binding Condition. As we have just seen, A-bar Movement traces pose a challenge
for the PBC as PP-extraposition data suggest (8).
(8)

[Quelles representations ti lj dites-mus avoir vues tj des MiserableSi ?
which performances
say you ha\'e seen of Les Miserables
'Which performances of Les Miserables did you say you saw?'

A-Movement traces also challenge the PBC, as (9) shows with VP preposing (cL
Huang 1990).
(9)

[ Arrive ti )j shc said that Johni would t

J

So do verb Movement traces. This can be seen with French Remnant
Topicalization. In French, unlike English, the \'erb moves to Inn (cL Emonds 1976;
Pollock 1989). After verb raising, the VP remnant containing the trace of the verb
may be topicalized as one constituent (10).
Ele affirma qu' elle observerait la representation paisiblement, et
she stated that she would observe the performance peacefully and
'She stated that she would obser..e the performance peacefully and
(l0)

[Ii Ia representation paisiblement]j. elle obser\'ai souvent tJ
the performance peacefully
she observed often
observe the performance peacefully, she often did'

The trace left by the clitic ell--'of it' also presents an empirical challenge to the
PBC (11).
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(11)

[QueUes representations ti]j dites-vous que vous eni avez vues ~ ?
which perfonnances
say you
that you
of-it have seen
'Which perfonnances of il do you say thai you saw?'

2.1. PP-Extraposilion Revisited
There can be little doubt that a nested trace is present in (9), (10) and (11).
However, Culicover and Rochemonl (1990) suggest that PP-extraposi lion is not a
Movement rule. Transfonnational Grammarians assumed that the rule of
Extraposition derived (12a) from (12b). Chomsky (1986) proposes that
Extraposilion applies at PF; hence, no Subject Condilion violation occurs. 2
( 12)a

[Des images ~]j sont apparues y a la tele de massacres odieuxi
images
are appeared
on TV of massacres vile
'Images appeared on TV of vile massacres'

(12)b

[Des images de massacres odieux)i sont apparues ti a la tele
are appeared
on TV
images of massacres vile
'I mages of vile massacres appeared on TV '

But, where PP-extraposition obtains, ell-cliticization also does; i.e., where a
derivation that does not violate the Subject Condition obtains. Where it does not,
PP-extraposition is impossible (l3a,b). This is unexpected under a base-generation
account (cf. Culico\'er and Rochemont 1990).
(13)a
(13)b

*

[ Pictures lj lJ arri\'ed ~ of the massacrei
[Pictures ti 1falsified prior statements of the massacTei

(l2a) is thus not transfonnationally related to (12b) but to (I2c). NamelY.
extrapositlOn occurs from a position governed by the yerb to a C-commandmg
position.

(12)c

II est apparu [ des images lj 1 Ii la tele de massacres adieuxi
exp,is appeared images
on TV of massacres vile
There appeared images on TV of vile massacres'

PP-extraposition respects constraints on Movement. A class of French nominals
allow mUiliplc de-phrases, unlike English. H.owever only the PP bearing the
hierarchically highest role can be questioned or extraposed (14a,b) and (15a,b).
Furthennore, double extraction is impossible out of an NP: hence, it is not possible
to question a PP when ell-cliticization also takes place (100). Similarly, PP
extraposition is impossible (16b).
(14)a

[ Quel portrait d' Aristote ti ]j Ie musec a-t-il achet!! tj de Rembrandti ?
which portrait of Aristotle
the museum has it bought of Rembrandt
'Which portrait of Aristotle did the museum buy by Rembrandt?'
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(14)b

De quij Ie musee
a-t-il achet~ [ un portrait d' Aristote ti 1?
of who the museum has it bought a portrait of Aristotle
'By who did the museum buy a portrait of Aristotle?'

(15)a *

[ Quel portrait Ii de Rembrandt lj Ie musee a-t-il ache~ d' Aristot~ ?
the museum has it bought of Aristotle
which portrait of Rembrandt
'Which portrait by Rembrandt did the museum buy of Aristotle?'

(15)b*

De quii Ie mu~ a-t-il ache~ [un portrait Ij de Rembrandt 1?
of who the museum has it bought a portrait of Rembrandt
'Of who did the museum buy a portrait by Rembrandt?'

(16)a *

[ Un croquis tj Ij lk enj a t~ ache~ lJc de RembrandG?
a sketch
of-it has been bought of Rembrandt
'A sketch of it was bought by Rembrandt'

(16)b*

De quii Ie muste enj a-t-il ache~ [ un croquis Ij ti 1?
of who the museum of-it has it bought a sketch
'By who did the museum buy a sketch of it?'

y

These facts present strong evidence that PP-extraposition is a Movement rule.
With respect to the Proper Binding Condition, a question remains. Is it the case that
the PP does not C-command its trace in cases such as (8)? I present evidence that
this is the case. Evidence comes from gapping (17a) and from the binding of
anaphors (17b).
(17)a

Une statue a ete vendue de Balzac et un croquis [e] aussi
a statue was sold of Bal laC and a sketch
as \I ell
'A statue of Balzac was sold and a sketch was sold as well'
'A statue of Balzac lias sold and a sketch of Bal7~c was sold as well'

(17b)

[Quel portraitt;, lJ a-t-elle \'oulu qu'il choisisse tj * d' elle-mcmei! d'elle l ?
which portrait
has she wanted that she choses of herself! of her
'Which portrait did she want that he chose *of herself! of her?'

A gapped YP is interpreted by an LF copy rule (17a). Consider the hypothesis that
the extraposed PP is adjoined to YP. When the YP copy rule applies, the rule may
implicate either a segment including or excluding the adjoined PP, giving the two
readings of (17a). Without YP-adjunction, the second reading of (17a) is
mysterious. The data in (17b) show that an anaphor contained in an extraposed
phrase must be bound within the lower clause. This also argues for YP-adjunction.
Were the PP adjoined to IP. the matrix clause would be the governing category of
the anaphor. contra!)' to fact. Hence, there is strong support for the view that not
onlv A-Movement and Y-Movement traces, but also ell-c1iticization and PP
extrnposition traces empirically challenge the validity of the Proper Binding
Condition. A broad C-eommand condition like the Proper Binding Condition
proves unable to distinguish ungrammaticality (1) from grammaticality (8)-(11),
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3. An ECP Solution
Kayne (1984) points OI.It that the notion of proper binding is included in the
government relation which also encodes locality. When Movement tests are applied
to constituents from which PP-extraposition and en-cliticization have taken place, a
pattern emerges which argues strongly that the distribution of nested traces follows
not from Proper Binding but from the ECP. Full grarnmaticality obtains with bridge
verbs (l8a,b).
(18)a

[Quelles representations Ii ]j dites-voos avoir vues tj des MiserableSi ?
which performances
say you have seen of les Miserables
'Which performances of Les Miserables did you say you saw?'

(l8)b

[Que lies representations lj lj dites-vous que vous eni avez vues ~ ?
that you
of-it have seen
which performances
say you
'Which performances of it do you say that you saw?'

But, severe unacceptability results O\'er a Wh-island (19a,b). A stark contrast
appears between (I9a,b) and (l9c) which implicates a constituent without a nested
A-bar Movement trace.
(19)a ?*

[Quelles representations lj lj a-toil su
ou \'oir ~ des MiserableSi?
which performances
has he known where to see of Les Miserables
'Which performances of Les Miserables did he know where to see?'

(19)b?*

[Quelles representations ti lj a-t-il su
ou eni ,'oir tf
which performances
has he known where of-it to see
'Which performance, of it did he kno\\ where to see?'

(l9)c?

Quelles representations des MiserabJes a-t-i1 su
OU mir t ?
J
what performances
of Les Mlserableshas he known where to see
'What performances of Les Miserables did he know where to see?'

Howe\"er, a lesser degree of unacceptability obtains with facth"e (::;Oa,b), manner
of-speaking (::;la,b) and extraposltion islands (22a,b).
(20)a??

[Quelles representations ti lj regrettes-tu de voir tj des Miserablesi?
which performances
regret you of see of Les Miserables
'Which performances of Les Miserables do you regret to see?'

(20)b??

[Quelles representations lj lj regrettes-tu d' eni voir~?
which performances
regret you of of-it to see
'Which performances of it do you regret to see?'

(21)a??

[Quelles representations lj lj a-t-il murmure de voir tj des Mlserablesl ?
which performances
has he murmured to see of Les Miserables
'Which performances of Les Miserables did he whisper to see?'
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(21)b??

[QueUes representations It]j a-t-il munnure d'eni voir tp
which performances
has he murmured to of-it see
'Which performances of it did he whisper to see?'

(22)a??

[QueUe scene lj ]j est-it possible que nous voyions 1 des Miserable8j?
is it possible that we see
of Les Miserables
which scene
'Which scene of Les Miserables is it possible we will see?'

(22)b??

[QueUe scene lj]j est-il possible que nous el'lj voyions 1?
whicb scene
is it possible that we of-it see
'Which scene of it is it possible that we will see?'

If (20a,b)-(22a,b), which implicate nested PP-extraposition and en-cliticization
traces, have a marginal status, (2<k)-(22c), wbich do not implicate such nested
traces, are perfectly grammatical.
(20)c

[QueUes representations des Miserables]i regrettes-tu de voir ti?
of Les Mirerables regret you of to see
which performances
'Which performances of Les Miserables do you regret to see?'

(21)c

[Quelles representations des Miserables]i a-t-i1 murmure de voir ti?
of Les Miserables has he murmured to see
which performances
'Which performances of Les Miserables did he whisper to see?'

(22)c

[QueJle scene des MiserableS]1 est-il possible que nous voyions ti?
of Les Miserables is it high time that we see
which scene
'Which scene of Les Miserables is it high time that we will see?'

Hence, an adequate theory of Movement must distinguish Wh-islands from
factive, manner-of-speaking and extraposition islands, since they trigger different
levels of severit), in the extraction of constituents with nested PP-extraction or ell
cliticization traces. It must also distinguish constituents containing nested A-bar
Movement traces from constituents with no such traces and from adjuncts.
3.1. A Movement Theory
I propose bere a theory of Movement based on Chomsky (1986) and Lasnik and
Saito (1992), which incorporates insights from Rizzi (1990), Cinque (1990), and
Manzini (1992). I propose that government must hold of each application of Move
a. This ensures against downward and sideways Movement Government consists
of a C-command requirement, co-indexation, Relativized Minimalit)' and subjacency
(23). Government is checked with respect to two types of chains: an antecedent
chain and a head chain or percolation projection. which depends on selection.
Stowell (1981) proposes that if a selects ~ then a and ~ share an index. A single
index can percolate along a selection chain (24). The degree of violation is
computed as a function of barriers on these chains. Two types of barriers obtain:
subjacency and Minimal it)' barriers. Subjacency requires that the antecedent be
included in the immediate XP dominating a non L-marked XP (cf. Lasnik and Saito
1992). Minimalit)' requires no intervening potential antecedent (cf. Rizzi 1990).
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(23)

a governs Ii iff (i) a C-commands Ii
and(ii} a and Ii are co-indexed
and (iii) no typical potential antecedent intervenes
and(iv) a is subjacent to fl

(24)

a chain selects Ii iff there is a y such that
(i) a selects y and (ii) y selects Ii (where a, fl. and y are heads)

Head chains depend on selection and C-command by the head. Hence, the
availablility of head chains distinguishes subjects and adjuncts from objects.
Furthermore, the availablility of head chains distinguishes strong from weak
islands. Weak islands are domains where head chains can compose, strong islands
are domains where they cannot. The notion of head chain formalizes Huang's 1982
CEO (cf. Manzini 1992). Consider a subject island (25a). Comp indexing allows
the matrix C and embedded C to share an index. A head chain does not obtain,
because the two Cs are not subjacent The lower CP is not L-marked and is
therefore a barrier for subjacency. But, for a valid head chain to obtain, the matrix
C must be included in the first XP dominating CP; namely IP. This is not the case.
On the antecedent chain, subjacency is also violated because the antecedent is not
included in the first XP dominating CP; namely IP. This still holds with adjunction
to IP (cf. Lasnik and Saito 1992).
(25)a'* £CpWhoi [Coi did] l!P[CP ~ [Coi that] lip John sa\\' ti

II

[vp please you]]?

Weak islands implicate a head chain. However, this theory distinguishes Wh
islands which implicate Relativized Minimality violations (25b) from other \\'eak
islands that do not implicate Relati\'ized Minimality (25c). Hence, the contrast
between (25b) and (25c).
(25)b*? Which picturei did you wonder Icp where [IP he bought ti of John II ?
(25}c?? Which picturei is It poSSIble Icp ti that hphe bought ti of John]] ?
Cinque's (1991) observes that referentiality voids weak islands. This still remains
unexplained. I do not attempt at an explanation, but I show that Cinque's
generalization is responsible for the extraction pattern of nested variables. Cinque's
generalization can be stated as is: non-referential objects require subjacency on the
antecedent chain, referential expressions do not. A tri-partite distinction is made
between referential (26a), non-referential objects (26b) and adjuncts (26c).
(26}a? IcpWhich booki [COi did] hp you wonder [CP where lip to buy ~ ]]]] ?
(26)b?'* £CpWhat the helli [COi did] £Ip you wonder £Cp where IIp to buy ~ ]]]] ?
(26}c'* [CpHo\\'i [COi did] IIp you wonder [Cf"\'here IIp to buy the book ti ]]]] ?
In (26a) and (26b) a head chain is available. In (26a) subjacency is waived on the
antecedent chain. since the expression is referential and a head chain obtains. but
Relativized Minimahty is not respected, In (26b). however, the expression is non
referential; hence. subjacency is required, Thus (26b) violates both subjacency and
Relati\'ized Minimalit:y: hence. its severity. In (26c) a head chain is not available
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since how is not selected. Both subjacency and Relativized Minimality are violated
on the antecedent chain. Neither chain obtains; hence, the unmitigated status.
3.2. Syntactic Computation of Referentiality3
There is evidence that a variable intelferes with the computation of the
referentialily of a phrase in which it is included. A topicalized referential expression
binding a trace or a clitic does not trigger Weak Crossover (cf. Lasnik and Stowell
1991). Which-phrases behave like referential expressions for Weak Crossover.
However, a which-phrase containing a variable triggers ungrarnmaticality. Which
phrases with nested variables behave with respect to Weak Crossover like non
referential phrases such as qUi diable -'who the hell.'
(27)a Cette peinturei, soni createur li'a rachetee
this picture
its creator it bought back
'This picture, its creator repurchased'
(27)b [Quelle peinture de Giverny 1 est-ce que soni createur a rachetee ti?
bought back
which painting of Giverny is it that its creator
'Which painting of Giverny did its painter repurchase?'
(27)c * [Quelle peinture tilj est-ce que sonj createur a rachetee y de GivernYi?
which painting
is it that its creator
bought back of Giverny
'Which painting did its painter repurchase of Givemy?'
(27)d'" [Quel1e peinture li1J est-ce que sonj createur eni a rachetee ~ ?
which painting
is it that its creator of-it bought back
'Which painting did Its painter repurchase of GI\'erny?'
(27)e * Qui diablei est-ce que sa; mere a \u ti?
who the hell is it that
his mother sa\\
'Who the hell did his mother see?'

I propose that the presence of a \'anable changes the nalure of the which
phrases in (27c,d), [Quelle peinture de Giyerny 1denotes a set of paintings of
Giverny. WlLich-phrases come with a uniqueness presupposition. Hence [queUe
peinture de Giverny J denotes a singleton set. [Quelle peinture de Giverny J picks
out a unique painting. It is therefore referential. [Quelle peinture ~J ranges over
paintings of a], a2 ... !ln. It ranges over sets of paintings. The uniqueness
presupposition applies to sets of paintings, rather than to individual paintings.
Hence, [Quelle peinture til cannot pick out some unique painting. [Quelle peinture
til is thus non-referential.
I suggested that a nested variable determines the referentiality of the which
phrase. This can be checked by SUbstituting the quantifier 10//1 Ie mOt/de'eyeryone'
for the nested trace. (2&) has three readings: a group reading where everyone refers
to the sum individual; it has also a funclional reading. 4 The answer might then be:
the charcoal sketch. where Jean made a corresponding charcoal for each indiyjdual.
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Finally (28a) has a distributive reading to which an appropriate answer might be:
Jean presented his charcoal sketch of Rosie, his pencil sketch of Marc and his
etched sketch of Eric. Crucially, the distributive reading where 'everyone' has a
quantificational reading disappears tOlally in the context of a Weak Crossover (28b).
(28)a

[Quelle esquisse de tout Ie mondeJi est-ce que Jean a presentee tj ?
is it that Jean has presented
which sketch of everyone
'Which sketch of everyone did Jean present?'

(28)b

[Quelle esquisse de tout Ie mondeJi est-ce que soni createur a presentee~?
which sketch of everyone
is it that its creator has presented
'Which sketch of everyone did its creator present?'

3.3. Reducing Proper Binding to Movement
I have put forward evidence that suggests that the computation of the
referentiality of an expression is a cyclical syntactic process, which js potentially
affected by Movement. I have proposed that Move a cyclically respects
government, and that referentiality together with the presence of a licensed head
chain determines whether subjacency is required on the antecedent chain, Weak
Crossover data have shown that expressions with nested variables behave in the
course of derivation as non-referential expressions, An account of the behavior of
expressions with nested variables is now possible in terms of referentiality and long
Movement (cf. Cinque 1990).
This theory is thus able to explain the contrast between (29a) and (29b). (29a)
implicates the presence of a variable which affects the computation of the
referentiality of the VP. (29b) implicates an anaphoric A-Movement trace, which
does not affect the computation of the VP.
(29)a?* [Sing ti lj I wonder which songi John will ~')
(29)b? [Arri\e ti]j' I don't know for sure where all the runnersi will

~

The se\'erity of 'Proper Binding' violations like (30a) is due to the fact that a
nested \'ariable affects the derivational computation of the referentialit)' of the
constituent containing it so that subjacency is absolutely required on the antecedent
chain for the trace of the expression containing the variable to be identified. 'Proper
Binding' violations thus involve both subjacency and Relativized Minimality
violations on antecedent chains. (30a-c) implicate the nested A-bar Movement
traces of referential elements (cf. Sportiche (1990) on ell-cliticrzation).
(30)a?* [Quelles representations ti lj a-t-it su de quelle reuvre voir tj?
which performances
did he know of which work to see
'Which performances did he know of which work to see?'
OU voir tj
des Miserablest?
(30)b?* [Quelles representations ti]j a-t-il su
which performances
has he known where to see of Les Miserables
'Which performances of Les Miserables did he know where to see?'
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(30)c 7* [QueUes representations ti]j a-t-i1 su
ou enj voir tp
which performances
has he known where of-it to see
'Which performances of it did he know where to see?'
(30)d?

[QueUe representation]j a-t-i1 su ou voir tj ?
which performance
did he know where to see
'Which performance did he know where to see?'

Data problematic for the Proper Binding Condition find a natural explanation under
this proposal. When no barriers intervene, then the extraction is expectedly fully
grammatical.
(18)a

[QueUes representations It ]j dites-vous avoir vues tj des MiserableSj ?
which performances
say you have seen of les Miserables
'Which performances of Les Miserables did you say you saw?'

(18)b

[QueUes representations ti]j dites-vous que vous eni avez vues ~ 7
that you
of-it have seen
which performances
say you
'Which performances of it do you say that you saw?'

Cinque proposes that complements of manner-of-speaking and facti ve verbs are
extraposed arguments (cf. Kayne 1984). This is also the case for extraposition
islands. On the head chain, as a selected complement of the matrix verb, the C of
the lower clause is co-indexed with V and 1. The extraposed CP is a subjacency
barrier since it is not L-marked. But I is included in IP the first maximal projection
immediately dominating the CP bamer. Hence I and C are subjacent so that the
head chain obtains in (31a,b)-(33a). Consider the antecedent chain. The SpecCP is
a\'ailable as a landing site which de-barrierizes the IP. But CP is a bamer. Crossing
the CP violates subJacency. Adjunction to VP is not an option. since expreSSIons
adjoined to one node do not ha\e relathe scope (cf. May 1985), and the!P
adjoined site is not included in the first IP segment. In other words, subjacency
does not obtain. No minimalit}' barriers are present. The intermediate status of
(31a,b)-(33a,b) is computed from bamerhood on the two chains. Referential
arguments incur no violation since subjacenc)' is not reqUired of them (33b). Bm
non-referential argument incur a subjacency violation on the antecedent chain.

y

(31)a?? (Quels Jjvres ti ]j regrettez-vous de vendre de BalzaCj?
do you regret of seU
of Balzac
which books
'Which books of Balzac's do you regret selling?'
(31)b?? [Quelle version ti ]j regrettez-vous d' eni vendre ~ ?
which version
do you regret of of-it to sell
'Which version of it do you regret selling?'
(32)c?? [Quel portrait ti]j a-t-elle murmure qu'eUe s'itait proeure y de BalzaCj?
which portrait
has she whispered that she had obtained of Balzac
'Which portrait of Balzac did she whisper that she had obtained?'
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(32)d?? [Quel croquis tj ]j a-t-elle murmure qu'elle s'eIlj etait procure
which sketch did she whisper that she of-it had obtained
'Which sketch of it did she whisper that she had obtained?'

~

?

(33)a ?? [Quels passages G]j est-iltemps [cp tj de considerer tj de la declarationi]?
which passages
is it time
to consider of the declaration
'Which passages is it high time we considered of the declaration?'
(33)b

(Quels passages]i est-il grand lemps [Cptj de considerer ti]?
which passages is it high time
of to consider
'Which passages is it high time we considered?'

The well-foundedness of the claim that nesled variables are responsible for
Weak Crossover effects and the pattern of extractability over islands can be
independently motivaled. The quantifier everyone loses its distributive reading in
Weak Crossover contexts. Under this proposal, everyone is expected to lose its
distributive reading across subjacency barriers. (34a) has three readings: a
functional reading, a group reading and a distributive reading. To the functional
reading, corresponds an answer like the charcoal sketch. To the group reading,
corresponds a specific group sketch. To the distributive reading, corresponds an
answer like the charcoal sketch of Rosie, the pencil sketch of Marc, and the etched
sketch of Eric.
(34)a

[QueHe esquisse de tout Ie mondeli Marie a-t-elle dit qu'elle acheterait ti?
which sketch of e\ervone Marie has-she said that she would buy
Which sketch of e\er)'one did Marie say that she would buy?'
..

With subjacency islands. the distribul1\'e reading disappears (34b) and (34c).
(34)b

[QueHe esquissc de tout Ie mondeli est·il temps que Marie achete ti ?
which SKetch
of e\'cnonc
is it time thaI Marie bU\s
'Which sketch of e\'eryone is it time that Mary bought?'
..

(34)c

[Quelle esquisse de tout Ie mondeli regrettez-vous de devoir acheter Ii ?
regret you
to have to buy
which sketch of everyone
'Which sketch of everyone do you regret that you must buy?'

Only variables interfere with the referentiality of the expression in which they
are located. E:~pressions containing anaphoric A-Movement traces show no
sensitivity to one barrier islands (35a). Chomsk"y (1986) points out that verb traces
and A-Mm'ement traces pattern together; verb traces also show no sensitivity to one
barrier islands (35b).
(35)a

[Arrive IilJ' it is high time that all the runnerSj would tj
Elle promit qu'elle observerait la representation paisiblement,
she promised that she would observe the performance peacefully, and
'She promised that she would observe the performance peacefully, and

so
(35)b

[ tv la reprt!sentation paisiblement ]. iI est grand temps quO elle observe.
the performance peacefully
it is high lime she observed
observe the performance peacefully it is high time she did'

4. Conclusion
The Proper Binding Condition has been shown to be empirically inadequate and
to reduce fully to the Theory of Movement. This reduction leads to greater
empirical and conceptual adequacy. The Proper Binding Condition. as a broad C
command requirement fails to distinguish ungrammalicality from grammaticality. I
argue that the presence of a variable. either a quantifier or an A-bar Movement trace.
affects the derivational computation of the referentiality of the expression that
contains it. which interacts with the Theory of Movement. Anaphoric elements do
not have such an effect. A three-way distinction appears between referential objects.
non-referential objects and adjuncts. Also. Wh-islands are shown to differ
significantly from other weak islands. A theory was proposed. Government holds
of each application of Move a, preventing downward Movements. An extraction is
computed with respect to an antecedent and a head chain where available. The head
chain is only available for head-governed expressions. distinguishing adjuncts from
objects. Referential expressions are not subject to subjacency on the antecedent
chain if requirements on the head chain are satisfied. The two types of chains
interact with barriers yielding an algOf)1hm for the computation of the severity of
an extraction.
Notes
The French judgments which this paper discusses are mine. For English, I ha\'e
consulted Vicki Carstens and John Whitman. I thank Mamuro Saito for his input at
WECOL <12. I thank them all for their comments. Possible errors are my own.
2 Tanya Reinhart (pc) pointed out to me that PP-extraposition obeys se~antic
restrictions imposed by the predicates (i) and (ii). These restrictions are unexpected
under a PF account.
(i)
[Pictures ~]j appeared tj of the candidate~
(Ii) "' [Pictures ti]j disappeared tj of the candidatesi

3 Mamuro Saito (pc) suggests that this distinction is best captured in terms of
quantificationality. rather than referentiality. Pesetsky (1987) states that non-D
linked wll-phrases are quantifiers, but D-Iinked wh-phrases are not quantifiers.
The present use of referentiality seems to capture the intuition.
4 Speakers vary in allowing the distributive reading. The French judgments are
mine. Vicki Carstens tells me that the distributive reading is unavailable in English.
John Whitman's intuitions in English, however, agree with those I have in French.
Chris Collins (pc) also confirms these judgments.
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Comparative Complementation with Verbs of Appearance
in English
Patrick Farrell
University of California. Davis
1. The Problem

An understanding of the syntactic and semantic properties of the
two constructions illustrated in (l) has been an important achievement
of generative grammar and has played a key role in the development of
current syntactic theories.

(1) a.

b.

It seems/appears (to me) [S' that the tire's flat].
The tire, seems/appears (to me) [8 t. to be flat].

As is well known, in classical transformational grammar and its
derivatives in which transformations are preserved in some form, the
(b)-sentences are related, in part, to the (a)-sentences by RAISING, a
phenomenon whereby what is the subject of the embedded clause at an
underlying level of representation becomes the subject of the main
clause at a superficial level of representation. l More precisely, in the
principles and parameters framework, as developed in Chomsky (1981)
and much subsequent work, it is assumed that such verbs have no
external argument (or underlying subject) and subcategorize for either
a tensed or infinitival clausal complement. When the complement is
infinitival, its subject must move into the empty subject position of the
main clause in order to be Case-marked, since there is no
Case-assigning governor of the embedded subject position and all NPs
must be assigned Case; the result is the construction in (lb), in which a
trace of the moved NP occupies the embedded subject position. When
the complement is tensed, the embedded subject finds a Case-assigning
governor within the complement itself (i.e., the agreement inflection);
the result is the construction in (1a), in which the underlyingly empty
main clause subject position is filled by the expletive pronoun it.
A much less celebrated fact about seem and appear is that their
state of affairs argument, otherwise expressed as a tensed clause (with
or without the complementizer that), can also be expressed as what I
will call a COMPARATIVE COMPLEMENT, that is, a phrase headed by like or
as if, as shown in (2) and (3).2

(2) a.
b.
(3) a.

h.

It seems (to me) like the tire's flat.

The tire seems (to me) like it's flat.
It appears (to me) as if the tire's flat.
The tire appears (to me) as ifit's flat.
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These constructions present a problem that can be summarized as
follows. Since (2a) and (3a) and the corresponding sentences in (1a) are
thematic paraphrases, it must be the case that seem and appear have
the same argument structure whether they take a clausal complement
or a comparative complement, which is to say, they have an optionally
expressed experiencer argument and a state of affairs argument. s If
this is so, a question arises as to the status of the referential main
clause subjects in (2b) and (3b). It would apparently not suffice to
analyze verbs of appearance as having an optional third argument,
since if such were allowed one would expect this argument to be able to
surface in the construction with the tensed clausal complement 
something that is not possible, as illustrated by (4).
(4)

* The tire seems (to me) that it's flat.

Thus, where the subjects in (2b) and (3b) come from is not altogether
clear.
In this paper I consider some different potential solutions to this
problem and present some arguments for adopting one and rejecting
the others. Having proposed and justified an analysis that arises as a
natural possibility within the principles and parameters framework, I
briefly discuss what I see as outstanding questions concerning this
phenomenon.
2. Some Nonsolutions and a Solution
2.1. The Copy Raising Hypothesis
The first possibility I want to consider is that the relationship
between (1a) and (1b) is in relevant respects the same as that between
the (a)-sentences and the (b)-sentences in (2) and (3) - a hypothesis
that seems quite natural given the structural and semantic parallels.
More specifically, following the analysis originally proposed for this
phenomenon within classical transformational grammar by Rogers
(1971, 1972) and Postal (1971, pp. 162-163), one might analyze the
(b)-sentences as involving so-called COpy RAISING, essentially as has
been proposed for Modern Greek (Joseph 1976, Perlmutter and Soames
1979, §43) and other languages. This analysis is illustrated in (5).
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The idea would be that an NP from within the clausal complement of
like optionally raises into the underlyingly empty subject position of
the seem clause, the main difference between this construction and
that exemplified by (lb) being that the trace is governed by a Case
assigner. One might simply suppose that Case-marked traces of NP
movement are necessarily overtly realized, taking the shape of
pronouns.
One apparent virtue of this kind of analysis is that it provides a
possible explanation for why a pronoun in the comparative complement
must be bound by the referential subject of seem, if it has one, as
shown by (6).
(6)

Waynei seems like he;/*youl*I!*Garth must be in trouble.

The explanation would be that raising necessarily involves leaving a
trace; if the trace happens to be Case-marked. it is overt. Another
potential virtue of this approach is that it would provide an interesting
kind of motivation for trace theory, if it turned out to be correct, since
the visibility of the trace would make its existence hard to question.
Unfortunately, there are serious problems with such an analysis.
To begin with, the BINDING THEORY is specifically designed to prohibit
raising out of a tensed complement clause. Principle A of the binding
theory requires that a trace of NP movement (being an anaphor like
reflexive pronouns) be bound within a domain defined (sufficiently
precisely for present purposes) as the minimal clause containing it,
unless it is the subject of an infinitival clause. in which case the
domain is the minimal clause containing the infinitival clause. If
raising were allowed in cases such as (2b), the binding theory would
have to be relaxed in such a way as to allow raising out of a tensed
clause, in which case there would be no obvious explanation for the
ungrammaticality of(4).
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A second and much more serious problem with the copy raising
hypothesis is that it leaves unexplained the fact that the construction
exemplified by (2b) systematically differs from the raising construction
with respect to established criteria for a raising analysis. Consider, for
example, the implications of examples involving quantified NPs, as in
(7).

(7) a.
b.
c.

Some customs official checked every passing car.
Ambiguous as to whether or not for each car the same
customs official did the checking
Some customs official seems to have checked every passing
car.
Ambiguous in same way as (7a)
Some customs official seems like he has checked every
passing car.
Unambiguous: must be the same customs official for each car

Following Burzio (19B6) and May (1977), a reasonable account of this
ambiguity is that the two quantifiers can be ordered differently at the
level of LOGICAL FORM (LF), the relative ordering corresponding to the
different readings. The LF representation in which some has "wider
scope" than every is shown in (Ba).
(B)

a.
b.

(3x, x a customs official) ('fly, y a passing car) (x checked y)
('fly, y a passing car) (3x, x a customs official) (x checkedy)

This representation corresponds to the reading according to which the
same customs official did the checking for every car. The other reading
corresponds to the case where every has ....' ider scope than some, as
shown in (Bb). The fact that (7a) is ambiguous is due to the possibility
of any relative ordering of quantifiers within a given clause. Now
although quantifier scope is generally clause-bound, (7b) is ambiguous
in the same way as (7a), even though the some phrase has raised in the
syntax to the main clause. The explanation is that quantified phrases
can be reconstructed into their trace's position at LF, allowing for the
variable ordering of quantifiers within the embedded clause in the case
of (7b). Crucially, if raised NPs can be reconstructed into their trace's
position at LF, one would expect to find the ambiguity in question in
cases like (7c), if this sentence involves raising of the sort schematized
in (5). However, the only reading available is that with some having
wider scope than every.
Another well-known defining characteristic of the raising
construction is that its meaning does not change as a function of
whether the complement clause whose subject has apparently raised is
active or passive. Consider in this light the following two scenarios. In
the first a doctor has just finished attending to a patient and she comes
into the waiting room alone with blood all over her. In the second

S6

scenario the patient comes into the waiting room alone with blood all
over him. As illustrated by the sentences in (9), active/passive
paraphrases of the infinitival complement construction with seem are
cognitively synonymous, both versions being appropriate as
descriptions of either scenario.

Scenario 1: The doctor (alone) emerges into the waiting room with
blood all over her
Scenario 2: The patient (alone) emerges into the waiting room with
blood all over him
(9) a. The doctor seems to have butchered the patient.
b. The patient seems to have been butchered by the doctor.
OK both scenarios
The active and passive versions of the comparative complement
construction, on the other hand. are not synonymous in this way, as
shown by the examples in (10).
(10) a.
b.

The doctor seems like she has butchered the patient.
OK scenario 1 only
The patient seems like he has been butchered by the doctor.
OK scenario 2 only

The active version is an appropriate description of only scenario 1; the
passive version of only scenario 2. There is no apparent account of why
there should be such a difference, if the sentences in (10), like those in
(9) involve raising.
Finally, there appears to be a significant difference between the
two types of construction with respect to their tolerance for
nonargument subjects that must be analyzed as originating in the
embedded clause - i.e., expletive there, and pieces of idiomatic
expressions. As shown by the contrast between (11) and (12).
nonargument subjects that originate in the complement are generally
fine with seem when it takes an infinitival complement but not when it
takes a comparative complement. It is unclear why there should be
such a contrast, if both constructions involve raising:'
(11) a. There seems to have been an accident.
b. Not much attention seems to have been paid to the details.
c. The cat seems to have your tongue. (Idiomatic)
(12) a. '" There seems like there/it has been an accident.
b. '" Not much attention seems like it has been paid to the details.
c. * The cat seems like it has your tongue. (Idiomatic)
In short, the obstacles facing the copy raising analysis schematized
in (5) seem to be insurmountable. This analysis not only requires
weakening the binding theory in such a way as to lose an explanation
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for the ungrammaticality of (4), but it also leaves several important
differences between the comparative and infinitival construction
unaccounted for.

2.2. Out of Thin Air Hypothesis
A second possibility is that in a way similar to that suggested by
Chomsky for the tough movement construction (as in Wayne is tough to
trick), a referential NP may be inserted into the nonthematic subject
position of verbs of appearance, either at S-structure (Chomsky 1981,
pp. 312-314) or by GENERALIZED TRANSFORMATION (Chomsky 1992), as
shown in (13).
(13)
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The problem with such an analysis is that, unlike with the tough
movement construction, it does not seem possible to link this operation
to an independently justifiable restructuring process and thus there is
no apparent way to limit it for principled reasons to just the
construction for which it is needed. It is unclear what would prevent
this kind of operation from taking the structures underlying (14a) and
(15a), for example, and giving (14b) and (15b) as output.
(14) a.
b.
(15) a.
b.

>I<

>I<

It seems that it's flat.
The tire seems that it's flat.
It's obvious that he likes Garth.
Wayne's obvious that he likes Garth.

There is, then, a good reason for rejecting this hypothesis as well.

2.3. Raising from Small Clause Hypothesis
Fortunately, there is an analysis that solves or avoids the various
problems that face the two rejected hypotheses. This analysis is built
on the idea that the subject of sentences such as (2b) and (3b) is indeed
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a raised NP; however, unlike on the copy raising analysis, it is an
ordinary raised NP that leaves an ordinary trace that is both
phonologically null and properly bound. Since the trace is an ordinary
one, it clearly cannot be located within the complement of like. There
is, then, only one natural possibility: it must be the subject of like. A
comparative complement must be able to be analyzed as a so-called
SMALL CLAUSE, whose subject, having no governing Case-assigner,
moves to the nonthematic subject position of seem, as shown in (16).5
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Given such an analysis, it is clear, to begin with, why examples like (4)
(*The tire seems (to me) that it's flat) are ungrammatical. As that is a
complementizer rather than a comparative preposition, it does not
have an external argument. Since seem has only experiencer and state
of affairs arguments, there is no source for the referential subject in
this example. The standard account of (4) can be maintained.
Furthermore, all of the differences observed above between the
comparative complement construction and the infinitival complement
construction follow naturally from this analysis. Consider the
restriction on quantifier interpretation illustrated by the examples in
(7), for example. The subject position of the small clause is a thematic
position, filled at D-structure. A quantified NP occupying this position
could not possibly be reconstructed at LF into the clause embedded
under like, since it does not originate there. Hence, some must have
\'voider scope than every in (7c). A similar explanation is available for the
meaning difference between the corresponding active and passive
versions of the comparative raising construction, illustrated by (lOa)
and (lOb). This difference can be attributed to the fact that the
external argument of like is different in the two cases. (lOa) is a
statement about what the doctor is like; (lOb) is a statement about
what the patient is like. The fact that a nonargument from the
complement of like cannot be the subject of seem (as illustrated by the
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examples in (12» follows as well from the fact that there is simply no
raising out of the complement of like. as guaranteed by Principle A of
the binding theory.
There is also some independent motivation for the claim that
comparative prepositions can have an external argument. In eases like
(17a-b), the NP expressing the putative external argument shows up in
situ - something made possible, apparently, by the fact that verbs
such as imagine are Case-assigning governors of this position.
(17) a.
b.

Try to imagine/picture/remember [Wayne like he was as a
child].
I want you to imagine [your brother as if he had been
drinking).

One piece of evidence for the claim that the bracketed string is a
phrasal constituent in this construction comes from its ability to be the
focus in the pseudoc1eft construction, something that is only possible
for constituents, as is wen known. (18a) illustrates this possibility.6
(18) a.

What I want you to imagine is [Wayne like he was as a child).
I can remember both [Wayne like he was as a child] and
[Garth like he was as a teenager].
c. * I persuaded both Garth to sing a song and Wayne to dance.

b.

It is also possible to conjoin this string with another like string in a
coordinate construction governed by both. as shown in (18b). This kind
of coordination is not possible with nonconstituents, as shown, for
example, by (l8c).
The generalizations that emerge are that there is a certain class of
cognitive verbs. including seem, appear, imagine. remember, and
picture, whose state of affairs argument can be expressed as a PP
complement with like and/or as if as head and like and as if have an
optional external argument. The fact that the external argument of the
comparative phrase must raise with verbs of appearance and cannot
raise with verbs in the imagine subclass follows from independently
needed aspects of the analysis of these verb types: verbs of the seem
type lack an external argument and accusative Case, verbs of the
imagine type do not. Thus. a straightforward analysis is available for
the type of raising that occurs with comparative complements
embedded under verbs of appearance. The only stipulations needed are
that verbs of appearance subcategorize for a comparative complement
and comparative prepositions have a potentially transitive argument
structure - much like verbs such as open and melt. These truly
inescapable stipulations are not unlike those needed quite generally for
argument-taking lexical items. The syntactic properties of the
construction follow as a consequence of these minimal assumptions and
general principles of universal grammar.
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3. Remaining Questions
There are of course potential problems and further issues that a
more comprehensive study would need to address. I would like to
briefly examine two questions that remain in my mind. The first has to
do with dialectal variation. There are apparently speakers who accept
nonargument subjects in the comparative complement construction,
that is, as in examples such as those in (12). Indeed, the motivation for
the copy raising analysis proposed by Rogers and Postal was that they
considered such examples to be acceptable. 7 Given this difference, the
possibility that some version of the copy raising analysis may be valid
for some speakers cannot be dismissed. What precise form it would
have to take and how the problems raised by such an analysis might be
overcome are, however, not clear. One possibility of course is that
examples such as those in (11) do not provide evidence for raising for
these speakers. Another possibility is that these speakers have the
structure shown in (16), but allow copy raising from the complement of
like into the subject position of the small clause - and, in a second
step, ordinary raising into the main clause subject position. While this
kind of analysis would involve a binding theory violation, it would at
least provide a potential means of differentiating comparative
complements from tensed complements and thus of accounting for the
ungrammaticality of the structure illustrated by (4).
A second remaining question concerns the fact that the raised NP
that occupies the subject position in the seem clause must apparently
bind a pronoun within the complement of like, as illustrated by (6)
(Waynei seems like hei/*you/*I/*Garth must be in trouble). Now,
consider the fact that an NP can be the complement of like, in which
case it is construed as a secondary predicate that takes the superficial
subject of seem as its subject, as illustrated by (19).
(19)

Waynei seems [pp ti like [NP a nice guyJil

A natural way of approaching this question would be to consider the
complement of comparative prepositions to be a secondary predicate
whether it is a clause or an NP. Such an approach is appealing in that
nothing beyond what is needed for (19) would have to be posited in
order to explain (6). Assuming that secondary predication involves
coindexing of an argument ofthe primary predicate with the secondary
predicate (e.g., Napoli 1989, Williams 1980, Culicover and Wilkins
1984), (20) would necessarily be the structure of The tire seems like it's
flat, given standard conventions for specifier-head agreement and
mother-head index sharing.
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That the subject of the clausal complement of like is pronominal and
necessarily bound by the superficial subject of seem follows as a
consequence. The problem is that this analysis seems to entail a false
claim - i.e., that the bound pronoun must be the subject of the clausal
complement of like. Although examples such as (21a) and (21b) make
clear that it is not the case that a bound pronoun anywhere in the
complement of like suffices, (21c) shows that a subject only constraint
is too strong.
(21) a. * Waynei seems like Garth thinks hei must have been hurt.
b. * Waynei seems like Garth doesn't like hisj sister.
c. Waynei seems like something's bothering himi.
In fact, look, which otherwise has the properties of seem with respect to
comparative complementation, allows non subject pronouns to satisfy
the pronoun binding constraint perhaps even more freely than seem, as
shown by (22a·b); although, again, there are limits, as (22c)
demonstrates.
(22) a.

Tedi looks like Jane has been hassling himi again.
(from Postal 1974, p. 268)
b. Tedi looks like hiSi wife tried to cut hiSi hair again.
c. * Tedi looks like Jane thinks Wayne has been hassling himi
again.

It appears that the complement of like must be fundamentally about its
subject, in some sense that is difficult to make precise. Presumably,
this is a fact about the semantics of comparative prepositions. How
exactly it should be dealt with formally and whether it in fact reveals
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something more general about the nature of secondary predication are
intriguing questions that invite further investigation.
4. Conclusion
Comparative complements with verbs of appearance are initially
perplexing in that they both appear to allow raising and not to allow it.
Two seemingly plausible analyses were considered and shown to be
problematic. The copy raising approach advocated in previous work on
this construction (Rogers 1971. 1972. Postal 1971) runs into trouble
with the binding theory and fails to account for certain differences
between comparative and infinitival complement constructions.
Although perhaps technically viable. the possibility that the apparent
raised NP is inserted into the nonthematic subject position at
S-structure (or by generalized transformation) fails to yield a satisfYing
explanation, since there is no principled reason for restricting such an
operation, if allowed, to just the construction in question. A
straightforward analysis turns out to be possible by appealing to the
theoretical construct known as a small clause, i.e., a phrase not headed
by a verb which nevertheless has a subject position. The main clause
subject in sentences such as The tire seems like it's flat has been raised
from the subject position of the PP headed by like. To the extent that
the analysis is successful, it offers additional motivation for recognizing
small clauses and for a theoretical framework in which such an
analysis can be naturally expressed.
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Notes
1 Although many theories do not allow transformations as such,
they generally have some kind of analogue of raising. The problem
dealt with here could thus be cast and investigated in a similar way in
most theories of syntax.
2 With seem either like or as if may be used; appear does not allow
like. As though is an alternative to as if that is preferred by some
speakers. Some verbs of appearance (e.g., look and sound) take a
comparative complement but neither an infinitival nor a tensed
complement.
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3 The claim is not of course that the two types of sentence are
necessarily entirely semantically equivalent; rather, it is simply that
both types of complement express the same semantic argument of
seem. It is possible that like or as if contribute to the overall meaning
in some way that that does not, although what exactly this contribution
is is not obvious. It has been suggested to me that what I call
comparative complements may be adjuncts. Although it is true that the
comparative construction can function as an adjunct in some cases (as
for example in Wayne wolfed down the pizza (as if he hadn't eaten in
days), there are good reasons for analyzing it as a complement when it
occurs with verbs like seem and appear. First, unlike adjuncts in
general, it cannot simply be omitted ("The tire seems, "It seems), which
indicates that it expresses a semantic argument. Second, since
extraction from adjuncts is not otherwise possible (due to Huang's
(1982) CONDITION ON EXTRACTION DOMAIN or whatever principle is
assumed to hold an explanation for the ungrammaticality of "'Who did
Mary cry after John hit?), the fact that it is possible to extract a wh
phrase from within a comparative complement (as for example in
Which of these does it seem like Wayne made?) suggests rather clearly
that it is not an adjunct.
<I There is apparently some variation across speakers with respect
to examples like those in (12). This issue is taken up in §3.
5 There have been different implementations of the idea of a small
clause. Although it is not clear if anything hinges on implementation in
the present context, I have in mind here the approach proposed by
Stowell (1983). The idea is simply that various kinds of maximal
projections (PPs, APs, etc.) can have subjects. In an analysis like that
adopted here, Stowell appeals to the idea of raising from an adjectival
small clause to account for cases such as The proposal seems absurd.
6 For some reason, constituency tests give somewhat less clear
results with the as if complements than with like complements. Some
speakers find examples such as (?)What 1 want you to imagine is your
brother as if he had been drinking less than perfect. Still, for everyone
there appears to be a sharp contrast between such examples and
clearly ill-formed attempts to put nonconstituents in the focus position
in the pseudocleft construction (for example, "'What 1 want you to
persuade is your brother to quit drinking).
7 Their examples are with verbs such as look and sound. For me,
these basically only differ from seem in that they do not occur in
constructions of the type illustrated in (1). I assume therefore that
their judgments would probably also differ from mine with respect to
examples such as in (12).
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Verbal Aspect and Object Case Marking: A Comparison between Czech and Finnish·
Hana Filip
University of California at Berkeley

O. Abstract. The comparison of Czech and Finnish shows that their different mor
phological strategies for expressing aspect can be viewed in terms of a difference
in the grammatical enCoding of the cross-categorial semantic distinction
'bounded/unbounded', a distinction that concerns the dimension of quantity of
objects and events. Czech encodes it on the verb with VO-modifiers. whereas Fin
nish in the NP with case suffixes. In Finnish, the accusative/partitive case alterna
tion that expresses the 'bounded/unbounded' distinction in the domain of individu
als is systematically exploited to indicate the aspectual distincti~~ a distinction in
the domain of events. In Czech, the encoding system of V--modifiers that
expresses the 'bounded/unbounded' distinction (among other distinctions) in the
domain of events is exploited for conveying certain meanings that are related to
those of articles within NPs in such languages as English, for example. Czech and
Finnish clearly differ in the language-specific schematizations that are associated
with their respective linguistic representations. However, the interaction between
verbal and nominal predicates in Finnish and Czech is based on the same general
principles that can be best accounted for within the lattice-theoretic analysis.
1. Basic Distinctions and Data.
1. J. Aspect and Aktionsart. Every state of affairs, which is changeable in time,
has. in principle, a beginning. a certain extent. and an end. Every such state of
affairs may be conceived of as having boundaries. In general. a perfective operator
selects the boundaries that are typical for the various classes of states of affairs
denoted by the predication in its scope. Since telic verb expressions (accomplish
ments and achievements) entail an inherent definite change that necessarily ter
minates the denoted state of affairs, perfective operator focuses on the final. right
boundary, on the fact that the change was (or will be) attained. Stative states of
affairs, such as those involving knowledge, beliefs. dispositions. for example. are
states that can be acquired or entered into and they do not typically entail any
definite end state. Therefore. it is cognitively significant to mark their beginning.
that is. their left boundary (or inchoative phase), and this can be achieved byapply
ing a perfective oPfifator to an imperfective stative verb, as in the following Czech
sentence Zamilovaf se do ni'- 'He fell in loVe with her: The corresponding imper
fective rerb would be used in a sentence denoting the resulting states of affairs:
Miloval ji - 'He loved her: A perfective operator applied to verbs denolJng actil'i
ties also selects the left boundary (inchoative phase). as in Rozp/akaf se - 'He
started to cry'. In short. perfective propositions may be characterized by a seman
tic representation that contains a temporal boundary on the denoted state of affairs.
They are 'bounded' in this sense. Imperfective propositions lack such a boundary,
they are 'unbounded' (this principle of contrast goes back to the Praguian marked
ness analysis; cf. Jakobson 1936n 1).
In order to describe the interaction between aspect and lexical semantics of
verbal expressions on which aspect operates, aspect must be distinguished from
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Aktionsan (Gennan tenn meaning 'a kind of action'). In Slavic and Gennanic
linguistics, this notion is mainly used in the narrow sense for semantic distinctions
expressed by lexical-derivational morphology (cf. IsaCenko 1962, for example).
More recently. Aktionsan has been extended beyond its narrow, morphologically
based, understanding to include cenain semantic distinctions not only on the level
of lexical semantics of individual verbs but also on the level of VPs and sentences.
In this broad sense, it comprises Vendler's (1957;67) classes state, activity, accom
plishment and achievement (cf. Hoepelman 1981; Hinrichs 1985, among others) or
the corresponding 'telic-atelic' distinction that was coined by Garey (1957).

l. 2. Aspect and Nominal Reference in Czech. In Czech, as in other Slavic
languages, the ~ctual 'perfective (f)-imperfective (I)' distinction is coded b~
prefixation <wd't 'to write' - pre-psar 'to write over/again'), fUffixation (otTahat
- otraM-va-t 'to pick'), change of the s~m extension (skdkat 'to jump, i.e., VJ be
jumping' or 'to jump repeatedly' - skociC 'to jump') or suppletion (brdt - vzir 'to
take'). Apan from their aspect coding function. many yO-modifiers also have
effects on the lexical semantic propenies of verbs, some of which are described
under the narrow notion of 'Aktionsan·. For instance, they may indicate, among
others, 'distribution', 'succession', and 'iteration' of events. Czech verbs are often
morphologically complex and carry a heavy infonnational load. And often verbs
may influence the interpretation of NPs. This can be best illustrated in transparent
contexts with examples that contain detenninerless NPs headed by mass and plural
nouns, as is illustrated by the pair of sentences in (1) and (2):
(I-a)

Pill
kdl'u.
drank-3SG-MASC
coffee-ACC
'He was drinking coffee:
(I-b)

Vypil

kd"11

PREF-drank-3SG-MASC coffee-ACC
'He drank up (all) the coffee.'
(2-a)
Ddvaf
jim
gave-3SG-MASC
them-DAT-3PL
'He was giving them books.'

knihy.
books-PL-ACC

(2-b)
jim
knih)'.
them-DAT-3PL books-PL-ACC
[i.e., (all) the books were given away,
one after another1
The crucial point illustrated by the pair of sentences in (l) and (2) is that the per
fectivizing prefixes. and their absence, provide the only fonnal clue as to how the
mass and plural NPs are to be interpreted. The most striking examples are those
with mass and plural DO-NPs in such perfective sentences as (lb) and (2b). Such
examples clearly show that the mass and plural DO-NPs here derive their bounded
and referentially specific I b) and (2b» as well as quantificational (distributivity,
(2b» interpretation from the perfective verb. Even though mass and plural NPs in
Poro'l.da!
PREF-PREF-gave-3SG-MASC
'He gave them (all) the books .•

«
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general do not have referents with inherent boundaries, in (lb) and (2b), the mass
NP 'coffee' and the plural NP 'books' are understood as referring to a contextually
specific or known ponion of coffee and to a specific bounded set of books, rather
than as denoting coffee and books, in general. The use of determinerless NPs with
mass and plural noun heads here corresponds to the referential use of definite
descriptions in languages that have a definite anicle. This is Significant, in panicu
lar given that Czech, like most other Slavic languages, does not have an overt ani
de system. The semantic differences that are carried by articles in English, for
example, are here inferred through, or expressed by, a variety of morphological,
syntactic, prosodic and lexical devices: word order, stress, determiner quantifiers,
function words and various other lexemes that modify nouns. What has been less
frequently noticed, let alone systematically described, is the fact that verbs also
may affect the interpretation of their nominal arguments.
In addition, the complex perfectivizing prefix PO-TOZ- in (2b) behaves like a
determiner quantifier in so far as it contributes distributivity to the meaning of (2b).
Since both (lb) and (2b) also have an all-inclusive or holistic entailment with
respect to their DO arguments 'coffee' and 'books', the determiner quantifier all
may be used in their English translation.
In unering (la) and (2a), the speaker asserts that some coffee and some
sweaters were subjected to the denoted event. The DO-NPs in (la) and (2a) have
an unbounded or partitive interpretation. (ct. also the co-occurrence restrictions
with determiner quantifiers, and various other quantifying and measure expres
sions, Filip 1992.) In addition, the referential specificity of their referents may be
irrelevant for the purpose of communication. The use of determinerless NPs with
mass and plural noun heads in such simple imperfective sentences as (la) and (2a)
most closely corresponds to English NPs with no articles (or perhaps with the
unstressed 'some').
We may conclude that yO-modifiers have effects on the interpretation of NPs
that are comparable (i) to those of articles and also (U) to those of determiner
quantifiers and various quantifying and measure expressions. They may extend
such semantic effects not only over the DO-NPs, as in all the above examples, but
also over subject-NPs, and PPs (both obligatory and optional).
One of the puzzles that needs to be explained concerns such pairs of sentences
as those in (3):
(3-a)
Michal}
jsem
pole'vJ..:u.
soup-ACC
stirred-lSG-FEM
am-AUX-ISG
'I was stirring (the) soup.'
(3-b)

P
poltfl'ku.
Zamichala
jsem
PREF-stirred-lSG-FEM am-AUX-ISG
soup-ACC
'I stirred (the) soup.'
(3) shows that the difference in verbal aspect is not necessarily correlated with a
difference in the interpretation of nominal arguments. If there is any difference in
the interpretation of DO-NPs in such sentences as (3a) and (3b), it will stem from
other factors than just the difference in verb aspect. In other words, some v
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modifiers (their uses, to be more precise) have no effect on the interpretation of
nominal argumenlS.

1.3. Case Suffixes and Aspect in Finnish. In Finnish, the 'bounded/unbounded'
distinction that characterizes aspect may be inferred through the
partitive/accusative case alternation, as is shown in (48) and (4b):
(4-a)
Joi"

kahvia.

Luin

kirjoja.

drank·ISO coffee·PART
'I was drinking coffee. '

read-ISO
books-PL·PART
'I was reading books.'

Join

Luin

(4·b)

kahvin.

kirjat.

drank-ISO coffee-ACC
read-ISO
books-PL-ACC
'I drank up (all) the coffee.'
'I read (all) the books.'
The main point illustrated by these sentences is that the meaning of a completed
event is required in such Finnish sentences as (4b), but not in (4a), even though the
verb does not carry any formal marking that would encode this difference. In stan
dard Finnish gnunmar handbooks this is expressed in the following way: "The
Object is in the partitive when it expresses an indefinite, non-limited quantity
(divisible words and plural words)" (Karlsson 1983:81). At the same time, it may
be used if the action is directed at an indefinite part of the object, if it does not lead
to "any 'important' final result (Le. the action is irresultative)" (Karlsson 1983:80),
The accusative suffix marks the object for "a whole quantity or a definite quantity"
(Karlsson 1983:94) and it also expresses a resultative action in affirmative sen
tences (cf. Karlsson 1983:94; Dahl & Karlsson 1976:11; Tommola 1990:361), that
is, it may indicate a 'crucial change in the slate of the object' (cr. Dahl & Karlsson
1976:8),
However, the partitive/accusative alternation does not always convey a differ
ence in aspect, as is shown in (Sa) and (5b):
(5-a)

Nain
kukkia,
saw-lsg flowers-PL-PART
'I saw (some) flowers.' - I.e. there were others 1 did not buy.

(5-b)

Niit"

kukat,
saw-lsg
flowers-PL-ACC
'I saw the flowers.' - i.e. all of them, a total quantity.
The Finnish aspectual distinction has a much narrower range than the Slavic does.
because it applies only in affirmative clauses and it depends on the dimension of
quantity marked by the case suffixes on nouns and also on certain semantic proper
ties, such as those that are somewhat vaguely described with the notions like 'resuJ
tativity' and 'a crucial change of object'. What (4) and (5) have in common is the
fact that the partitive/accusative case alternation here indicates the difference in
partial/whole quantity and that it also tends to indicate differences in referential
specificity. Since Finnish does not have an overt article system, the case alternation
can, to a certain extent, compensate for its lack.
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1. 4. Summary. Viewed from a broad typological perspective, we may distinguish
two main syntactic classes into which various expressions of aspect fall. Aspect
can be expressed by lexical-derivational means on verbs (Slavic languages), by
verbal periphrastic constructions (English), or by verb compounds (Japanese,
Hindi), for example. Aspect can be also expressed by means of NPs (with case
suffixes, as in Finnish, Estonian. Latvian, Lithuanian), or PPs (the panitive con
struction with the preposition an 'at', 'on' in German, see Filip 1989). While
verb-centered expressions of aspect primarily encode distinctions in the domain of
events, noun-centered expressions of aspect primarily encode distinctions in the
domain of individuals.
Czech and Finnish represent these two radically different ways in which
aspect can be cross-linguistically expressed. Their different morphological stra
tegies for encoding aspect can be viewed in terms of a difference in the grammati
calization of the 'boundedlunbounded' distinction. This cross-categorial distinction
concerns the dimension of quantity of objects and events. Czech encodes it on the
verb with VO-modifiers. In Finnish, the encoding system that is primarily designed
for expressing the 'bounded/unbounded' distinction in the domain of individuals is
systematically exploited to indicate a distinction in the domain of events, namely
the aspectual distinction.
In both Finnish and Czech the functions that are typically ascribed to anicles
can be, to a cenain extent, taken over by the same devices that are used to convey
the 'bounded/unbounded' distinction. As Tommola observes "the most obvious
discourse functions [i.e. of case suffixes. HF] could be found - in functions. related
to those of anicles" (Tommola 1990:361). "If compared with Germanic languages.
the panitive can be said to correspond to the lack of an anicle, with at least as good
evidence as it is said to correspond to NSV if compared with Slavic languages"
(Tommola 1990:351-2), "In fact the reverse is true. in the traditional aspect realm·
in Slavic linguistics - an approach has gained ground that takes such notions as
definiteness and specificness into consideration (Leinonen 1984, Kabakciev 1984)".
I try to show that in Czech, as in mosl other Slavic languages, verbs encode not
only aspect and Aktionsan, two semantic categories in the domain of events, but
they also constrain the interpretation of NPs in a similar way in which anicles and
determiner quantifiers constrain the interpretation of whole NPs. A similar interac·
tion between verb morphology and nominal arguments that can be observed in
Slavic languages like Czech was also noticed in such typologically different
languages as Warlpiri and Gun-djeyluni (d. Hale's and Evans' work on these
languages in Bach, Panee and Kratzer 1987; Panee 1990; also in Hindi, Japanese.
among others).
Despite the difference in the morphological expression of aspect, the perfec·
tive and imperfective construction in Finnish and the corresponding constructions
in Czech are associated with the same clustering of semantic propenies: we can
observe an affinity between perfective aspectual meaning and a 'bounded' or 'a
whole quantity' reading associated with cenain nominal arguments, and an imper
fective meaning and an 'unbounded' or a 'panial quantity' reading of nominal
arguments. So while in Czech sentences. such as (1) and (2), both the differences in
the aspectual propenies of sentences and in the interpretation of DO·NPs arise
from verbal morphology, in Finnish sentences, such as (4a) and (4b), they stem
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from the case marldng on NPs.
The interaction between verbal and nominal predicates deserves more atten
tion as it promises to give us valuable insights into me language-specific schernati
zations and semantic univemals. My contribution is to analyze the above Czech and
Finnish data and to answer the following questions: (I) What are the constraints for
associating a VO-modifier with the appropriate nominal argument in Czech? (2)
How do we appropriately restrict the class of sentences in Finnish in which the case
alternation conveys aspect?
2. Lattice·Theoretic Approach. The data in sections I. 2. and 1. 3. suggest that
the interaction between verbal morphology and NPs in Czech and the expression of
aspect through case suffixes on NPs in Finnish typically take place in sentences
denoting events in which the extent of one participant is intrinsically tied to the
individuation and temporal structure of the event. By this I mean events like the
following one, for example: If somebody mows the lawn, I can conclude something
about the progress of this event from the state of the lawn, because the lawn
acquires a new property in distinguishable, separate stages, it changes incremen·
tally in lockstep with the progression of the mowing event.
It is well-known that the NP that corresponds to the participant with respect to
which an event can be 'measured' determines the telic/atelic reading of VPs or sen
tences in which it occurs. For example, in (i) John drank wine. the mass NP wine
yields an atelic verbal predicate. Whereas in (ti) John drank a glass of wine, the
measure NP a glass of wine yields a telic verbal predicate. Verkuyl (1972) and
Dowty (1972; 1979) introduced this phenomenon into modern linguistics and their
pioneering work has since been an inspiration fOf a number of insightful studies.
The most explicit and precise account of examples like (i) and (ii) was provided by
Hinrichs (1985) and Krifka (1986; 1989). They apply Link's (1983) lartice
theoretic analysis of mass and plural NPs to both objects and events and convinc
ingly argue that the explanation for the Aktionsart difference between (i) and (ii)
lies in establishing a homomorphism between algebraically structured NP and
event denotata.
Within the lattice-theoretic analysis the domain of events and objects can be
characterized as two non-overlapping sons of entities, each of which has the struc
ture of a join semi-lattice without a bottom element. Algebraic relations, which
characterize a homomorphism, are then defined between the lattice representing the
predicates of objects and that of events (cf. Krifka 1986; 1989). In lattice sons, we
can also specify the cumulative reference propeny of mass and plural NPs as well
as of atelic verb expressions, activities such as running. and states. such as Imow
ing. Cumulative expressions pass the additivity test: "(a) If a is water and b is
water, then the sum of a and b is water" and n(b) If the animals in this camp are
horses, and the animals in that camp are horses. then the animals in both camps are
horses" (Link 1983:303). On the other hand. singular count NPs (an apple).
quantified NPs (jive apples) and measure NPs (a glass of wille) as well as telic
expressions (accomplishments like building a house, and achievements like arl'ir
ing) are quantized (cf. Krifka 1986; 1989). An expression is quantized if it does not
pass the additivity test, Of conversely if it is non-divisible: one cannot divide its
referent up and get individual parts that can be named by the same expression.
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This apparatus allows us to map the state of parts of the NP a glass ofwine (or
wine) and their part-whole relationships into the parts of the event of drinking a
glass of wine (or wine) and its part-whole relationships. Therefore, since the entity
denoted by the NP a glass ofwine has a definite extent, the drinking of that glass of
wine has a definite extent as well. Krifka (1986; 1987; 1989) and Dowty (1988;
1991) assume that the influence ofNPs on the telicity (Aktionsart) of complex ver
bal expressions should be stated relative to thematic roles. Dowty (1988; 1991)
coins the term 'Incremental Theme' for the thematic role assigned to the NP that
'measures out' the denoted event. And such verbs as to drink, to eat, to destroy, to
mow, etc. are said to entail a Theme-to-event homomorphism (cf. Dowty
1991:567). These assumptions motivate the following behavior: A quantized Incre
mental Theme NP yields a quantized (relic) verbal expression, while a cumulative
one yields a cumulative (atelic) verbal expression.

3. Application of the Lattice-Theoretic Approach to the Czech and Finnish
Data. Since aspect interacts in a systematic way with Aktionsart, it should not be
surprising that the Incremental Theme role that gives rise to the Aktionsart differ
ence in telicity should also play a role in the interaction between aspect coding
verb morphology and nominal arguments in languages like Czech. It might be
argued (cf. Krifka 1989:186-189; 1992:49-51) that the Czech data can be described
in essentially the same way as the English ellamples (i) John drank wine and (ii)
John drank a glass ofwine. On this view, it is assumed that the verb 'to drink' also
in Czech is a Theme-to-event homomorphism. In order to uphold this assumption,
two further assumptions are made: First, there is a syntactic rule 'NP -4 N' that
allows two different semantic interpretations, cumulative and quantized. In other
words, NPs are ambiguous. Second, perfective operators can be only applied to
quantized verbal predicates, while imperfective operators to cumulative ones.
Notice that such an approach allows one to give a compositional description for the
data «la) and (lb» which does not seem to be compositional.
Krifka's account is the first attempt to give a systematic description of the
interaction between verbal and nominal predicates in Czech. However, the follow
ing objections can be raised against it. First, a perfective operator is not always
applied to quantized (telic) verbal predicates and an imperfective operator to cumu
lative (ateHc) ones. For example. there is a class of perfective verbs derived from
atetic stative verbs by the prefix pro- and po-, as in Czech and Russian postdr, pos
tojat' 'to stand for a while or prostdt, prosrojat' 'to stand through (some period),.
which are best classified as atetic (d. also Kucera 1983: 174). The existence of such
verbs shows that a perfective operator can De applied to atetic/cumulative verbal
predicates and that we need to integrate into our verbal system a class of perfective
atdie verbs. This requires that we distinguish between the bounded temporal
profile associated with the semantics of perfective aspect, on the one hand, and the
entailment of a definite change of state inherent in the lexical semantics of
relic/quantized verbal ellpressions, on the other hand.
Second, if imperfective operators, and also progressive operators as their spe
cial case, required cumulative verbal predicates and cumulative Incremental Theme
NPs, how would we capture the simple intuition behind what Dowty (1972; 1977;
1979) calls the 'imperfective paradoll'? In uttering John was drawing a circle, the
speaker attaches no ellistential claim to the object denoted by the NP a circle,
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because the circle does not exist in its entirety at the relevant reference point, and
yet the speaker has the concept of a whole circle, of a whole quantized entity. and
consequently of the ultimate potential outcome of the denoted event. Since such
sentences as John was drawing a circle denote events that have a definite end state,
they are telic. At the same time, the partitive (or unbounded) meaning conveyed by
the progressive operator here amounts to the assertion that this state was not
reached at the relevant reference time. However, on the account that is based only
on the two-way distinction between cumulative and quantized expressions, we
would have to assume that the NP a circle in John was drawing a circle is cumula
tive, and the whole VP is cumulative (or atelic) as well. And similarly in (6)
(6)

Jan
pit
sklenici
vifla.
John
drank-3SG-MASC
glass-ACC wine-GEN
'John was drinking a glass of wine.'
that combines a quantized Incremental Theme NP 'a glass of wine' and an imper
fective verb, the above approach predicts that the imperfective aspect here forces a
cumulative interpretation of the Incremental Theme NP 'a glass of wine'. Intui
tively, (6) makes an assertion about some unspecified subpart of the portion
denoted by '8 glass of wine' whose definite extent delimits the event. In other
words, it is unclear whether and how such an account can distinguish clearly
between Aktionsart and aspect, between the telic/quantized property of verbal
predicates and the unbounded temporal profile associated with the semantics of
imperfective aspect.
Third, the claim that NPs are ambiguous between a quantized and cumulative
interpretation leads to the impression that the interpretation of an Incremental
Theme NP as quantized or cumulative is essentially established by a choice within
such an NP, rather than by the verb aspect. The perfective/imperfective aspect then
simply selects the quantized/cumulative interpretation of a given Incremental
Theme NP. Notice that this view seems to involve a redundancy. If it is assumed
that the complex verbal predicate selects or forces a quantized/cumulative interpre
tation of the Incremental Theme NP, in a similar way as in rob the bank the
appropriate reading of bank is selected by the lexical meaning of the verb to rob
(cf. Krifka 1992:50), then why do we also need the 'transfer of referential proper
ties' from the Incremental Theme NP into the complex verbal predicate to motivate
the quantized or cumulative interpretation of the verbal predicate? I propose to
modify Krifka's and DO....1 )"s lattice-theoretic analysis in three important respects.
First, it can be shown that individual verbs cannot often be classified once and for
all as denoting a homomorphism. (Notice that we seem to be here faced with a
similar problem as Vendler's attempts to classify surface verbs as activities and
accomplishments; see Dowty's (l979;60ff.) criticism of Vendler.) Therefore, the
rules governing the influence of NPs on the meaning of complex verbal predicates
cannot be always stated relative to "A SET OF ENTAILMENTS OF A GROUP
OF PREDICATES WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE ARGUMENTS OF
EACH" (Do ....1 )' 1991:552). If such an influence were to be attributed solely to an
Incremental Theme role, as Krifka (cf., for example, 1987:12) and DO....1)' suggest,
then how could we account for the fact that the decision whether a denoted event is
understood as evolving in an incremental way, and whether it may also be regarded
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as telic, often depends on other factors? Various adjuncts (The truck rumbled vs.
The truck rumbled from the street into the garage) and additional arguments (He
sneezed vs. He sneezed the napkin off the table). for example. may play an impor
tant role in this decision. Even though Dowty states that "THE MBANING OF A
TEUC PREDICATE IS A HOMOMORPHISM FROM ITS (STRUC11JRBD)
THEME ARGUMENT DENOTATIONS INTO A (STRUC11JRBD) DOMAIN OF
EVENTS, modulo its other arguments" (Dowty 1991:567), it is not clear how the
influence of other arguments and of adjuncts should be handled. One way in which
we could account for the above examples would be to postulate two senses for each
predicate, or two different verbs, connected by lexical rules, whereby only one of
them would denote a homomorphism. However, such an account would force us to
postulate quite implausible senses of verbs. For example, we would have to postu
late a special sense of rumlJle in The truck rumbled from the street into the garage,
'to move from X to Y by rumbling'.
In addition, the decision whether a given sentence denotes an event that can
be viewed as proceeding in an incremental way may also depend on the cognitive
schemas associated with particular form-meaning linguistic pairings. This can be
illustrated with such examples as John saw twenty-five elephants and The doctor
eXtlmined the patient. Such sentences can be construed as describing events that
involve some established procedure (consisting of a number of successive steps, for
example) that delimits them. Only under such an 'incremental' construal are the
above sentences telic, otherwise, they are atelic. (These examples were brought to
my attention by Charles J. Fillmore.)
I suggest that we maintain the notion 'Incremental Theme' for the NP that is
associated with the participant that 'measures out' the event, as in KIifka's and
Dowty's theory. However, at the same time, we allow for the possibility that a
homomorphism may have other sources than just the lexical semantics of indivi
dual verbs, sources whose domain may be the meaning of a whole sentence. I pro
pose that a homomorphism between algebraically structured Theme NP and event
denotata characterizes a fragment of conceptual structure, an Incremental Schema.
And it is against this schema that certain Aktionsart and aspect properties of sen
tences are interpreted. The status of the Incremental Schema in the conceptual
representation of sentences is comparable to that of a scalar model with respect to
which, for example, a let alone sentence is interpreted (cf. Fillmore, Kay,
O'Connor 1988).
Second, the semantic property that is determined by aspect should not be
characterized in terms ofthe 'cumulative/quantized' distinction, but rather in terms
of the 'bounded/unbounded' distinction, which characterizes aspect. The
'cumulative/quantized' distinction should be primarily reserved for the semantic
properties of NPs as well as for those of verbs, VPs and of sentences that are
relevant for Aktionsart (telicity). The distinctions 'quantized/cumulative' and
'bounded/unbounded' belong to a finite set of primitives that characterizes parts of
conceptual structure. Just like the 'quantized/cumulative' distinction, the
'bounded/unbounded' distinction is orthogonal to the distinction between individu
als and events. The application of the distinction 'bounded/unbounded' in the
domain of events and objects is determined by the different topological properties
of their respective cognitive schematizations. Following Jackendoff (1990), I
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assume that the condition "on dimensionality of boundaries is that the sCMmatiza
don of a boundary has one dimension fewer than the sCMmatization of what it
bounds" (Jackendoff 1990:24). While the progression of states of affairs through
time can be schematized as a time line, objects can be schematized as two. or
three-dimensional entities, as regions or volumes. If we apply the distinction
'bounded/unbounded' to states of affairs, the boundaries will be schematized as
single points on a time-line. In the domain of objects, a region will be bound by a
line, and a volume by a surface. Saying that a given NP is 'bounded', in addition to
saying that it is 'quantized', means that we view the entity denoted by it in its
entirety, that is, in this sense, we focus on its boundaries. Therefore, a 'bounded'
NP must be 'quantized', as well. However, a 'quantized' NP need not be
'bounded'. While 'unbounded' simply means that we abstract away from the boun
daries of the entity and instead consider some of its subparts.
And third, the directionality that is implicit in such notions as 'Theme-to
event' homomorphism (Dowty 1991:567) or 'transfer of reference mode' (Krifka
1986; 1989) is mainly motivated by the influence of NPs on the telie propenies of
complex verbal predicates in English. However, it does not do justice to the
influence of aspect and Aktionsart (in the narrow sense) semantics on the interpre
tation of NPs in Czech. If we want to capture in a straightforward way the fact that
i! is the verbal aspect that determines the interpretation of an Incremental Theme
NP in Czech, we should abandon the assumption that the Czech verbs that
correspond to such English verbs as to drink. to eat, to mow, to destroy entail a
homomorphism from their (structured) Incremental Theme argument denotations
into a (structured) domain of events. Instead of Krifka's and Dowty's approach that
seems to be implicitly directional and procedural, my description is declarative and
based on the unification-based approach to natural language description (cf.
Shieber 1986; Pollard & Sag 1993; Fillmore & Kay 1992). Within the unification
based approach a verbal predicate and an Incremental Theme NP each specify par
tial information about a single linguistic object, a sentence. They introduce
instances of the same parameters: bounded and cumulative. These parameters
encode information corning from three sources: Aktionsart, characterized in terms
of the 'quantized/cumulative' distinction, aspect, characterized in terms of the
'bounded/unbounded' distinction, and Incremental Theme NP which is character
ized in terms of both these distinctions, as it interacts, at the same time, with both
Aktionsart and aspect. Constraints imposed by language require that information
coming from these three sources be compatible. Such a unification-based account
has the following advantages: it allows us (i) to distinguish between the interaction
of nominal and verbal predicates on the level of aspect and on the level of Aktion
sart as well as to define the relation between the two; (ii) to provide an intuitively
more plausible account of the data from such Slavic languages as Czech; (iii) to
compare the different morphological and syntactic strategies for encoding aspect in
typologically distinct languages in terms of a difference in the grarnrnaticalization
of the 'bounded/unbounded' distinction.
The interaction between verbal and nominal predicates in Czech and Finnish
is subjected to the same basic restriction: it takes place in sentences that evoke an
Incremental Schema {shared schematization}. If a given Czech or Finnish sentence
contains an Incremental Theme NP, we can make the following predictions: In
Czech, an encoding system ofVo-modifiers, designed for expressing distinctions in
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the domain of events, is exploited for drawing inferences about the properties of
the individual denoted by the Incremental Theme NP ('boundedness' and
quantification). For Czech, and other Slavic languages, I suggest that VO.modifiers
have semantic effects on the Incremental Theme NP of the verbs they modify that
are comparable to those of articles and also to determiner quantifiers. In Finnish,
the case suffixes on Incremental Theme NPs, that is, an encoding system that is pri
marily designed for expressing the 'boundedlunbounded' distinction in the domain
of individuals, is exploited for drawing inferences about the aspectual properties of
affumative sentences. In both Czech and Finnish, the semantic representation of
sentences containing Incremental Theme involves the following correlations:
'bounded event - bounded object' and 'unbounded event - unbounded object'. This
correctly predicts that only the DO-NPs in such pairs of Czech sentences as (l) and
(2) will have different interpretations with respect to the 'bounded,lunbounded' dis
tinction, while this is not the case for the DO-NPs in (3). And similarly for Fin
nish, we can predict that only in (4) the case alternation induces a difference in
aspect, but not in (5).
The apparent "flow" of information in one direction, from the verb onto the
Incremental Theme NP in Czech, or in the opposite direction, from the Incremental
Theme NP onto complex the verb-headed expression in Finnish, is due to this
difference in the morphological encoding of the relevant aspectual information.
The fact that this information is encoded in the verb in Czech and in the NP in Fin
nish is clearly not imposed by the real world (facts, or states-of-affairs), but rather
it is a matter of language·specific schematizations that are associated with the
whole system of their respective linguistic representations.
For Finnish, this hypothesis has the clear advantage over previous proposals
in so far as it allows us to narrow down the core class of aspectually-re1evant sen
tences to a semantically well-defined set, instead of relying on such vague notions
as 'resultativity' or 'a crucial change in the state of the Object', For Czech and
other Slavic languages, this semantically based account allows us to predict which
syntactic argument will be accessible to the semantic effects of a given yO
modifier. H we assume that VO'modifiers extend their effects over the Incremental
Theme argument of the verb they modify, as I suggest, then this will follow from
the general principles that govern the association of semantic and syntactic argu
ment structure proposed, for example, in Dowty (1991). Moreover, this hypothesis
also motivates the co-occurrence restrictions between perfective and imperfective
verbs and various quantified and measure NPs in Slavic languages (cf. Filip 1992).
In order to illustrate how the interaction between verbal and nominal predi
cates may be implemented in terms of the unification-based approach, let us con
sider the Czech situation. It may be assumed that NPs have different feature
specifications for the head noun and the whole phrase. The head nouns will be
specified with the feature attribute 'cumulative', while the whole NP in terms of
the feature attributes 'cumulative' and 'bounded', A mass or plural noun head will
be specified with the feature specification '[cumulative +]' that reflects its inherent
lexical properties. If the whole NP functions as an Incremental Theme NP of a per
fective verb, it "acquires" a '[bounded +]' status from it via unification. In imper
fective constructions, the Incremental Theme NP construction "acquires" via
unification the •[bounded -]' status from the imperfective verb.
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Aktionsan properties of sentences are determined by the feature attribute
'cumulative': it characterizes the inherent lexical semantic properties of the head
noun of an NP and its value is inherited by the whole NP construction provided that
it is sanctioned by the following feature co-occurrence restriction: '[bounded +] -+
[cumulative -]'. Notice that this restriction is motivated by the general cognitive
principles mentioned above: An entity that is viewed in its entirety, with respect to
its boundaries, must be quantized. as well. The value assigned to the 'cumulative'
feature attribute of the whole NP construction unifies with the values assigned to
the 'cumulative' feature attribute of the head verb, which in tum unifies with the
value of the attribute •cumulative , of the whole sentence. This yields the right
results, namely that perfective sentences with cumulative Incremental Theme NPs
are bounded and quantized (telic), while imperfective sentences with cumulative
Incremental Theme NPs are unbounded and cumulative (atelic). hnperfective sen
tences with quantized Incremental Theme NPs are quantized (telic) and
unbounded.
In both Czech and Finnish. the referential specificity ofNPs is a by-product of
a 'bounded' reading assigned to cumulative NPs. While in Finnish this reading
concerns all the cumulative NPs. regardless whether they are linked to the Incre
mental Theme or not (cf. (4) and (5», in Czech. it is restricted to cumulative Incre
mental Theme NPs (cf. (1), (2) as opposed to (3». Once a cumulative NP is
assigned a bounded reading, either because it is in the accusative case (Finnish) or
because it is an Incremental Theme of a perfective verb (Czech), its referentially
specific reading follows from the same general pragmatic and cognitive principles.
In order to make an assertion about the whole extent of a given object or about the
whole sum individual (Link 1983) its extent must be known to the interlocutors.
Since cumulative NPs do not denote entities with a known or prototypical extent,
the only way in which the extent of their referents can be fixed, is to anchor them to
an entity or a set of entities easily identifiable in the discourse context (linguistic or
non-linguistic). An 'unbounded' NP, on the other hand, may be quantized or cumu
lative, and it may be referentially unspecified, because making an assertion about a
subpart or subparts of an entity does not presuppose the existence of a whole
bounded entity. rather it merely allows for the possible existence of some (or other)
contextually relevant additional quantity or continuation.
It is important to emphasize that the correlation between a 'bounded' interpre
tation of an NP and the referential specificity of the entity that it refers to, on the
one hand, and an 'unbounded' interpretation and an unspecified entity interpreta
tion, on the other hand, does not apply if the relevant NP is quantized (that is. if it
is singular count, or if it contains a determiner quantifier or a measure expression).
or if a sentence contains other quantifying expressions, including 'adverbs of
quantification' (Lewis 1975). This correlation is also weakened if the NP functions
as a subject that occurs in the sentence initial position. Subjects often function as
topics. And topicalized constituents that occur in a sentence-initial position are
often highly individuated and definite. Therefore, it would be wrong to claim, for
example, that in Finnish perfective constructions the direct object reference is
always specific and quantitatively definite, as Tommola (1990:352-353) seems to
assume when he speaks of 'specific resultativity'.
4, Conclusion. Czech and Finnish differ in the grammatical encoding of the
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cross-categorial 'bounded/unbounded' distinction. In Czech it is encoded on the
verb and in Finnish in the NP. In Czech, an encoding system of yO -modifiers,
designed for expressing this distinction in the domain of events, that is, for express
ing aspect, is exploited for drawing inferences about the properties of NPs. In Fin
nish, an encoding system that is primarily designed for expressing the
'boundedlunbounded' distinction in the domain of individuals, case suffixes, is sys
tematically exploited to indicate a distinction in the domain of events, namely
aspect. Despite the differences in the language-specific schematizations that are
associated with the Czech and Finnish linguistic representations, I suggest that this
interaction between verbal and nominal predicates can be best accounted for within
the lattice-theoretic analysis and on the basis of the same general principles. My
analysis focuses on the role played by verbal aspect in connection with Incremental
Theme role !cf. Krifka 1986, 1987, 1989; Dowty 1988, 1991). I propose that in
Czech the VU-modifiers that are applied to a verb direct their semantic effects at an
Incremental Theme NP. In Finnish, on the other hand, the presence of an Incremen
tal Theme NP serves as a defining characteristic of the core class of aspectually
relevant sentences.
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AGREEMENT FEATDRES:

Dutch and various stages of English vs modern English
Elly van Gelderen
University of Groningen
The Netherlands
Introduction
This paper is about AGRs (as introduced in
Pollock 1989 and Chomsky 1989; 1992) and the agreement
features responsible for nominative Case.
I argue
that there is no evidence for AGRs in Dutch or in the
earlier stages of English.
The agreement features
must therefore be placed elsewhere. In English, they
are placed in T, but in Dutch and older stages of
English, they are placed in C or in V. This points to
the presence of two UG parameters to be set in all
languages: one about the presence or absence of
functional categories and one about where (agreement)
features are to be placed.
The paper is organized as follows.
In 1, I
sketch the background to AGRs and argue that there is
evidence in modern English for just one functional
category between C and Negation.
I also provide
evidence against the presence of more than one
specifier of a functional category between C and Neg.
In 2, I examine the position of the features if no
AGRs node is available. I will argue, along the lines
of Koopman and Sportiche (1991) that there are two
different kinds of structural Case, one comes about
through Spec-Head Agreement and the other one is
assigned under government.
In 3, I explore the
evidence for these two kinds of Case.
Evidence against the AGRs node (in addition to T) :
The sentence structure in Chomsky (1986), i.e. as
in (la), in which only C and I (nflection) appear as
functional categories, is much less elaborate than the
one in Chomsky (1992), i.e.
(lb)
in which many
functional categories appear:

1.

I

(1)

a

CP

":::C',-

Spec
C

..,.rP......
Spec / 1 '........
I

,/ VP ......

Spec .,/
V

V,

NP
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b•

.>p . . .

Spec

...-C·......

C

./""AGR~P

Spec

..-AGRs'
AGRs
>TP
Spec
>T'
T
.... Ne P
speC- ~Neg·
Neg- ....AGRoP
Spec >GRo'
AGRo :;'VP",
Spec _vI........
V
NP

Evidence for the I position. i.e. for one functional
category between C and VP, can be found in. for instance,
Akrnajian, Steele and Wasow (1979). It is quite clear in
English that modals, do and to are in a separate category
because (a) they remain when the VP is deleted and
preposed and (b) modals, ~ and do are in complementary
distribution. There is other evidence which I will not
go into here. Neither will I examine the status of Neg
and AGRo in this paper. The emphasis will be on AGRs.
In Chomsky (1989), it is suggested that postulating
AGRs as well as T eliminates the odd dual function of I,
i.e. as a holder for tense as well as agreement features.
There is no actual empirical evidence for English. The
advantage of assuming AGRs (and AGRo) is that it is then
possible to regard "structural Case as an expression of
the SPEC-Head relation, with the head being AGR and the
NP with Case in the SPEC-AGR position" (Chomsky 1989: 5).
The same Spec-Head relation would hold if the agreement
features were placed in T, however.
There is empirical evidence against an AGRs in
addition to a T-position because only one position in
which verbal material occurs exists between C and the
element expressing sentential negation as in (2):
(2) *He may have not been seen.
In (2), both may and have are situated before not and the
sentence is ungrammatical.
If only one functional category exists in (2), it
can be expected that this functional category will have
a specifier, but not two specifier positions.
This is
indeed the case as is shown in (3) and (4):
(3) *The kids might all not go there.
(4) *The kids may all yesterday have gone there.
Following Koopman and sportiche (1991), sentences such as
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(3) have a deep-structure as in (3'):
(3') e might not [all the kids] go there.
All the kids must move out of VP leaving all behind in
positions that it itself moves away from. The derivation
of (3) is shown in (5):

tk have finished that
Sentences such as (3) and (4) are ungrammatical which is
unexpected if there were two specifier positions as in
(5). These data, therefore, provide evidence that there
is only one specifier position.
I will call this
specifier Spec TP, but it might as well be called Spec
AGRsP or Spec IP as in Chomsky (1986).
Assuning languages exist where AGRs is present, the
consequence for Universal Grammar is that, even though
some languages may employ an AGRs, not all languages need
to. Thus, a Parameter as in (6) can be formulated:
(6)

Subject Agreement Parameter: ±AGRs/AGRsP.

If AGRs is not present, the features will be placed
elsewhere. This I discuss in the sections that follow.
2. Agreement Features and Nominative
2.1 Features on C in English
Assuming there is no AGRs in English, the agreement
features are in T and Spec-Head Agreement between the
subject in Spec TP and the agreement features in T would
account for nominative Case and verbal agreement. There
are some dialects of English that indicate that agreement
features may be in C. This shows that such features are
not always in one position: they 'float'.
Kimball and
Aissen (1971) describe such a dialect in which relative
clauses as in (7) and (8) are well-formed but those as in
(9) are not:
(7)

The people who the boy think tare
in the garden.
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The people who the boy think t the girl know
t are in the garden.
(9) *The people who t think that John know
the answer.
(8)

In (7) and (8), the nominative plural wh-element agrees
with the verb of a higher clause. This can be accounted
for if the agreement features are in C and the wh-element
moves cyclically through Spec CP and Spec-Head agreement
occurs. Sentence (9) shows that this type of agreement
only takes place if the ~-element indeed moves through
the relevant Spec CPo
2.2 Features on C or V
I have argued elsewhere (e.g. van Gelderen 1989)
that there is no evidence in Dutch for a T position:
modals behave like main verbs. There is no comparable do
and 1& 'to' is not in a node separate from the VP
(because VP-deletion deletes te as well, because split
infinitives do not occur, and because accusatives-with
infinitives which involve a TP analysis are not present).
Thus, if there is no evidence for even one functional
category, there is no need to look for confirmation for
two such categories.
If there is neither a T nor an AGRs in Dutch, where
are the agreement features placed? I will argue they are
placed in either C or V.
The subject in an active
sentence must be adjacent to the Complementizer in most
varieties of Dutch.
This can be accounted for if the
agreement features are in C (cf. also Koopman 1984:
207ff) .
Thus, (10) is ungrammatical because gisteren
'yesterday' appears between dat and the subject Ingrid.
Sentence (11) is the correct version:
(10) *dat gisteren Ingrid Klaas zag,
'that yesterday Ingrid Klaas zag'.
(11) dat Ingrid gisteren Klaas zag
'that Ingrid yesterday Klaas saw'.
In passive sentences (and others where the subject
originates as an 'object'), the nominative subject need
not be adjacent to the complementizer as (12) shows in
which mijn oom 'my uncle' separates the subject deze
boeken 'these books' from dat:
(12) dat mijn oom deze boeken toegestuurd zijn,
'that my uncle these books sent are'.
(13) dat deze boeken mijn oom toegestuurd zijn,
'that these books my uncle sent are'.
Den Besten

(1985)

accounts for these constructions by
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means of a complicated system of assigning Case inside
the VP. I will account for it by arguing that agreement
is either in C or in V. If it is in C, the element that
needs to be assigned nominative must be adjacent to C as
in (14), the structural representation of a sentence such
as (11) and (13) where the subject adjoins to VP. If the
features are placed in v, the sentence would be
ungrammatical because the subject is not governed by V.
In a passive sentence, the 'subject' is governed by the
Verb because it is the original object. In this way, the
features could be either on C as in (11), shown in (14)
or on V as in (12), shown in (15):
(14)

C ------VP
dat
SpeC- ~ V'
[+agr]
Ingrid
NP
--- V
[+tense]
Klaas
zag

(15)
C

---~VP

[+tense) __VP
--- V
dat Spec
:::.V,
werd
NP
V
Klaas gezien
[+agr)
eonf irmation for (14) and (15) can be found in
preposing.
If the subject is still part of the VP, it
should be able to prepose ,,'hen the VP preposes. This is
indeed the case with passives as in (16), but not with
actives as in (17):
(16)

[Boeken gegevenJ werden hem,
'Books given were him'.
(17) *[Hij gezien] heeft een boek,
'He seen has a book',
i.e. 'Seen a book he has'.
The implication of this move for Universal Grammar
can be formulated as follows:
(18) Feature Parameter: agreement features must be
situated in a functional node (e, T, etc) or be on
V.
I will now show that agreement features are on C or V in
older versions of English as well.
3. Structure of the Vpl
Older versions of English are like Dutch in that
their agreement features appear on e or V.
There is a
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difference though in that in Dutch, only certain subjects
receive nominative from V, namely those subjects that
originate as 'objects' but that in Old and Middle
English, regular subjects receive Case in VP as well.
The argument I use is based on double negatives (or
negative concord) which indicate that the VP is 'flat',
i.e. without a Specifier position. This fits with Fukui
(1986) •
In many of
the
languages displaying double
negatives, one negative must c-command the other. This
seems to be true in early Middle English as well.
The
sentences in this section are taken from Layamon's Brut,
written in the thirteenth century. They show that ne (or
its prefix) c-commands the negative constituent:
(19) Layamon, ~, Caligula 8096
Ne mihten per na cniht .•. makien fiht,
'Not might there no knight make a fight'.
(20) 1. 8209 Nulle ich na more fleon,
'Not want I no more to flee'.
(21) 1. 8510 ne recche ich noht his landes.
his seoluer no his goldes ... ,
'Not ruled I nothing his land,
his silver, nor his gold'.
Yet, there are many cases where the ne does not seem
to c-command the negative constituent:
(22) 1. 395 pat nan ne beo so wilde,
'that none not is so wilde'.
(23) 1. 4700 7 nauere seoeeen heo ne aras,
'and never since then they not arose'.
(24) 1. 6449 pat heore fader na lengere
ne moste libben,
'that her father no longer not must live'.
These are all instances where V-to-C movement does not
take place and the Verb as well as the negation stay in
their original positions.
Assuming c-command by ng is
necessary, it seems as if the negation in e.g. (22) has
scope over nan. This means the subject must be sister to
V as in:
(25)

CP
XP-

C""'

pat

c'

---

-

- - - V'

NP
nan

neg-V
ne beo

A structure as in (25) is possible because, as argued in
section 3, agreement features may be on V.
The
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difference between Dutch and older versions of English
lies in the structure of the VP: in Dutch, a Specifier is
present in Old and Middle English, it is not.
Thus, in Dutch the subject in a regular active
sentence must be adjacent to the C, but in Old and Middle
English, it need not.
This fits with the fact that
topicalization in sUbordinate clauses occurs (cf. Allen
1977: 52ff) which causes the subject to no longer be
adjacent to C:
(26) 1. 953 ah na-wiht he hit ne mende,
'but nothing/not at all he it not softened'.
In (26), he gets Case from mende since the agreement
features are on Vi they are on C in (22).
4. The contents of agreement features and Case
In this section, I discuss the contents of the
features and the differences between the Dutch and
English nominative Case systems.
I
also argue
tentatively that these two might be related: the more
agreement (and Case), the less use there is for
(structural) Spec-Head agreement.
4.1 Agreement features
For English, Kayne (1991) has argued that only
number features are marked.
He argues that the third
person -,2 can be considered as singular and all the
others as plural. The same cannot be said for Dutch. In
Dutch, verbal endings display both number and person:
(27)

ik ga
j ij gaat

hij gaat
wij gaan
jullie gaan
zij gaan

'I go'
'yOU(sg) go'
'he goes'
'we go'
'you(pl) go'
'they go'

One cannot argue that gaat in (27) is singular and the
others (92 and gaan) are plural because there are too
many forms.
There is some evidence (cf. van Gelderen 1992) that
Dutch has gender as well as person and number: het 'it'
is an element that is third person masculine but it is
underspecified for number which it must get from a
person/gender-compatible postverbal NP.
Hence, (28ab)
are grammatical, but (28cde) are not:
(28) a. Els weet dat het hem was,
'Els knows that it him was'.
b. Els weet dat het hun waren,
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'Els
c.*Els
'Els
d.*Els
'Els
e.*Els
'Els

knows that it them was'.
weet dat het haar was,
knows that it her was'.
weet dat het mij/jou was,
knows that it me/you was'.
weet dat het ons/jullie waren,
knows that it us/you were'.

Since (28c) is ungrammatical as opposed to (28a), it
follows that gender is a feature that is marked on het.
Thus, het is third person masculine but unspecified for
number.
4.2 Case and agreement features
In section 2, I argue that Nominative Case in Dutch
comes about through government by the agreement features
whereas in English, it is the result of Spec-Head
agreement. This is similar to what Koopman and Sportiche
(1991) argue for Arabic.
Both are structural types of
Case, i.e. related to structural position rather than to
theta-role. The positive evidence for the child learning
Dutch to select the one system rather than the other
consists of sentences such as (12), (13), (16) and (17).
There are, however, other differences between Dutch
and English nominatives.
For instance, Case in spoken
English is no longer consistent in coordinate structures
as (29) to (31) show:
(29)
(30)
(31)

Him and me went to the market.
They gave my sister and I a present.
Just between you and I, I don't like him.

In Dutch, the same does not occur, definitely not in
subject position as in (32). In English, prepositions as
in (31) assign structural Case (arguably through Spec
Head agreement, as in Kayne 1992) because the object can
be passivized.
This is not so in Dutch and hence, it
seems that inherent Case is assigned in (34).
Thus,
nominative assigned under government and inherent Case do
not 'break down' as easily as that which is the result of
Spec-Head agreement:
(32) *Hem en mij gingen weg,
'Him and me left'.
(33) ?Hij zag Kim, jij en ik,
'He saw Kim, you and I'.
(34) *Tussen jij en ik gezegd,
ik vertrouw hem niet,
'Between you and I said, I trust him not'.
(Again,

I will ignore AGRo and hence, not go into (30)
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and (33».
How can the feature content be related to the type
of Case assigned? It might be possible to argue that if
the features are strong, Case assignment by government
can occur, otherwise, it must occur through Spec-Head
agreement. This would be similar to the relation between
weakening of Case endings in Old English and the
introduction of structural (rather than inherent) Case.
Conclusion
I have argued that AGRs does not exist in either
Dutch or English. If there is no automatic position for
agreement features, a position must be selected. Thus,
there seems to be a parameter that agreement features
will be placed on T, C or V. I indicate that C and V are
used for this purpose in Dutch and older versions of
English.
I show that this Case assignment is different
from that brought about through Spec-Head agreement.
Finally, I argue that Old English has no Spec VP.
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SPEC-head Agreement as the Motivation for NP-movement
Orant Ooodall
University of Texas at El Paso
In current syntactic theory, there is a basic
difference between processes like wh-movement and head
to-head movement on the one hand, and NP-movement on
the other.
In the former, movement is often said to
occur because of properties of the landing site. Thus
with ~h-movement, the wh-phrase must move to SPEC of CP
in order to satisfy the SPEC-head agreement requirement
of WH in C, as in Rizzi's WH-Criterion (Rizzi 1991).
With head-to-head movement, such as V-to-I movement, V
moves to I because I is unable to stand on its own
morphologically. With NP-movement, on the other hand,
movement does not occur because of any special
requirement of the landing site, but because the moved
NP is unable to get Case in its D-structure position.
I will argue here that this current view is
incorrect and that NP-movement is more similar to wh
movement and head-to-head movement than usually
imagined.
Specifically, I will suggest that NP
movement occ~rs not because the NP necessarily lacks
Case in its D-structure position, but because of an
abstract agreement requirement on I that requires that
some lexical NP occupy SPEC of IP. My evidence will
come from the passive construction, although the
results are exten=able to other types of NP-movement as
well.
L

Chinese
I begin by examining t~e passive construction in
Mandarin Chinese, and I will show that it is ~mposs~~;e
to give a consistent c~aracterization of the pass~ve
morpheme in this language in terms of Case. The
passive construction in Mandarin, an example of which
is given in (lb), bears some important similarities to
its counterpart in English.
(l)a. Wo dasile
Zhangsan:
I kill-ASP Zhangsan
'1 killed Zhangsan.'
b. Zhangsan bei wo dasile.
Zhangsan PASS I kill-ASP
'Zhangsan was killed by me.'
First, the subject position is clearly a non-9
position, as evidenced by the fact that idiom chunks
may appear there:
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(2)a. Wo bu xihuan kai zheige dao.
(from Li (1990»
I
not like
open this knife
'1 don't like to do this operation.'
b. Zheige dao bei ta kai-huai Ie.
this knife PASS he open-bad ASP
'This operation was done badly by him.'
The sentence in (a) is active and contains a VP idiom,
while (b) is passive and has the object chunk of the VP
idiom in subject position.
Second, the passive morpheme seems to trigger Case
absorption, since the object must move into subject
position, as seen in (3).
(3) *Bei wo dasile Zhangsan.

PASS I kill-ASP Zhang san
'It was killed Zhangsan by me.'
In addition, passives of intransitives are disallowed,
as seen in (4).

(4) *Bei (wo) zoule.
PASS I
leave-ASP
'There/it was left (by me).'
Chinese passives differ from the English ones,
though, with regard to sentences such as (5).

(5)a. Taizl be:

ta dale
;a.
table PASS he app:y-AS? wax
'HE applie~ ~ax to t~e ~ab:E.'
b. Xuesheng be:
laoshl ganchule
xuexiao.
student PASS teacher force leave-ASP school
'The teacher expelled the student from schoo! . t
c. Wuge mantou bei ta chile
liangge.
five roll
PASS he eat-ASP two
'He ate two out of the five rolls.'

In these examples, the apparent direct objects ~
'wax', xuexiao 'school', an& liangge 'two' are to the
right of the verbs (as in an active sentence), while
other NP's, taizi_ 'table', 1!uesheng 'student', and wuge
mantou 'five rolls', occupy the subject position. The
sentences exemplify what is usually known as the
"retained object construction" in Mandarin Chinese (see
Lti (1948) and Thompson (1973».
What is perhaps even more surprising about the
above sentences is that there is no corresponding
active version, as shown in (6).
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(6)a. *Ta dale
la taizi.
he apply-ASP wax table
a'. *Ta dale
taizi lao
he apply-ASP table wax
b. *Laoshi ganchule
xuexiao xuesheng.
teacher force-leave-ASP school student.
b'. *Laoshi ganchule
xuesheng xuexiao.
teacher force-leave-ASP student school
c. *Ta chile
liangge mantou wuge.
he eat-ASP two
roll
five
c'. *Ta chile
wuge mantou liangge.
he eat-ASP five roll
two
Despite this, there is some evidence that the
surface subject in (5) originates as an object, along
the lines of (7) (see Thompson (1973), Huang (1982».

--------v

(7 )

V
_______
V

I

da 1 e
'apply-ASP'

NP
I

NP

I

taizi
'table'

1a
'wax'

This "outer" object (taill in (7» must move, which is
what we saw in (6).
One possible explanation for this
obligatory movement is that there is a surface X'
filter which allows head initial structures only at the
lowest leve:
io~, a~ proposed in Huang (1982).
Another possibi ity is that the verb is only able to
assign one Case, which goes to the first object,
leaving the outer object no recourse but to move in
order to get Case.
I will not try to decide this issue
here, but will simply assume that for whatever reason
the outer object must move from its D-structure
position.
What really matters for our purposes is the fact
that the inner object continues to receive structural
Case from the verb. This is evidenced by the fact that
this NP may be preposed by means of the ba
construction, as shown in (8).
(8)

Taizi bei ta ba 1a dale.
table PASS he BA wax apply-ASP
'He applied wax to the table.'

Here lA 'wax' appears to the left of the verb, preceded
by PA.
(8) would not be possible if La were
incorporated into the verb, so this NP must be licensed
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in (5) by virtue of being assigned Case. most plausibly
by the verb (just like an ordinary object),
We can now see that there is a serious problem in
trying to account tor the Chinese passive by means of
Case. With the regular passive in (1). Case absorption
is obligatory and so the direct object must move (see
(3». With the retained object passive in (5). on the
other hand. Case absorption does not occur. Given that
identical morphology is involved in each type, it is
impossible to give a consistent lexical specification
of the Case properties of the passive morpheme. What
the two types of passive have in common is in fact not
Case, but movement.
We thus seem forced to conclude that the passive
morpheme is lexically specified to require movement
into the subject position, thus yielding a unified
treatment of both regular and retained object
passsives. One way of implementing this idea is to say
that the passive morpheme requires I to agree with a
lexical NP in its SPEC.
~annada

Suppose now that it is universally true that NP
movement (at least for passives) occurs in order to
satisfy an abstract SPEC-head agreement require~ent.
Since this req~irement is imposed by a particular
morpheme (i.e. the passive morpheme), we then predict
that such morphemes will vary as to whether they
require agreement at S-structure or at LF (i.e. before
or after spell-o~t. in the system of Chomsky (1992».
In like fashion. wr,-movement in some analysez occurs
either at S-structure or LF because of the properties
of the wh-morpheme in C. and V-to-: movement occ~rs
either at S-structure or LF depending on the properties
of 1.
In languages like English and Chinese. the passive
morpheme clearly requires agreement at s-structure. so
we see overt movement of a lexical NP into SPEC of IP.
If a passive morpheme were to require only LF
agreement, then of course we would see no such
movement.
1 claim that this is precisely the property
of the passive morpheme agu in the Dravidian language
Kannada.
Examples of a typical active and passive
sentence are given in (9) (data in this section are
from Cole and Sridhar (1976). Siewierska (1984), and
Sridhar (1980».
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(9)a. Krishna-0-nu
Rama-nannu kond-an-u.
Krishna-nom-3s Rama-acc-3s kill-3s-past
'Krishna killed Rama.'
b. Rama-nannu kollalayitu.
Rama acc:3s kill:pass:past
'Rama was killed.'
In the active version in (a). we see that this is an
SOV language with overt case-marking.
In the passive
version in (b). notice that the object continues to
receive accusative case, thus suggesting that it
remains in object position. No overt movement occurs,
just as would be expected of an LF-agreement
requirement. How can we tell that movement does occur
at LF? What shows this is the fact that there must be
an object NP in this construction.
In other words,
passives of intransitives are disallowed, as shown in
(10).
hadid-al-u
(10)a. Magal u-0
daughter-nom sing-3s-past
'The daughter sang .•
b. "'Hadalayit\,:..
sing:pass:past
'There/it was sung.'
Here there is no way that the agreement properties of
the passive morphe~e can be satisfied.
In (9). in
contrast, ~te o~:ect is available for ~ovement at LF,
thus satisfying the agreement requirement.
We can see. tr.E .. , tl-.at the hypothesis that f'p
movement is forced by SPEC-head agreement makes exactly
the right predictions. We expect some passive
morphemes to require S-structure agreement and others
to require LF-agreement and as we have seen, these two
types are exemplified by passives in English/Chinese
and Kannada.
This variation is not expected under a
Case-based account.
If we say that the passive
morpheme does not trigger Case-absorption, as (9b)
would seem to show, we then have no explanation for the
ungrammaticality of (10b).
It should be emphasized that the level at which
SPEC-head agreement is required is a property of the
individual morpheme, not the language. Thus Kannada,
whose passive morpheme ~~ requires LF-agreement. also
contains the passive morpheme padu. which seems to
require S-structure agreement. as seen in (11).
(11)

Krishnanu-indu Ramu-0
ko-pattu-nu.
Krishna-3s-inst Rama-nom kill-pass-past
'Rama was killed by Krishna.'
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Here we see overt movement,
English.

just as in Chinese and

III. Typolmu:
Let us now examine in more detail the nature of
the agreement that I am assuming motivates NP-movement.
We have seen two types so far, but both have required
agreement, in the sense that the morpheme in I can only
be satisfied if a lexical NP occupies SPEC of IP.
In
English/Chinese the morpheme can only be satisfied at
S-structure, and with Kannada aqu only at LF.
Following Chomsky's (1992) principle of
"procrastinate", the lexical NP in Kannada will only
move when it needs to, i.e. at LF and not at S
structure.
Another type of morpheme we would expect to find
is one which may be satisfied whether there is
agreement with a lexical NP or not.
Let us call this
optional agreement. The effect of this type of
agreement would be that movement is allowed, but not
required.
This predicted type of passive morpheme is
in fact found in Nepali.
Examples of ordinary
transitive clauses in this language are given ic (12).
(data from Bandhu (1973)).
(12)a. Ram-Ie hxri-lai kut'-io.
Ram-NOM Ha=i-ACC hit 3ps+past
RalT, hi tHad.
b. Tes-Ie rnr.-]ai i-:ut'-ic.
he-NOM me-hC: 1".1 t 3ps+pas t
He hit rr,€;,
Notice that the object is overtly marked with
accusative case. When the passive morpheme! is addec
to the verb, both sentences in (13) are possible:
(13)a. Tx' kut'-i-is
you hit-PASS-2ps+past
'You were hit.'
b. Tx' lai kut'-i-io.
you-ACC hit-PASS-3ps+masc+past
'It was hit you.'
In (a). the lack of accusative case and the agreement
on the verb suggest that tx' 'you' has moved into SPEC
of IP.
In (b), the presence of accusative case and the
third person agreement on the verb suggest that tx~ has
remained in object position. These two sentence types
are exactly what we would expect of a passive morpheme
with optional agreement.
In addition, since agreement
is not required, passives of intransitives are also
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possible, as shown in (14).
(14) Ha's-i-io.
laugh-PASS-3ps+masc+past
'It was laughed.'
The same morpheme is involved in both (13) and (14).
Now imagine a passive morpheme which has optional
agreement, but at LF rather than at S-structure. The
result should look just like Nepali, except that (13a),
in which there is overt movement, should not be
possible.
Such a passive morpheme is exemplified by
Finnish taan. This morpheme may appear with both
transitive and intransitive verbs, as shown in the (b)
examples of (IS) and (16) (data from Comrie (1975,
1977), Siewierska (1984».
(lS)a. Maija
soi
sen.
Maija:nom eat:3s it:acc
'Maija ate it.'
b. Sy6ttiin
sen.
eat:pass.part it:acc
'It was eaten. I
(16)a. Me
ela-mme
hauskasti tailli.
we:nom live-pres:lpl pleasantly here
'We live pleasantly here. I
b. Taalli eletiin
hauskasti.
here
llve;pass.pa=~ pleasantly
'It is lived pleasantly here.
I

1:-1 (15b), the ol::e::t ?€ : f. 'it' continues to receive
accusative case, suggesting that there is no movement.
Nominative case on this prc~oun is disallowed, again as
would be expected in the absence of overt movement.
We have now seen examples of required agreement
and optional agreement, both at S-structure and LF,
yielding four distinct types of passive morphemes. all
of which are attested.
It should also be possible to
have a passive morpheme which has one type of agreement
at S-structure and another at-LF.
There are three
possible combinations. but only one of them yields a
result which is distinguishable from the passives we
have already seen. This combination is required
agreement at S-structure and optional agreement at LF.
The result will be that if there is an available
lexical NP. it will be required to move into SPEC of IP
at S-structure.
If there is no such NP. however, the
morpheme can still be satisfied at LF because at that
level. no agreement is required. This exactly
describes the passive in German, where passives of
transitives require movement, as in English and
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Chinese, but where passives of intransitives are also
possible, as in (17).
(17) Es wurde qetanzt.
it was
dance+part.
, I t was danced.'
In (17) the passive morpheme does not get satisfied at
S-structure, but it does at LF, so the sentence is
acceptable.
In languages like English and Chinese, the
morpheme would not be satisfied at either level.
We now have the following typology of passive
morphemes with regard to agreement:

(18)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

s-structure
required

LF
required

optional
required

optional
optional

examEle
English, Chinese
Kannada (agu)
Nepali
Finnish (tiii:in)
German

There is an interesting lack of symmetry in the types
of languages predicted in (18). We know there are
passi ve morphemes like Kannada .1!.9J! which do not induce
overt movement but which only occur with transitive
verbs.
A priori, we should then expect to find a
passive morpheme which occurs only with intransitive
verbs. However, it strongly appears that no such
morpheme exists i~ aey language. We have seen passive
morphemes which appear with both transitive and
intransitive vertE. and with just transitives, but
nothing that appears just wlth intransitives.
This
asymmetry can be expressed as an implicational
universal: if a morpheme allows passives of
intransitives, it also allows passives of transitives.
Why should this asymmetry exist? The reason is
that it is impossible with the system developed here
for a passive morpheme to be restricted just to
intransitives.
The closest we could come would be to
say that the passive morpheme does not require
agreement. This would then include passive of
intransitives, since in fact intransitives have no NP
with which to satisfy agreement, but it would also
include passives of transitives, since as long as the
object remains in place there will be no agreement.
There is no way to prevent transitives from being
included here.
The asymmetry under discussion thus
follows directly from the hypothesis that NP-movement
occurs because of agreement.
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IV. Other types of NP-movement
Let us now address the question of whether this
way of inducing movement through agreement can be
extended to other types of NP-movement.
I will show
here very briefly that although there appear to be no
empirical advantages to handling other types of NP
movement this way, it does reveal a very striking
parallel between passive morphemes on the one hand, and
unaccusative and raising verbs on the other.
Consider first unaccusative verbs.
If they indeed
have properties analogous to those of passive
morphemes, then we should find some which require
agreement at S-structure, others for which it is
optional at s-structure. and still others which have
agreement only at LF or not at all.
These three types
of unaccusatives in fact seem to exist, as shown in
(19) .

( 19 )

~.§ emenj:
a. required at S-structure
b. optional at s-structure

c. LF/none

unaccusatives
Spanish
unaccusatives
Spanish haber

English unaccusatives generally exemplify type (a) in
that the object must move into subject position, and
Spanish unaccusatives generally exemplify type (b) in
that such movemen: is optional.
The Spanish verb habe!:
is probably of tYPE (c). since the S ::-lgle argument of
this verb appears to receive accusative Case, thus
implying tha: it dOES not move i~to subject positio~.
This may be seen in (2r). where thls argument shows UF
as an accusative clitic.
(2e)

Los hay
en e1 salcn.
them exist in the room
"There are some/them in the room.'

Raising predicates also fall into the above three
types, as shown by the English examples in (21).

(21)

ggreement
a. required at s-structure
b. optional at s-structure
c. LF/none

exampl!l
bound
liltel y
probable

This corresponds to the traditional classification of
predicates into those that require raising « a ) , those
that allow it «b». and those that prohibit it «c»).
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V. Conclusion
There remain many important issues which still
need to be explored, but we have seen here that there
are some significant and compelling advantages to
treating NP-movement in the passive (and possibly
elsewhere) in terms of a SPEC-head agreement
requirement.
Footnote
1. Languages like Ukrainian (see Sobin (1985) and
Goodall (in press», which allow sentences like
(13) but not (14), can be accounted for by saying
that the passive morpheme requires agreement
either at S-structure or LF.
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THE RESIDUE AS A DOMAIN FOR STRESS ASSIGNMENT
Larry Hagberg
University of Arizona & Summer Institute of Linguistics
Virtually all generative theories of stress
assignment make use of the concept of extrametricality
(henceforth, EM). This device, which was first pro
posed in Hayes 1979, is the exclusion of some periph
eral element, typically either a syllable, mora or seg
ment, from the domain of stress assignment. Although
the need for such a notion has been clearly demon
strated (e.g., Hayes 1981, 1982, Inkelas 1989), its ap
plication has in some cases been rather unconstrained.
For example, Halle and Vergnaud 1987 (henceforth, H&V)
allow the effect of EM to be overridden by the presence
of lexical accent in Macedonian, and H&V include an un
precedented EM rule in Polish; both situations are dis
cussed below.
In contrast, this study argues, based on
the theory of Inkelas 1989, that lexical accent cannot
override EM under any circumstance. Independent evi
dence for this claim is presented from Guarijio, a Uto
Aztecan language of northern Mexico.
I begin with a review of H&V's analysis of stress
in Macedonian and Polish, followed by Hammond's 1988
critique of their proposal. A new set of analyses is
then proposed based on Hagberg's 1992 claims that
(i) stress and metrical structure are logically inde
pendent of one another and (ii) stress is an autoseg
ment.
Further support for this approach is presented
from the stress systems of Guarijio and a related lan
guage, Tarahumara.
It is argued that the autosegmental
analyses of Polish and Macedonian are superior to those
of H&V.
1. H&V'S ACCO~7 OF STRESS IN MACEDONIAN AND POL
ISH. Macedonian has only one stress per word. Stress
is quantity insensitive and normally falls on the ante
penultimate syllable, as illustrated in the following
data from Lunt 1952. Notice that stress is initial if
there are less than three syllables.
(1) (a) vodenH:a
(2) (a) riibota
(3) (a) vei:':er

mill
work
evening

(b) vodeni1::ar
(b) polkovnik
(b) zbor

miller
colonel
word

Although most words have the above stress pattern, a
few words exhibit exceptional stress on the penultimate
or final syllable. The following examples are from
Comrie 1976 and Franks 1983.
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(4) (aJ literatura
(5) (a) komunizam
(6) (a) konzumator

literature
communi sm
consumer

citat
quotation
(b) autobus
bus
(b) restora.n restaurant

(b)

H&V's analysis of Macedonian stress is as follows.
(7)

(a) Mark the final syllable EM i f unaccented.
(b) Line 0 parameter settings are [+bounded, left
headed, right to left] .
(c) Construct constituent boundaries on line O.
(d) Locate the heads of line 0 constituents on
line 1.
(e) Line 1 parameter settings are [-bounded,
right headed].
(f) Construct constituent boundaries on line 1.
(g) Locate the heads of line 1 constituents on
line 2.
(h) Conflate lines 1 and 2.

Steps (b)-(d) build maximally binary, left-headed feet
from right to left; steps (e)- (g) build an unbounded
right-headed constituent on top of the heads of feet.
Conflation (step h) has the effect of eliminating all
but the rightmost stress. These steps are illustrated
below for a word with regular antepenultimate stress.
(8) Input:

Step a:

* ... * *

vodeni~a

... * *<*>
vodenita

Steps e-q:
'*
(*
*)
(*) (* '*) <*>

vo deni ea

Steps b-d:

*

*

(*) (*

*)<*>

vo deni ea
Output:

(. *)
'*(* *)<*>

vodeni ea

vodenita

In order to derive the exceptional forms, H&V assume
the presence of a lexical accent on the syllable that
surfaces with stress. This i? illustrated in (9) and
(10) for words with penultimate and final stress,
respectively.
(9)

Input:

Step a:

*

. . *......
konzumator

*

..

*

*<*>

konzumator

Steps b-d:
'*
(*

'*
*) (*)<*>

konzu ma tor
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~t~l2s

(*
(*

e-g:

~tgl2

*
*)
*) (*) <*>

(.
*

konzu ma tor
(10) Inl2ut:
*

h:

Qutl2u t:

*
*)
(*)<*>

*

konzu ma tor
~tel2

konsumator

a:

Stel2s b-d:

*

*
* *

(*

*

*) (*)

restoran

Blocked by Accent

resto ran

Ste12s e-g:

St~12

Qutl2u t:

(*
(*

*
*)
*) (*)

resto ran

(

h:

.
*

*

*
*)
(*)

restoran

resto ran

Next, I review the facts of main stress in Polish.
Stress is quantity insensitive and occurs in most cases
on the penultimate syllable, as illustrated in the fol
lowing data from Comrie 1976, Franks 1983, 1985 and
Rubach and Booij 1985. Notice that the pattern of
penultimate stress is preserved under suffixation.
(11)hipopotam
hippopotamus (NOM)
hipopotam-a (GEN)
(12) reporter
reporter (NOM)
reporter- ski (ADJ, NOM)
reporter-owi
(DAT)
Rubach and Booij 1985 (and Hammond 1988) note that
there are two classes of exceptions to the above stress
pattern, and they cite numerous examples of sterns be
longing to each class. Sterns from the first class,
which is exemplified in (13), exhibit penultimate
stress in their unsuffixed form, antepenultimate stress
when they contain a single suffix, and penultimate
stress when they contain two or more suffixes.
(13)Class I ExCel2tional Stress:
(a) gramatyk
grammar
(b) gramatyk-a
(c) gramatyk-a-mi

(GEN PL)
(NOM SG)
(INST PL)

Sterns from the second class, which is exemplified in
(14), exhibit antepenultimate stress in their unsuf
fixed form and penultimate stress when they contain one
or more suffixes.
(14) Class II Exce12tional Stress:
(a) uniwersytet
university
(b) uniwersytet-u
(c) uniwersytet-a-mi

(NOM SG)
(GEN SG)
(INST PL)
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Hammond 1988 points out that none of these suffixes are
lexically marked, as evidenced by the following forms.
Notice that all of the (a) forms in (15) through (17)
are NOMINATIVE SINGULAR, whereas all of the (b) forms
are GENITIVE SINGULAR. Nevertheless, the distribution
of stress cannot be predicted from inflection. In
(15), both the (a) and the (b) forms have antepenul
timate stress. In (16), however, the (a) form has
antepenultimate stress while the (b) form has penulti
mate stress, and the situation is reversed in (17).
(a)

(15)
(16)

(17)

NOM SG:
grarnatyk-a
uniwersytet
kat6lik

(b)

GEN SG:
grarnatyk-i
uniwersytet-u
kat6lik-a

grammar
university
catholic

It must be concluded, then, that exceptional stress is
always marked in the stem and never in a suffix.
H&V account for the above set of facts as follows.
First, regular stress is derived via the same rules
that were used for Macedonian (7), minus the EM rule;
this is illustrated below.
(18) Input:

Step h:

Stevs bod:

*

... * * *

*

(* *) (* *)

hipopotam

hipo potam

Output:

hipopotam

(*
*)
(* *) (* *)

potam

*

(.
*

*)
* (* *)

hipopotam

In order to account for the exceptional stress pattern
of Class I, H&V propose that these stems are lexically
marked so as to trigger the following rule.
(19) Special Extrametricality: Make the syllable
following the stem extrametrical.
In uninflected forms such as gramatyk, this rule has no
effect because there is no syllable following the stem.
Hence, regular penultimate stress is observed. If,
however, there is exactly one syllable following the
stem, then Special EM applies and antepenultimate
stress is observed, as illustrated below.
(20) Input:

* * *

Steps b-d:

*

gramatyk·a

* * *<*>

gramatyka

*

(*)(* *)<*>

gra maty ka
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sQU2§! e-g:

Out);lut:

StSl);l h:

*
(* *)
(*) (* *)<*>

*
(.
*)
* (* *)<*>

gra maty ka

gra maty ka

gramatyka

If more than one syllable follows the stem, as in
gramatyk-a-mi, then Special EM cannot apply because the
syllable following the stem is non-peripheral.
H&V account for Class II exceptional stress by
assuming that the final syllable of the stem is lexi
cally marked as EM. This results in antepenultimate
stress in unsuffixed stems and penultimate stress in
suffixed stems, since the lexical EM is not peripheral
in the latter case. Examples follow, first for an
unsuffixed stem and then for a suffixed stem.
(21) Input:

Steps bod:

* * *

*

(*

*<*>

uniwersitet

*)<*>

Step h:

*

(*
*)
(* *) (* *) <*>

Output:

**)

(.

* *(*

uni wersi tet

*)<*>

uniwersi tet

(22) Input:

uniwersytet

SteJ;iS b-d:

* *

*
*
(**)(*

*

uniwersitet-u
Step§! e-g:
(*
*
(* *) (*

*

(*

uni wersi tet

Steps e-g:

* * *

*)

*
*)(**)

uni wersi tetu
Step h:

*

*)
*) (* *l

uni wersi tetu

(.

* * *

Output:

*

*)

*(* *)

uniwersitetu

uniwersytetu

Hammond 1988 points out three problems with H&V's
account of stress in Macedonian and Polish. First, the
similarity between these languages is obscured in that
exceptional stress is attributed to lexical accent in
Macedonian and to lexical EM in Polish. Second, the
language-internal analysis of Polish is non-uniform in
that two different kinds of EM are utilized. Finally,
the device of EM is unconstrained under H&V's account
of Polish stress. If rules such as Special EM are ad
mitted, then one ought to observe similar kinds of
rules which use lexical accent such as, accent the syl
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lable following the stem. To my knowledge, no such be
havior has ever been attributed to accent.
2. AN AUTOSEGMENTAL ACCOUNT OF STRESS IN POLISH
AND MACEDONIAN.
This section analyzes the stress sys
tems of Polish and Macedonian in terms of Hagberg's
1992 theory.
The latter argues that (i) stress and
metrical structure are logically independent of one
another and (ii) stress is an autosegment. After argu
ing that the foot may serve as a domain for the
application of phonological rules, Hagberg 1992 relates
autosegmental stresses to inherently headless feet via
insertion and linking rules.
This approach may be
applied to the analysis of Polish as formalized below.
(23) Autosegmental Analysis of Polish Stress:
(a) Mark the final syllable EM.
(b) Build a single disyllabic foot from R to L.
(c) Insert & link a stress in the foot from R to L.
The derivation of regular stress using (23)
trated below; stress is represented by *
(24)

Input:
hipopotam

EM:
hipopo<tam>

Add Stress:

Output:

is illus

Build Foot:
hi (popo) <tam>

*

I

hi (popo) <taID

hipopotam

Thus, assuming that stress is an autosegment whose
domain of insertion and linking (in this case) is the
foot, the regular stress pattern of Polish is accounted
for.
Other analyses of regular stress are also possi
ble under this approach.
For example, one could elimi
nate the EM rule and link stress from left to right in
stead of from right to left.
However, I argue below
that the EM rule is needed in order to account for the
complete absence of final stress in Polish.
How, then, is exceptional stress to be derived un
der this approach?
In order to answer this question, I
assume the Obligatory Contour Principle (Leben 1973,
McCarthy 1986; henceforth, OCP) , stated below.
(25) Obligatory Contour Principle: Within a tier,
adjacent identical elements are prohibited.
For a precise definition of adjacency as well as exten
sive discussion of the OCP, see Archangeli and Pulley
blank 1992.
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Contrary to H&V, I attribute exceptional stress in
Polish to lexical accent rather than lexical EM.
In
words whose stems belong to Class I. I assume that the
stem has a stress autosegment prelinked to the penulti
mate syllable in underlying representation. The foot
building rule applies as shown below, but the regular
rule which inserts and links a stress autosegment can
not apply because the resulting representation would
violate the OCP.
(26) Input:

*
I

EM:

B:yUg Foot:

*,

gramatyk

grama<tyk>

Output:

gramatyk

*
I

Add

(grama) <tyk>

Stre~s:

Blocked by
OCP

The result of adding a single suffix to such a stem is
that the lexical accent is now linked to the antepenul
timate syllable. The OCP again blocks the application
of the regular rule of stress assignment, so the lexi
cal accent surfaces as exceptional stress:
(27) Input:

EM:

*

I

Build Foot:

,

*

*

I

gramatyka

gramaty<ka>

Add Stress:
Blocked by OCP

Output:

gra(maty)<ka>

gramatyka

It was noted earlier that regular stress is observed in
longer words derived from exceptionally stressed stems.
In order to account for this, I assume that a lexical
accent del inks following foot-building if the accent is
not linked to a footed syllable. This delinking is
presumably triggered by a language-particular con
straint which requires a stress autosegment to be foot
internal at those levels of representation where foot
structure exists. As for the delinked stress, either
it relinks later to the rightmost syllable of the foot
or else it disappears via Stray Erasure (Ito 1986,
1989).
In either case, the word surfaces with regular
penultimate stress as illustrated below.
(28) Input:

*
I

gramatykami

EM:

Build Foot:

*
I

gramatyka<mi>

*

:\:

grama(tyka) <mi>
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Add Stress:

I

grama(tyka) <mi>

OUtput:

grama tykami

Thus, stems from Class I have a prelinked lexical
accent on the penultimate syllable. Using the same
approach, I assume that stems from Class II have a pre
linked lexical accent on the antepenultimate syllable.
In unsuffixed stems from Class II, therefore, stress
surfaces on the antepenultimate syllable:
(29) Input:

*
I

uniwersitet
Add Stress:
Blocked by OCP

ID:1 :

Build Foot:

I

uniwersi<tet>

I

uni(wersi)<tet>

Output:

uniwersytet

The derivation of uniwersytetu is as in (28), where it
was observed that a lexical accent del inks if it is out
of the range of foot-building.
To summarize thus far, the first class of excep
tionally stressed stems have lexical accent on the
penultimate syllable of the stem and the second class
of exceptionally stressed stems have lexical accent on
the antepenultimate syllable of the stem.
If a stem
were to have a lexical accent on any syllable to the
left of the antepenultimate syllable, that accent would
never surface because it would never fall within the
domain of the foot.
This analysis raises the following question. Does
lexical accent ever occur on the final syllable of a
stem? If the answer is no, then we have an asymmetri
cal distribution which has no apparent explanation.
If, on the other hand, the answer is yes, then why are
there no words with final stress? I propose that it is
possible, in principle, for lexical accent to occur on
the final syllable of a stem,. but that the EM rule
would prevent such an accent from surfacing because of
the following principle.
(30)Strict Invisibility Principle (SIP):
Lexical accent del inks under extrametricality; it
cannot prevent extrametricality from applying.
The SIP actually follows from the theory of Inkelas
1989, although she does not pursue this idea. If some
Polish stem actually had final lexical accent, the SIP
(in conjunction with the foregoing analysis) predicts
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that this stem would exhibit regular penultimate stress
in its unsuffixed form as well as when it had a single
suffix, as illustrated in the following two hypotheti
cal derivations.

EM:

*

Bl.tild Foot:

hipopotam

+
hipopo<tam>

Add Stress:

O\ltput:

I

*
I

hi (popo) <tam>

*

*

hi (popo) <tam>

hipopotam
Build Foot:

(32)~:

*

I

hipopotama
Add Stress:
Blocked by OCP

*

I

hipopota<ma>

*

I

hipo(pota) <ma>

Output:
hipopotama

One question remains. The foregoing analysis pre
dicts that exceptional antepenultimate stress should
surface if two suffixes are added to a stem with final
lexical accent. Since no such behavior has been re
ported, I assume that stem-final accent is in fact
unattested in Polish. How might this be explained? As
was just pointed out, stem-final accent, if it existed,
would surface as exceptional stress only in words with
two suffixes.
In contrast, lexical accent surfaces in
unsuffixed stems if it is on the antepenultimate sy:la
ble of the stem, and it surfaces in stems with just one
suffix if it is on the penultimate syllable of the
stem.
It may be that, even if a word were to have a
stem-final accent, the regularity of the stress pattern
in forms with zero or one suffix would lead the lan
guage learner to conclude that these stems were unac
cented. The less-frequently ~ncountered forms with two
suffixes might then be regularized even though the pre
vious generation of speakers treated them as exception
ally stressed.
Thus, I conclude that Polish stress assignment
proceeds as stated in (23), i.e., the final syllable is
rendered EM and a disyllabic foot is built on the right
edge of the remainder of the word; a stress autosegment
is then inserted and linked to the right edge of the
foot.
Exceptional stress is accounted for with
prelinked lexical accent, and the SIP is invoked in
order to account for the absence of final stress. This
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analysis, unlike that of H&V, universally constrains
the behavior of EM and also accounts for the
distribution of lexically-determined stress.
Independent evidence for the SIP is presented in
the next section. First, however, the autosegmental
theory of stress is applied to the Macedonian data.
Recall that stress regularly occurs on the antepenulti
mate syllable. Like Polish, Macedonian has a number of
words with exceptional stress but, unlike Polish, some
of those words exhibit stress on the final syllable.
Consequently, if the EM rule of Polish were to be in
cluded in the grammar of Macedonian, it would have to
be stipulated that the SIP does not apply in Macedo
nian. This is in fact what H&V do, but there is an
other way to derive a three-syllable stress window
which does not violate the SIP. This approach makes
use of the concept of the residue. According to
McCarthy and Prince 1990, the residue is that which re
mains after a single element (generally a syllable,
mora or foot) has been parsed away from it. McCarthy
and Prince utilize the residue as a domain for phonol
ogical and morphological operations in a number of lan
guages. Although they do not apply it to the deriva
tion of stress systems, this approach is made possible
(and in fact suggested) by the autosegmental theory of
stress since the latter treats stress as an autosegment
rather than as an inherent part of foot structure.
The basic idea that is adopted here is that the
residue serves as the domain for the insertion and
linking of a stress autosegment in Macedonian in the
same manner as the foot serves as the domain for these
same operations in Polish (and many other languages) .
This is formalized and illustrated below.
(33) Autosegmental Analysis of Macedonian Stress:
(a) Build a single disyllabic foot from R to L.
(b) Insert and link a stress autosegment to the
right edge of the residue.
(34) Input:
vodeniea

Build Foot:
vode(nita)

Link * to Res:

*
I

vode(niea}

Output:

vodenita

Recall that it was assumed for Polish that a lexi
cal accent (which is actually an autosegmental stress)
cannot surface unless it is linked to a footed sylla
ble. For Macedonian, I assume just .the opposite, i.e.,
a stress cannot be linked to a footed syllable. In
this case, however, delinking is not observed. In
stead, the presence of a stress autosegment linked to a
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syllable prevents that syllable from being incorporated
into a foot. Consequently, the lexical accent surfaces
intact, as illustrated below.
(35) Input:
restoran

* to Res:

Build Foot:

Link

Blocked by *

Blocked by
OCP

*

Output:

restoran

Likewise, a penultimate lexical accent surfaces intact
as shown below.
I assume (non-crucially) that a degen
erate foot is built on the final syllable.
(36)

InPY,.t:

*

I

komunizam

Build Foot:

*

I

komuni(zam)

Link * to Res:

Output:

Blocked by
OCP

komunizam

Thus, Macedonian's three syllable stress window
may be derived without the use of EM if stress is
viewed as an autosegment and the residue is allowed to
serve as a domain for the autosegmental operations of
insertion and linking.
In summary, Hagberg's 1992 theory of stress, which
views stress as an autosegment, has been utilized to
account for the Polish data in the following manner.
First, regular stress is derived by rendering the final
syllable EM, then building a single disyllabic foot
from right to left and, finally, inserting and linking
a stress autosegment in the foot from right to left.
The exceptional forms are derived via a lexical accent
which may be prelinked to either the penultimate or
antepenultimate syllable of the stem. Although an
accent could, in principle, be prelinked to the final
syllable of the stem, the SIP accounts for the Observa
tion that stress never occurs in this position.
The Macedonian stress patterns, on the other hand,
have been accounted for as follows.
First, a single
disyllabic foot is built from right to left, as in Pol
ish but without the EM. Then, a stress autosegment is
inserted and linked not in the foot domain but rather
in the residue. This produces antepenultimate stress
in those cases where there is no accent, and the excep
tional patterns are accounted for by means of a lexical
accent which may, in principle, be prelinked to any
syllable of the stem.
The autosegmental account of stress for these two
languages is superior to that of H&V in three respects.
First, the behavior of EM is universally constrained by
the SIP; it is not necessary to stipulate on a lan
guage-particular basis whether or not EM is overridden
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by accent, nor is it necessary to utilize an unprece
dented rule such as H&V's Special EM. Second, the new
proposal attributes exceptional stress to a single de
vice (lexical accent) in both languages rather than to
two different devices. Third, the limited distribution
of lexical accent (with respect to where it may occur
in the stem) is accounted for in both languages under
the new proposal but not under H&V's proposal.
Next, I examine the stress systems of two Uto
Aztecan languages and argue that they utilize essen
tially the same strategy for stress assignment as do
the grarrmars of Polish and Macedonian. In addition,
independent evidence for the SIP is presented.
3. STRESS IN TARAHUMARA AND GUARIJIO. Tarahumara
and Guarijio belong to the Taracahitic branch of Uto
Aztecan; both are spoken in the mountains of Chihuahua
in the Republic of Mexico. This section argues that
Tarahumara utilizes the residue in the assignment of
stress in essentially the same manner as does Mace
donian, while the grammar of Guarijio uses the same ba
sic set of rules as does the grammar of Polish. Look
ing first at Tarahumara, stress always occurs on one of
the first three syllables of the word; examples of each
stress pattern are repeated below from Hilton 1959.
Some of these words are also found in Brambila 1976,
although the two works represent different dialects.
(37) First syllable stress:
misi
cat
werachi high in mountains
weriga Be strong!

wasarami
turusi
karaka

cooked
peach tree
completely

(38) Second syllable s~ress:
mo'nera son-in-law
norawa client
char6ra beard

rosakami
siwara

white
intestines

(39) Third syllable stress:
rokog6
(during) nigJit
sopichi
bat
nakar6pari butterfly

asibama will sit down (SG)
sopori
star
chariwa loose branches

Notice that Tarahumara's stress window is the mir
ror image of that which was observed for Macedonian.
Accordingly, the same analysis is proposed, except that
the direction for the rules of foot-building and link
ing of the stress autosegment is from left to right in
this case; this is formalized and illustrated below.

1I2

(40) Autosegmental Analysis of Tarahumara Stress:
(al Build a single disyllabic foot from L to R.
{bl Insert and link a stress to the left edge of
the residue.
(41) Input:
asibama

Build FOQt:

Link * to Residue: Output:

{asi)bama

(asil bama

I

asibama

If a word has lexical accent on the first syllable,
foot-building will be blocked from applying by a lan
guage particular prohibition (identical to the one pro
posed for ~~cedonianl against the incorporation of a
stressed syllable into a foot.
Consequently, the lexi
cal accent surfaces intact, as illustrated below.
(42 ) .lr!J;1.JJ..t :

I

turusi

Build Foot:

Link

* to Residue: Output:

Blocked by * Blocked by OCP

turusi

Likewise, if a word has a lexical accent on the second
syllable, a degenerate foot will be built and the lexi
cal accent again surfaces in its original position:
(43) Input:

*

I

rosakami

Build Foot:

I

(ro)sakami

Link

*

to Residue:

Blocked by OCP

Output:
rosakami

Thus, the stress patterns of Tarahumara may be
accounted for using the same set of rules that were
used in the analysis of Macedonian with the exception
that the direction of application for foot-building and
linking of stress is from right to left in Macedonian
and from left to right in Tarahumara.
Next, the stress system of Guarijio is described
and analyzed. The Guarijio stress patterns are essen
tially the mirror image of those of Polish. Whereas
stress falls on either the penultimate or ante
penultimate syllable in Polish, it falls on either the
second or third syllable in Guarijio; no other stress
patterns are attested. The following representative
data are from Miller 1989; the same pattern is observed
in the dialect described in Stoltzfus 1979.
(44) Second SYllable Stress:
tohsana
white
tahtani
hot
six
pusani

co'kani
me'ani
so'p6ri

sour
kill (SG)
star
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(45) Third Syllable Stress:
ea'watoni
yellow
wagina
dry
yasima
will sit (SG)

mahani
is afraid
muguna
dies (SG)
tehpekUma long

The above stress patterns may be accounted for in
the same manner as those of Polish, except that the di
rection for the rules of EM and foot-building are from
left to right in this instance.
(46)Autosegmental Analysis of Guariiio Stress:
(a) Mark the initial syllable EM.
(b) Build a single disyllabic foot from L to R.
(c) Insert and link * in the foot from R to L.
Assuming that third syllable stress is the unmarked
case, it is derived as follows.
(47)~:

EM:

Build Foot:

Link *:

Output:

*
muguna

<mu >guna

<mu> (guna)

I

<mu> (guna)

muguna

If lexical accent were to occur on the first syllable,
the SIP would force it to delink, resulting in regular
third syllable stress; this is analogous to the hypo
thetical Polish derivation in (31).
If, on the other
hand, lexical accent were to occur on the second sylla
ble, it would surface in its original position, just as
in the hypothetical Polish derivation in (32). As was
already argued for Polish, if lexical accent occurs
anywhere else, the regular stress pattern will be ob
served.
To summarize thus far, the Guarijio stress pat
terns are essentially the mirror image of those of Pol
ish. Accordingly, I have analyzed these two stress
systems using the same approach; the only difference is
the direction in which the rules of EM and foot-build
ing apply. The SIP plays a crucial role in the analy
sis of both stress systems, b~t thus far this principle
has been supported only by theory-internal arguments.
Next, I present additional Guarijio data (again, from
Miller 1989) which constitute an independent empirical
argument for the SIP.
In Guarijio, reduplication is a very productive
process that copies the first syllable of a stern.
It
has a number of syntactic functions, but in general
reduplication imparts plurality to nouns and iterativ
ity to verbs.
In most cases, stress falls on the third
syllable of a reduplicated form regardless of where
stress occurs in the unreduplicated stern.
For example,
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in (48) through (50), both the unreduplicated and redu
plicated forms have third syllable stress.
~:

(48)
(49 )
(50)

talani
sa'watoni
tehima

Redyplicated form:
tatalani
sa'sawaroni
tetehima

~:

buy
yellow
spouse

In (51) through (53), stress occurs on the second syl
lable in the unreduplicated form and on the third syl
lable in the reduplicated form.
~:

(51)
(52)
(53)

e'meruma
luneci
oerume

Reduplicated form:
e'emeruma
luluneci
o'oeru

~:

short
Monday
woman

The above stress patterns may be explained by
assuming that stress assignment follows reduplication.
Consequently, an unaccented reduplicated form will have
stress on the third syllable, as in (48) through (50).
However, a stem with lexical accent on the second syl
lable will have second syllable stress when it has no
prefix and third syllable stress following redupli
cation, as is observed in (51) through (53).
Thus, the alternation between second syllable
stress in unreduplicated stems versus third syllable
stress in the corresponding reduplicated forms is
accounted for by the presence of lexical accent on the
second syllable of the stem. But what stress pattern
might be expected to resu:t if lexical accent were to
occur on the first syllab:e of the stem? It was al
ready argued that the SIP prevents first syllable ac
cent from surfacing in unprefixed stems, but there is
nothing to prevent it from surfacing in prefixed forms;
such forms are in fact attested in the following data.
£.t§D:

(54) weruma
(55)ki'cuna
(56) welakame
(57) te'marl
(58)mucimari
(59) warih6

Reduplicated form:
weweruma
ki'kina
we'welame
tehtemari
mU'mucimari
wa'wariho

Gloss:
big
bite
little old lady
little boy
sister-in-law
Guarijio

In order to account for the stress alternation in each
of these derivational pairs, I claim that each of the
stems has first syllable lexical accent which surfaces
only when the stem has a prefix.
(60) gives the deri
vation for the reduplicated form in (54).
In spite of
the fact that the derivation of the unprefixed form in

liS

(54) would come out the same with or without an initial
lexical accent (see the discussion of 31), the only way
to obtain the correct output in (60) is with the
accent. Since the lexical accent in this case is not
linked to a peripheral syllable, it is able to surface
in its original position.
(60) Input:

Redup:

*
weruma

EM:

*
we-weruma

BlJild FOOl;:

*
<we>weruma

*

I

<we> (weru) ma

Output:
OCP

weweruma

The conclusion, then, is that a number of Guarijio
stems such as weruma have lexical accent on the first
syllable, and EM prevents this lexical accent from sur
facing
when it becomes non-peripheral, as pre
dicted by
SIP.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
This study reviewed
H&V's analysis of the stress systems of Macedonian and
Polish, followed by Hammond's critique of the latter.
A new set of analyses were then proposed based on Hag
berg's 1992 claims that (i) stress and metrical struc
ture are logically independent of one another and
(ii) stress is an autosegment.
In order to universally
constrain the use of EM, the SIP was proposed. This
principle forces a linked lexical accent to del ink when
its anchor is rendered invisible by an EM rule.
Inde
pendent evidence for the SIP was presented based on the
stress alternations which accompany reduplication in
certain Guarijio words.
In order to derive the stress
systems of Macedonian and Tarahumara without violating
the SIP, it was claimed that the grammars of these Ian
guages select the residue rather than the foot as the
domain in which stress is inserted and linked. Using
the residue in this manner makes it possible to derive
a three-syllable stress window without the use of EM.
This
of Macedonian and Polish has three
advantages over that of H&V.
First, the behavior of EM
is properly constrained. Second, exceptional stress is
attributed to a single device (lexical accent) in both
languages rather than to two different devices.
Final
ly, the distribution of lexical accent is readily ex
plained. H&V's proposal lacks these characteristics.
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Multiple Head Comparison and Infinite Regress
Petra Hendriks
University of Groningen
I,

Simple Comparison vs. Multiple Head Comparison!

It is generally assumed that the truth value of a simple comparative is
established by comparing the two degrees or quantities expressed by the
part of the comparative preceding chan (or as) and the part of the
comparative following chan (or as) (d. Cresswell 1976, among others). In
(1), for example, the number of dogs that ate rats is compared to the
number of cats that ate mice.

(1)
(1')

More dogs ate rats than cats ate mice.
The number of dogs that ate rats is greater than the number of
cats that ate mice.

The truth conditions of (1) are expressed by (1'). The operation of
comparison is triggered by the elements more, fewer, less, as and -er. One of
these elements always has to be present in the part of the comparative
preceding than or as. Therefore, I will refer to these elements as
'comparative operators'. Comparath'e operators usually immediately
precede the element of which the degree or quantity is compared. So,
whereas in (1) the number of dogs is compared to some element in the
than-clause, in (2) the number of rats is compared to some element in the
than-clause because the comparative operator precedes the noun rats
instead of the noun dogs.
(2)
(2')

Dogs ate more rats than cats ate mice.
The number of rats that were eaten by dogs is greater than the
number of mice that were eaten by cats.

Sometimes a comparative can also contain more than one occurrence of a
comparative operator. The following example is taken from von Stechow
(1984:43):
(3)

More dogs ate more rats than cats ate mice.

There is much disagreement as to the acceptability of this sentence, a so
called multiple head comparative. Some speakers have no difficulty
interpreting sentences like (3), others find them unacceptable. The question
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that arises here is why there is so much variation in the grammaticality
judgements with respect to multiple head comparatives. And furthermore,
what exactly is the interpretation of multiple head comparatives? In this
article, I will investigate the semantics of multiple head comparatives and I
will show that multiple comparison leads to infinite regress and hence to
unacceptability if the two elements introduced by a comparative operator
both have a lexical counterpart in the than/as-clause. A second
comparative operator is only possible if the element it precedes is
compared to an element salient in the discourse.
2.

Multiple Instances of Comparison and Their Relation

In this section, the relation between the two instances of comparison in a
multiple head comparative will be investigated. The main question is
whether the instances of comparison function independently of each other
or whether they are interrelated. According to von Stechow (1984), the
truth conditions of (3) are as in (3'):
(3')

The number of dogs that ate rats is greater than the number of
cats that ate mice & the number of rats that were eaten by dogs
is greater than the number of mice that were eaten by cats.

Note that the first part of the truth conditions in (3') is obtained by
interpreting the sentence as if only the first comparative operator were
present ( sentence (1 », and the second part of the truth conditions is
obtained by interpreting the sentence as if only the second comparative
operator were present (= sentence (2». The semantics for multiple head
comparative (3), corresponding to the truth conditions in (3'), is given in
(4) (von Stechow 1984:44):
(4)

(3x)(3n)[x is a set of dogs & x has at least n-many members
(3y)(3m)[y is a set of rats & y has at least m-many members & x
ate y & -(For at least m: cats ate rn mice») & -(For at least n: n
cats ate mice»)

This formula states that a certain number of dogs that is at least n ate a
certain number of rats that is at least m, a number of cats that is smaller
than n ate mice, and cats ate a number of mice that is smaller than m, If,
for the moment, we ignore the fact that there are several reasons that the
formula appears not to be well-formed, it can be observed that in (3') and
in (4) the two instances of comparison function completely independently
of each other. The numbers of rats and mice are not of any importance in
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comparing the number of dogs in the first part of the comparative to the
number of cats in the than-clause. In the same way, the numbers of dogs
and cats are not of any importance in comparing the number of rats to the
number of mice.
If von Stechow's analysis were correct, then it should not make any
difference for the acceptability of a multiple head comparative whether the
two comparative operators are identical, as in (3), or different. Sentences
(5) and (6), both containing two different comparative operators, should be
acceptable as well and they should have truth conditions (5') and (6'),
respectively. However, these sentences sound rather odd to most people
and, moreover, they do not have the interpretation expected.
(5)
(5')

?More doors are higher than windows are wide.
The number of doors that are high is greater than the number of
v"indows that are wide & the height of doors is greater than the
width of windows.

In this article, question-marks will be used to indicate the oddness of the
sentence and the difficulty that people have interpreting it, rather than
(relative) ungrammaticality.
(6)
(6')

??Fewer dogs ate more rats than cats ate mice.
The number of dogs that ate rats is smaller than the number of
cats that ate mice & the number of rats that were eaten by dog,
is greater than the number of mice that were eaten by cats.

We noticed before that not everybody agrees on the acceptability of (3).
There is also some disagreement as to the un acceptability of (5): not
everybody dislikes (5). However, those speakers which find (5) acceptable
also have problems with (3) either. Multiple head comparatives (3), (5).
and (6) show a clear hierarchy in acceptability: almost everyone agrees on
the unacceptability of (6), most speakers find (5) unacceptable, and only
some speakers think (3) is unacceptable. The group that finds (6)
acceptable is a subset of the group that finds (5) acceptable, and this latter
group again is a subset of the group that finds (3) acceptable.
Sentence (5) contains two different comparative operators: the
comparative operator more and the comparative suffix -cr. Sentence (5) is
generally considered to be much worse than sentence (3) and clearly does
not have the truth conditions expressed by (5'). Multiple head comparative
(5) does not state that a certain number of doors is high in an absolute
sense. Only the height of doors as compared to the measurements of
something else is relevant in establishing the truth value of the sentence.
Also, (5) does not mean that the height of all doors is greater than the
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width of all windows. Sentence (5) does not compare doors and windows in
general, but rather a specific subset of doors and windows. H either the
comparative operator more or the comparative operator -er is omitted, the
result is an acceptable and interpretable comparative. This suggests that
only one comparative operator and hence only one instance of comparison
is allowed in a comparative. However, the fact that multiple head
comparative (3) is acceptable for most speakers seems to refute this.
Because multiple head comparatives containing two different
comparative operators are much worse than multiple head comparatives
containing two identical comparative operators, the two comparative
operators must be related in some way. In the next section, I will
investigate this relation between the two comparative operators in a
multiple head comparative.
3.

Mutual Dependency and Infinite Regress

In the previous section we saw that the two comparative operators in a
multiple head comparative must be related in some way. Instead of two
independent instances of comparison, multiple head comparatives involve
two mutually dependent instances of comparison. This means that von
Stechow's (1984) analysis of multiple head comparative (3) cannot be
correct. In order to establish the exact meaning of this sentence, let us first
take a closer look at the rather odd example (5) and its most likely
interpretation. The two instances of comparison in (5) differ in that the
first instance of comparison is a comparison between numbers and the
second one a comparison between measures. Therefore, it is easier to
disentangle the two instances of comparison in this sentence than in the
more or less acceptable sentence (3), which involves two instances of
comparison between numbers. Sentence (5) is repeated below for
convenience.
(5)
(5")

?More doors are higher than windows are wide.
The number of doors that are higher than the windows are wide,
is greater than the number of windows that are less wide than the
doors are high.

The truth conditions of (5) must be approximately as in (5"). This should
become clear if we go through the different possibilities step by step. First,
since the element more precedes the noun doors, a number of doors is
compared to another number. The only element in the than-clause that can
have a cardinal interpretation, is windows. So a number of doors is
compared to a number of windows. However, these doors and windows are
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not just doors and windows, but subsets of the set of doors and windows
that have a certain property. These properties are supplied by the clause in
which the noun doors is contained and the clause in which the noun
windows is contained, respectively. The doors in the comparison have the
property of being higher (not high!). The element to which the height of
the doors is compared must be found in the than-clause. Therefore, the
height of the doors is compared to the width of the windows. So the doors
of which the number is compared to the number of windows, are those
doors of which holds that their height is greater than the ...idth of the
windows. These windows are not windows in general but also distinguish
themselves through a certain property. This property is that these windows
are less wide than the doors mentioned in the first part of the comparative
are high. However, these doors were not doors in general, as we noticed,
but the subset of doors of which holds that they are higher than the
windows mentioned in the second part of the comparative are wide. And
these ....indows were again not windows in general, but windows of which
holds that they are less wide than the doors in the first part of the
comparative are high. So the windows in (5") refers to the windows
mentioned in the than-clause, and the doors refers to the doors mentioned
in the first clause of the comparative.
It is easy to see that the definition of the doors referred to by the
comparative is dependent on the definition of the windows referred to by
the comparative, and that the definition of the windows is dependent on
the definition of the doors. Because of this mutual dependency of the
definition of the doors and the definition of the v.indows, no semantics can
be given for this multiple head comparative that does not involve infinite
regress. So the correct truth conditions of multiple head comparatives are
not given as a conjunction of two independent instances of comparison, as
von Stechow claims, but rather as a combination of two mutuallv
dependent instances of comparison. Because the two instances of
comparison are mutually dependent, the first one cannot be solved without
having solved the second one and the second one cannot be solved without
having solved the first one. This leaves us with two unsolvable instances of
comparison.
The occurrence of infinite regress seems to be the reason for the
unacceptability of (5) and (6). But why is (5) slightly better than (6), then?
An explanation for this might he that it is also possible to interpret (5) as a
simple comparative involving only one pair of compared elements. On this
interpretation, the number of doors that are higher is compared to the
number of ....indows that are wide. In this case, the doors are higher than
some standard provided by the discourse. Such an interpretation is almost
impossible for (6), witness the difference in acceptability between (7a) and
(7b):
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(7) a
b

John makes people prettier.
?John makes more people pretty.

(7a) contains an adjective that is modified by the comparative operator -er.
In (7b). on the other hand, the comparative operator more modifies a noun.
Without a context that provides the implicit compared element, sentence
(7b) is much worse than (7a). Presumably, it is easier for comparative
adjectives to be associated with some standard provided by the discourse
than it is for nouns. The difference between (5) and (6) is comparable to
the difference between (7a) and (7b). So the reason why (5) and (6) differ
in acceptability is an independent one and is not related to the multiple
head construction. In section 4, we will return to interpretations which
depend on the discourse in more detail.
The same mutual dependency that occurred in sentence (5), can be
observed in the acceptable multiple head comparative (3). The nouns in (3)
depend on each other for their interpretation; dogs depends on the
interpretation of cats and cats on the interpretation of dogs:
(3)
(8)

More dogs ate more rats than cats ate mice.
The number of [dogs that ate more rats than the catsj ate mice lj.
is greater than the number of [cats that ate fewer nnce than the
dogs i ate ratslj'

This mutual dependency should also lead to infinite regress. Nevertheless,
sentence (3) is much better than sentences (5) and (6). It is not
immediately clear what causes this difference in acceptability.
Because multiple occurrences of comparative operators lead to infinite
regress and hence to unacceptability (except in the case of identical
comparative operators), the follo\l.1ng hypothesis can be formulated:
(9)

Hypothesis (first version):
Comparatives may contain at most one instance of comparison.

There are a number of problems with this hypothesis, though. First, the
mutual dependency with respect to the interpretation of the compared
elements in a multiple head comparative bears some resemblance to the
crossing coreference in so-cal!ed Bach-Peters sentences. These sentences,
however, are perfectly acceptable:
(10)

[Every pilot who shot at itjli hit [some MIG that chased hiIIl;lj.

For the interpretation of Bach-Peters sentences I will adopt the analysis of
Jacobson (1979). She argues that sentences like (10) involve one instance
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of binding and one instance of quantification, rather than two instances of
binding. Therefore, there is no crossing coreference and hence no infinite
regress. In a multiple head comparative like (6), on the other hand, the
relation between dogs and cats must be the same as the relation between
cats and dogs, whatever this relation may be. So there is no way to escape
from infinite regress and hence from unacceptability.
A second problem is something that we just observed: why do
comparatives containing identical comparative operators not lead to
unacceptability? In other words, why is sentence (3) still acceptable, if it
involves infinite regress? We will return to this problem in the next section.
The foJlo....ing examples, taken from von Stechow (1984) and Williams
(1975) respectively, constitute another problem:
(11)
(12)

Less land produces more corn than ever before.
John made more people prettier than I thought he would.

These sentences contain two non-identical comparative operators, just like
(5) and (6). Nevertheless, these sentences are acceptable and interpretable.
So what is the difference between (5) and (6) on the one hand, and (11)
and (12) on the other hand? In the remainder of this article, I will try to
answer these questions and, furthermore, I will give independent evidence
for the hypothesis in (9).
4.

Evidence from Discourse Comparath'es

Discourse comparathes provide evidence for the assumption that the
unacceptability of (5) and (6) under the multiple comparison reading is the
result of the mutual dependency of the compared elements. Discourse
comparatives generally lack a than/as-clause. The compared element is
inferred from the context instead of being overtly or covertly present in the
than/as-clause. Compared elements in discourse comparatives are usually
compared to a previous event, to something that has been mentioned
earlier, or to something that is the case (cf. Rayner & Banks 1990). This is
illustrated by the following sentences:
(13) a
b
c

That evening, the wind was blowing more strongly.
John was a disaster. Mary hired a more competent engineer.
Mary wished she had a faster car.

In (13a), a comparison is made between the present state of affairs and a
previous state of affairs in which the wind was blowing only softly. The
comparative in (13b) compares the competence of the engineer that Mary
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hired to the competence of John, about which a statement was made in the
preceding sentence. (l3c) states that Mary wished she had a faster car than
she actually does.
In these sentences, the interpretation of the element that is introduced
by the comparative operator (strongly in (13a), competent in (13b), fast in
(l3c» is not dependent on the interpretation of any other material in the
sentence. Hence, the comparison involving this element can be solved
without having to depend on the resolution of some other comparison in
the sentence. The prediction now is that multiple comparison involving
non-identical comparative operators is possible with discourse
comparatives. This prediction is borne out by the following example:
(14)

Newer generations of microchips contain more electronic switches
on a smaller surface.

Here, there is no mutual dependency between the different instances of
comparison. The instances of comparison involving the compared elements
new, electronic switches and small are evaluated with respect to a previous
situation, or possibly with respect to all previous situations. The
interpretation of the compared elements does not depend on the
interpretation of other material in the sentence. Newer generations of
microchips means 'newer generations of microchips than the ones that were
mentioned earlier'; more electronic switches means 'more electronic switches
than the number of switches that were used in previous generations of
microchips'; smaller swface means 'smaller surface than the size of the
surface in previous generations of microchips'. Since discourse comparatives
allow for several non-identical comparative operators, whereas other
comparatives do not, the occurrence of several non-identical comparative
operators in the latter constructions must be blocked by the impossibility of
finding an interpretation for the compared elements.
Now let us return to sentences (11) and (12) of the previous section
again. The acceptability of these sentences was a problem for the
hypothesis in (9). However, if we reexamine these sentences, it turns out
that it is possible to interpret at least one instance of comparison in these
sentences as an instance of discourse comparison. In (11), the amount of
land and the amount of corn at the time of the utterance are compared to
amounts of land and corn on all previous points in time. Moreover, it is
also possible to omit the than-phrase, witness (15). This means that the
elements that land and com in the first part of the comparative are
compared to are inferred from the discourse. The interpretation of those
elements is not dependent on the presence of a than-phrase. So although
(11) contains a than-phrase, both the comparison involving less land and
the comparison involving more com are instances of discourse comparison.
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(15)

Nowadays, less land produces more corn.

In (12), the situation is slightly different. The two instances of comparison
in (12) are not of the same type. This can be observed by comparing (12)
to (16), a sentence in which the element prettier is not only present in the
first part of the comparative but also in the than-clause.

(16)

John made more people prettier than I thought he would make
people prettier.

The first instance of comparison in (16), introduced by the comparative
operator more, involves two numbers of people. A number of people
defined by the first part of the comparative is compared to a number of
people defined by the than-clause. The second instance of comparison in
this sentence is introduced by the comparative suffix -er. This instance of
comparison, however, does not involve the second occurrence of prettier.
Because compared elements in the than/as-clause of a comparative always
have to be quantifiable elements (d. Hendriks 1992), the element prettier in
the than-clause in (16) cannot be the element to which prettier in the first
part of the comparative is compared. 2 Therefore, the first occurrence of
prettier in this sentence must be compared to something in the discourse.
Because sentences (12) and (16) have exactly the same interpretation, the
element prettier in (12) must also be compared to an element in the
discourse. So the interpretation of both (12) and (16) is as in (12'):
(12')

The number of people that John made prettier is greater than the
number of people that I thought John would make prettier & the
degree of prettiness of the people that John made prettier is
greater on reference time than on some earlier point of time.

The truth conditions in (12') make it clear that (12) only contains one
instance of sentence-internal comparison, with both compared elements
involved in the comparison lexically present. The second instance of
comparison is an instance of discourse comparison.
Sentences (11) and (12) are no counterexamples to the claim that one
single comparative can contain at most one comparison, if by comparison is
understood 'sentence-internal comparison'. (17) is the slightly revised
version of hypothesis (9) in the previous section:
(17)

Hypothesis (final version):
Comparatives may contain at most one instance of sentence
internal comparison.
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In addition to one instance of sentence-internal comparison, it is very well
possible to have one or more instances of discourse comparison. And, of
course, it is also possible to have only instances of discourse comparison, as
was illustrated by (11). What is blocked is the occurrence of more than one
pair of compared elements, not the occurrence of more than one first
element of a pair of compared elements. This explains why sentences (11)
and (12) are acceptable, whereas (5) and (6) are not.
The question that remains, however, is why sentence (3) is still
acceptable. This sentence contains two pairs of compared elements, namely
the pair dogs - cats and the pair rats - mice, and should therefore be
unacceptable. Although I do not have a well-defined solution to the
problem, it seems to me that there are two possible answers to this
question. The first possibility is that the comparison in (3) is not a
comparison between numbers of entities but between numbers of events. In
that case, two numbers of events, rat-eating events and mouse-eating
events, are compared. Such an interpretation would predict that sentence
(3) is true in a situation in which three dogs ate the same rat (they share it)
and one cat ate two mice, because in that case the number of rat-eating
events (three) is greater than the number of mouse-eating events (two).
Intuitively, however, this does not seem to be true (see also von Stechow
1984).
Another solution might be that the second occurrence of more is a
vacuous occurrence which is dependent on the presence of the first element
more, analoguous to double attraction in negative concord languages.
Consider the following example of double negation:
(18)

Nobody said nothing.

Nobody is assumed to be built up of something that indicates negation and
the affirmative element evel)'body; nothing consists of negation and the
element anything. If the two instances of negation would cancelled each

other, the meaning of (18) would be 'everybody said something'. However,
in negative concord English this sentence means 'nobody said anything', the
second instance of negation simply being omitted (van der Wouden &
Zwarts 1992). This same process of double attraction which occurs with
negation in negative concord languages, could also have occurred with the
comparative operator more in (3). Double attraction is only a plausible
explanation for the acceptability of multiple head comparative (3), though,
if the meaning of (3) is approximately identical to the meaning of (1), the
corresponding simple comparative. It is not really clear to me whether this
is indeed the case. So what the semantics of multiple head comparative (3)
exactly is still remains an open question. But whichever interpretation is the
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correct one for (3), in any case it is an interpretation that involves only one
instance of comparison.

5.

More Evidence from Comparative Deletion

If an element is compared to something in the discourse, no compared
element is overtly or covertly present in the than/as-clause. A than/as
clause only contains a compared element in the case of sentence-internal
comparison. If our hypothesis were correct that only one instance of
sentence-internal comparison is possible in a comparative, a than/as-clause
would contain at most one compared element. This assumption can be
tested by investigating the possibilities of application of Comparative
Deletion in comparatives. A compared element in the than/as-clause of a
comparative can be optionally deleted by an operation called Comparative
Deletion (Bresnan 1975). This operation applies to compared elements in
than/as-clauses only and is illustrated by the following examples:
(19) a
b
c

Mary has v..ritten more books than John has read
More students steal bikes than - buy bikes.
More students read than - write.

The compared element can be deleted from any position in the than-clause
and there is no restriction on the amount of lexical material that is left
behind by the deletion operation. Hypothesis (17) now would predict that
Comparative Deletion can apply at most once in a single sentence. This
prediction is borne out by the following examples (Corver 1990:85):
(20) a
b

·More people have read more books than - have written - .
·More students steal more bikes than - buy - .

Because Comparative Deletion can apply only once in a than/as-clause, at
most one compared element can be present in a than/as-clause. If multiple
sentence-internal comparison were possible, we would expect two compared
elements to be possible in the than/as-clause.

6.

Than and as as Coordinators

Discourse comparatives allow for two non-identical comparative operators.
Comparatives containing a than-clause or as-clause, on the other hand. do
not. Hence, discourse comparatives cannot be viewed as reduced clausal
comparatives but have to receive a direct interpretation. This means that in
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discourse comparatives the comparative operator alone is enough to
establisb the comparison. The interpretation of discourse comparatives and
otber comparatives is similar: two quantities or degrees are compared. The
first quantity or degree is present in both types of construction; the only
difference concerns the second quantity or degree. This quantity or degree
is inferred from the context in the case of discourse comparison, but is
expressed by the than/as-clause or than/as-phrase in all other cases.
Therefore, one could say that the comparative conjunctions than and as
merely function as a kind of coordinator in comparative constructions, their
only purpose being that they introduce the second degree or quantity in the
comparison. This offers an explanation for the coordination-like behavior
of clausal comparatives (cf. Napoli 1983, Hendriks 1991). In coordinate
constructions involving sentence coordination, certain elements can be
deleted under identity with material in the other conjunct. Movement is in
principle not allowed out of a conjunct of a coordinate construction, unless
it occurs in an Across-the-Board manner, i.e. from all conjuncts
simultaneously (Ross 1967).
(21) a
b
c
d

e

Students steal bikes and teachers buy cars.
Students steal bikes and teachers - cars.
Students steal bikes and - buy cars.
Students steal - and teachers buy expensive 15 speed bikes.
What do students steal - and teachers buy - ?

In (2Ib) the finite verb in the second conjunct has been deleted (Gapping).
in (21c) left-peripheral material has been deleted from the second conjunct
(Forward Conjunction Reduction) and in (21d) right-peripheral material
has been deleted from the first conjunct (Right Node Raising). (21e) is an
example of Across-the-Board extraction of the Wh-element what. These
deletion and movement operations are also possible in clausal
comparatives, as is illustrated by (22):
(22) a
b

c
d

e

More students steal bikes than teachers buy cars.
More students steal bikes than teachers - cars.
Students steal more bikes than - buy cars.
More students steal - than teachers buy expensive 15 speed bikes.
What do more students steal - than teachers buy - ?

In (22b) Gapping has applied, (22c) is an example of Forward Conjunction
Reduction in comparatives, in (22d) Right Node Raising has applied, and
in (22e) the Wh-element what has been extracted in an Across-the-Board
manner. Subordinate clauses, on the other hand, do not allow for
operations like Gapping, Forward Conjunction Reduction, Right Node
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Raising and Across-the-Board extraction. Because these operations are
restricted to coordinate constructions and comparatives and are not allowed
in subordinate clauses, the than/as-clause in a comparative should be
analyzed as the second conjunct in a non-hierarchical construction rather
than as a relative clause belonging to the comparative operator.
7.

Conclusions

In this article, I have argued that multiple comparison is not possible if all
compared elements are lexically present, because this would lead to infinite
regress. This infinite regress is the result of the fact that the compared
elements are dependent on each other for their interpretation. Only one
compared element is allowed in the than/as-clause. This element is
compared to an element in the first part of the comparative which is
introduced by a comparative operator. Other comparative operators are
only allowed if they introduce an element that is compared to an element
which is not overtly or covertly present in the than/as-clause but is inferred
from the discourse.
The claim that multiple sentence-internal comparison leads to infinite
regress has an interesting configurational correlate. It is generally assumed
that the comparative operator binds the empty quantifier position in the
than/as-clause (see footnote 2). In the multiple head comparatives we
discussed in this article, the comparative operator always immediately
preceded the compared element in the first part of the comparati\'e.
Because according to von Stechow's analysis the first compared element in
the first part of the comparative is compared to the first compared element
in the than/as-clause, and the second compared element in the first part of
the comparative to the second compared element in the than las-clause, the
first operator would have to bind the first empty quantifier position and the
second operator would have to bind the second empty quantifier position.
This is not allowed because it would violate the cross-over condition.
Footnotes
1. This research was supported by a grant from the Netherlands
Organization for Scientific Research (NWO), grant no. SIR 11-797, and by
a grant from the Dutch Network for Language, Logic and Information
(TLI). I would like to thank Ale de Boer, Cri! Cremers, Jack Hoeksema,
Helen de Hoop, Mark Kas, Sjaak de Mey, Tim Stowell and the audience of
WECOL92, in particular Dick Oehrle, for their valuable comments.
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2. The obligatory presence of a quantifiable element in the than/as
clause accounts for tbe so-called Subdeletion-effects in comparatives.
Althougb others have accounted for these effects by assuming that a
quantifier modifying tbe compared element in the than/as-clause is
obligatorily deleted (Bresnan 1975) or moved to the complementizer
position of the than/as-clause by the operation of Wh-movement (Cbomsky
1977), Hendriks (1992) sbows tbat an analysis involving a base-generated
empty quantifier position (d. Pinkham's null operator (Pinkham 1982»
does not encounter the problems tbat a deletion or movement approach
would. As a result of tbis base-generated empty quantifier positition all
compared elements in the than/as-clause of a comparative must be
quantifiable elements.
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Extrametricality and syllable weight in Turkish
Sharon Inkelas and Orhan Orgun

University of California, Berkeley

1 Introduction
The syllable structure of Turkish is well known: syllables are maximally
bimoraic, and coda consonants contribute to weight. Thus, eve syllables
are bimoraic, as in (1a), and long vowels shorten in dosed syllables (1b):
(1)

a.

b.

a

A

a

a

a a

I /1\

I A

fJ.fJ.

fJ.fJ.fJ.fJ.

AI
yen
[yen]

ANI
zama:n

.....

'defeat'
(d.

fJ. fJ. fJ.

A AI
zaman
'time'
[zaman]
[zama:n-I] 'time-ace')

Less well known, however, is that there are departures in both directions
from the canon illustrated in (1). In this paper we discuss the existence of
superheavy syllables, which exceed the expected maximum size, and of
exceptionally light syllables, which dip below the expected minimum.
In this paper we present a moraic analysis of Turkish syllable
structure, showing that it is possible to give an insightful structural
account of the observed exceptions which makes no appeal to diacritic
exception features. The primary structure with which we account for
exceptions to syllable structure conditions is underlying extrametricality.
We begin with the "regular" data, demonstrating the accuracy of the
standard analysis of Turkish syllable structure.

2 Turkish syllable structure
There are three independent pieces of evidence that coda consonants are
moraic in Turkish: stress, prosodic minimality, and vowel shortening.

2.1 Place name stress
Sezer 1981 demonstrates that the assignment of stress to place names in
Turkish is quantity sensitive, formulating the generalization in (2):
(2)

Stress penult if heavy or if both penult and antepenult are light;
otherwise (I.e. jf antepenult is heavy and penult is light), stress the
antepenult (Sezer 1981)
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(3)

a. light-light b. light-heilVY
A.da.na
E.d1r.ne
Ka.ra.man
SLHv.ri
GLre.sun
Ma.lat.ya
Si.l6.pi
Ta.rab.ya

c. heilvy-heilvy
Is.par.ta
Is.tan.bul
An.tAl.ya
Is.tm.ye

d. heavy-light
An.ka.ra
Er.ge.ne
Xan.k.t.n
d.li.ye

(3) shows that eve syllables count as heavy, distinct from ev syllables.

2.2 Prosodic minimality
As observed by Dobrovolsky 1987 and Ito and Hankamer 1989, Turkish
has some sort of minimal size condition on words. Ito and Hankamer
suggest that the minimality condition might be bimoraic, as in (4):
(4)

Minimality condition:

[Jl Jl]

This has been confirmed by Orgun and Inkelas 1992, who demonstrate
that, for some speakers, the bimoraic minimality condition induces vowel
lengthening in ev roots (Sa).!
(5)

a. Ifal

--)
Idol --)
b. Ikapl --)
c. ladl --)

[fa:]
[do:]
[kap] (*[ka:p])
[ad] ('[a:dJ)

'musical note 'fa"
'musical note 'do"
,container'
'name'

As shown in (Sb), vowels do not lengthen in eve roots. This is explained
eve roots are already bimoraic, and
satisfy the minimality condition.

if coda consonants bear weight.

2.3 Closed syllable vowel shortening
The moraic status of codas is further supported by the fact that
underlyingly long vowels shorten when the syllable acquires a coda
consonant. (6a) shows that an underlying long vowel surfaces if the
following consonant can syllabify as an onset; otherwise, Le. if the root
final consonant forms a coda, the long vowel shortens (b).
(6)

a. Open syllable
§a:n-l
ii. zama:n-l
iii. evla:d-l
iv. mefhu:m-u
i.

'glory-acc'
'time-acc'
'child-acc'
'concept-acc'

b. Closed syllable
§an
zaman
evlat
mefhum

(7) shows that underlyingly short vowels do not lengthen in open syllables
(disregarding the minimality-induced lengthening shown in (5»; rather,
vowel length alternations are due to closed-syllable shortening (Clements
and Keyser 1983).
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(7)

a. Open syllable
kitab-l
kan-l
ii. saman-l
iii. kanad-l
iv. ka:nun-u

i.
i.

'book-acc'
'blood-acc'
'hay-acc'
'wing-acc'
'Iaw-acc'

b. Closed syllable
kitap
kan
saman
kanat
ka:nun

Our analysis of these facts is straightforward: syllables in Turkish are
maximally bimoraic, and coda consonants contribute to weight. Therefore,
long vowels must shorten in closed syllables.
In order to ensure that root-final consonants do not syllabify as codas
on the root cycle, which would incorrectly predict long vowel shortening
even if a vowel-initial suffix is added on a later cycle, we assume a cyclic
rule of final consonant extrametricality:
(8)

Final consonant extrametricality2:

11

11

I

I

[ .....C]-+ [ .....] C

Note that such a rule has already been proposed for Turkish on
independent grounds by Rice 1990, in an analysis of final noncontinuant
obstruent devoicing. It is well known that root-final noncontinuant
obstruents devoice when word-final or preceding a consonant-initial
suffix (9a,b):
(9)

a. kitap
b. kitap-lar

'book'
'book-p]'

c. kitab-l

'book-acc'

However, the fact that VOicing is preserved on consonants which are able
to syllabify as onsets (9c) suggests that root-final consonants need to be
extrametrical on the root cycle to protect them from being syllabified there
as codas. 3 Later, presumably at the phrase level (Rice 1990),
extrametricality is lost and moraic codas adjoin, shortening preceding long
vowels where necessary to preserve the bimoraic syllable maximum.
The complete morification and syllabification procedure we assume
is outlined in (10):
(10) Rules of metrical structure aSSignment (first approximation)
a. Morification
i. Assign a mora to each (C)V unit.
ii. Assign mora to each remaining unmorified consonant
b Final consonant extrametricality (turns off at phrase level).
c. Build maximally bimoraic syllables (shortening vowels where
necessary)
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Sample derivations are given in (11). Bracketed forms are those exhibiting
extrametricality. Parenthesized letters denote rules in (10).4
(11)

UR

Illl

I1Il

V
zaman

Cycle 1

(a)

V
zaman +

Illl

I1Il

V
zaman

V
zaman

Il Illlll

Il Illlll

ANI

ANI

zaman

zaman

[Il
Illlr
ANI

[Il
Illlr
ANI

zama n

zama n

I

(b)

(c)

[IA
0 0]

[0I A0]

11 J..lll

J..l

A N

I

11 1111

A N

I

zama

n

zama

n

o

Cyde2

0

A
11 J..lJ..l1l

ANI
zaman!
o 0

(a)

A
J..l J..lJ..lJ..l

A N 1\
zaman!
(b)
(c)

o

0

0

AI
J..l 111111

A N 1\
zamanl
Phrase cycle

o

0

IA
11 J..lllil

ANI
zaman
(a)

o

0

0

AI
J..l J..lJ..lJ..l

A N 1\
zaman!

11
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(c)

Ci

Ci

/~\
Il Il J.l J.l

/\ NI

zaman
[zaman]

Output:

[zama:ml

3 Superheavy syllables
Having covered regular syllabification in Turkish, we proceed to the
complications. In this section we discuss syllables which appear to exceed
the maximal size of two moras. There are two sources of such syllables:
suffixation (systematic) and the lexicon (lexical exceptions). Let ~s begin
with the former.

3.1 Derived superheavy syllables
As shown in (12), suffixal consonants do not shorten long vowels with
which they syllabify.
(12)

Open syllable
a. fa:
'note 'fa"
b. kaza:

,accident'

c. bela:

'trouble'

Closed syllable
,
fa:-n
fa:-n-dan
kaza:-m
kaza:-m-dan
bela:-n
beJa:-m-dan

"fa'-2sgposs'
"fa'-2sgposs-abl'
'accident-1 sgposs'
,accident-1sgposs-abl'
'trouble-2sgposs'
'trouble-2sgposs-abl'

The observed shortening failure cannot be attributed to sonorit\'
considerations. The consonantal possessive suffixes are nasals, and in the
derivation of zaman in (11) we have just seen that a nasal coda docs induce
shortening when tautomorphemic with the preceding long vowel.
Shortening failure cannot be written off to lexical exceptionality, either:
possessive suffixation is extremely productive and regular,
It thus appears necessary to build some morphological information
into the closed syllable shortening process. But what might this be?
Theoretical considerations rule out the two standard approaches to
morphological conditioning, namely appeal to the Strict Cycle Condition
(Mascar6 1976, Kiparsky 1982) or inclusion of a morpheme boundary in
the shortening rule.
Reference to the Strict Cycle Condition is ruled out by the fact that
closed syllable shortening applies only in nOll derived environments 
namely root-internally - and never in derived environments, such as in
the suffixed words in (12), This is exactly the opposite of what the Strict
Cycle Condition would predict. The Strict Cycle Condition restricts the
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cyclic application of structure changing rules to derived environments
only. It can account neither for the data in (6) nor for that in (12).
The other possibility is to include a specific morpheme boundary - a
root boundary - following the coda consonant in the shortening rule.
This analysis would correctly block shortening by consonantal suffixes.
However, its interaction with final consonant extrametricality - a cruicial
component of the shortening process -leads to an incorrect prediction in
the case of root-internal shortening. Assuming that extrametricality is
turned off only at the phrase level, it follows that syllabification of word
final consonants must be accomplished by phrase-level rules. However, it
is a fundamental assumption of Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982,
Mohanan 1982) that phrase level rules are insensitive to information about
the internal morphological structure of words. The analysis thus
incorrectly predicts shortening failure in any word-final syllable. It can
account for the data in (12) but not for the data in (6).
To account for the enigmatic behavior of consonantal suffixes, we
propose adding a consonant adjunction rule to the morification algorithm
(13aH). This rule, which links a consonant to the mora dominating a
preceding vowel, has independently been proposed in moraic theory for
languages in which coda consonants do not contribute to weight (Hayes
1989, Zec 1988). In Turkish, however, coda consonants do normally
contribute to weight, as we have seen from a study of CVC syllables. The
Turkish adjunction process is apparently limited to long vO\A,'els.
Adjunction is intrinSically ordered between the two existing clauses
of the morification algorithm. It bleeds coda morification, and is itself bled
by onset morification.
(13) Rules of metrical structure assignment (final verSIOn)
a. Morification
i. Onset formation: assign a mora to each maximal (C)V unit.
ii. Coda adjunction: Link C to preceding weak vocalic mora.
iii. Coda morification: Assign mora to each remaining C'

b. Final consonant extrametricality (turns off at phrase level)
c. Syllabification (build maximally bimoraic syllables, shortening
vowels where necessary)
Because consonant adjunction refers to a preceding weak mora, it is
intrinSically ordered after syllabification. The strong-weak labeling of
moras is a property of their position in the syllable. Because syllabification
follows morification on the cycle, consonant adjunction is thus
intrinsically restricted to noninitial cycles of the phonology.
An illustrative derivation comparing a consonant-final root to
consonant-final suffixed word is given in (14). (Parenthesized letters refer
to rules in (13).) As can be seen, the intrinsic ordering of adjunction and
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syllabification explains why shortening is caused only by root-final
consonants and never by suffix consonants. Root-final consonants receive
moraic structure on the first cycle of phonological rule application 
before syllable structure has been assigned. By contrast, suffixes undergo
morification on a noninitial cycle. Suffixes are added to a base which has
already undergone syllabification. If the base ends in a long vowel, e.g.
kaza:, a consonantal suffix will be adjoined by clause (13aH). It does not
receive a mora by clause (13aiii).
(14)

UR

,.q.1

1111

V
zaman

Cyclet
(ai,iii)

V
kaza + n
1111

'·11.1

V
zaman

V
kaza

11 111111

11 1111

zaman

kaza

ANI

AN

(b)
[11ANI
I1l1r

zama n
(c)

rA

cr cr

I A

a a ] 11

11 "If.I

N

I

zama

n

I A
11 I1Il

AN

kaza

Cycle 2

cr

0

I A
11 IlI1

AN

kaza n
(aii)

cr

cr

A
11 1111

AM
kazan

(b)
(c)

Phrase cycle

CI

CI

IA
11 111111

(a)

CI

CI

I A
11 I1Il

ANI

AM

zaman

kazan
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(c)

Output

a

a

zaman
[zaman]

[kaza:n]

By accounting for the morphological sensitivity of closed syllable vowel
shortening in an indirect manner, the analysis avoids the theoretical
complications encountered by more direct attempts to encode a root
boundary in the shortening rule.
We have now accounted for the systematic generation of overlong
CV:C syllables in suffixed words. We turn to the problem of lexically
exceptional superheavy syllables.

3.2 Lexical superheavy syllables
A small number of V:C-final roots unexpectedly fail to undergo
tautomorphemic closed-syllable vowel shortening:
(15) a. a:b
ya:d

'water'
'remembrance'

b. a:b-dan
ya:d-dan

'water-ab!'
'remembrance-ab!'

These cannot be accounted for by the analysis thus far, as there is no wa y
to distinguish them from the roots in (6), which do undergo shortening.
One might propose that these roots are simply premorified or
presyllabified in underlying representation (see e.g. Buckley 1992), thus
failing to undergo the metrical processes which would lead to closed
syllable vowel shortening. However, this analysis would fail to capture an
apparent distributional generalization: tautomorphemic superheavy
syllables occur only in word-final position.
We propose that the final consonants of these roots are marked as
extrametrical in underlying representation.
(16) UR:

As a consequence of extrametricality, these consonants avoid morification
on the first cycle - by being extrametrical throughout. When they
ultimately do become visible, syllable structure already exists on the
preceding long vowel. In case clause (13ai) of the morification algorithm
- the onset clause - is inapplicable, then these consonants undergo
clause (13aii) and syllabify as nonweightbearing codas. This is why they
never shorten tautosyllabic long vowels. Derivations are shown in (17):
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(17)

UR

Cyclet

(ai)
(b)
(c)

Phrase cycle

cr

cr

/\

/\

1111

V
ab
(aii)

1111

N
yad

cr

cr

/\

/\

1111

1111

\J\

M
vad

ab
(c)

Output

[a:bl

[ya:dl

The roots in (15) have in common with regular suffixed ... V:-C sterns a
failure to undergo vowel shortening. The proposed analysis captures this
similarity by assigning both the same (relevant) structure. The final
consonant of each type of form is absent from the rule domain when the
preceding long vowel is syllabified.
The account also explains the distributional generalization observed
to hold of the roots in (15). Because extrametricality is restricted to edges
(Hayes 1981, Harris 1983, Inkelas 1989), lexical (C)V:C syllables are
correctly predicted to occur only in root-final position.

4 'Superlight syllables'
In this section we turn to the other type of unusual syllable, namely CVC
syllables which behave as though they are monomoraic, at least at one
stage in the derivation. As 'with the so-called 'superheavy syllables', these
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so-called 'superlight syllables' come in two varieties: systematic and
lexical.

4.1 Derived 'supertight syllables'
The observed systematic 'superlight' behavior shows up in the interaction
between aorist and passive suffixation. We turn first to aorist suffixation.
Aorist suffixation. The aorist suffix has two distinct allomorphs, as
shown in (18). (Vowels are shown in uppercase to indicate their harmonic
alternations.)
(18) a. -Er
b. -r (surfaces as -Jr following a consonant)
The distribution of these allomorphs is predictable from the prosodic size
of the stem. As shown in (19), -Er is used with monosyllabic roots (a),
while -r occurs elsewhere (Le. with polysyllabic roots) (b).
(19) a. yen-er
sun-ar
b. imren-ir
koru-r

'defeat-aor (=defeats),
'present-aor( =presents)'
'covet-aor(=covets),
'protect-aor (=protects)'

-r is also the allomorph of choice for CV roots:
(20) ye-r
de-r

'eat-aor (=eats),
'say-aor (=says)'

The generalization is that -Er selects for a closed bimoraic syllable (i.e. a
CVCbase), as shown below.'
(21)

a.

[[~

n

-Er

b.

J

[[ ]-r ]

Aorist suffixation to passives. Unexpectedly, however, the -r alJomorph
is used for monosyllabic (CV-C:) passive stems formed from CV roots (22).
(22) ye-n-ir
de-n-ir

'eat-pass-aor (;is eaten),
'say-pass-aor (=is said)'

That is to say, these derived CV-C syllables behave as though they were
monomoraic, grouping with CV roots for purposes of aorist suffixation.
How does the aorist suffix distinguish derived CV-C syllables from
nonderived CVC syllables? The situation is similar to that of the
superheavy syllables in §3: a suffixal consonant is not contributing its
expected mora to the representation.
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We propose that the passive suffix is under/yingly extrametricaL It
therefore fails to receive a mora on the cycle at which it is attached. As a
consequence, a ev root ending in the passive -n will appear monomoraic
in the input to the following cycle, in this case at the stage at which weight
is computed and aorist allomorphy determined. 6 This leads to the
selection of the'elsewhere' -r allomorph of the aorist.
One might question the need for underlying extrametricality, given
the independent existence of a final consonant extrametricality rule.
However, underlying extrametricality is crucial if we are to distinguish
suffixed eve stems (for example ye-n) from nonderived ones (for example
yen). A final consonant extrametricality rule would apply to both,
neutralizing the contrast. Only if the passive suffix is underlyingly
extrametrical can we prevent it from receiving a mora by clause (13ai) of
the morification algorithm. Its failure to receive a mora is what explains
the failure of the -Er aorist allomorph to be selected?

4.2 Lexical 'superlight syllables'
We now turn to the existence of nonderived, lexically exceptional
superlight eve syllables. Listed in (23a), these take the -r aorist suffix 
normally reserved for monomoraic or polysyllabic stems, or for the
derived passivized ev roots. For comparison, regular eve syllables are
given in (23b), and derived ev-e syllables are given in (c).
(23) a. ai-If
dur-l.Ir
c. ye-n-ir
de-n-ir

'take'
'stor'
'be eaten
'be said'

b. sal-ar
bur-ar

'release'
'twist'

Sounding a familar chord, we propose that the final consonants of the
roots in (23a) are underlyingl)' extrametrical.
(24) a. [all
[du]r

'take'
'stop'

This explains their patterning with passivized ev-c roots (2Sb) and with
nonderived ev roots (2Sc). All possess only a single mora at the stage at
which aorist suffix allomorphy is determined. s
(2S) a. [du]r
b. [ye]-n
c. rye]

'stop'
'eat-passive'
'eat'
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5 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an analysis of syllable structure in
Turkish which accounts for the difference between derived and
nonderived words and also extends to the attested lexical exceptions.
The same mechanism of underlying extrametricality is at the root of
the two seemingly disparate types of exceptions discussed: the so-called
'superheavy' and 'superlight' syllables. Both share the property that their
final consonant does not contribute to weight. This is accounted for by
making it invisible to the processes that would assign weight to it, namely
morification. We conclude that, contra Inkelas 1989, underlying
extrametricality is a necessary component of phonological theory.

Notes

2

3

4

5

6

7

The prosodic minimality condition of Turkish is subject to interspeaker variation and
to lexical exceptions. Certain speakers have a disyllabic minimality condition; these
speakers do not 'repair' CV roots by lengthening vowels. Some speakers with only the
bimoraic minimality condition have underlyingly long vowels in words like that in
(Sa), and thus also exhibit no lengthening rule; even for speakers who do lengthen
vowels as in (Sa), there are a number of exceptional CV roots which surface with short
yowel,. See Orgun and Inkelas 1992 and Inkelas and Orgun 1993 for details.
We use the representation for invisibility proposed in lnkelas 1989, namely the
exclusion of the extra metrical item from the prosodic constituent functioning as the
rule domain at the appropriate stage of the derivation.
Rice's analysis does not account for all the complexity of noncontinuant obstruent
deYoicing. For example, as obsen'ed by Kaisse 1986, onl\' root-final codas denl!ce.
Root-internally, voiced obstruent codas are tolerated, as in ecdnf 'ancestor" fliitJ:d·j .
See Kaisse 1986,lnkelas and Orgun 1993 for further di:-cussion of this point.
We are assuming that extrametricality persists across cycles as long as it remClin,
peripheral (Buckley 1992), although this is not crucial in the analysis; we could hCl\e
just as easily reassigned extrametricality on each cycle. We are also noncruci~lh
assuming that extrametricality affects only unsyllabjfied material (see (14)).
The prediction is that a monosyllabic verb root ending in a long \'owel {i.e. (C)Y:)
should take the·r allomorph of the aorist. We know of one such root, yll: 'wash', used
by some (though not all) speakers of Istanbul Turkish. The aorist form is, a, predict<,d,
yu:r, with the -r allomorph.
If the final consonant is later syllabified as a coda, it will receh'e a mora by claus"
(13bii) of the morification algorithm. Thus, the roots that appear to be exceptionally
monomoraic to aorist allomorphy surface as bimoraic syllables unless their final
.
consonant syllabifies as an onset.
It6 and Hankamer 1989 offer a different account of aorist allomorphy. Thev assume
that-r is the basic aorist allomorph but that -Er is resorted to whenever -r suffixatitln
would produce a verb of subminimal size. According to their account, the output of
suffixing -r to a CVC verb such as yell is monomoraic, and therefore subminimal. A> a
result, -Er is selected instead.
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This account does not, however, explain why -r is selected by ev roots, which are
clearly monomoraic. Ito and Hankamer suggest that the aorist suffix ·r is moraic and
that when it combines with a ev root the output is bimoraic. However, this is
inconsistent with their earlier claim that the combination of -T with a eve root is
monomoraic.
8 These forms are counterexamples to vowel lengthening, and thus to rninimality; we
assume they can be handled in the same manner as the monomoraic verb roots ye and
de. See lnkelas and Orgun 1993.
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Negative Polarity and Type Assignment
Mark Kas, University of Groningen
Eric Hoekstra, P.J. Meertens-Instituut, Amsterdam

1. Introduction
In this paper we will focus on some asymmetries in the licensing (or
triggering; we will use both terms) of Negative Polarity Items (NPls) in
Dutch and English. Most of these asymmetries are well-known from the
literature on negative polarity (e.g. Hoeksema 1983, Ladusaw 1980,
1983). But we \\111 bring some less well-known facts into the discussion
and will then argue that this entire body of facts can be accounted for
using the assignment of semantic types to various kinds of phrases.
More in particular we \\111 draw on proposals made by Partee and
Rooth (1983) and Partee (1987). We will conclude that NPI-triggers do
not only have to have the right monotonicity properties, they also have
to meet conditions on their semantic type. We will demonstrate that
these conditions provide the right explanation for the facts we consider.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will
present the problem of the relation between verbs and verb phrases on
the one hand and direct objects and complement sentences on the
other. Two solutions to the problem are discussed, both of which are
unsatisfying in some respects. In section 3 we \\111 turn to a seemingly
unrelated problem and in the fourth and last section we will suggest our
solution.
2. Verb phrases. direct objects and complement sentences
In (1) below the NPI anything is not licensed, but in (2) it is:
(1)
(2)

*Haroun denied anything.
Haroun denied that he had done anything.

The fact that an inherently negative verb like deny does not license an
"PI in Direct Object (DO) position is rather surprising in the light of
Ladusaw's work. In line with the semantic approach towards negative
polarity brought forward by Ladusaw (1980, 1983), Hoeksema (1983)
and Zwarts (1986, 1990), the theory of Generalized Quantifiers (cf. Van
Benthem 1986, Westerstahl 1989) can been used to explain the
difference between (1) and (2). (e.g. Hoekstra 1989, 1991; see for a
syntactic account Progovac 1988, 1992 and for discussion Kas 1992). In
the GQ-framework, NPs, for instance the DO in (1), denote functors
that take the verb as their argument. Since only functors can act as
triggers. we expect "Ps to trigger negative polarity on verbs. That this is
the case, is attested in (3) and (4). where the Dutch negative polarity
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verb Iweven 'need' is triggered by the downward entailing (DE) NPs
niemand 'nobody' and niets 'nothing'.
(3)
(4)

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

hoeft
need
hoeft
need

niemand te vrezen.
nobody to fear
niets te doen.
nothing to do

However, we don't expect verbs to trigger negative polarity on NPs.
This expectation is borne out in (1) and similar examples from Dutch in
(5) and (6).
(5)
(6)

*Jan ontkende ook maar iets.
Jan denied anything
·Jan weigerde ook maar iets.
Jan refused anything

In (2), on the other hand, our best guess would be that the NPl anything
is licensed by the verb deny. That this is a good guess indeed appears on
closer inspection of the verb. It turns out that dell)' qualifies as a
monotone decreasing expression. This is demonstrated in (7). which
shows an inferential pattern typical for downward monotonicity: if it
were the case that Haroun denied that he dreamed, this implies that he
also denied that he dreamed restlessly. If. on the other hand. Haroun
denied that he dreamed restlessly, we cannot conclude that he denied
that he dreamed. Maybe he denied that he dreamed beautifully.
(7)

Haroun denied that he dreamed -- > < -1
Haroun denied that he dreamed restlessly

The opposite pattern is found in (8), which shows that the verb confess
is upward monotone.
(8)

Haroun confessed that he dreamed -1-> <-
Haroun confessed that he dreamed restlessly

We thus observe that a verb like deny behaves differently in the
neighbourhood of an DO-NP and a complement S. Hoekstra explains
this state of affairs as follows: deny is apparently an argument with
respect to DO-NPs and a functor \\lith respect to complement Ss.
This analysis. however, raises the question how to deal with the
classic negative polarity facts in (9) and (10).
(9)

No child has said anything.
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(10)

• All children have said anything.

In (9) the NPI is licensed by the downward entailing expression no
child. In (10) all children is upward monotone, thus the NPI is not
triggered. Compare these sentences with (1), (5) and (6). Why is in
these latter sentences the DO-NP the functor and in (9) and (10) the
subject NP? Is there a reason why it is not the other way around? Why
does the DO-NP in (9) obviously not have the status of functor? If
anything were a functor, we would have predicted that (11) is
unacceptable. In short, why is the solution to the ungrammaticality of
(1), (5) and (6) not applicable to (9), a sentence with exactly the same
structure?
We have to conclude that Hoekstra's analysis provides an answer
for the difference between (1) and (2), but fails to do so with respect to
(9) and (10).
Another analysis was suggested to us by Frans Zwarts (p.c.). Verbs
like deny, he argues, are assigned two (independent) categories. In
sentences like (1), v,ith a DO-NP, they get the category VP/NP and in
sentences like (2), with a complement sentence, they get the category
VP IS. Note that on the syntactic level the verb is treated in both cases
as a functor. The crucial difference between these assignments shows up
at the semantic level. In (1) the predicate Haroun denied, taking the DO
as an argument, can be considered to be denoting a /zomomorphism (d.
section 3), the complement sentence-taking predicate Haroun denied can
not. As is demonstrated in e.g. Keenan and Faltz (1985) and Zwarts
(1986) homomorphisms are always monotone increasing. Therefore the
NPI anything cannot occur in (1): the necessary decreasing en\'ironment
is not available.
As we have already seen above, Haroun denied is decreasing with
respect to a complement S, which explains the occurrence of the NPI.
Thus according to Zwarts there are two different deny's: the DO
NP-taking deny is a functor of category VP INP and denotes a
homomorphism, the complement sentence-taking deny is of category
VP IS and denotes a decreasing function.
There may be, however, some doubts about the semantic status of
the predicate Haroun denied. Consider the examples (11) and (12) from
Dutch.
(11)
(12)

Geen van de kinderen hoorde ook maar iets.
None of the children heard anything
'Ook maar iets hoorde geen van de kinderen.
Anything heard none of the children
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In (11) the decreasing predicate geen van de kinderen 'none of the
children' forms together with the verb hoorde 'heard' a predicate. This
predicate appears to be decreasing as well, since it licenses the NPI ook
maar iets 'anything'. But, surprisingly, the same predicate fails to do so
in (12). Hence, we cannot be sure about the semantic status of
predicates.
But if we do not know for sure whether the predicate in (1) is
monotone increasing or decreasing. this deprives Zwarts of his
explanation of the ungrammaticality of this sentence, since it is now
unclear whether the predicate can act as a trigger or not.
To summarize, we have considered two analyses to deal with the
facts in (1) to (6). Neither turned out to be satisfactory. We will
therefore explore yet another track. But before we do so, we first turn
to a seemingly unrelated matter.
3. Linearity restrictions on :lI.'Pls
In literature on NPls it is generally assumed that an NPI may not
precede its trigger. Consider the Dutch example (13).
(13)

·Ook maar iemand heeft niemand gezien.
Anyone
has nobody seen

This rule of thumb has been accounted for along syntactic lines (cf.
c-command relation,) and semantic lines (the formation of non-DE
predicates from DE and non-DE expressions). Hoekstra. De Hoop and
HHZ) show that neither the syntactic nor the
Zwarts (1988) (
semantic account suffices. C-command falls short of explaining
sentences with negative polarity verbs. like Dutch hoeven 'need' in (4)
and (5) above and (14) below.
(14)

U hoeft zich tegen niemand Ie verzetten.
You need you-REFL against nobody to resist

The trigger niemand 'nobody' is embedded in a PP and can impossibly
c-command the NPI hoeft.
The shortcomings of the formation of predicates has already been
demonstrated in (11) and (12) above.
HHZ nevertheless observed that in Dutch there are sentences in
which the NPI can precede its trigger. witness (15) and (16).
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(15)

[Oat ook maar iemand ontslagen zou worden] had niemand
That
anyone
fired
would be
had nobody
verwacht.
expected

Thus it appears that sometimes NPls may not be topicalized (as in (12)
and (13». while at other times they may (cf. (15». From facts like these
HHZ conclude that only naked NPls may not precede their trigger.
Once the NPI is embedded in another constituent, for instance a
complement S in (15), the 'linearity restriction' does not longer hold,
although it is unclear why this is the case.
4.

NPIs and type assignments

4.1
Possible types
To deal with the matters we have raised, that is the facts in (1) to (6)
and the linearity restrictions illustrated in (12), (13) and (15). we
propose to look at the semantic types of NPIs and their triggers. The
table in (16) lists type assigments that have been proposed in e.g. Partee
(1987) and Partee and Rooth (1983).

(16)
category
a
b
c
d
e
f

g
h

NP

type

example

e

John
an island
ever-v child
sleep
buy
never
in
... that John
saw a bear

<eft'>
«E,t>,t>

IV

J\dvP
PP

<e,t>
<e,<e,t»
«e,t>,<e,t»
«e,t>,<e/t»

S

t

Tv

In Partee (1987) the types listed in (16a, b and c) are connected to each
other through Typeshifting Principles. 1l1ese principles are needed.
since Partee proposes (contra Montague 1973) to enter phrases in their
lowest type. As a consequence a proper name like John is initially
assigned type e, and this type is lifted to < <e,!>,!> only in case it is
needed. For instance. assuming that phrases can only be conjoined
compositionally if they bear the same type (but cf. Hoeksema 1988),
John has to be of type < <e,!>,!> to be conjoined with a
quantificational NP like eve,)' child. Compare (17).
(17)

[John and every child] ran on the beach.
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Partee calls e and < <e,1 >,1 > the unmarked types for NPs. The 50
called predicative type < e,t > is marked, but is needed in sentences like
(18).
(18)

I consider that (to be) an island.

Partee notes that not every NP can occur in a predicative position,
witness (19).
(19)

I consider that (to be) two islands/many islands/the harbor/
·every island/*most islands/*this island.

This means that NPs are, in fact, associated with various interpretations.
The Typeshifting Principles are needed to predict what possible
interpretations an NP will have.

4.2

The type of NP-NPIs

Returning to our NPls we may wonder whether there are reasons to
assign NP·NPls a type higher than just e. As we have seen, the sentence
1 consider that (to be) X is diagnostic for the <e,t>-interpretation of an
NP. However, this test cannot be applied in this form to I"PIs. since
NPls need a downward entailing environment. Even the negation of the
predicate (as in (20» is insufficient. since we have seen that I"PIs
cannot occur as direct objects of downward entailing predicates.
(20)

*1 [did not consider] that (to be) anything.

Parallel to (11) we have to take a downward entailing subject I"P to
create the right testing environment. We then obtain (21).
(21)

·No man considered that (to be) anything.

We see that the sentence is still unacceptable and therefore conclude
that I"PIs are not of type < e.t >.
The next question is whether NFIs can be of type < <e,t>,t>. To
find an answer we could apply the conjunction test (cf. (17». (22) shows
a perfect Dutch sentence in which the negative adverb nooit 'never'
triggers the NPI ook maar iemand 'anyone'.
(22)

Nooi! heb ik ook maar iemand in de tuin gezien.
I"ever have I anyone in the garden seen
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Once we replace the NPI by a conjunction, it turns out that the
sentence is always unacceptable. Hence we cannot determine which NP
type is responsible for the unacceptability.
(23)
a "Nooit heb ik look maar iemand en Jan) in de tuin gezien.
Never have I [anyone and Jan] in the garden seen
b 'Nooit heb ik look maar iemand en een ober] in de tuin gezien.
anyone
and a waiter
c "Nooit heb ik look maar iemand en ieder kind) in de tuin gezien.
anyone
and every child
In the literature it is proposed that conjunctors like English but and
Dutch behalve have the same boolean properties as and and en. This
suggests that we can replace en in (23) with behalve. If we do this, the
result in (24) emerges.
(24)

a Nooit heb ik look maar iemand behalve Jan] in de tuin gezien.
anyone
but Jan
b Nooit heb ik rook maar iemand behalve een ober) in de tuin gezien.
anyone
but a waiter
c 'Nooit heb ik look maar iemand behalve ieder kind) in de tuin
anyone
but every child
gezien.
We see that the !\PI cannot be conjoined with the quantified !\P. We
therfore conclude that the KP] does not have the type of a quantifier.
< <e,t>,t>. Since we have earlier rejected <e,t> as well, we establish
that NPIs are, just like other kinds of NPs, always assigned type e, but
are. contrary to other kinds of NPs, never lifted to <e,t> or < <e,t>,t>.
4.3
The type of V-NPIs
Although the set of NPls almost exclusively contains NPs, there are
some negative polarity verbs. As we have seen above, the Dutch verb
hoeven 'need' is one of them. What type do we have to assign to this
verb?
As we have seen in sentences like (3) and (4), hoeven is an ordinary
transitive verb, and thus enters in type <e, <e,t > >. Keenan and Faltz
(1985) and in their track Zwarts (1986) show that VPs of type <e,t>
can be lifted to type < < < e,t >,t >,t >. The effect of this lift is that the
functor-argument relation is turned around, as is illustrated in (25) and
(26).
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(25)

Each man

runs.

«e,t>,t> . <e,t>

(26)

Each man

runs.

«e,t>,t>

<e,t>

------------- lift

«<e,t>,t>,t>

t

t

In (25) the quantifier each man is the functor, taking the VP as
argument. In (26) the argument runs is lifted to the status of functor,
now being able to take each man as an argument.
There is a lot to say about this view on VPs and its consequences
(see for instance Van Benthem 1991), but we will leave these problems
undiscussed. The only thing what matters here is the observation that
lifting turns a VP into a functor. This is undesirable for negative
polarity verbs, since they always have to be the argument of a
dO'wnward entailing expression. Lifting a verb like hoeven would trigger
the lifting of the downward entailing expression which licenses it.
Although this is not impossible, it is in defiance of the assumption that
phrases enter in their lowest type and that lifting is heavily restricted.
We therefore conclude that negative polarity verbs are, just like the NP
NPIs, never lifted.
5.
Degree and conditions
Our next step is to formulate conditions on the types of various kinds of
phrases. To be able to do so, we use a semantic adaptation of the
syntactic notion degree which can be found in Moortgat (1988).
(27)

Degree of a type (syntactic version)
typeforming connectives in it.

=

the number of

In a semantic environment the relevant factor is not the number of
typeforming connectives, but the number of ('s. The number of (s
expresses how many sets are involved in the denotation and can
therefore be considered to be a measure of the semantic complexity of
the type. Hence we establish:
(28)

Degree of a type (semantic version)

= the

number of (s in it.

The conditions are listed in (29), where D (NP,PP) means: the degree
of an NP or PP. So (29b) states that for NPl licensing it is necessary
that the degree of an NP or PP must be greater than that of a verb or a
VP, which in its turn needs to be greater than the type of a complement
sentence.
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Conditions with respect to NPI licensing
(29) a
D (NPI) s D (trigger)
b
D (NP,PP) > D (V,VP) > D (S)
c
If an NP I or PP I precedes an NP 2 or PP 2 and if NPtlPPl
and NP2/PP2 are clausemates, then D (NPtlPP1) > D
(NP 2/PP 2)

6. Our analysis
Let us see how we can now deal with (1) to (6) and (9) to (15). We first
concentrate on sentences (1), (5), (6), because they all have the same
syntactic structure:
(30)
a
b
c
category
type
degree

*Haroun
*Jan
*Jan
(subject) NP
e
0

denied
ontkende
weigerde
VP
<e,<e,t»
1

anything
ook maar iets
ook maar iets
(object) NP
e
0

We begin by assigning the phrases their lowest types. Hence the NPs
enter as e and the VP as < e, < e,t > >. We observe that in this
constellation condition (29a) is obeyed, whether we consider the subject
NP to be the trigger or the VP. In both cases the degree of the NPl is
smaller than or equal to the degree of the trigger.
Condition (29b). ho\\e\·er. is \'iolated. (29b) prescribes that D (!'\P Jl
> D (VP). Since in (30) D (NP I ) = 0 and D (VP) = L this condition is
not met.
The same holds for condition (29c). According to this condition for
c1ausemates NP I and NP 2 it holds that D (NP I ) > D (NP 2 ). which is
not the case.
Since two of the three conditions are not observed. we now enter
into the lifting of types along the lines sketched by Partee and indicated
above. This means that the only phrase that is eligible for lifting is the
subject NP. We thus obtain the following distribution of types.
(31)
a
b
c
category
type
degree

*Haroun
*Jan
*Jan
(subject) NP
«e,t>,t>
2

denied
ontkende
weigerde
VP
<e,<€,t»

1

anything
ook maar iets
ook maar iets
(object) NP
e
0

Condition (29a) is still obeyed. but, more importantly, (29b) and (29c)
are now also met: (29b) = D(NP]) > D(VP) = 2 > 1; (29c) = D(NP I }
> D(NP 2} = 2 > 0
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So in (31) we have created the right analysis of the sentences
involved. The reason why they are ungrammatical is now perfectly clear:
the subject NP functions in (31) as a functor, which takes (ultimately)
the NPI as an argument. Since the subject NP is in none of the three
sentences downward increasing, the monotonicity condition for negative
polarity licensing is not fulfilled. Hence the sentences are
ungrammaticaL
We can attest the viability of this line of reasoning by taking into
account the sentences (9) to (11). Cf. (32).
(32) a
b
c

No child has said anything
*All children have said anything
Geen van de kinderen hoorde ook maar iets

('" (9»
(= (10))

(

(11»

In (32) the subject NPs enter directly type < <e,t>,t> because of their
quantificational nature. Thus the type assigment of (32) reaches in one
step the constellation depicted in (31). We observe that (32a) and (32c)
are grammatical, whereas (32b) is not. The reason is now obvious: (32a)
and (32c) do not only obey the conditions in (29), the subject NPs no
child and geen van de kinderen 'none of the children' are both downward
entailing and thus do also observe the monotonicity condition for NPI
licensing. In (32b) all conditions on the degrees of types are met, but
the monotonicity condition is violated.
How does our analysis work if the verb is the NPI? Consider (33).
(33)
Jan
'Jan'
category
type
degree

NP
e
0

hoeft
'needs'
VP
<.e,<.e1t»

1

n~emand
I

nobody'
NP

«ett>,t>
:2

te vrezen
'to fear'
V
(not
relevant)

Condition (29b) is obeyed, because the degree of the quantificational
NP niemand 'nobody' is greater than the degree of the negative polarity
verb Iweven 'need'. (29a) is also obeyed, just like the monotorucIty
condition. Hence the sentence is grammatical. Sentences (4) and (14)
can be dealt ....ith along the same lines.
The only problematic sentences we have not discussed yet are the
ones in which the 'linearity restriction' holds (see section 3). We first
focus on (12), repeated and analyzed in (34).
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(34)
*Ook maar
iets
'Anything'
category

NP
e

hoorde
'heard'

geen van de
Idnderen
'none of the
children'

NP

VP

(not
relevant)

0

«e,t>,t>
:2

The NPI ook maar iets precedes the downward entailing expression geen
van de kinderen. In this sentence the NPI and the downward entailing
expression are clausemates. However, the degree of the NPI is smaller
than the degree of the dO\vnward entailing expression. Thus condition
(29c) is violated. Since there is no way available in which this situation
can be changed (the NPI may not be lifted), the sentence has to be
ruled out. Sentence (13) can be treated in the same way.
Our last example is (15), repeated in (35). In this sentence the
complement sentence, in which the NPI is embedded. is preposed. In
this case the relevant type is not that of the NPI, but the type of the
complement S (.NR = Not Relevant).
(35)
Dat ook maar iemand
ontslagen zou worden
'That anyone would
be fired'
category

S

t
1

had

niemand

verwacht

'had'

'nobody'

'expected'

VP
NR

NP

!«e 2

t:>l t :::

V
NR

Since both (29a) and (29b) (and on top of that the monotonicity
condition) are obeyed, the sentence is predicted to be grammatical.
Which is indeed the case.
7. Conclusion
We have demonstrated that a collection of seemingly unrelated facts
concerning NPI licensing in English and Dutch can be given a coherent
explanation by (1) using a semantic version of the notion degree and (2)
defining three conditions on the degree of the semantic types assigned
to various kinds of phrases. This approach shows that even NPI
phenomena which appear at first sight to have a s)lltactic basis, like the
linearity restrictions discussed in section 3, can be accounted for in
semantic terms.
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Russian Psych Verbs and Refining the UTAH
Tracy Holloway King
Stanford University*
The Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) states that iden
tical thematic relations are represented by identical structural relations at D
structure (Baker 1988), The structure of psych verbs often poses a problem
for the UTAH, In this paper I discuss the structure of Russian psych verbs
and show that the different classes of verbs actuallv have different semantics,
These semantic differences are relevant for the con;truction of thematic roles,
The first section of this paper discusses Belletti and Rizzi's account of Italian
psych verbs, The next section shows that although Russian psych verbs super
ficially resemble their Italian counterparts, their underlying structure differs
significantly, The structures needed for Russian violate any direct interpreta
tion of the UTAH: in some structures the experiencer is projected higher than
the theme, while in others the theme is higher, The third section is concerned
with semantic differences amongst the predicates, and the fourth provides an
analysis using Dowty's Proto-roles, The basic proposal is that the traditional
thematic role labels are too vague and that certain semantic components, sim
ilar to the information often assumed to be used to derive theta-roles, are
necessary for projection into the syntax, This allows us to maintain a modi
fied \'ersion of the l'TAH in \\'hich thematically higher arguments are projected
higher in the syntax,

1

Italian Psych Verbs: Belletti and Rizzi 1988

Belletti and Rizzi 1983 identify three classes of psych vcrbs in Italian, Thl'
first has an experiencer subject and a theme object (lullUt type \'erbs /, These
verbs are assigned a D-structure similar to that of any other transitj;'e verb
with the subject generated under 5, (la), The other two types have the theme
as the subject, and the experiencer is either marked with accusati\'e (pl'COCCU
parE type) or with dative case (piacel'( type), (lb),
(1)

a,

5

b,

~

!\P

VP

~

V

!\P
Th

s

.~
l\P

VP

~

V

~
V

KP
Exp

l\P
Th

In (lb) both the experiencer and the theme are generated VP internally
(eddence for this structure includes: anaphoric ciiticization, arbitrary pro,
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causatives, passives, anaphors, island facts, and choice of auxiliary). The ex
periencer is assigned inherent, not structural, case: either accusative or dative
depending on the verb. In order to get case the theme must move to subject
position since the verb itself does not assign structural case to that position.

2

Russian Psych Verbs

Belletti and Rizzi's analysis of Italian psych verbs cannot be adopted outright
for Russian, although the verb classes are similar as far as case marking is
concerned.
(2) a.

Type I:

ja
ljublju starye knigi
I-NOM IO\'e
old books-ACC
I love old books.

b.

Type II:

mne
nravjatsja
me-DAT like
I like old books.

c.

Type III:

starye knigi
old books-NOM

menja
interesujut starye knigi
me-Ace interest
old books-Nml
Old books interest me.

(2a) is like the Italian lemere class with a nominalin' experiencer and an
accusative theme, (2b) is like the Italian piaNtE class with a nominali\'e
theme and a dati\'e experiencer. (2c) is like the Italian preOCCllpan class with
a nominative theme and an accusali\'e experiencer. I will refer to these as
Type I. II. and III verbs respecti\·ely. Some sample \'erbs from each type are
shown below: note that Type II wrbs form a \'ery small class compared to
Type I and III \·erbs.
Type I: Ijllbif' 'love', llraial' 'respect" nenavidef' 'hate' ...
Type II: nmt'it 'sja 'please" naskuCit' 'bore" dosaidal' 'annoy'...
Type III: oearat'ar 'fascinate" ogoreat "upset', interesorat' 'interest ....

2.1

The Genitive of Negation

The genitive of negation marks certain N'Ps in Russian with the genitive case
when the verb is negated (many factors determine whether the genitive or
the accusati\'e is preferred in a given context (Timberlake 1986)). Objects
which \\'ould otherwise be marked with accusative case ma\' be marked with
the genitive when they are in the scope of sentential negati~n. (3),
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(3) ja ne viiu knigi
I not see book-GEl\'
I do not see the/a book.
The genitive of negation can apply to the subjects of certain intransitive
verbs, namely unaccusatives, (4), and passives, (5), in contrast with unerga
tives, (6).
(4) ne pojavilos' studentov
not show up-SG students-GEl\'
No students showed up. (Pesetsky 1982:66)
(5) ni odnogo goroda ne bylo
vzjato
not one
city-GEN not was-SG taken
Kot one city was taken. (Chvany 1975:184)
(6) *v pi\'barax kul'turnyx
ljudej
ne p'jet
in beerhalls cultured-GEe> peOple-GEN not drink-sG
Cultured people do not drink in beerhalls. (Pesetsky 1982:43)
The data in (3 )-( 6) might indicate that the genitive of negation is sensitiw
to themes. but not agents. However. accusative time adverbials. (7), and
accusatives marking distance may also appear in the genitive (Ch\'any 19(5).
(7) ja ni odnoj minutv
ne spal
I not olle millute-GE,( not slept
I did not sleep a single minute. (Chvany 197.5)
The distribution of the genitive of negation in Russian has been linked to
the existence of a VP (Pesetsky 1982). In Pesetsky's account the geniti\'e of
negation affects phrases appearing as right sister to the verb at D-structure.
Direct objects, subjects of unaccusatives and passives, and the ad"erbials all
originate within the \'P as sister to the verb. Subjects of transitive "erbs and
unergatives do not.
Pesetsky did not discuss sentences with two genitives, as in (8). In (8)
both the direct object tEiEvi;:ora and the time adverbial odlloj milluty are in
the genitive.
minuty
ne smotrel televizora
(8) ja ni odnoj
I not one-GEe> minute-GEl' not watch television-GEN
I didn't watch television for a single minute.
I assume that (8) has a D-structure in which both the object and the adverbial
are in the \'P at D-structure and both are assigned structural Case. Since both
can undergo the geniti\'e of negation, I assume that the domain of the geniti\'e
of negation is the VP and is not restricted to direct sisters of \'.
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(9)

2.1.1

Genitive of Negation: any NP within the maximal projec
tion of V at D-structure may be assigned genitive case when
the sentence is negated, if that NP does not receive inherent
Case.
Genitive Themes of Psych Verbs

If Russian psych verbs are similar to their Italian counterparts, then the theme
of Type I, II, and III verbs will be in the VP at D-structure. Since these themes
originate in the VP as sister to V, they should be able to appear in the genitive
under negation.
(10) ja ne Ijublju knig
I not love
books-G EN
I don't like books, (Type I)
tam mne
ne ponravilos'
(11) *ni odnogo student a
not one
student-GEN there me-DAT not like
I didn't like a single student there. (Type II)
(12)

~menja

ne udivilo ni odnogo studenta
me-ACC not surprise not one
student·GEN
:\ot a single student surprised me. (Type III)

The theme in Type I verbs like (10) can undergo the genitive of negation. This
is not surprising gi\'en that the theme is the object of the \'erb: objects are tIle
canonical undt>rgoers of the geniti\'C of negation. ;\ext consider T~'pe II and
III verbs, (11) and (l~), The theme of these is marked with nominali\'!> case
and the experiencer with dative and accllsative case respectively, \Yith these
verbs, the theme cannot appear in the genith'e under negation. e\'en when
emphatic negation is used,
Thus, there appears to be split in the behavior of Russian psych verbs:
1) Type I verbs allow their theme to appear in the genitive, as predict ed if
they have a structure similar to the Italian; 2) Type II and III \'erbs do not
allow genitive themes, contrary to what would be expected given an Italian-like
slruct urI".
2.1.2

Genitive Experiencers of Psych Verbs

The Italian-like structure predicts that the experiencers of Type I, II, and
III verbs will not undergo the genitive of negation, The experiencer of Type
I verbs will not appear in the genitive because it is an external argument.
As for Type II and III verbs, the genitive of negation only applies to l\Ps
that receive structural Case, Belletti and Rizzi claim that the accusath'e and
dati\'e experiencers of Italian psych verbs are inherently case marked, If the
experiencer of Type II and III verbs is inherently case marked, then that
argument must ah\'ays appear in that case.
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(13) *detej
ne Ijubit etot firm
children-GEN not love this film
Children don't love this film. (Type I)
ne naskuCit detej
(14) *etot fil'm
This film-NOM not bore
children-GE~
This film will not bore (the) children. (Type II)
(15) ni odin student
ne udh'i! uCitel'nicy
not one student-NOM not surprise teacher-GEN
Not one student surprised the teacher. (Type Ill)
In (13) and (14) the experiencer cannot appear in the genitive. The experiencer
of the Type I verb in (13) is an external argument, and that of the Type II verb
in (14) is inherently marked with dative case. Howe'-er in (15) the experiencer
can appear in the genitive. This indicates that the accusative case assigned
to the experiencer of Type III cannot be inherent Case, unlike the Italian.
Instead. the experiencer is assigned structural Case.

2.2

Passives and Inherent Case

There is additional evidence that the accusative assigned by Type III "erbs
is not inherent. It is possible to form passi"es from these verbs in which
the experiencer surfaces as a nominati"e case subject. If accusati"e case were
assigned inherently to theexperiellcer. as it is in Italian. the experiencer\\'onlcl
not recein> nominatin' ca"c whcn the verb was pa"j,-izecl.
(16) student

byl ogorcen ploxoj otmetkoj
was upset
bad grade
The student was upset by the bad grade. (Type III)
stud('nt-:-;O~I

Type 1 verbs can also undergo passi,·ization. With these verbs, it is the
theme that becomes the grammatical subject. However, Type II "erbs can
not. There may be independent reasons that Type II verbs cannot undergo
passidzation. The first is that the inherent dative case is incompatible with
subject position. The second is that the dative may in fact not be an
but an oblique.

2.3

The Structure of Psych Verbs

The main syntactic differences between the different types of Russian psych
verbs are summarized in (17).
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(17)

I
i

I

II

III

Theme in Genitive:

.j

*
*

*
.j

Passive Form:

*
* .j
vi *

I Inherent
Exp ;n G,.U;",
Case:

*

.j

i

Type I psych verbs haye a structure as in (18a), similar to the Italian
verbs. The experiencer is projected as the external argument and the theme
as the internal argument. The theme, but not the experiencer, will undergo
the genitive of negation since only the theme meets the structural requirements
in (9). Type II and III psych verbs are unlike their Italian counterparts. The
genitive of negation facts indicate that the theme is not within the VP at
D-structure, while the experiencer is, (18b).
(18)

a. Type I:

b. Type II/III:

IP

~I

;'\P

Exp

~I

NP

~

I

IP

Th

\'P

~\,p

\.

~

I

\'1'

~

\'

!\p

Th

3

Theta-Roles

The structures in (J Sa) and (ISb) do capt ure the Russian facts, However.
violate the CTAII if. as usually assumed. these \'erhs illyolve an experience!'
and a theme. If Baker's \'ersion of the t'TAH is taken literally_ (19). the
experiencer and theme are not projected identically at D-structure since the
experiencer is an external argument in (I8a), but an internal one in (ISh).
(19)

e:-;IFOR~IITY OF THETA ASSIG:-;MENT HYPOTHESIS ('CTAH):

Identical thematic relationships between items are represented
by identical structural relationships between those items at the
level of D-struct ure. (Baker 1988:46)
Even if a somewhat weaker version of the UTAH is considered. these struc
tures ilre not consistent with it. For example, Speas 1990 proposes that relath'e
prominence is relevant for the t'TAH. (20).

(20)

The UTAH states that relative prominence in the Thematic
Hierarchy must correspond to relative prominence in syntax.
(Speas 1990:90)
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The structure of Italian psych verbs ((la) and (lb» is consistent with the
UTAH as interpreted in (20). However, consider the structure of the Type
II and III verbs in (18b). The theme has been projected into a higher posi
tion than the experiencer, which should not be possible, especially given the
structure of Type I verbs in (18a).
The answer to this problem lies in the actual theta roles assigned to the
different verb classes. In addition to the syntactic differences amongst the
classes, there are also semantic differences that affect theta role assignment.
It is notoriously difficult to accurately label thematic roles (see discussion
and references in Dowty 1991), and there have been a number of proposals
concerning deriving thematic roles from various semantic factors (Grimshaw
1990, Jackendoff 1990, Dowty 1991, etc.). The semantic differences amongst
the predicates potentially allow for the predicates to project different thematic
roles, which in turn project differently into the syntax.
For the sake of simplicity, I will continue to refer to the arguments of the
different types of psych verbs as themes and experiencers.

3.1

Reflexives

There are several dialects of the possessi\'e reflexive Sl'oj. In all dialects. gram
matical subjects are the preferred antecedents of the reflexive. The split occurs
when the subject is an inappropriate antecedent. The dialect discused here
allows non-subject antecedents when they are the 'most prominent' argument
of the predicate (see Klenin 1974. Bailyn 1991).
\Yith Type I verbs a reflexive can only refer to the experiencer. which is
both the grammatical suhject and. by most arcounts. the most prominent
argument 011 the theta hierarchy.
anna

nenavidit innu
v s\-oem dOI11f'
hates
Inna-ACC in self's house
Anna, hates Innaj at heri .•j house. (Type I)
Anna-i\O~[

With Type II psych verbs, since the theme is the grammatical subject. it
should be the antecedent of the reflexive, (22).
(22) boris

nravitsja ivanu
\' syoem dome
likes
h'an-DAT in seWs house
h-ani likes Borisj at his),.; house. (Type II)

Boris-i\O~1

In (22) the theme, Boris, is the antecedent of the reflexiye. The experiencer.
hanu, cannot be the antecedent. However, if the nominative subject is an in
appropriate antecedent, the reflexive can take the experiencer as its antecedent.
nravitsja eta kniga
\' svoem dome
(23) anne
Anna-DAT like
this book-l\O~! in self's house
Annai likes this book at her, house. (Type II)
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The dative experiencer, annE, is the antecedent of the reflexive in (23). Al
though the experiencer is not the grammatical subject, it can antecede a re
flexive.
With Type III verbs, since the theme is the grammatical subject, it can be
the antecedent of a reflexive pronoun, (24).

(24) pisatel'

zainteresoval ivana
v svoem dome
writer-NOr.f interested
Ivan-ACC at self
house
The writer. interested Ivan) at his.,.j house. (Type III)

If the Type III verbs are like the Type II verbs, then when the subject is not
an appropriate antecedent for the reflexive, the experiencer should be able to
antecede the reflexive. However, this is not possible, (25).

(25) "'ivana
zainteresovala e.ta kniga
v svoem dome
this book-xOIIf in self's house
h·an-ACC interested
This book interested Ivan; at his; house. (Type III)
At first glance, the difference between Type II and III verbs would seem to
indicate a difference in prominence: in Type II verbs the experiencer is more
prominent than the theme, while in Type III verbs it is not. However. in this
dialect, accusati\·es can ne\'er be antecedents of S1'oj. Consider (26) where the
accusative experiencer is the only argument of the verb, hence by default the
most prominent, yet it cannot antecede the reflexive.
(26) "'innu
tosnilo \" s\'oem dome
Inna-ACe sick
in seWs house
Innai \\"as sick at her, house.

Thus, it is possible that the reiati\-e prominence of the arguments ill Type II
and Type III verbs is identical. The difference in their behavior with reflexi\·es
is due to the difference in case marking.

3.2

Volitionality

Volitionality is often associated with agents, although volitionality in itself is
not sufficient for agenti\'ity. The themes of Type I, II and III verbs need not
be volitional since they can be inanimate. Also, although the experiencers of
all three types of verbs must be sentient, they need not be volitional.
One test for volitionality is whether a predicate is compatible with adverbs
like llamEre1l1l0 'intentionally'. Co-occurrence with such adverbs indicates that
the predicate is compatible with volitionality.

(2i) a. "'inna
namerenno nravilas'
borisu
inna-NOM intentionally pleased-IMP Boris-DAT
Inna intentionally was pleasing Boris. (Type 11)
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b. inna
namerenno ponravilas'
borisu
inna-NOM intentionally pleased-PERF Boris-DAT
Inna intentionally pleased Boris. (Type II)
(28) a. *inna
namerenno interesovala
borisu
Inna-NOM intentionally interested-IMP Boris-DAT
Inna intentionally was interesting to Boris. (Type III)
b. inna
namerenno zainteresovala borisu
Inna-NOM intentionally interested-PERF Boris-DAT
Inna intentionally interested Boris. (Type III)
Intentionality can be attributed to the theme in the perfective (27b) and (28b),
but not the imperfective (27a) and (28a). This may be due to the fact that the
perfective forms imply that the theme causes a change in state in the experi
encer, while the imperfective forms simply imply the existence of a particular
state. The intentionality described by the adverb only applies to predicates
that invoh'e a change of state or other event.
With Type I verbs. (29), the adverb 7lamErE71710 is impossible. regardless of
whether it is construed on behalf of the experiencer or the theme, If the abo\'e
description of 7lamf1'£71710 is correct, it is predicted that this ad\'erb cannot
occur with Type I verbs since these predicates only ha\'e imperfecti\'e forms
and are always slali\'e.
(29)

3.3

~inna

namerenno Ijubila
borisa
Inna-NO\! illtcntionilll~' Im'cd-D!l' Bori~
Inna intelltiona)]\' Im'cd Boris. (Type I)

Perfective Aspect and Inchoatives

Type I \-erbs only ha\'e imperfecti\'e forms, while Type II and III \'erbs have
both perfecti\'eand imperfecti\·eforms. Croft 1986 noticed that cross·linguisti
cally psych verbs with experiencer subjects ha\'e only stative forms, while ones
with theme subjects also have inchoati\'e readings. That is, psych verbs with
theme subjects describe not only states, but also change of states, If the
semantic struct ure of the verb helps determine the projection of arguments
into the syntax, then perhaps the semantic structure that is necessary for
inchoati\'es assigns roles to its arguments that result in this difference (see
section 4,1),

3.4

Causation and Instrumentals

A final difference between the themes of Type II and 111 verbs and those
of Type I \'erbs is their ability to appear with an instrumental, indicating
causation, Even in the imperfecti\'e, Type II and III verbs can appear with
an instrumental while Type I \'erbs cannot.
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(30) a. eti starye knigi
interesujut menja svoimi illjustracijami
these old books-NOM interest-IMp me-ACC their illustrations-INST
These old books interest me by their illustrations_ (Type III)
b. "ja

Ijublju eti starye knigi
(ix) illjustracijami
love-IMp these old books-ACC (their) illustrations
I love these old books by their illustrations. (Type I)
I-~OM

In (30a) the theme can appear with an instrumental, svoimi illjustracijami,
while in (30b) it cannot. This suggests that the theme of Type III verbs is
the cause of the state, while that of Type I verbs is not. Note that since the
theme is inanimate, this behavior cannot be the result of the Type I verb being
interpreted as an agentive psych verb.
In conclusion, (31) reiterates the semantic differences and similarities found
amongst the predicates.
(31 )
Sentient
Antecede Reflexives
Intentionality
Cause with Instrumental
Change of State/lnchoatiw

4

Type I
Exp
Exp (Subj)

Type IJ/lII
Exp
Th (Subj)/Exp
Th (perfecti\'e)
Th
Th: cause
•
Exp undergoer

Analysis

Section 2 argued that Russian psych yerbs divide into two classes syntactically.
shown in (18a) and (ISb). This poses a significant problem for the CTAH if
the thematic roles of all three types of pS:'ch verbs are identical, i.e .. theme
and experiencer. Section 3 showed that there are semantic differences between
the different types of psych verbs that are indicative of differences in the the
matic roles the arguments ha\-e, in particular causation of a state or change of
state. This section outlines how these differences might be captured. building
on previous proposals concerning the semantics of psych verbs. By positing
different thematic roles for the different predicates, it is possible to maintain
a 'relath'e prominence' version of the UTAH, (20).

4.1

Proto-Agents and Proto-Patients: Dowty 1991

Dowty 1991 proposes that instead of thematic roles there are proto-roles.
namely P(rotol-agent and P(roto)-patient. These are defined by the set of
properties in (32) (Dowty 1991 ;.')72).
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(32)

Properties of P-agents:
1. volitional involvement in
the event/state.
2. sentience.
3. causing an event or a change
of state in the other argument.
4. movement.

Properties of P-patients:
1. undergoes a change of state.
2. incremental theme.
3. causally affected by
the other argument.
4. stationary relative to
the other argument.

In a transitive verb the argument with the most P-agent properties will be
realized as the subject and the one with the most P-patient properties as the
object. Arguments can have no proto-role properties or both proto-agent and
proto· patient properties simultaneously (see below for examples).
Dowty suggests that in psych predicates each argument has one property
that is typical of P-agents (Dowty 1991:579-581). The P-agent property of
the experiencer is that it must be sentient; the P-agent property of the theme
is that it causes an emotional reaction in the experiencer (this presumably
corresponds to (32:3) where the emotional reaction is a type of eyent). So,
both have equal claim to being the subject. Howeyer, predicates that allow
inchoatiyes entail a change of state for the experiencer. Change of state is a
P-patient property. Thus. the experiencer of these verbs will be realized as the
object since it has more P-patient properties than the theme does. Dowty's
proposal is summarized in (33).
(33)
Stative Only:
Theme: cause of evcllt I,P-agt)
Exp: sentient (P-agt)
Exp subject: Theme object.
?Theme subject; Exp object.

lnchoativc Possible:
Themc: cause of evcnt (P-agt)
Exp: sentient (P-agt)
Exp: undergoes change of state (P-pat)
Theme subject; Exp object.

I

Initially, there seem to be se"eral problems with this analysis. First, why
are the stative meanings of the potentially inchoative verbs realized identically
to the inchoative readings? Dowty predicts that 'pleaSe-Il'CHOATI\,E' selects
the theme as subject and the experiencer as object, but why couldn't 'please
STATI\-E' be realized with an experiencer subject and theme object? This is
not a problem if the selection of arguments for any given predicate is fixed
in the lexicon. Every Yerb must conform to the argument selection principles
based on the proto-role properties, but the actual linking is specified for each
Yerb, it is not rederived every time the verb is used. The argument selection
principles are constraints on the types of lexical predicates that can exist; they
are not used in the derivation of the sentence (Dowty 1991:576). If these are
constraints on the potentiallinkings that are part of the verb entry, then the
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fact that a verb sometimes must have the theme as subject is sufficient to
guarantee that the theme will always be the subject.
However, there is a real problem for Dowty's account of psych verbs: why
couldn't there be two stative verbs, 'lovel' and 'love2', one with an experiencer
subject and one with a theme subject? It seems that verbs which have only
stative forms always have experiencer subjects. Dowty's account predicts that
there should be such verbs with theme subjects. The next section resolves this
problem, considering the behavior of the Russian psych verbs.

4.2

Russian Psych Verbs

I argue that in Type I verbs the experiencer has one P·agent property in that
it experiencer is sentient. The theme has no proto-role properties. Thus, for
Type I verbs, the argument with the most P-agent properties is the experi
encer and so it will be the subject. However, the Type III verbs, which form
inchoatives, have themes with a P·agent property of causing an event and ex·
periencers with two P-patient properties, causally affected and undergoing a
change of state, as well as the P-agent property of sentience. This results in
the theme being realized as the subject in Type III verbs and the experiencer
as the object; although the experiencer and the theme have equal claim to
being the subject, the experiencer has more P-patient properties and thus is
a bet! er object.
(34)
Type I: ljubil' '!o"e'
Stati"e only
Theme: 0
Exp: sentient (P-agt)

Exp subject: Theme object.

I Type Ill:

(;a)l1llo'csofal' 'interest'

! Inchoative possible

Theme: cause of event (P-agt)
(Theme: cause of change of state (P-agt))
Exp: sentient (P-agt)
Exp: causally affected (P-pat)
(Exp: undergoes change of state (P-pat))
Theme subject; Exp object.

(34) uses Dowty's proto-properties with 'cause of event' accounting for the
differences between Type I and III predicates regarding instrumentals (section
3.4). The difference between the stative and inchoative forms of Type III verbs
is that in the inchoatives the theme is the cause of a change of state, in addition
to a cause of an event, and the experiencer correspondingly undergoes a change
of state. In both forms the experiencer will have the P-patient property of
being causally affected.
Finally, consider Type II verbs, Dowty's system accounts for transiti\'e
verbs. Since the experiencer in Type II verbs is a dative, it is not clear that it
is a direct object. If it is not a direct object, then the verb is intransitive. (The
intransitive nature of Type II verbs must be stipulated. However. since this
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class is relatively small and unproductive, such a stipulation is not unreason
able_) Let us assume that Dowty derives the difference between unaccusatives
and unergatives by projecting the argument of unaccusatives as the object and
that of unergatives as the subject- Intransitive verbs whose argument has more
P-agent properties project that argument as the subject, and those whose ar
gument has more P-patient properties project it as the object- Like Type III
verbs, the theme of Type II verbs is external to the VP at D-structure, which
means that the system should treat it as an unergative (see the structure in
(ISb)). According to the properties assigned to the arguments of the other
psych verbs, the theme has a P-agent property, in that it causes a change of
state in the inchoative form and an event in the stative form, and no P-patient
properties. So, the theme is projected as the subject, as desired.

(35)

5

Type II: (po)nravif'sja 'please'
Inchoative possible
Theme: cause of event (P-agt)
(Theme: cause of change of state (P-agt))
Theme subject.

Conclusion

Evidence from the syntax suggests that Russian psych verbs di"ide into two
classes. In one. the experiencer is the external argument and in the other
the theme is the external argument. This contrasts with Italian in which the
experiencer is always projected higher than the theme and with some accounts
of English psych verbs. The Russian structures violate any interpretation
of the L-TAH if all psych "erbs are assigned experiencer/theme theta-roles.
Howe,·er. if theta-roles are dependent on more detailed semantic properties of
the verb, such as sentience and causality, the psych verbs are not in violation
of the CTAH when it is interpreted as a statement of relative prominence. Of
particular importance for the projection of the arguments of psych verbs is
whether the theme causally affects the experiencer. The semantic information
used to thematically rank the arguments for projection into the syntax must be
sensitive to this distinction. Exactlv what form this more elaborated thematic
information should take, and whether thematic roles should mediate between
the semantic structure and D-structure or whether the D-structure should
access semantic structure directly is a matter for further investigation.
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Toward A Unified Articulator Theory
Lee, Shinsook
University of Wisconsin-Madison

O. Introduction
Although there have been arguments for an articulator-based
hierarchical feature representation (Sagey (1986), Md:arthy (1988», Cho
(1991) questions the universality of the subplace articulator nodes. She
argues that certain natural classes of segments cannot be defined by
postulating the articulator nodes even though these articulator nodes
function as a real phonological entity in languages like Sanskrit. She
also contends that place assimilation in Korean can be captured in a
simpler way if one assumes binary features such as [+1- coronal] under
the Place node, hence favoring a parameterized option for the structure
of the Place node.
It is more desirable if we can provide a Universal Grammar for
all languages since, in that case, we have a more constrained and
general theory of what phonological systems can be like, thus attaining
a more explanatory theory. For example, if we can solve the problems
pointed out by Cho by introducing a Peripheral node dominating Labial
and Dorsal nodes and if we have evidence for postulating the node
itself, we no longer need the parameterized option for languages like
Korean. In this article I argue that we can maintain the universalist
position for phonological representations by adopting the Peripheral
node.
This article is organized as follows: section 1 examines In/
retroflexion in Sanskrit and rounding harmony in Ponapean to give
arguments for Articulator Theory.
Section 2 discusses Cho's
arguments for Place of Articulation Theory, focusing on Korean place
assimilation. Section 3 examines some problems in Cho's analysis and
shows that the problems pointed out by Cho can be solved by
introducing the Peripheral node. In this section I also provide some
evidence for postulating this node. The conclusion consists of some
dosing remarks.
1. Articulator Theory
McCarthy (1988) distinguishes two theories concerning the
internal structure of the Place node, that is: Articulator Theory
(hereafter AT) and Place of Articulation Theory (hereafter PT), which
are represented in (1):
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(1)

PT

AT

PL

[~tl
As McCarthy argues, there are quite a few arguments in favor of AT
over PT. First of all, the articulator-based feature tree provides a
plausible interface between phonology and articulation, thus paving
the way for investigating the close relationship between phonology and
phonetics. Secondly, AT gives a coherent account for both complex
and contour segments. That is, while contour segments can be
represented as segments with branching terminal features, true
complex segments such as a corono-Iabial can be represented as
segments which branch at the Place node, hence solving a long
standing problem of linear frameworks (Sagey (1986». In addition, the
root-morpheme cooccurrence restrictions of Arabic are based on the
articulator nodes. Moreover, evidence from phonological processes in
languages like Sanskrit supports AT. Namely, the nasal Inl in
Sanskrit becomes retroflexed when it follows a retroflex Is/ or /r/,
provided that there is no intervening coronal segment, as shown in (2)
(Schein & Steriade (1986»:
(a) retroflexion
-na ·pres.'
i~'I;Ia 'seek'
-na ·pass.part.'
v!k-Ifa 'cut up'
-1.na 'mid, part.'
caks-ana 'see'
-mana 'mid,part.' krp~a-maI).a 'lament'
(2)

(b) no-retroflexion
mrd-na 'be gracious'
bhug-na 'bend'
ksved-ana 'hum'
krt-a-m'ima 'cut'

Schein & Steriade analyse this process as spreading the Coronal node of
a continuant to an adjacent coronal nasal, delinking the Coronal node
of the nasal as in (3):
(3)
Rt

Rt

[+cojtl~~ ~ ~ J';:'[+nasJ
OR

tOR

[ ant]
If a Coronal node intervenes between the trigger and the target as in

(2b), the rule cannot apply because the trigger cannot spread the node
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across an intervening Coronal node. Hence AT can explain the fact
that coronals function as blockers in In/-retroflexion by the presence of
a Coronal node. In contrast, PT cannot explain the fact that only
coronals block In/-retroflexion while non-coronals are transparent to
the application of the rule because there is no single class node which
groups dentals, retroflexes, and palatals in this theory. In other words,
they are all marked for [+coronal] within PT and In/-retroflexion
should be formulated as applying across the [-coronal] segments.
However, why only non-coronals but not coronals can optionally
intervene between the trigger and the target would remain arbitrary as
Cho (1991) points out.
Ponapean also gives an argument for AT. Within a root
morpheme, labials in Ponapean must agree in rounding as in (4) (Yip
(1989»:
(4) paip

'boulder'
pWopwe 'shoulder'

'nipa palm'
'out of breath'

As McCarthy argues, Ponapean rounding harmony follows naturally
from the OCP if we assume the dependency relation between [round]
and the Labial node (d. Mester (1986». That is, disagreement in
rounding is possible only if there are two separate Labial nodes. But
this violates the OCP as demonstrated in (5) (McCarthy (988»:
"pWVm

c

v

c

* eve

Pi

1L
[d.ri~ndJ [~J~~dJ
In contrast, PT has to stipulate the fact that labials must agree in
rounding within a root morpheme by means of a constraint such as the
following:"U +ant,·cor ,cxround] [+an t,-cor ,~round]]root-morpheme. Then
rounding harmony in Ponapean gives another argument in favor of
AT over PT.
2. Place of Articulation Theory

2.1 Problems of AT
In section 1 I examined some arguments for AT. However, as
Cho (1991) notes, AT cannot define certain natural classes of segments
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even though labial, coronal and velar consonants each form a natural
class by themselves. In other words, the articulator nodes are privative
in nature so non-coronals or anteriors do not form a natural class. On
the other hand, PT expresses places of articulation in terms of both
values of the features [anterior] and [coronal]. Hence the use of the
binary value for each feature results in the four natural classes as in (6)
(Cho (1991:162»:
(6) Classification of segments within PI'
[+ant]: labials, dentals (Philadelphia English, I<lamath)
[-antl: palatals, velars (palatalization)
[+corl: dentals, palatals, retroflex (Baule, Fe?fe?)
[-cor]: labials and velars (Korean, Hungarian, Old English)
(6) shows that labials and alveolars, and labials and velars form a
natural class respectively in some languages. Cho gives evidence for
the feature [+anterior] from Philadelphia English where lrel is tensed
before tautosyllabic labial and alveolar nasals (/m/, In/) and voiceless
fricatives (IfI, 19/, Is/) as in "jam, pan, staff, path, glass" but not in
"bang, catch, cash, badge". She also gives an argument for [-coronal]
from Old English in which only labials and velars participate in the
lenition of intervocalic voiced stops as in the following (7) (Cho
(ibid.:163-4), Lass & Anderson (1975:183»:
(7) Old English Lenition:

b'l1gan > [biiyan]
plegan > [plejan]
h~dan > 'hide'
glidan > 'glide'

'bow'
'play' (y> j by palatalization)
"hyIJan
"gGIJan

In addition, Lass (1984:98) gives another example from Hungarian
where labials and velars form a natural class: Proto-Uralic initial "/p,
kl become If, hi respectively in Hungarian, while "It I remains
unchanged.
Thus the facts above indicate that both anterior and non-coronal
form a natural class in some languages. However, as Cho points out,
AT cannot define either of these segment classes as a natural class
because of the 'privative nature' of articulators.
2.2 Korean place assimilation
Korean has the following consonantal inventory (8) and
optional place assimilation (9) (Kim (1982), Cho (1991)):
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(8) The consonantal inventory of Korean
Alveolar
Palatal
Bilabial
Stop
p,ph'pp
t,th,tt
Affricate
c,ch,cc
s,ss
Fricative
n
Nasal
m
Liquid
I
w
Glide
y

Velar
k,kh,kk

Glottal

h

(9) Place assimilation
a. Dentals assimilate to labials, palatals, and velars:
kotpalo
>kopparo
"kottalo
'straight'
pat+ko
>pakko
"patto
'to receive and'
kat+ci
>kacci
"katti
'let us uncover'
sinpal
>simbal
"sin tal
'shoes'
hankaTl
>haTlgaTl
"han tan
'the Han river'
b. Labials and velars do not assimilate to dentals:
papto
>papto
"patto
"pappo
kaTlto
>kaTldo
"kando
"kaTlko
c. Labials and palatals assimilate to
assimilation:
kam+ki
"kampi
ap+ko
"appo
nac+ko
>nakko
"nacco
kukmul
"kupmul
>kuTlmul
kukpap
>kukpap
"kuppap

'rice also'
'robber'

velars but velars never undergo
'a cold'
'to bear on the back'
'to be low and'
'soup'
"kukTlul
'rice soup'
"kukkap

In order to account for the asymmetry of place assimilation shown in
(9), Cho assumes that the dental segment It I is the least marked
segment in Korean and proposes the following underspecified matrix
(10) and assimilation rule (11) (1991:171-2)1:
(10)
ant
cor

Underspecified matrix
dental
labial

palatal

velar
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(11)
PL
Fr'

PL

~ ~F~ (F1I!:.F2)

According to Cho, Korean place assimilation (11) is one feature-filling
rule which spreads F2 onto the preceding Place node when a set of
features Fl in the Place node is a subset of F2. First, dentals that are
totally unspecified assimilate to the following consonants which have
a specified feature under the Place node since zero specification is the
subset of any specification. Second, each feature specification of labials
and palatals is a subset of the specification of velars, and hence labials
and palatals assimilate to velars. However, velars never undergo the
assimilation rule because they are more marked than any other
segment.
In addition, Cho argues that AT cannot capture the asymmetry
of Korean place assimilation because it assigns equal complexity to
labials, palatals, and velars, and thus fails to explain why labials and
palatals assimilate to velars but not vice versa. Thus she contends that
PT provides a better explanation for Korean place assimilation than AT
and concludes that the choice of the relevant structure for the Place
node should be parameterized rather than universally determined
because Korean favors PT over AT while other languages such as
Sanskrit favor AT over PT.
3. Toward A Unified Articulator Theory
3.1 Some problems in Cho's analysis
Although Cho's argument that the Place node of Korean should
refer to binary features can explain the asymmetry of Korean place
assimilation, it has the following problems. First, concerning the
Korean data Cho contends that labials and palatals assimilate to velars
(d.9c: nac+ko > nakko 'to be low and'). However, the palatal segment c
never assimilates to velars; rather the dental segment t assimilates to
velars because all the coronal obstruents are obligatorily neutralized to
t in syllable final position. The actual alternating pronunciations of
nac+ko are given in (12):
(12) /nac+ko/
'to be low and'2
a. (nat.ko]3 b. (nat.kkol c. [na.kkol d. [nak.ko] e. [nak.kkol
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(12) shows that the palatal segment c does not undergo velarization
although it undergoes several other phonological proC'esses;coda
neutralization applies in 02a) while coda neutralization and
tensification apply in (12b) since a plain (unaspirated, nontense)
obstruent in Korean becomes a tensed segment in the initial position of
the second word in compounds and in many other environments.
Further, Korean optionally deletes a coda consonant in fast speech.
Hence, optional coda consonant deletion and tensification apply in
02c) whereas optional place assimilation applies after coda
neutralization in 02d). Coda neutralization, place assimilation and
tensification apply in (12e). In addition, unlike Cho's claim that there
is no interaction between labials and palatals because labials and
palatals are marked for different unrelated features [-coronal] and [
anterior] respectively, there is interaction between labials and palatals
as in (13) (H.5.Kim:1982):
(13) /tochpa:!/ 'a sailing ship'
a. [tot.Pa:!] b. [tot.PPa:!] c. [to.PPa:!] d. [top.pa:!] e. [top.ppa:!]
/nacpi:ln/ 'the day shift'
a. [nat.pan] b. [nat.ppan]. c. [na.ppi:ln] d. [nap.pan], e. [nap.ppCln]
The data in (13) can be explained along the same lines as in (12). The
palatal segments ch and c are neutralized to the dental segment t in
(13a) and (13b). After coda neutralization, t optionally assimilates to
labials in (13d) and (13e), contradicting Cho's claim. Hence the
asymmetrical behavior of Korean place assimilation should be limited
to one fact: labials assimilate to velars, but not vice versa.
Furthermore, Avery and Rice (1991) in~roduce a Peripheral node
which groups labials and velars. With this node, we can solve the
problems pointed out by Cho as we will see in section 3.2, hence
eliminating the parameterized option for languages such as Korean.
3.2 Articulator theory with a peripheral node
Recently Avery and Rice have recognized a Peripheral node
dominating Labial and Dorsal nodes and claim that this node can solve
the problem of characterizing the class of non-coronals (1991:195):
(14)

~
PEJZ.

loR

as

COR
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Moreover, with this Peripheral node, the asymmetry of Korean place
assimilation can be explained in a principled manner. Here, in order to
solve the asymmetrical behavior of assimilation, I assume that dentals
are unspecified for place and that Labial is the unmarked daughter of
the Peripheral node, following Avery and Rice. Then Korean place
assimilation can be explained by the leftward spreading of a more
specified (marked) node to the preceding less specified (marked) node
as shown in (15):
(15)
t

R1:
PL

l!5r- _

Rft

Peripheral node- - __ _
peripheral or
Articulator node

Here note that dentals assimilate to labials or velars but not vice versa
because dentals are unspecified for place. Furthermore, velars do not
assimilate to labials since velars are more marked than labials which
have only a Peripheral node without a Labial node in underlying
representation, hence solving the problem of asymmetry. Concerning
the underspecification of Korean, two facts are worth mentioning.
First, there is considerable evidence from insertion and deletion that
dentals, especially t, are unmarked segments and thus unspecified for
place as the following facts show (16) (Kim (982), Kim (1987}):

It I is inserted between the two elements of a compound: Ikol
'nose' + /tt1l1 'ridge' > [koUtir]] 'the ridge of the nose'.
b. All coronal obstruents are neutralized to It I in syllable final
position: t, tt, th, s, ss, c, cc, ch > t.
c. Coronal obstruents are deleted regardless of their position in
cluster simplification: Ikaps+tol > [kap.tol 'the price also',
Isalmtal > [sam.dal'to boil'.

(6) a.

Now let us consider another aspect of underspecification in Korean.
While Korean has labial, coronal, palatal and velar consonants,
Ponapean has labial, velarized labial, coronal and velar consonants.
Further, in Ponapean, although Inl assimilates to the following
consonant in place, the labial nasal does not assimilate in place to a
following dorsal. Then, as Avery and Rice (1991) suggest, the lack of
velar assimilation in Ponapean could be related to the presence of the
Labial node in underlying representation in order to distinguish labials
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and velarized labials unlike Korean, hence supporting the unmarked
status of the Labial node under the Peripheral node in Korean. Some
examples of Korean place assimilation (9) are given below:
(17) a. Dentals assimilate to labials, palatals, and velars. 4
sinpal > simbal 'shoes'
n

kat+ci >

k~cci

""1", I:

'let US uncover'

c

t

b

:C"J

C OR

ERI

b. Labials assimilate to velars; palatals assimilate to labials or velars
after coda neutralization. s

I

kamki > kaflgi
m
k
[+ncwr1'I

~RI...

RI

,

'a cold'

nacp~n

cJo-

RI

P

C R

> napPan 'the day shift'
o-[p

c

It

L -)

ERI

t

r

P{-,

p

It

L
ERI

R

Thus, by positing the Peripheral node with the assumption that
Labial is its unmarked daughter, we can take account of the asymmetry
of Korean place assimilation in a straightforward manner in AT
without appealing to binary features such as [coronal] and [anterior].
At this point, we can ask an important question: Is there any
evidence for the Peripheral node in a feature tree? Actually, there is
quite an extensive literature that motivates the Peripheral node or the
feature [grave] as in Jakobson et al (1%3), Hyman (1973), and Odden
(1978). Namely, [grave] is acoustically defined in order to distinguish
peripheral sounds from medial sounds. Phonological rules also refer
to [grave] or a Peripheral node as a natural class in many languages.
For example, in fifteenth century Korean, there was a rounding process
in which I-i/(the back unrounded vowel) became [u] before alliabials
and velars but not before dentals and palatals. The fact that labials and
velars form a natural class in Korean can be captured by the Peripheral
node, thus presenting evidence for the node in Korean (Cho (1991), Lee
(1971»:
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(18).i.·Rounding:.i- > u 1- m, p, ph, k, kh
aap > atup 'dark'
tOil< > tauk 'more'
dzim > cuzum 'at the time' (the first [u] due to Vowel harmony».
Odden also gives examples from Tibetan where the peripheral
consonants p, k, q become voiced fricatives p, y, rinter-vocalically if the
preceding vowel is non-nasal, while the medi8J consonants t, t, 't, kY
remain unchanged (Odden (1978:143»:
(19)a. Affirmative
paa[30ree
kyuflaree
qapClree
caa[30ree
t~~pClree
ta~flaree

Negative
maflaaparee
m~y\'! uflaree
ml:yipClree
m-a~aa[30ree
m~t~iiparee
ma~aa[30ree

'he
'he
'he
'he
'he
'he

lit'
waited'
dried'
went'
sufficed'
roasted'

As it has been assumed in McCarthy (1988) and Yip (1989), three kinds
of evidence can be used to argue for a particular constituent for
features: spreading, delinking, and identification by phonological rules
or constraints such as the OCP. The facts from Korean and Tibetan
support the hypothesis for postulating the Peripheral node in a feature
tree, thus solving the problems of characterizing non-coronals as well
as the asymmetrical behavior of Korean place assimilation.
However, as noted in section 2, there are some limited cases
such as Philadelphia English in which [+anterior] forms a natural class.
But there have been objections against the feature (anterior] because of
its dubious status, as in McCarthy (1988:99): "[anterior] cannot be
defined in either articulatory or acoustic terms (it refers neither to a
distinct articulatory gesture nor to a distinct acoustic outcome)."6
Hence I assume that other features such as (high] can be used instead of
[anterior] to refer to the class of anteriors. For example, in the case of
Philadelphia English, labials and alveolars which trigger the tensing of
lad can be referred to as (-high] while alveo-palatals and velars which
do not trigger the tensing can be referred to as r+highJ.
4. Conclusion
In this article I have examined Articulator Theory, Place of
Articulation Theory, and Articulator theory with a Peripheral node. I
have shown that Cho's question of the universality of the articulator
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nodes because of the asymmetry of Korean place assimilation and the
problem of defining natural classes can be handled by positing the
Peripheral node. Furthermore, I provided evidence for the Peripheral
node from Korean and some other languages. Therefore, with the
Peripheral node, we can maintain the universalist position for
phonological representations, attaining a more explanatory theory.
Acknowledgments
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Notes
1 The direction of spreading is possible only from right to left
since the target of the rule is a coda consonant while the trigger is a
syllable initial consonant (cf.9).
2 (12a) is used in slow, emphatic speech while (12b) is used in
normal speech. (12c) is used in fast speech.
3. designates a syllable boundary.
4 After the spreading of the Peripheral node, the default rule
which specifies the Labial node applies.
5 The delinking of the Coronal node is an independently
motivated process in Korean because all the coronal obstruents are
neutralized to the placeless t in syllable final position.
6 In Articulator Theory, [anterior] is not the same feature as in
Place of Articulation Theory. Rather, it gives a finer distinction in the
Coronal node according to location of the constriction on the passive
articulator (cf. McCarthy (1988».
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Blocking and the principle of conventionality·
Adrienne Lehrer
university of Arizona
The principle of conventionality stated briefly
is:
(1)

If a single lexeme exists in a language to
express a meaning, use it; do not construct a
new, morphologically complex word or do not
construct a phrase. Use of a new expression
will imply a different meaning.

A part of this phenomenon has also been described in
terms of the mechanism of blocking, a concept intro
duced into contemporary American linguistics by Aronoff
(1976) .1
(2)

Blocking is the nonoccurrence of one form due
to the simple existence of another (Aronoff,
1976: 43).

Kiparsky (1982) builds blocking into his model of
lexical phonology, such that word-specific items are
inserted into a derivation before the general rule.
More recently, Clark (1992) has formulated this prin
ciple, which she calls pre-empting, as follows:
(3)

By Conventionality, if there is a conven
tional term already available, the speaker
must make use of it, and not of something
else, if he is to make sure he will be under
stood by his addressee. If the speaker does
not use the conventional established term for
the meaning he intends, he runs a strong risk
of being misunderstood (Clark, 1992: 172).

conventionality works together with Contrast, "the
principle that different forms in a language have
different meanings" (ibid.).
And if the conventional
word does not convey the precise meaning intended, the
speaker is free to construct a new one. For example,
*un~atable, meaning 'can't be eaten', derived by the
productive suffix -able added to transitive verbs, is
blocked by inedible. However, inedible has the conno
tation that the food is poisonous or harmful. But on
one occasion a lunch companion was served a very thick
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submarine sandwich which she described as uneatable, an
appropriate new word, since inedible would not have
conveyed the right meaning.
Clark's treatment is wider than Aronoff's since it
is not just rival affixes on the same base but rival
words (synonyms) that block a new creation. The impli
cation is that one must look at the whole lexicon--not
just the morphological component. (Cf. Carstairs
McCarthy, 1992: 32-38; Di Sciullo and Williams, 1988:
10-14.)
In the first part of this paper 1 will briefly
survey the uses to which blocking and conventionality
have been put and the criticisms and counterexamples.
Then I will try to show the more constrained conditions
under which blocking operates, and finally relate it to
a mental model of the lexicon that accounts for the
data.
Morphology
Aronoff introduces blocking to explain the non
existence of nominalizations which add -ity to adjec
tives ending in -ous by the existence of base nouns.
He says that glory blocks the formation of *gloriosity,
whereas curiosity can be derived, because there is no
base noun *cury. Nominalizations in -ness are not
blocked, says Aronoff (p. 45), because -ness is com
pletely productive and thus words ending in -ness will
not be listed in the lexicon unless there is something
unusual about the meaning. Doublets are possible when
semantic drift has resulted in non synonymous words,
such as humanness and humanity or recital and recita
tion. But there won't be two words with the same
meaning that have the same stem in the lexicon of a
single speaker. Aronoff, unlike Clark, however, is not
willing to rule out synonyms completely.2
First of all, there are questions of fact: namely
questions involving the acceptability of some of the
nominalizations ending in -ness. My intuitions as well
as those of my consultants are that the items in (4)
are qUestionable, if not outright bad.

(4)

?synonymousness
?larcenousness
?decentness
?singularness
?accurateness
?aberrantness
?felicitousness
?exoticness
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So it seems that nominalizations with -ness are not
completely free. The explanation for the unaccept
ability of the words in (4) is provided by the princi
ple of blocking: synonymy, decency, singularity, etc.
are the conventional words for these concepts.
Secondly, the productivity of an affix is somewhat
of a red herring and does not seem relevant to block
ing. In most accounts, the existence of a nonproduc
tive form, eg., a irregular past tense, will block the
regular rule (the elsewhere condition), but most morph
ological rules, especially derivational ones, are not
either completely productive or completely unproductive
(Van Marle, 1985; Baayer and Lieber 1991; Myers, 1992).
Conventional nominalizations with -ness can also block
other nominalizations. For example, laboriousness and
graciousness block *laborosity and *graciosity, not the
base form labor and grace, which have quite different
meanings from laboriousness and graciousness. 3
The
conventional agent noun cook blocks the construction of
cooker, meaning 'one who cooks', as expected,4 and
stealer by blocked by thief, unless a different meaning
is intended (Bolinger, 1975, 109; Bauer, 1983, 87).
But consider the rival agentive affixes -er and -ist.
(According to Marchand, -er can be added to nouns as
well as verbs.) -Ist is especially productive in the
semantic field of music: oboist, violinist, cellist,
pianist, etc. Yet drummer and fiddler block the
creation of *drummist and *fiddlist. 5
A third problem is the existence of doublets:
pairs of morphologically complex terms that do not seem
to differ in meaning, such as the followin~ (from
Szymenek, 1989: 156 and Bauer, 1983: 290).
(5)

falseness
morbidness
impecuniousness
inextricableness
flippantness
recentness
zesty
grammaticalize
minimalize
lech
normality
complacence

falsity
morbidity
impecuniosity
inextricability
flippancy
recency
zestful
grammaticize
minimize
lecher
normalcy
complacency

Some cases of doublets reflect a change in progress,
such as disinterested, replacing uninterested, (in
spite of protests from language purists). In other
cases, doublets reflect an indeterminacy about the most
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appropriate new word for a new concept (or new to the
lay public). For example, when many new linguistics
departments were established in the United States in
the 1960s, a member of such a department was often
called a linguistician, analagous to mathematician,
since linguist had the meaning (to the non linguists
anyway) of 'a person who speaks many languages', a
concept that linguists lexicalized as polyglot. with
time and experience, however, linguistician ceased to
be heard.
Kiparsky (1982) lists a few doublets from inflec
tional morphology: dreamed/dreamt, kneeled/knelt;
crocuses/croci; indexes/indices, which he treats as
being marked as optionally taking the special rule.
Some of these cases can be explained away as differ
ences in stylistic meaning or geographical dialect, and
others, like shined/shone correlate with different
senses of the base verb shine.
(6) a. The sun shone/shined on us.
b. His shoes shined/?shone.
In addition to the cases discussed above, Clark
and Clark (1979) apply the principles of Convention
ality and Contrast to deverbal noun creations.
(7)

If a potential innovation would be precisely
synonymous with a well-established term, the
innovative term is normally pre-empted by the
well-established one and is therefore con
sidered unacceptable (Clark, 1992, 174; also
cf. Clark & Clark, 1979, 798).

Thus formations like *to car and *to airplane are
blocked by to drive and to fly.7 But formations like
to bus, to bicycle, to jet are acceptable because there
are no suppletive verbs that specifically mean 'go by
bus', 'go by bicycle', 'go by jet'.S
Lexemes. Phrases. and Synonymy
McCawley (1978) has used examples involving
phrases that are paraphrases of lexemes, arguing that
the use of the phrase evokes certain implicatures. For
example, in describing a color as pale black or pale
red, one is implicating that the colors are something
other than gray or pink. 9 The periphrastic causative
of kill as cause to die or open as cause to open impli
cates that the causation was indirect.

(8)

a. He killed the sheriff.
b. He caused the sheriff to die.
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(9)

a. She opened the door.
b. She caused the door to open.

There is no such implicature in

(10)

(10) Bill made Mary (caused Mary to) lose her
balance/laugh/ drop her parcel
because there is no lexeme that expresses the meaning.
Lehrer (1992) has also invoked the principle of
conventionality in response to Fillmore's work on
frames. Fillmore has argued that semantic frames
provide a more suitable set of concepts than semantic
fields. 10 One of the substantive disagreements be
tween Fillmore's theory of semantic frames and classi
cal theories of semantic fields is whether the meaning
of one term is constrained by other words in that
field. Fillmore (1985) says that one can know the
meaning of an individual word in isolationi 11 field
theories deny this (as a rule). Since knowing the
meaning of a term involves knowing its range of mean
ing, which is usually constrained by its semantic
neighbors, a speaker needs to know what those semantic
neighbors are.
Fillmore (1985) says that we can understand devein
and scratch without needing to know other related
words. Let us take one sense of scratch, for example,
defined in Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English
as follows:
(11) Verb: 'to make a mark on (a surface) or
a small wound in (a person's skin) by
rubbing with something pointed or rough'
Noun: 'a mark or small wound made by
scratching'
It seems ,likely that the 'small' in the definition is
related to the fact that there are specific terms for
large wounds: gash, slash, as well as a specific term
for deeper wounds: puncture. -A field theorist would
suggest that the existence of these words plays a role
in the range of meaning of scratch. If no single word
exists, a speaker resorts to a compositional process.
Therefore, if a speaker describes a wound as a small
gash, there is an implicature that the wound is deeper
and larger than a scratch.

constraints on blocking
One of the factors that interacts with blocking is
the frequency of a word, though often frequency is a
reflection of something else. (See Forster, 1981, for
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references on the effects of frequency.) One property
reflected by frequency is a word's basicness, as dis
cussed in Berlin and Kay's work on color words (1960)
and Rosch's work on prototypes (eg. 1978). They all
show that not all words in a semantic domain are equal.
Basic object-level words are the preferred ones for
talking about things. And while it is trivial to say
that people do not use words they do not know, they may
avoid using words that they believe their interlocutors
may not know--or they may avoid using precise words
that may sound affected or too technical for the situa
tion. For example, I know the word taupe, but I may
prefer to describe something as dark brownish gray
without intending to create any implicature that the
color is something other than taupe. Or I may describe
a dwelling as a small house, allan one floor, without
implicating that it is not a bungalow, even though the
single word bungalow may describe the concept precise
ly. The implicatures involved in using phrases instead
of single available words may be limited to the basic
object level vocabulary and superordinates.
Unfortunately, the concept of basic words has been
largely limited to concrete nouns in a small number of
domains with hierarchical structures and to a few
relatively concrete verbs and adjectives. Much more
work on the concept must be done to determine how it
might work on the more abstract part of the lexicon or
even if this notion is applicable. Meanwhile, salience
and frequency might serve as operational sUbstitutes.
Of the words listed in (4) and (5) above, the frequen
cies from the Brown Corpus (Kucera and Francis, 1967)
are as follows:
(12) accuracy
36
minimize
16
normalcy
4
falsity
3
singularity 1
lecher
1
None of the other words appears in the corpus.
Another constraint on this sort of blocking-
where a single lexeme blocks a phrase--pointed out by
R. Janda (pc) is found in certain registers, such as
bureaucratic and academic styles. Even media weather
reporters use phrases like thundershower activity for
rain.
Psychological issues.

Aronoff (1976: 56) remarks that different speakers
may have different words with the same stem with the
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same meaning. Or a speaker may forget the conventional
word at a particular time and make up one on the spot.
"In fact, the blocking rule, stated as a condition on
the filling of slots, predicts that the fewer the
number of stably filled slots one has, the more likely
one is to accept new words. This seems intuitively
correct."
Anshen and Aronoff (1988: 642) among others 12
provide evidence that at least some morphologically
complex words are stored as wholes, whereas others are
not--they are produced as needed. They argue that when
searching for a word speakers are likely to look for
-ity words that are stored in memory, while speakers
are more likely to construct -ness words as needed.
Anshen and Aronoff go on to propose that in fact speak
ers simultaneously search their lexicons for stored
words, for rules, and for analogies (novel words based
on partial similarities).
The speaker then uses the
first item to appear (p, 648).
James Myers (1992) in his dissertation develops
such a theory hinted at by Anshen and Aronoff, which he
calls "double lookup". Although Myers's theory is an
on-line theory for phonological production, at least
parts of it can be adapted to morphological concerns as
well. Myers' model involves lexical lookup and rule
lookup. "In Lexical Lookup, phonological forms are
sought and retrieved from memory. In Rule Lookup,
rules are sought in memory and then applied, if appro
priate, to the forms that were retrieved during Lexical
Lookup" (p.6). Myers goes on to point out that "any
given surface generalization may arise either through
prepatterning or on-line rule application" (p. 18).
Novel forms must always be derived by rule, of course,
but conventional forms can be produced either by re
trieval from memory or by rule. In general, the more
productive a rule is, the less likely are the forms to
be prepatterned (and vice-versa), but productive forms
can be prepatterned as well.
Myers' model, adapted to morphology, is consistent
with that of Anshen and Aronoff, where complex lexical
items will be listed in the mental lexicon. If this
model is correct, then any morphologically complex
frequent word will be stored as a whole, regardless of
the productivity of its affix. Therefore, words ending
in -ness, -er, or any regular inflectional affix could
either be retrieved from memory, even if there is
nothing special about the meaning, or it could be
produced by ~ule. Further evidence that frequent forms
of morphologically complex forms are stored as wholes
can be found in Stemberger and MacWhinney (1988).
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summary and Conclusions
To the extent that blocking and the principle of
conventionality apply, they apply to the lexicon as a
whole, and there is nothing special about the morpho
logical cases involving rival suffixes for the same
stem. In general, if there is a conventional word to
express a given meaning, that word blocks or pre-empts
the construction of a new one. But the same principle
applies to the construction of phrases, where there are
existing conventional words.
Secondly the productivity of an affix in a partic
ular domain is not relevant to the question of block
ing. In the absence of a conventional word, a speaker
may construct a morphologically complex one using the
most productive appropriate rival, or she may construct
a phrase. However, a common conventional word that
contains a highly productive affix will block or pre
empt, too.
A third point is that usually only the product
ivity and semantic coherence of the affix is discussed,
without consideration of the semantics of the stem.
However, the semantic coherence of the class of stems
should not be overlooked in deciding which rival affix
to use. Consider -hood, which in some cases competes
with -dom as well as other nominalizations. -Hood has
become a completely productive suffix for bases denot
ing linguistic categories, with the resulting meaning
of 'status of X': nounhood, verbhood, sentencehood,
clausehood, morphemehood, etc. A second coherent base
class is that of kin terms: motherhood, fatherhood,
parenthood, etc. In addition, there are words which
have undergone semantic drift (childhood, neighborhood)
plus other items that do not occur in either semantic
class (likelihood). Bauer (1983) presents many cases
where a coherent semantic base underlies the productiv
ity of an affix.
This line of research is promising
for finding other factors that influence choice of a
rival affix. 13
Fourthy, the pragmatics of using a blocked word
needs further elaboration. For Clark and McCawley
creating such a word carries implicatures that the
conventional word is not quite right, a definite phe
nomenon in many circumstances; in other cases, listen
ers will judge the utterance to involve a speech error
or simple ignorance. However, not all words in the
lexicon are equal, and the above judgments are more
likely to occur with the central and basic parts of the
vocabulary, not with the less frequent, more technical
and more esoteric parts.
Finally, the on-line psychological processing
models sUggested by Anshen and Aronoff and developed by
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Myers are consistent with the observations discussed
above. Lexical retrieval of frequent words needed to
express a concept--whether morphologically complex or
not--are likely to be found by lexical look-up quickly;
therefore, when they are found, no rUle will apply to
produce a morphologically complex word or a phrase.
Infrequent words, by contrast, may not be found quick
ly, and therefore a word or phrase construction rule
will apply.14 Even in comprehension analogous
processes will apply. If a speaker uses a novel
morphologically complex word, for example,
singularness, the hearer may access singularity along
with the base singular and the suffix -ness, in which
case she must interpret the speakers' intention. Is it
an error or is there an intended implicature?
Aronoff's original proposal (1976) that complex
words created by highly productive affixes not be
listed is therefore wrongj potentially all eXisting
words in a speaker's lexicon may be listed; certainly
all common words are. However, in production (or even
comprehension for that matter) the double lookup may
retrieve the form or construct it or by rule, whichever
works fastest. Therefore, a mental model involving
double lexical lookup where potentially any complex
word is stored, and a mental model that represents
basicness and frequency (or whatever frequency may be a
reflection of) appears to account for the observations
above.
Notes

*
1.
2.

3.

I wish to thank Richard Janda, Keith Lehrer, James
Myers, Shaun O'Connor, Paul Saka, and Susan Steele
for comments and suggestions on earlier versions
of this paper.
Actually, earlier accounts are found in Paul
(1896) and Schultinck (1961). A discussion of
Schultinck can be found in van MarIe (1985: 63).
Blocking has been widely used and discussed in
explaining the nonexistence of other complex words
(sometimes with additional conditions and subtle
ties (eg., Miyagawa, 1984; Horn, 1989; Andrews,
1990; Zwanenburg, 1981).
Szymanek writes, "In any event, the frequent
occurrence of virtually synonymous rival pairs
like Xness/Xity, etc. demonstrates that the effect
of blocking is markedly reduced or suspended in
the derivation of English Nomina Essendi. The
suffix -ness emerges here as a super-formative of
sorts, usable no matter whether a particular ad
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.

jectival base is capable of taking some other
suffix or not" (Szymanek, 1989: 156).
Presumably in areas where cooker exists as an
instrument, stove is not used to block it; or
stove has a different meaning. Paul Saka points
out that cooker is used frequently in compounds,
such as rice-cooker.
One could argue that drummer and fiddler are
formed from verbs in turn formed from nouns by
zero derivation, but that is completely ad hoc.
Marchand cites the OED and Jespersen as arguing
that the denominal forms with -er are historically
earlier.
In fact, Kiparsky (1982:7) and Scalese (1984:157)
treat blocking in derivational morphology as a
general tendency rather than as a firm principle.
Clark (1992: 172) includes dialect differences
(geographical, social) as well as differences
involving differences of style, age, sex, or tech
nical expertise as constituting grounds for non
synonymy. Perhaps nonequivalence would be a bet
ter term.
Powell (1992) in an analysis of the word literally
shows that speakers use conventional words even
when they extend the conventional meaning of a
term. That is, they choose not to invent a new
word even when some contrast is present in order
to show the similarity of the intended sense with
the conventional/historical sense.
McCawley (1978: 242-3) attributes this observation
to Householder (1971). He also discusses the
objection that pale red is not the same as pink.
Since Fillmore's objections are true of early
semantic field theories (eg. Trier, 1931), but not
true of later work, his objections do not neces
sary hold.
Actually Fillmore fudges on this point. He does
not assert that it is always the case, only that
it is at least sometimes the case. Similarly,
field theories are not necessarily committed to
the view that no words can be understood in isola
tion.
Bradley (1980) and Taft (1979), for example.
Some linguists may consider this phenomenon "anal
ogy", but word construction of this sort may well
be rule-governed.
Although I have lumped together creating morpho
logically complex words and phrases, this may not
be correct.
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fLIGHT' VERBS ARE TAKING OVER: COMPLEX VERBS
IN PERSIANJan Mohammad/Simin Karimi
University or Arizona
I Introduction
Since the thirteen century, compound verbs have
gradually replaced the simple verbs in Persian (Khanlari, 1973).
As a result, The number of simple verbs does not exceed 115 in
contemporary Persian, many of them are not even used in the
every day application of the language l . The verbal concepts
are, therefore, productively expressed by a combination of a
non-verbal element and a verb, traditionally caIled "compound
verbs" (Khanlari 1976, Moyne 1970, among others).
The
tendency of forming complex verbs has resulted in the
existence of two sets of verbs, simple and complex, for a
number of verbal concepts.
In most cases, the usage of the
simple verb is restricted to the written and elevated language.
A few examples of simple! complex pairs are given in (1).
(1)
Simple
Complex
geristan
gerye
kardan
'to cry'
weeping
do
ku~idan
kuses
kardan
'to try'
trying
do
porsidan porsan
kard an
'to ask'
asking
do
The productivity of the complex verb formation is evidenced by
the fact that the nominal element of the complex verb is not
restricted to native Persian elements. nor to Arabic words
which had entered the language centuries ago, but that it also
includes recent borrowings from European languages (e.g. ~
k a rd an. 'to type' (lit. typing do). telefon kardan 'to call'
(lit.caIling do).
It has been argued that the complex verb
formation has completely replaced the former morphological
rule of simple verb formation in this language (Bateni, 1989).
The verbal element of these predicates ranges over a number of
simple verbs such as lli.rul 'to hit', £l..iill.. 'to give', xordan 'to
eat. to collide', bordan 'to carry" kdidan 'to draw, to pull'
gereftan 'to catch, to take', and a few more.
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Taking the complex predicates as compound verbs. the
nominal element can be interpreted as the internal argument of
the complex verb in the sense of Lieber (1983). However. even
in these cases a number of morphological and syntactic
problems emerge (Karimi 1987): these complex elements violate
the restrictions for compounding proposed by Mohanan (1982)
and Kiparsky (1983). among others. in the sense that the
nominal element is separable from the verb by morphological
units. including the progressive and negation prefixes. These
facts are presented in (2).
(2) kimifi. be radio gu~ dAd
(gus Da-dAd. gu~ mi-dAd)
Kimea to radio ear gave
ear NEG-gave, ear PROG-gave
'Kimea listened to the radio.' 'did not listen, was listening'
In (2), the nominal element
is in fact the structural direct
object of the verb which can be separated by a number of
elements.
There is yet another type of so-called compound verbs
which provides a different property. Examples are given in (3)
and (4):
(3) kimili in
otaq-ro be mehmun extesas
dad
Kimea this room-ra
to
guest
allocation give
'Kimea allocated this room to the guest.'
(4) kimia mehmun-ro da?vat
kard
Kimea guest - ra invitation
did
'Kimea invited the guest:
The basic difference between the sentence in (2), on the one
hand, and those in (3) and (4). on the other, is that the latter
allow two noun phrases:
in addition to the nominal element
extesis in (3), there is also the noun phrase in otiQ followed by
the element d, a particle which marks oblique case for
specificity in Persian, provided the noun phrase is in a non
argument position (Karimi 1990, see also Mahajan • 1990, for a
discussion on Hindi). The sentence in (4) exhibits a similar
situation regarding da ?Vat and the specific noun phrase
mehmun.
At the first glance, Persian complex verb constructions
suggest a case of noun incorporation in the sense of Baker
(1988). Heny and Samiian (1992) have suggested a Reanalysis
process for these constructions. We will first examine these two
hypotheses, in addition to Larson's (1988) V' Reanalysis. We

m
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will show that neither Incorporation nor Reanalysis can account
for Persian complex verbs. Our own analysis will follow in
sections III and IV.
Incorporation and Reanalysis
Baker (1988) has examined syntactic processes ...... by
which one semantically independent word comes to be inside
the other." This movement usually involves the head noun of
the direct object which moves into the verb position, and
becomes one syntactic unit with the verb.
Consider the
following examples from Onondaga, an American Indian
language of the Iroquoian family (the data is taken from Baker,
1988: 76-77).
(5) a.
pet wa?-ha-htu-?t-a
ne? o-hwist-a?
Pat PAST-3MS/3N-lost-CAUS-ASP the PRE-money SUF
'Pat lost the money.'
b. pet wa?-ha-hwist-ahtu-?t-a?
Pat PAST-3MS-money-Iost-CAUS-ASP
'Pat lost money.'
The direct object is a separate phrase in (5a), while its root
noun, hlY.ill 'money', appears inside the verb in (5b).
The syntactic analysis of noun incorporation. discussed for
a variety of languages, does not account for Persian, since the
nominal element involved in complex predication is not
necessarily an xO , and is usually a restricted projection of the
head noun, as in (6)2.
(6) kimia ye zamin· e saxti
xord
Kimea a earth - EZ hard
collide
'Kimea fell badly.'
(Lit. Kimea hit a hard floor.)
The elements ~ and.s..o.z.1i modify the noun nm.in. in (6)3.
Furthermore, many elements including a subcategorized PP, the
verb indicating the future tense, and certain types of emphatic
particles can intervene between the nominal element and the
verb, as in (7)-(9)4.
(7) gu~ be man ne • mi ·kon· e
ear to me NEG-Prog-does-3rd.Sg.
'S/he does not listen to me.'
(8) be man gu~ xihad kard
to me ear will
does
'Slhe will listen to me.'
II
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gu~
dige
ne - mi -kon- e
ear no more NEG·Prog-do -3rd.Sg
'S/he does not listen anymore.'
The bold elements separate the nominal

(9)

&Jl.,S.

from the verb in

(7)-(9)5.

Indirect object incorporation in Persian provides
independent syntactic evidence supporting the argument that
the complex predicate in Persian cannot be considered a case of
noun-incorporation:
the verb incorporates the bare indirect
object only from the right, as evidenced by the contrast in (10)
and (11) (Karimi 1989).
( 10) sisin Ketib-a ro did
kimHi
Sasan book-PI ra gave . Kimea
"Sasan gave Kimea the books.'
(11) "'sasan ketab-a ro kimia dad
The indirect object cannot be separated from the verb by any
intervening element. as evidenced by the ill-formed ness of (12).
(12) *sasan ketib- a ro dad
diruz
kimia
Sasan book -PI ra gave yesterday Kimea
As argued elsewhere (Karimi, 1989). the indirect object in (10)
behaves like a pronoun cliticized into the verb, as in (13).
( 13) Sasan ketib-a ro dad
una
Sasan book-PI ra gave them
'Sasan gave'm the books,"
The Persian sentence in (13) is similar to its English translation
where the pronoun is cliticized into the verb. If cliticization is a
case of incorporation, as suggested by Kayne (1989),
incorporation uniquely applies from the right in this language.
On the basis of these empirical arguments, it follows that
the complex predicate in Persian is not an instance of syntactic
incorporation,
As mentioned before. Heny and Samiian (1992) have
proposed a Reanalysis hypothesis to account for Persian
complex predicates, Their proposal is restated in (14):
(14)
Restructuring (Heny/Samiian, 1992)
Restructure non-branching N with its unique sister,
where "non-branching" N refers to the structure
~

..

N'

~
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The rule in (14) will prune the N" and N' levels, turning (1Sa)
into (lSb):
(lSa)
(lSb)

Heny/Samiian's analysis faces a number of problems as well:
First, these authors do not account for sentences in (3) and (4),
where the complex verb requires an additional object
Second, the nominal element allows limited branching in many
cases, as in (6) .
Third, the object NP and V can be separated by a number of
elements, as in (7)-(9), and in the examples in footnote (7).
Heny and Samiian argue that in those cases where the
nominal element is separated from the verb, we have a VP
rather than a reanalyzed V'. This argument cannot account for
sentences with two VP internal NP's, as in (16).
(16) kimi§
in
otaq-ro extesas be mehmun dad
give
Kimea this room-ra
allocation to guest
'Kimea allocated this room to the guest:
Since be mehmun is intervening in (16), the reanalysis
hypothesis has to consider the nominal extesas as the direct
object of the verb, and therefore, cannot account for the status
of the NP in otaq ro .
Larson's (1988) model of V' Reanalysis provides a better
account of Persian complex predicates than Heny and Samiian's:
analyzing the double object construction in English, Larson
argues that the verb and the indirect object form a small
predicate, with the direct object outside this predicate. This is
illustrated in (17)
(17)
VP

/~

NP*

v.'

(~

give
to NP**
In (17), the verb and the prepositional phrase constitute a
predicate, whiJe the direct object NP* is outside this predicate.
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Larson further introduces the following optional rule of V'
Reanalysis.
(18) V' Reanalysis (Larson 1988)
Let ()( be a phrase [V' ........ ] whose theta-grid
contains one discharged internal theta role.
Then, ex may be reanalyzed as [V ...... ].
According to (18), V' may be reanalyzed as V if it has one
unsaturated theta-role left outside of V', This optional rule will
modify (17) into the following configuration.
(17')

~

,~

NP*

t~"

glve
In (17'), the direct object NP* is the THEME of the verb.
However, it is outside the V', Therefore, V' can be reanalyzed as
V. This V now can assign Case to the direct object NP*6.
Having the basic ideas of Larson's model in mind. consider
the structure in (3') which represents the sentence in (3).

IF

(3')

~

.

,otaq ro
N~l
~

10

~_
V'2
be-mWmun /~

NP

V

extesas
dad
On the basis of (18), V'l has exactly one discharged internal
theta role (=the THEME), and therefore. can be reanalyzed as V,
assigning Case to the direct object. This analysis accounts for
the sentences in (3) and (4). where the THEME of the verb is
outside the V'. On the basis of this analysis, the facts in (6)-(9)
are also explained: the nominal element is a maximal projection
as in (6), and hence can undergo scrambling, allowing the
sentences in (7) and (9). However, many problems emerge:
first, the V' Reanalysis includes not only the nominal element
and the verb, but also the indirect object. However, it is V'2 in
(3') that requires to be reanalyzed as one unit, a process that is
not allowed by (18), since V'2 has two discharged theta grids
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(THEME and GOAL), while (18) allows V' Reanalysis only when
exactly one discharged theta grid is available.
second, Larson's V' Reanalysis is an optional rule. Although it
can remain optional in the case of sentences like the one in (2),
it has to be obligatory in the case of (3) and (4). There are still
more serious problems regarding the V' Reanalysis hypothesis.
We will come back to this issue in the final section of this paper.
The descriptive discussion so far indicates that the
Reanalysis hypothesis and the Incorporation process cannot be
maintained for Persian based on empirical reasons. In the next
section, we will provide arguments indicating that these
processes are ruled out on theoretical grounds as well.

III 'Light' Verb Analysis
In this section, we will propose that the verbal element of
Persian complex predicates are 'light' verbs in the sense of
Jesperson (1954), and that they are compatible with !JU..IJ.. in
Japanese and other 'light' verbs discussed in the literature for a
number of languages (DiSciullo & Rosen 1990 for Italian,
Miyagawa 1989 and Dubinsky 1990 for Japanese, Pelletier 1990
for Telegu, among others).
We will further show that the
thematic relation of the nominal element to the verb in Persian
complex predicate constructions supports the Argument
Transfer Hypothesis proposed by Grimshaw and Mester (1988)
(G&M henceforth). We will show that this hypothesis, combined
with a distinction between specific/nonspecific NP's on the one
hand, and the existence of split Case, on the other, will provide a
generalized account of Persian complex predicate constructions.
1. Properties or Light Verbs
The verbal element of Persian complex predicate is
semantically empty.
The complex predicate receives an
idiomatic reading. with the nominal element carrying the
semantic burden, as is detectable from the examples in (2)-(4).
The claim that the semantic content is based on the nominal
element is supported by the examples in (19) and (20), where it
and 12. have different verbs, but the same nominal element and
the same meaning. The only difference between them is of a
stylistic nature: 12. is used only in the written language.
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ezhir kardan
b.
ezhSr
da~tan 'to state'
statement do
statement have
(20) a.
ma'bur kardan b.
majbur nemudan'to force'
forced
do
forced
show
A crucial property of the light verb is that it does not bear
a thematic relation to its nominal element. This fact follows
from the simple syntactic test in (21)-(23): only the NP bearing
a thematic relation to the verb can appear in an EZAFE
construction, a construction that consists of a head noun and its
thematic arguments.
(21) a.
kimia be ramin keUb dad
Kimea to Ramin book gave
'Kimea gave (a) book to Ramin.'
b.
didan-e ketilb be ramin dorost na-bud
giving-EZ book to Ramin right NEG-was
'Giving (a) book to Ramin was not right:
(22) a.
kimia be rildio gd dad
Kimea to radio ear gave
'Kimea listened to the radio.'
b.
·dadan-e gus be radio dorost na-bud
giving-EZ ear to radio right NEG-was
(23) a.
kimia in
otaq-ro be mehmun extesas
dad
Kimea this room-ra to
guest
allocation give
'Kimea allocated this room to the guest.'
b.
·dadan-e extesas otaq-ro be mehmun dorost
giving-EZ allocation room-ra to
guest right
na-bud
NEG-was
The verb ill. theta-marks k.tlih. in (2la), therefore the latter
can follow the nominalized verb in (21 b).
No thematic
relationship holds between the verb did and the nominals ....£l,I.S
and extesh in (22a) and (23a), respectively.
Hence. the
ungrammaticality of (22b) and (23b) is explained.
The third property of light verbs is that the
subcategorizational framework of these verbs is not the same as
the corresponding 'heavy' verb. The heavy verb d.i..!1a.n. 'to give',
for example, takes a direct and an indirect object. similar to its
English counterpart. The light verb, however. will take different
types of complements depending on the nominal element in the
complex predicate. Consider the following examples.
(19) a.
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(24)

kimia zabanlenasi-ro
edame
dad
Kimea linguistics -ra continue
gave
'Kimea continued (studying) linguistics'
(25)
kimiii
ba rahju mosabeqe dAd
Kimea with Rahju compete gave
'Kimea competed with Rahju.'
The subcategorizational framework of the 'light' verb d..i.d. in
(24) and (25) is not the same as the 'heavy' did. in (21a). Also
the thematic relationship of the 'light' verb to the internal
arguments of the VP is not the same as its heavy counterpart:
kWh. and Ramin in (2Ia) are the THEME and the GOAL of the
verb, respectively. The same thematic relationship does not
hold between the verb and the internal arguments in (24)-(25).
2. The Argument-Transfer Hypothesis
Following G&M (1988), we suggest that the 'light' verb in
Persian cooccurs with theta transparent NP's. noun phrases that
assign theta role outside their maximal projections. The noun
lends arguments to the verb. turning it into a theta-marker.
The theta transparent NP's in Persian reveal similar properties
as those in Japanese described by G&M.
a. they have a nonreferential, predicate like character7 •
b. they cannot be relativized, as in (26):
(26) a.
*kimia be radio gus-i ro
ke xeyli xub bud dad
Kimea to radio ear-Rei ra that very good was gave
b.
Kimia be rlimin ketab-i ro ke xunde bud dad
was gave
Kimea to Ramin book-Rei ra that read
'Kimea gave Ramin the book she had read.'
The nominal element .e.u..s. in (26a) does not allow relativization.
as evidenced by the iII-formedness of this sentence.
The
referential NP k.tllb. in (26b), however. allows relativization.
and hence the sentence is grammatical.
Finally, the combination of a transparent NP with a light verb
turns the head noun into the functional equivalent of a verb
regarding theta role assignments, as the sentences in (24) and
(25) attest.
If the nominal element of the complex predicate is not
incorporated. how does it satisfy the Case filterS? This question
is crucial in the case of those complex predicates where two VP
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internal NP's depend on the verb for accusative
assignment. This issue takes us to the next section.

Case

IV Case Assignment and the Complex Predicate
The questions to address here are: (a) how to account for
the two positions of the VP internal NP's in (3) and (4), and (b)
how to account for their Case in order to satisfy the Case filter
(Rouveret and Vergnaud, 1980, and Chomsky 1981 :49).
1. DOD ble Object/Case Positions
In a paper on obliqueness and specificity, Karimi (1990)
argues that ri in Persian follows a noun phrase if the latter is
marked [-NOM]. {+Specific]. and is outside of the governing
domain of a lexical head, as illustrated by the contrast in (27).
(27) a.
*kimia be ramin ro ketab dad
Kimea to Ramin ra book gave
b.
ramin ro kimia be-he~ ketab dad
Ramin ra kimea to-him ketab gave
'Ramin, Kimea gave him books.'
The noun phrase ramin is in the domain of a lexical head (the
preposition W
in (27a), and therefore, the sentence is
ill formed. In (27b), this noun phrase is outside of the domain of
the lexical head, and the result is grammatical.
The generalization regarding ra in Persian holds for the
specific direct object which is always followed by rio The
implication of this generalization is that the specific direct
object is never in the argument position in the surface
structure. A similar argument is presented by Mahajan (1990)
for specific direct objects in Hindi.
Koopman and Sportiche
(1991) have suggested a derived S-structure for direct objects
in Dutch, and Johnson (1991) has argued that accusative-Case
marked NP's are moved from their base positions 9 .
The previous proposal (Karimi, 1990) is taken one step
further, suggesting two object positions in Persian clauses
(forthcoming in Karimi Persjan Syntax (PS, henceforth»: one
position for non-specific NP's as a sister to the verb, and yet
another one for specific NP's in the SPEC position of VP. This is
illustrated in (28).
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(28)
SIC

NP
(+Specific)
PP
(-Specific)
In (28), the non-specific NP is a sister to the verb, while the
specific NP is higher up in VP. c-commanding the indirect
object. As argued in (PS), this configuration is based on the
syntactic behavior of the specific/nonspecific direct objects. It
is further supported by anaphoric binding conditions in this
language: the indirect object can only be in the scope of the
specific direct object, and not vice verse,
The analysis in (PS) further suggests that the lower NP is
structurally Case marked by the verb, while the higher NP,
always specific, receives inherent object Case, bearing thematic
relationship being the core property of the inherent Case 10 . On
the basis of these assumptions, the configuration in (28) is
revised as in (29):
(29)
VP

sppc-----V/'

NP
[+Specific]
[inherent Case] /
PP

\

N~~

[-Specific]
[structural Case]
The structure in (29) supports the analysis of complex
predicates in Persian outlined .in this paper:
the nominal
element of the complex predicate, a nonspecific NP. appears as
the sister of the verb, receiving structural Case. The specific
direct object in the SPEC of the VP receives inherent Case under
government.
The idea of two accusative Cases has been suggested
previously by a number of linguists. including Larson (1988).
Belletti (1988), and Mahajan (1992), among othersll. Larson
suggests that ..... quite generally in transitive structures two
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objective Cases are involved-one structural and one inherent ... "
He continues that ".... the double object construction [in English]
is simply an instance where the two Cases are "pulled apart"
The same idea
and assigned to two different arguments."
applies to sentences in (3) and (4), repeated in (30)
and (31), for convenience.
(30) kimia
in
otaq-ro be mehmun extesas
dad
Kimea this room-ra
to
guest
allocation give
'Kimea allocated this room to the guest.'
(31) kimia mehmun-ro da?vat
kard
Kimea guest - ra invitation
did
'Kimea invited the guest.'
The nonspecific NP's in (30) and (31) are structurally Case
marked by the verb. The specific NP's followed by !Lin these
sentences are the direct objects of the complex predicates, and
hence bear a thematic role. Adopting Mahajan's (1992) theory
of Case assignment to object NP's, it has been argued in (PS) that
both object Cases are assigned under government in this
language. On the basis of this discussion, the configuration in
(29) is revised as in (32)12:
(32)
AG~OP

Al

~AGRO
VP
SPEC-------

NP

[+Specific]
[inherent Case]

PP

~

NP
V
[- Specific]
[structural Case]
In (32), the nonspecific NP receives structural Case by the verb,
while the verbal inherent Case is assigned to the specific direct
object by AGRO. The crucial point is that the Specific NP bears
the thematic role which is not necessarily true of the non
specific NP. Therefore, a basic distinction is made between the
inherent versus structural Case on the basis of thematic relation
of the noun phrase to the verb. This analysis indicates that the
Case responsible for nonspecificity is structural as suggested by
Mahajan(l990:140). It further confirms Chomsky and Lasnik's
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(1991) suggestion that the inherent Case is assigned to an NP
only if it is theta marked.

2. Unaccusative Complex Predicates
The split Case in Persian is further supported by a class of
light verbs that are marked "unaccusative" in the lexicon. These
verbs are typically employed as syntactic counterparts of
certain transitive verbs in complex predicate constructions. The
verb xordan 'to collide. to eat' is among those that are marked
[unaccusative] as light verbs. The examples in (33) and (34)
indicate this fact .
(33) a.
kimia man ro ~ekast dad
Kimea
I ra defeat gave
'Kimea defeated me.'
b.
man (az kimia) 'Sekast xord-am
I
of Kimea defeat ate· 1st Sg
'I was defeated (by Kimea.)
(34) a.
dowlat
mardom ro farib
did
government people
ra deception gave
'The government deceived the People'
b.
mardom (az
dowlat) farib
xord-and
people
of government deception ate -3rd PL
'People were deceived (by the government).'
The sentences in .ll are transitive, while those in 12. are their
unaccusadve counterparts. We are suggesting the configuration
in (35) for the sentence in (33b). This configuration represents
the structure of (34b) as well. Irrelevant details are absent.
(35)
IP
SPEC
-I'
m ni
•
AQRQ'

~O~

1
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The crucial point is that although the unaccusative verb

.3..Im1 does assign a structural Case to its structural object WAtl,
but the AGR-O is not able to assign inherent Case to the NP in
the SPEC of VP, due to the existence of the unaccusative verb,
forcing the object to move to the subject position in order to
receive nominative Case. That this noun phrase is in the subject
position in (33b) and (34b) is supported by the verb agreement.
Furthermore, the oblique-specificity marker Ii is excluded. as
the ill-formedness of (36) attests.
(36) *man ro az kimia sekast xord-am
The fact that the external thematic role is not transferred
to the verb in (33b) and (34b) does not detract from the
relevance of Argument Transfer Hypothesis: the implication of
the existence of light transitive versus light unaccusative verbs
in Persian is that the transparent NP of the complex predicate
lends its theta roles to the verb as long as the verb is capable of
hosting them. The unaccusative light verb blocks the transition
of the external theta role.
In this case, the transparent NP
optionally projects its external role into the sentence in the
format of a prepositional phrase.
Unaccusative light verbs
.therefore. confirm the existence of split Case in this language:
the unaccusative verb in (35) assigns structural Case to its sister
NP, but cannot assign inherent Case to the specific direct
objec t 13. This analysis suggests a revised version of Burzio's
Generalization as in (37).
(37) Burzio's Generalization (revised)
+extemal THETA ROLE<------> +internal INHERENT CASE
Belletti has suggested a similar reVISion of Burzio's
Generalization. She argues that ergative verbs in Finnish do not
assign accusative Case. but they do assign partitive Case
(=indefinite NP's). Belletti's structural Case is closely related to
our inherent Case.
V Conclusion
We have shown in this paper that the verbal element in
Persian complex predicates is semantically empty. and that it
cooccurs with a transparent NP.
The latter transfers its
thematic roles to the verb.
This fact accounts for the
differences between the light and the corresponding heavy
verb, on the one hand, and the differences observed between
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complex predicates that appear with the same verb. on the
other hand. We have also shown that the nominal element of
the light verb in a complex predicate construction is a
nonspecific NP. that does not bear thematic relationship to the
verb.
This fact excludes the Incorporation hypothesis since
incorporation involves an NP that is assigned a thematic role by
the verb.
Our analysis further indicates that a Reanalysis
hypothesis. as outlined by Heny and Samiian. cannot account for
Persian data since such an analysis does not explain the
differences between a heavy verb and its light counterpart with
respect to thematic roles and subcategorizational frameworks.
Funhermore. their analysis does not account for the lack of
theta role regarding the nominal element of the complex
predicate. Larson's V' Reanalysis. although compatible with the
idea of the existence of two object positions and the split Case
assignment. does not account for the lack of a thematic role
regarding the nominal element of the complex verb. Similar to
Heny and Samiian's Reanalysis hypothesis, it also fails to
account for the differences between the 'light' and its
corresponding 'heavy' verb regarding their thematic roles and
subcategorizational frameworks.
Our discussion on unaccusatives supports the split Case
and the existence of two object positions in Persian. It further
suggests that the external theta role assignment is closely
related to Accusative Inherent Case.
NOTES
"'The data in this paper are taken from Tehrani dialect and Dari.
1. See Bateni (1989).
2. The element Ex. in (6) refers to a construction called EZAFE in
Persian. A short definition of this construction will appear in
section III. For an analysis of EZAFE constructions see Samiian
(1983) and Karimi (1990).
3. The element~ in (6) is not a real numeral in these types of
examples. since it can only be replaced by a degree word.
4. Persian is a pro-drop language, as indicated by the examples
in (7-9) in the text.
5. The nominal element can be separated from the verb by
elements other than those in (7)-(9). as in (i)-(Hi).
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gul bra be man ne - mi- kon-e
ear why to me
NEG-Prog-do-3rd Sg
'Why doesn't slhe listen to me?'
(ii)
gul bayad
bo - kon-i
ear must Subj- do -2nd Sg
'You must listen."
(iii) gu1 ham ne - mi -tun-i
bo -kon-i
ear even Neg-Prog-can-2nd Sg
Subj- do-2nd Sg
'You can't even listen?'
6. According to Larson's model, V+PP moves to the left of the
direct object yielding the following configuration:
(i)

SPECV,-->·

>---

y
give
N *
to NP**
t
This structure is derived based on theoretical arguments,
satisfying Case assignment under government as well as the
directionality of government (Stowell 1981. Koopman 1984.
Tra vis 1984).
7. The NP wand similar noun phrases do not reveal a
referential reading when cooccuring with light verbs.
8. Baker (1988) argues that the Case Filter can be satisfied by
adjoining the head of a nominal to the verb that theta marks it.
In other words. incorporation satisfies the Case Filter.
9. The landing site of the object NP is different in each one of
these analyses.
10. It is important to notice that the NP in the SPEC position of
VP is not necessarily followed by d.. The point is that this NP is
always MORE specific than the sister NP of the verb.
11. Belletti's structural Case, which is closely related to the
thematic relation of the NP to the verb, corresponds to my
inherent Case.
12. Thanks go to Ezat Karimi for helpful suggestions.
13. The implication of this analysis is that the subject of an
unaccusative verb has to be specific. This proposal has been , in
fact, argued for in (PS). See also Keenan (1974). who argues

Y
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that the subject of passives ( and the head of relative clauses)
have to be referential.
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Material Antecedents
Mario Montalbetti
University of Texas at El Paso
A momentous discovery in the Theory of Anaphora was
made in the first half of the Xllth century when a
disciple of William de Conches named Petrus Helias
suggested a refinement of the prevailing theory on
anaphora due to Priscianus, a theory which had
influenced both logical and grammatical thought since
the Vlth century A.D.[For the historiographical
background I rely mainly on Kneepkens 1976, 1977 and
Covington 1984.] Priscianus' theory of the relatio
(which was the name of the relation holding between
antecedents and pronouns) amounted to the following
definition:
(1)

Relatio est antelatae rei representatio
'The relatio is the representation of an antecedent
thing'
[Priscianus XII, 161 from Kneepkens 1977:5]]

Petrus Helias suggested that different types of relatio
obtained between pronouns and their antecedents and
hence distinctions should be made inside Priscianus'
monoli thic statement. Several grammarians took up
Helias' suggestion: in the Glose Promisimus (dating from
the 1170s) the glossator includes new notions to make
sense of Priscianus' statement and in Robert Blund's
Summa in a.rt.e qra.mmat.ica. (which belongs to the last
quarter of the the XlIth century) a systematic study of
the relatio can be found. Among the distinctions
introduced by Master Blund one of special importance to
us must be noted: the distinction between the relatio
personalis and the relatio simplex. Perhaps to our
surprise they are defined thus:
(2)

a. Relatio Personalis: antecedent and pronoun refer
to the same object.
b.
antecedent and pronoun·DO NOT
same object.

But now, what sense of 'antecedence' is this in which a
pronoun takes a certain noun as antecedent but does not
refer to the same object as the noun? [It was not some
type of obviation they were thinking on: some pronouns
require an "antecedent" they must be disjoint from].
Medieval grammarians give several examples1 the
following is a typical one:
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(3)

homo est Socrates, quod est nomen appellatiuum
'a man is Socrates, which is a proper name'
[Kneepkens 1977:6J

where the antecedent stands for the res (=appellatum)
and the relative for the noun itself (materialiter). The
reverse is also attested:
(4)

homo est nomen appellatiuum, qui est Socrates
'a man is a proper name who is Socrates'
[Kneepkens 1977:6]

Also attested are examples like:
(5)

a.iste est Socrates, qui ille uocatur
'this is Socrates, who is called that'
[Kneepkens 1977:7]
b. Socrates est nomen proprium, qui iste uocatur
'Socrates is a proper name, who is called that'
[Kneepkens 1977:7)

which offer a singular type of structure (especially
(5b)) that I will discuss in detail in a moment.
The well-formedness status of the relatio simplex
also has a curious history. At first, grammarians only
accepted the relatio personalis, calling the relatio
simplex a figura (belonging to the mos docentis of the
logicians) or leaving it aside for logico-theological
speculation, like the one provided by the following
well-known ex~~ple:
(6)

mulier quae damnavit, salvavit
'woman who condemned, saved'
(Kneepkens 1976)

analyzed as: woman, who brought damnation (=Eve), also
brought salvation (=Virgin Mary). Here 'mulier' is the
universal antecedent of different particulars. It was
only later, towards the end of the XIIth century that
grammarians started acknowledging the relatio simplex as
a fully well-formed construction which syntactic theory
should deal with. There is a second breakthrough in
medieval grammatical studies in Anaphora worth
mentioning. Peter Helias, who started the post-Priscian
investigations on the subject, stated that the relatio
between an antecedent and a pronoun did not amount to a
constructio. In fact , his position was more drastic
still: even in the cases of the relatio personalis (when
pronoun and antecedent did refer to the same object) no
syntactic construction related them. His arguments were
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based on a number of examples showing mismatches in
Case, gender, person, and number between pronoun and
antecedent. Consider as illustration of his point:
(7)

a. Socrates currit quem video
[nom]
[acc]
'Socrates, whom I see, is running'
b. ex semine tuo
qui
est Christus
[neut]
[masc]
'from Thy seed, which is Christ'
c. ego sum qui sum
[IP]
[3P]
'I am who I am'
d. Deus creavit hominem; masculum et feminam
[sg]
creavit eos
[pI]
'God created man; male and female He created
them'
[Covington 1984:116]

Around 1300 A,D. Radulphus Brito suggested a different
treatment:
"relativum
habet
construi
cum
suo
antecedente". And the relation is that of referential
dependency: "relativum ( •.. ) significat per modum
dependentis referentis rem antelatam". There is after
all, argues Brito, a grammatical requirement (which is
not Case, gender, number nor person) exerted by the
relation: that the antecedent be a Noun and not an
Adjective. I see in Brito's intuition that a syntactic
construction must exist relating antecedent and pronoun
the origins of modern indexing mechanisms.
Present day examples of the relatio simplex are not
easy to come by and in many ways (but perhaps one) they
are dissapointing. Straightforward versions of our
original examples (3) through (5) render dubious
results. Consider:
(8)

a. A man is Socrates, which is a proper name.
b. A man is a proper name, which is Socrates.
c. This is Socrates, which was so called.

But I want to call your attention to a modern day
version of (8c) which may be regarded as a paradigmatic
case of the relatio simplex as well as one of the most
famous sentences in the philosophical literature dealing
with opaque domains and propositional attitudes.
In Reference and Modality (Quine 1953) Quine gives
(9) as an example of a non purely referential occurrence
of the term 'Giorgione', a conclusion allegedly
supported by the failure of substitutivity (salva
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veritate) illustrated by (10), otherwise possible given
the truth of (11):
(9) Giorgione was so-called because of his size
(10) Barbarelli was so-called because of his size
(11) Giorgione ~ Barbarelli
But Quine is quick to point out that example (9) is a
subtle one, for "it is a statement about a man and not
merely about his name. It was the man, not his name,
that was called so and so because of his size" (Quine
1953). In Word and Object Quine completes his
characterization (cf. Quine 1960 S32): he dubbs
'Giorgione' a "two role" Subject, notes that only one of
the two roles is referehtial, and observes that this
impure
referential
status
makes
existential
generalization nonsensical, as 112a) interpreted as
(12b) reveals:
(12) a. Someone was so-called because of his size
b. (Ex)(x was called x because of x's size)
It is this impure referential status that explains the
failure of substitutivity.
NOw, the "two role" Subject function can be opened
up by a paraphrase like (13), treating 'so' as if it
were a "pronoun of laziness" (in Geach's (1962:§76)
sense) :
(13) Giorgione was called Giorgione because of his size
and the intended coreference between the first
occurrence of the name and the personal pronoun can be
adequately rendered through coindexation of the familiar
sort as in (14):
(14) Giorgionei was called Giorgione because of hisi
size
[By coindexation of the familiar sort I mean the idea
advanced by G. Evans that coindexation ought to be
construed as referential dependency; roughly, if x is
referentially dependent on y then x picks its reference
from y (cf. Evans 1990). The distinction between
coreference and referential dependency is a relevant
one: the former notion is not at issue here, maybe it is
not even a relevant grammatical notion. This is
important because, after all, (10) can mean (14). And
although this is true, it is irrelevant, as Cartwright
(1971) has noted.
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That (10) can mean (14) is shown by examples like
the following:
(i) Talking about the name Giorgione, did you know that
Barbarelli was so-called because of his size.
That grammar ought not to regiment coreference but
referential dependency can be illustrated by the fact
that the ungrammaticality of
(ii) Johni likes himi
does not mean that 'John' and 'him' cannot refer to the
same object because after all they can: suppose John
points to an individual in a photograph and expresses
his liking of him. We can report this by saying (ii);
but it may well happen that the ostended individual is
John himself. So, the ungrammaticality of (i) means that
as a point of grammatical fact the pronoun cannot be
referentially dependent on the name. But it says nothing
about coreferential possibilities. I believe that the
same point is made by Higginbotham (1985)].
Now the same general coindexing method used in (14)
seems inappropriate in (9) for both (15) and (16) are
wanting (in their neglect of one of the two roles) and
(17) is plainly false:
(15) Giorgionei was so-called because of hisi size
(16) Giorgionei was sOi-called because of his size
(17) Giorgionei was sOi-called because of hisi size
The representation in (15) makes the Subject purely
referential and thus substitutivity is regained: indeed
if (15) is True then so is (10). (16) on the other hand
appears to make the Subject purely non-referential and
thus the statement ends up being not about a certain man
(to wit, a certain XIV century Italian artist) but
merely about a certain name (that is, about a certain
trysillabic Italian expression). And finally (17) fails
because it tries to solve these shortcomings by brute
force. Admittedly if two elements pick their reference
from the same source then they refer to the same object;
but certainly it is at least clear that 'so' and' his'
do not refer to the same element. In fact, they don't
even refer to the same type of element. Thus, here we
see a modern reincarnation of the relatio simplex.
This is then our problem: is there a grammatical
representation of (9) that means (14) and that makes
(10) false? Note the two conditions I have imposed on
any
candidate
solution:
first
the
resulting
representation of (9) must mean (14) and second, such
representation must make (10) false. This second
condition is crucial because we have already seen that
(10) can mean (14) if substitution is allowed (i.e. if
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the particle 'so' is free and the Subject is purely
referential). Indeed, (15) meets the first condition but
not the second; and (16) satisfies the second but not
the first. In other words, our problem reduces to the
following question: is there a syntactic way to
represent "two role" NPs?
[In this discussion I'm leaving aside the
possibility that 'so' is a free pronoun, a legitimate
possibility after all, as example (18) shows:
(18) The plane was so-painted/painted-so to avoid
detection
because the predicate 'so-painted' does not trigger
opacity.
A closely related construction, the [so-called+NPJ I
also leave aside because it doesn't trigger opacity
either. Consider:
(19) a. So-called ergative constructions were studied by
Burzio.
b. ergative constructions ; un-accusative
constructions
c. So-called un-accusative constructions were
studied by Burzio
Sunbstitutivity preserves truth values. As opposed to
the strict Giorgione sentence:
(20) Ergative constructions were so-called/called-so by
Burzio
which does not allow for substitution.}
Let us examine the two roles closer. The first one
is the referential role that makes 'Giorgione' a
possible antecedent of the pronoun 'his'. That this role
is active there is no doubt: the Subject is referential
enough to trigger Binding Theory effects. Consider:
(21) Giorgionei was so-called only by himselfi
(22) *Giorgionei was so-called. only by himi
In (21) 'Giorgione' is a suitable (local) antecedent for
the reflexive and the sentence is grammatical •• In (22)
'Giorgione' counts as a local antecedent the pronoun
must be disjoint from. consequently, the referential
role must be active in order to trigger these Binding
effects.
What about the non-referential role? In fact, one
might ask, what role it is? There seems to be a
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type/token distinction buried in here. There are two
ways to proceed: either 'Giorgione' is the antecedent of
'so' (and thus 'so' is referentially dependent on
'Giorgione'; which means that 'so' refers to whatever
'Giorgione' refers to, which in turn implies that
'Giorgione' refers after all I ) ; or alternatively,
'Giorgione' is the referent of 'so' (that is, , so'
acting as a deictic of sorts has the material word
'Giorgione' as a referent. Perhaps one might add that
this deictic skill of 'so' is activated when 'so' is
attached with material antecedent seeking predicates
such as 'called'). But this second option can't be
correct. A simple proof (which I owe to Gennaro
Chierchia) can be found in sloppy identity structures
like the following:
(23) Giorgione was so-called because of his size
and Pepino was too
Given that (23) can mean that Pepino was called 'Pepino'
because of Pepino's size, the particle 'so' cannot refer
material iter to the expression 'Giorgione'.
So we are left with the suggestion that the token
'Giorgione' is somehow connected (I avoid considering
reference as the nature of the connection) to the type
'Giorgione' and, by taking the former as an antecedent,
the particle 'so' ends up picking up its reference from
the latter.
A solution to all these questions raised above
concerning the syntactic representation of the relatio
simplex (or of structures containing "two role" NPs)
will likely involve distinguishing between modes of
antecedence. That is, referentially dependent elements
can pick up at least referential or material
antecedents; at least, because other aspects may well be
involved, as in cases like (24) shown below:
(24)

Who ti thinks that wei will fight

in the interpretation: "for which x, x believes that x
and I will fight", where (x and I) constitute the 'we'.
Here I'll only consider material antecedents,
meaning by the term antecedent NPs taken in their non
referential mode; i.e. taken materialiter. If we rely on
indexing mechanisms to convey the difference in
antecedent modes, then sentence like (9) could be
analyzed as in (25):
(25) Giorgionei,m was sOm-called because of hisi size
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where the NP 'Giorg ione' contains a pair of indices
<i,m> "i· being the referential index and "m" the
material one. Notice furthermore that if a solution
along these lines can be worked out then a solution to
the substitutivity problem is straightforward: although
'Giorgione' and 'Barbarelli' both share the referential
index "i" they obviously do not share the same material
index given that they are different expressions. Hence,
substituting 'Giorgionei,m by, say, Barbarellii,n will
be illicit if the material index has been somehow
activated by some syntactic trigger. In effect, this
amounts to saying that the activation of the material
index is triggered by whatever mechanism triggers the
formation of an opaque domain.
Now, is there motivation for an analysis like (25)
relying on indices to convey the desired results? I
believe there is. First there is indirect motivation
from a conceptual point of view from Creswell (1985)
where it is suggested to treat the Giorgione sentence
(9) as including a pronoun of laziness; thus, (9) should
somehow be re-constructed as (13) above, which I repeat
here:
(13) Giorgione was called Giorgione because of his size
and so substitutivity would be re-gained, eliminating
the 'two role' structure in favor of a purely
referential one. Leaving aside the actual technical
reconstruction of the lazy pronoun into the full-blown
NP, (25) and (13) coincide very much in what they want
to say. But this latter solution, although conceptually
pleasing in its Simplicity will fail to generalize
because, as we will see in a moment, not all relatio
simplex constructions involve laziness.
But there is
more direct motivation for an
analysis like (25). Edwin Williams has noted that
reference is a feature of maximal projections and not of
Heads (in X-bar jargon) (cf. Williams 1989:286). So
consider the basic X-bar string:
(26)

XP

I
I

X'
XO
Williams argues that XO is not a referential element;
that is, words (or, in fact, anything insertable in the
XO slot) do not refer: reference is a feature of higher
levels in the projection. Although Williams suggests
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that only maximal projections are referential there is
data available in the sense that intermediate levels
(i.e. X' levels) are also referential (cf. e.g. Radford:
1988:175 for 'one-pronominalization'
tests,
and
Contreras (1985) for empty categories of the X' level).
I will not review here the arguments but I will suggest
that it makes good sense to regard XO as non
referential. In fact, it can help us justify our earlier
indexing move.
What can we do with these facts? Well, consider
(25) again. What it expresses is that two different
indices must be employed, one referential and another
material. Suppose then that (following Williams' lead)
the referential index is a property of intermediate and
maximal projections, and that the material index is a
property of Heads (= XO). Thus 'Giorgione' would be
indexed in the following way (where {i,j,k, ••. } are
referential indices and {m,n,n, .•• } are material ones):
(27)

NPi

I

N'i
I
Giorgionem
And 'so' and 'his' as in (28a,b) respectively:
(28) a.

NPj

I
N'
i

sOn

b. NPk

I
i

N'

his n

Thus, in a sentence like our original (9), the NP 'so'
may have access to the material index Ill. of the NP
'Giorgione' (i.e. m = j); and the NP 'his' may freely
take the referential index ~ of 'Giorgione' as its
antecedent (i.e. i = k). Note that every NP has both a
material and a referential index, and that the
referential index of a pronoun has access to the
material index of a candidate antecedent only under
special circumstances, such as being part of an opacity
creating predicate. Thus the resulting structure will
look something like:
(29) [NP[N' [No Giorgionelmlli was sOm-called because of
his i size
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That material indices are accesible only under certain
circumstances is clear by examples such as (30)
(30) a.*[GiorgionemJi mentioned itm
b.*(Giorgionemli said that I mentioned itm
which cannot be construed as "Giorgione mentioned the
word ·Giorgione· ...
Perhaps only when opacity is induced , material indices
are available. So only predicates like 'so-called', 'is
a name', 'has 3 syllables', or those considered in the
earlier latin examples, or more generally meta
linguistic predicates, open the door to the interaction
between differential indexing.
I am sure that there are more conspicuous and
elegant ways of representing the indexing suggested
above (e.g. Larson and Ludlow's Interpreted Logical
Forms analysis of propositional attitudes can be easily
extended to cover our problems) but I would like to keep
plumbing aspects aside here.
Nevertheless, some real questions arise. For
example: (a) what is the nature of the relation between
referential and material indices?; (b) does Binding
Theory apply to material indices?
(or more generally
to metalinguistic discourse?; by the way, Fiengo and May
(p.c.)
have
shown
that
certain
segments
of
metalinguistic discourse, in particular, some natural
language translations of mathematical statements lie
outside Binding Theory), and (c) when and how are
material indices activated?; when are they relevant?
We have only trivially answered some of these
questions. For example, the relation between the m and ~
indices within a single projection seems to be the
•naming' relation: i.e. if XO bears the index m and XP
the index i, then xO m is the name of XPi (or of the
referent of XPi if one wants to be more conspicuous).
And, material indices seem to be available only when
opacity obatins. with respect to Binding Theory we have
said nothing, so let me close with a traditional example
involving circularity and a possible interaction between
material and referential indices.
Constructions like (31) have been usually ruled out
by invoking the anti-circular constraint known as the i
within-i condition.
(31)

*Johni is hisi cook

where circularity is arrived at by assuming (following
Hornstein (1984) among others) that both satellites of
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the copula are to be coindexed, allegedly because that's
what an equative copula means. Thus (31) looks like (32)

(32) *[Johnli is [hisi cook]i
and the i-within-i violation is now clearly evident in
the righthand NP. [This move of automatically coindexing
the NPs
at each side of
the copula is
not
uncontroversial because it would signal that there is an
analytical relation between both NPS, something which is
not necessarily the case. For the moment I'll just
assume the traditional analysis1.
Now, it is clear that a contrast obtains between (31)
and (33):

(33) John is his name
where the first natural construal is to take the pronoun
'his' to be coreferential with 'John'. Put in another
way, here again 'his' can be viewed as a pronoun of
laziness, reconstructing (33) as (34):
(34) John is John's name
But here again, like in the Giorgione example, one might
ask what allows for the move.
At least this much is clear: that 'is a name' creates
opacity and thus substitutivity (salva veritate) fails
if we substitute 'John' for any other NP coreferential
with the referential John, ego 'Billy's brother':
(35) Billy's brother is his name (=F where (33) = T)
Hence we might suspect that material indices are
involved, in particular the material index of the XO
'John'. We have been assuming that every NP has both a
referential and a material index, hence we are bound to
represent (33) as containing the following three NPs:

(36) a. NPi

I

b. NPj

c.NPk.

I

N'

N'

1
Johnm

his n

1

I

N'

1

namefi

NOW, it seems inappropriate to coindex both sides of the
copula as in (37)
(37)

[John]i is [his nameJi
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because clearly John and his name do not refer to the
same object. 'John' refers to an individual (recall the
NP bears the referential index i) and 'his name' refers
to a certain name. Hence i - k. But certainly 'his' may
take . Johni' as an antecedent. What, indeed, ( 33)
expresses is that 'Johnm' and 'his namek' corefer (i.e.
they both refer to the name-type 'John'). Hence 'his
namek' should be more adequately coindexed with 'Johnm'
(i.e. m = k). The resulting configuration being;
(38) [Johnmli is [hisi namelk (and m

= k)

Notice however that if such indexing is correct, then a
circular construction seems to obtain, similar in nature
to that discussed in Higginbotham (1983):
(39)

[hisi wifeJj loves [herj husbandli

which is ungrammatical. The only difference between (38)
and (39) is that in (39) all the indices are
referential, suggesting that the i-within-i constraint
doesn't extend to any index, especially if the indices
in question are material and not referential, or involve
a combination thereof.
Further evidence that 'John' in (33/38) preserves
its referential index can be found in sructures like
(40):
(40) John is his name and his best friend
which illustrate a traditional rhetorical figure known
as Zeugma, whose grammatical status is still open to
debate.
But all this is very tentantive in nature, perhaps
because, as St. Augustine (389) put it: "Discussing
words with words is as entangled as interlocking and
rubbing the fingers with fingers, in which case it may
scarcely be distinguished ( ••• ) which fingers itch and
which give the itching."
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NP Movement in Ergative Language.'
Kumiko G. Murasugi
MIT
1.

Introduction

In this paper, I present a theory of syntactic
ergativity based on the Case feature requirements which
motivate NP movement. I propose that the different
properties found in ergative an~ accusative languages
result from the movement of NPs to specifiers of func
tional projections. The Ergative Parameter I present
in section 2 determines the kind of NP movement found
in the two language types: Crossing Paths in an accu
sative language, and Nested Paths in an ergative one.
This parameter is based on a system of morphological
feature checking adapted from Chomsky (1992).
The basic criterion for identifying a language as
ergative is the grouping together of the intransitive
subject and object, excluding the transitive subject.
This is illustrated in (1) with Case and agreement in
Inuktitut, an ergative Inuit langua~e.
(la) is
transitive, and (lb), intransitive.
(1)
a.
b.

Inuktitut (Ergative)
Jaani-up tuktu
taku-v-a-a
John-Erg caribou (Abs) see-Ind-Tr-3sE.3sAb
'John saw a caribou'
Jaani
pisuk-p-u-q
John (Abs) walk-Ind-Intr-3sAb
'John walked'

In (la), the transitive subject has ergative Case,
and the object, absolutive Case. In (lb), the intran
sitive subject has absolutive Case, the same Case as
the object. Agreement on the verb also follows an
ergative pattern, with absolutive agreement for the
intransitive subject and ob~ect, and ergative agreement
for the transitive subject.
In an accusative language, transitive and intran
sitive subjects have certain properties, different from
those of the object. In example (2) below, both the
transitive and intransitive subjects have nominative
Case, while the object, him, has accusative Case:
(2)

a.
b.

I saw him
I slept

The status of ergativity as a syntactic or
morphological phenomenon has been the source of much
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discussion in the literature (e.g., Anderson 1976,
Comrie 1978, Dixon 1979, Levin 1983, Marantz 1984).
Since the grouping together of arguments with respect
to Case and agreement is a morphological property, it
has been claimed that, except in a few rare languages
(e.g., Dyirbal), ergativity does not extend beyond
morphology to the syntax. In this paper, I claim that
ergativity is a syntactic phenomenon, as it involves a
syntactic operation, Move c.
2.

Two Types of Movement: crossing and Nested Paths

In this section, I first present my system of
functional categories, which is developed in more
detail in Murasugi (1992a). I then introduce the
system of morphological features which motivates NP
movement to specifiers of functional categories,
adapted from Chomsky (1992). Finally, I present my
Ergative Parameter and Economy Principles, which
determine the type of movement found in ergative and
accusative languages: Crossing Paths in accusative
languages, and Nested Paths in ergative languages. In
the following section, I provide evidence for Nested
Paths movement in ergative languages.
Shown in (3) is the structure I propose for
clauses universally (see Murasugi 1992a):
TP

(3)

/
NP

\
T

T'

\
TrP

/

~OII/ABS

/

\

Tr'

NP

I
Tr

\

VP

ACC/ERG

\

/

NPl
I
V

V'

\

NP2

T=Tense
Tr=Transitivity

The two functional projections are T(ense)P and
Tr(ansitivity)P. In an accusative language, T is
associated with nominative Case and agreement, while in
an ergative language, it is associated with absolutive
Case and agreement. Tr is associated with accusative
Case/agreement in an accusative language, and with
ergative Case/agreement in an ergative language.
The names "nominative", "accusative", "absolutive"
and "ergative" are simply labels used to identify the
Cases associated with T and Tr in the two types of
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languages. I consider T to be associated with the
unmarked Case in both language types, and Tr, with the
marked Case. The unmarked Case is the form generally
used for citation, and the most likely to be
morphologically null. These properties are shared by
the nominative in accusative languages, and the
absolutive in ergative languages. In contrast,
accusative and ergative Case are usually the marked
Cases morphologically. In this paper, I will refer to
both nominative and absolutive as simply "Nominative".
However, in order to distinguish between the two types
of languages, I will refer to the marked Case as either
"accusative" or "ergative".
Given my claim that specific Cases are associated
with certain functional heads, the reverse case-marking
on transitive subjects and objects in accusative and
ergative languages cannot result from T/Tr having
different Case features in the two language types. My
proposal is that the differences originate in the
movement of NPs to specifier positions.
As shown in (3), I assume the VP-internal subject
hypothesis, where subjects are generated within the VP
projection (see Fukui and Speas 1986, Kitagawa 1986,
Kuroda 1986, and Koopman and Sportiche 1987, among
others). I also adopt Chomsky's (1991, 1992) proposal
that both subject and object Case/agreement involve a
SPEC-head relation between a functional head and its
specifier. (This will be discussed in more detail
below). Together, these assumptions imply that the
subject and object must raise out of the VP to a
specifier position in order to satisfy Case and
agreement requirements. In Chomsky's system, the
subject raises to the higher SPEC, and the object, to
the lower, resulting in Crossing Paths. However,
within a principles-and-parameters approach to
language, where rules and construction-specific
principles do not exist, we would predict the
possibility of two types of movement: crossing Paths,
and also Nested Paths, where the subject raises to the
lower SPEC, and the object, to the higher. Although
Chomsky claims that crossing Paths is the only possible
movement (see Chomsky 1992), in this paper, I propose
that the alternative movement, Nested Paths, is also
possible, and is the one found in ergative languages.
Following Chomsky (1992), I assume that Move a
(i.e., both NP movement and verb raising) is motivated
by the need to have legitimate objects by checking
morphological features. An element is inserted from
the lexicon with all its morphological features, which
must be checked with the features of a functional head
(in my system, T and Tr). Once features are checked
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and matched, they disappear, although they leave behind
their morphological form on the NP or verb. The
strength of a feature determines whether it is checked
at s-structure or LF. strong features are checked at
s-structure, as they are visible at PF, and will cause
a derivation to fail. Weak features, however, do not
require checking until LF, as they are invisible at PF.
T has the feature [ttense), and Tr, the feature
[ttrans]. T and Tr also have Case features. As
mentioned above, T has Nominative (i.e., the unmarked)
Case features, and Tr, accusative/ergative Case
features. Case features are present only with [+tense]
T or [+trans] Tr, and not with "_" features.
NPs have ¢-features such as person, number,
gender, etc., and Case features. Verbs have the
features [ttense), [ttrans), and ¢-features corres
ponding to their arguments. A transitive verb has two
sets of ¢-features, for its subject and object, and an
intransitive verb has only one set.
~ involves the checking of Case features
between a functional head and an NP in its specifier.
The NP raises to the SPEC position via NP movement.
Agreement involves the checking of ¢-features between a
verb which has raised to T or Tr, and the NP in the
SPEC of the functional head. Verb raising is motivated
by the need to check the [tense] or [trans] feature of
the verb with that of T or Tr. The structure in (4)
illustrates the correct configuration for feature
checking:
TP

(4)

NP

/

\

1•• Hom]

T
V

/

I•• itense]

I

T'

\

\
TrP

T

htense.llan]

The NP in (4) has ¢-features, and Nominative Case
features. The ¢-features are checked with those of the
verb, when the verb raises and adjoins to T, entering
into a SPEC-head relation with the NP. The motivation
for the verb raising to T is the requirement that its
[tense] feature be checked in a sister relation with
that of a functional head. The Nominative Case
features of the NP are checked with the Case features
of T, again in a SPEC-head configuration.
In an accusative language, it is the subject NP
which must raise to SPEC TP and check its features with
the Nominative features of T. In an ergative language,
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the NP which raises must be the object. I propose the
Ergative Parameter in (5) which, together with the
Economy Principles in (6), determines which NP raises
to which SPEC position:
(5)

Ergative Parameter
In an accusative language, the Case features of T
are strong. In an ergative language, the Case
features of Tr are strong.

Recall that the strength of features determines
the level at which movement takes place. In an
accusative language, the strong Case features of T
require overt movement to SPEC TP at s-structure. In
an ergative language, the strong features of Tr require
movement to its SPEC at s-structure.
The interaction of the Ergative Parameter in (5)
and the Principles of Economy presented in (6) result
in different types of NP movement paths in the two
types of languages.
(6)

principles of Economy for NP Movement

1.

Closest Available Source: At each level of a
derivation, a target must take the closest
available source NP.
Closest Featured Target: At each level of a
derivation, a source NP must move to the closest
featured target.
Procrastinate: An operation must be done as late
as possible.'

2.
3.

I will discuss only the first principle, Closest
Available Source, as it is the one which is relevant to
the present discussion. s NP movement involves the
movement of a source NP to a target position. A target
is the specifier position of a functional head which
requires its Case features to be checked (i.e., SPEC
TP, SPEC TrP). According to the Principle of Closest
Available Source, at each level of a derivation (i.e.,
s-structure or LF), this source NP must satisfy two
requirements: (i) it must be the closest NP before any
movement at that level, and (ii) it must be available
for movement by not already having its Case features
checked. These criteria determine that it is always
the subject in SPEC VP which raises at s-structure to
the SPEC of the functional head with the strong
features. This principle applies cyclically, first at
s-structure, and then at LF.
The interaction of the Ergative Parameter and
Economy Principles result in the two movement paths
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illustrated in (7) and (8): Crossing Paths in an
accusative language, and Nested Paths in an ergative
language. In (7), the strong features of T require
movement to its SPEC at s-structure. By the Principle
of Closest Available Source, the subject in SPEC VP,
NPl, raises to that position. The object raises to the
other SPEC position, SPEC TrP, at LF (because of
Procrastinate).

(7)

crossing Paths (Accusative)
TP

I

\

NP
T

T'

I

\

TrP

I

NOM

\

NP

Tr'

I

\

Tr

I

ACC

VP

\

NPl
__I

v

s-s

I

v'
\

NP2

_____ 1
IF

In (8), an ergative language, the strong Case
features of Tr require movement to SPEC TrP at s
structure. Again, it is NPl, the subject in SPEC VP,
which is the closest available source NP. The object
raises to SPEC TP at LF.
(8)

Nested Paths (Ergative)
TP

I

\

NP
T

T'

I

NOM

\

TrP

I

\

NP

Tr'

I

\

Tr
ERG

VP

I
NPl

__ I

s-s

\
I
V

V'

\
NP2

----------------1
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In an intransitive clause, the subject raises to
SPEC TP in both types of languages, as [-trans) Tr does
not have Case features to check. Since T is strong in
an accusative language, raising occurs at s-structure.
In an ergative language, the subject does not raise
until LF.
In the following section, I provide two types of
evidence for Nested Paths movement in ergative
languages: (i) the order of verbal agreement morphemes,
and (ii) the absence of transitive infinitives in
Mayan.
3.
3.1

Evidence for Nested Paths in Ergative Languages
Order or Verbal Agreement Morphemes

The order of subject and object verbal agreement
morphemes, in a transitive clause, are reversed in
accusative and ergative languages. In an accusative
language, object agreement is closer to the verb than
subject agreement. In an ergative language, subject
agreement is closer than object agreement.
However, if we look at the Case associated with
subjects and objects in the two types of languages, we
see a uniform pattern emerge: the agreement associated
with Tr (i.e., accusative/ergative) is closer to the
verb than the Nominative agreement of T. Bittner
(1991) suggests that this pattern is derived by the
order of head incorporation, where functional
categories which are closer to the verb structurally,
in this case Tr, show agreement closer to the verb
morphologically. Shown in (9) is a representation of
subject and object agreement morphemes, and the Case
associated with them. 6
(9)

a.
b.

Accusative
Ergative

or
or

In (10)-(14), I give examples from actual languages.
The accusative examples in (10) and (11) are from Chi
Mwi:ni, a Bantu language, and Chickasaw, a Muskogean
language. In these examples, accusative agreement is
closer to the verb than Nominative agreement:
(10) chi-Mwi:ni (Bantu)
ni-m-pele
Ja:ma kuja
IsN-3sAc-gave Jama food
'I gave Jama food'
(Marantz 1984:240; in Kimenyi 1980)
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(11) Chickasaw (Muskogean)
has-sa-shoo-tok
2pN-1sAc-hug-past
'you all hugged me'

(Payne 1982:33)

In the ergative examples in (12)-(14), from Tzutujil
(Mayan), Abkhaz and Inuktitut, ergative agreement is
closer to the verb than Nominative agreement.
(12) Tzutujil (Mayan)
n-e7-a-kamsa-aj
Incomp-3pN-2sE-kill-Suff
'you kill them'

(Dayley 1985:83)

(13) Abkhaz
nara sOars sO-aa-bo-yt'
we
you.p 2pN-1pE-see-Fin
'we see you'

(Hewitt 1979:104)

(14) Inuktitut
Jaani-up taku-j-a-anga
John-Erg see-Part-Tr-3sE.1sN
'John sees me'
In my system, as the verb raises to each func
tional node, it checks its agreement features with
those of the specifier NP. I propose the Principle of
Feature Checking in (15) to account for the relation
between the order of agreement features and the hier
archy of functional categories in syntactic structure.
(15) Principle of Agreement Feature Checking
Agreement features which are closer to the verb
are checked first.
The verbal morphology of accusative and ergative
languages reflects the two movement paths proposed for
the two types of languages. When the verb raises to Tr
and then T, it checks the agreement features of
different NPs in SPEC TrP and SPEC TP in the two
language types.
In an accusative language, the verb
first checks the features of the object in SPEC TrP,
and then the features of the subject in SPEC TP,
resulting in object agreement appearing closest to the
verb.
In an ergative language, the features of the
subject in SPEC TrP are checked first, and thus appear
closest to the verb. Although the subject and object
morphemes are reversed, what remains constant is the
proximity of the agreement morpheme associated with Tr
(i.e., accusative/ergative) compared to the Nominative
agreement associated with T.7
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3.2

The Absence of Transitive Infinitives in Mayan

The second piece of evidence for Nested Paths
movement comes from the absence of transitive
infinitives in the Mayan languages. The system of
Nested Paths movement for ergative languages prohibits
the usual type of uninflected infinitive with a
transitive verb. In these languages, the subject
raises to SPEC TrP, and the object, to SPEC TP (see (8)
above). A legitimate derivation requires feature
matching between the subject and Tr, and the object and
T. In an infinitival clause, the [-tense] T lacks Case
features. The raising of a lexical object to SPEC TP
will therefore result in an illegitimate derivation, as
the Case features of the object cannot be checked. The
only NP which is permitted in SPEC TP with (-tense] T
is PRO, which does not have Case features.
Intransitive infinitives, on the other hand,
result in grammatical derivations, since the PRO
subject, which has no Case features, raises to SPEC TP,
whose (-tense] T head also lacks Case features.
The Mayan languages clearly exhibit a
transitive/intransitive contrast with respect to
infinitives. Only intransitive infinitives appear as
complements to control verbs, and as purpose clauses.
With transitive complements, a gerundive nominal is
used.
(16) is an example of object control in an
intransitive infinitival clause in Jaca1tec. The verb
is uninflected for person, and is suffixed with the
irrea1is suffix -21.
(16) Jaca1tec (intransitive)
xc-ach w-iptze [munlah-oj}
Asp-2sN 1sE-force to work-Irr
-I forced you to work'
(Craig 1977:312)
When the embedded verb is transitive, it must
appear in an aspectless embedded clause, marked with
verbal agreement:
(17) Jaca1tec (transitive)
x-~-(y)-iptze
naj
ix
Chin s-co1-o'}
Asp-3sN-3sE-force C1/he Cl/her 1sN 3sE-he1p-Fut
-he forced her to help me'
(Craig 1977:321)
I propose that these constructions are not sentential,
but nominal (i.e., they are gerunds).6
Transitive infinitives are also prohibited in
subject control constructions:
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(18) Jacaltec
a.
choche naj
[caNalw-oj]
like
CI/he dance-Irr
-he likes to dance'
b.
*ch-in
to [col-o'
hach]
Asp-lsN go help-Fut 2sN
-I go to help you'

(Craig 1977:320)

Dayley (1985) observes that in another Mayan
language, Tzutujil, an overt patient noun may be used
only when it is indefinite or referentially non
specific, suggesting that the noun is incorporated: 9
(19) Tzutujil
x-¢-qaa-maj
[choyoj chee7]
Asp-3sN-lpE-begin to.cut trees
-we began to cut trees'
(Dayley 1985:393)
I have shown that in the Mayan languages,
infinitival complement clauses are permitted only when
the clause is intransitive. The intransitivity of the
clause may be derived by passivization, antipassivi
zation, or object incorporation. Transitive
complements require the use of gerunds or some other
verbal form.
In the system proposed here, the absence
of transitive infinitives in Mayan is explained by the
fact that an object raising to SPEC TP will not be able
to check its features with the [-tense] T.
Although I have claimed that transitive
infinitives are prohibited in ergative languages, we do
find transitive non-finite clauses in ergative
languages such as Lezgian, Inuit, Abkhaz and Dyirbal.
However, in all these languages, the non-finite clause,
unlike the equivalent in Mayan, appears with Case
marked lexical arguments and/or agreement.
Shown in
(20) and (21) are examples from Abkhaz and Dyirbal.
In
(20), the verb, which appears with a non-finite marker,
has Nominative and ergative verbal agreement.
In the
Dyirbal example in (21), there is no verbal agreement,
but the nouns are Case-marked.
(20) Abkhaz
[s-yOgza
dg-z-ba-r+c]
a-kalak' [a-lax'
IsG-friend 3sN-lsE-see-Nfin Art-town [it-]to
s-co-yt'
IsN-go-Fin
-I am going to town to see my friend'
[Lit.: -my friend him-I-see town it-to I go']
(Hewitt 1979:42)
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(21) Dyirbal
yara
bay-i
walmanyu [bay-i
ba-9u-n
the(Nom)-m man (Nom) get up
he(Nom)-m the-Dat-f
dyu9umbil-9u ba19aln9aY9u]
woman-Dat
hit.AP.Purp
'the man 90t up to (he) hit the woman'
(Cooreman 1988: 729)
I claim that such clauses are the er9ative
counterpart to the "inflected infinitive" found in
accusative lan9uages such as Portu9uese, and involve a
C with [+finite] and Nominative Case features. The
Nominative NP which cannot check its Case features with
[-tense] T raises to SPEC CP and checks its features
with those of C. 10 Consider the dia9ram in (22a) for
an er9ative lan9uage. The object (and intransitive
subject) raises first to SPEC TP, and then to SPEC CP
to check its Nominative Case features. This implies
that transitive infinitives are permitted in er9ative
lan9uages when exceptional case-markin9 by C is
available.
(22)

a.

Er9ative
SPEC

I
b.

CNOM

SPEC

II

T.

SPEC

T

SPEC

TrE~G

Sp~o

TrAce

S

0

V

I

Accusative
SPEC

I

CNOI-!

SPEC

II

V

0

In an accusative lan9uage such as Portu9uese, it
is the infinitival subject (transitive and
intransitive) which is exceptionally Case-marked by C,
since this is the NP which raises to SPEC TP (see
(23b» •
In this paper, I presented an analysis of NP
movement in ergative and accusative languages, based on
the Ergative Parameter in (5), and Economy principles
in (6). Together, these result in two movement paths:
Nested Paths for ergative languages, and Crossing Paths
for accusative lan9uages. I provided two kinds of
evidence for Nested Paths movement in ergative
lan9uages: (i) the order of verbal agreement morphemes,
and (ii) the absence of transitive infinitives in
Mayan.
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Endnotes

1. The ideas presented in this paper are discussed
more fully in Murasugi (1992a). I wish to thank the
audience at WECOL92, and the members of my disseration
committee (Noam Chomsky, Ken Hale, Alec Marantz and
David Pesetsky), for many helpful comments and
suggestions. This research was supported in part by a
doctoral and post-doctoral fellowship by the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada.
2. The following abbreviations are used: Ab(s)E
Absolutivej Ac(c)=Accusativej Dat=Dativej E(rg)=
Ergativej G(en)=Genitivej N(om)ENominativei 1,2,3=
first, second, third personj s,p=singular,pluralj
m,f=masculine,feminine; AP=Antipassivei Art=Articlej
Asp=Aspect; CI=Clitic; Fin=Finitei Fut=Futurei Incomp=
Incompletivei Ind=Indicativei Intr=Intransitivej Irr=
Irrealisj Nfin=Nonfinitej Part=Participialj Pass=
Passive; Purp=Purposivej Suff=Suffixj Tr=Transitive.
3. The morpheme for third singular ergative and third
singular absolutive in (la) is a portmanteau form.
Other examples not illustrated here, but that do not
involve a portmanteau morpheme, show more clearly the
ergative pattern in Inuktitut.
4. This principle is from Chomsky (1991, 1992).
5. See Murasugi (1992a) for further discussion of the
Ergative Parameter and Economy Principles.
6. ~ and Q refer to subject and object agreement,
respectively, and not to arguments of the verb.
7. I have only given examples of cases where the
morphology clearly reflects syntactic structure. Noyer
(1992) proposes that affixes and syntactic atoms (Xos)
are isomorphic only in the unmarked case, and develops
a theory to account for deviations in the mapping from
the output of syntax to the input to phonological form.
8. This construction is also used with intransitive
complements:
(i)

Jacaltec

xc-ach w-iptze
ha-munlayi
Asp-2sN 2sE-force 2sE-work
'I forced you to work'

(Craig 1977:312)

In these structures, both transitive and intransitive
subjects have ergative Case, and the object, Nominative
Case. Although it has been claimed that such Case
marking indicates split ergativity within Mayan (e.g.,
Larsen and Norman 1980, England 1983), this type of
split is unique in that the Case on the subject is
ergative, and not Nominative. In an accusative Case
marking system, both transitive and intransitive
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subjects have Nominative Case. My claim that these
constructions are gerunds is based on the proposal that
ergative case here appears in its nominal, genitive
use, as in the marking of the possessor in possessive
constructions (see Murasugi 1992b). The clause in (i)
can be roughly glossed as I forced you your working.
9. craig (1977) also discusses object-incorporated
infinitivals in Jacaltec.
10. I refer to this as "exceptional case-marking" by C.
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The Route that Children Take to Retreat from Overgeneration
Keiko !1urasugi
Kinjo Gakuin University
1.

Introduction

Retreatment from overgeoeration has received much attention io
recent years in the study of language acquisition. One hypothesis,
suggested in Baker (1979) and Pinker (1989), is that Universal
Grammar (UG) simply does not make available to the learners rules
that make them retreat from overgeneration, but leKical rules,
according to Baker (1979), or the kno_ledge of semantics, according
to Pinker (1989), rather play sone important roles. Another
hypothesis says that overgeneration pattern, traditionally taken as
strong evidence for the application of explicit linguistic rules,
are clearly simulated by netl/ork using a single learning Ilechanisr.l
that does not resort from procedural rules. A pioneering l10rk using
neural net~ork modeling to study the overgeneration is found in
Runelhart and !1cClelland's (1986) simulation of the acquisitio~ of
En&lish inflectional morphology. According to this hypothesis, the
retreatnentfron overgeneration is also achieved by the sinulation
netl-'ork.
This paper, as opposed to such a lexically/senantically base~
learnabilit\ hyrotn~5js a~~ Parallt! ri~tributed Processing (PDP)
nodel based hypothesis, argues tr,~t there are cases that childrcris
grannatical

aS5essr_+:·;"~

;<

Fi:rticu]2:'

~,\-Lt2

!_,~

r5nciFlcs

trigf,(~

the retreatnent fren o\cr,cneralions. In par'icular, 1 present
evidence that the Enrty Category Principle (E(P) can vork as 2
trigger fer retreatnent froc an overgener~tion in noun rhrases.
based on acquisition studies ~ith Japanese speaking children.
2.

Overgeneration

Harada (1980), Clancy (1985) and nyself (1990, 1991a), anong
others, present sone data of overgeneration that children produce in
Japanese. Interestingly enough, it has been also found in Kin
(1982), Lee (1991), and Lust (1992) that Korean-speaking children
and Taoil-speaking children also nake exactly the sane type of
overgeneration in noun phrases. The overgeneration pattern is
illustrated in 0).
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0) a.

[,. '

.,
.,

(the
b.

[,

c.

[,

d.

[" e 1

(the

(the

(the

aoiJ
no buubuu
blue (+present) *r>0 car
blue car)
(!
usachan-ga tabeta] no ninzin
rabbit -NOli ate
*NO carrot
carrot that the rabbit ate)
] no outi
C ! tigau
different *'i0 house
different house)
(I
gohan tabeteru] no butasan
food is-eating *NO piggy
piggy that is eating the food)

(Clancy, 1985)

(Harada, 1980)

(Er.Ii, 3;0)

(Nagisa, 3;2)

Japanese speaking children, at around 2-3 years old of age, in
correctly insert "no" after prenooinal sentential modifiers and
produce forms like (1). Before discussing the learnability problen
regarding the overgeneration of "no" in (I), the categorial status
of the overgenerated "no" in question should be considered.
Conpare the paradign in (2) vith (1). In Japanese. the genlt_ve
Case oarker "no" appears after liP and PP prenominal modifiers. but
not after CPs (relative clauses). In various syntactic analyses of
these structures, ;; ,. net - i nserti on operation is proposed to insert
"ncR in th~ apprcrriat" structural pC'siticn5 (Saito (}98~), Fukui
(1986) .
(2)

a.

b.

c.

C' , C,,: Ianad"]'Ho heL]
GD book
(Yarlada's book)
[", C, koko kara] -no oi ti]
here from GE'i road
(the road from here)
C: C, , '
Yaoada-ga kaita] (*no) hon]
-1'1011 \lrote' (*GEN) book
(the book that Yamada note)

Besides the "no" as the genitive Case marker, there are t~o
other kinds of "no". They are of the categories ~ and C. The "no"
as ~ appears as the so-called pronoun "no" in (3a) and as the
nominalizer "no" in (3b).
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(3) a.

b.

("

akai noJ
red one
(the red one)
(~~(I; PRO tabesugiru] noJ-wa yokunai
eat too much
-TOP is-not good
(It is not good to eat too much.)
p

The "no" as complementizer appears in cleft sentences, as shown in
(4) .

(4) [CP [IP doroboo-ga kane -0 nusundaJ noJ'wa koko kara da
robber -NOH money-ACe stole
-TOP here froo is
(It is from here that the robber stole the money.)
Given that there are three kinds of "no" in Japanese adult gramoar
(see Murasugi (1991a», a question arises as to ~hat that over
generated "no· in (1) is.
Here, Hurasugi (1990, 1991a) and Lee (1991) argue that the
overgenerated item is conplenentizer, and those children at the
stage of overgeneration have the CP relative clause structure in
mind, incorrectly lexicalizing the conplementizer "no· in (1).
Given this hypothesis. the structure of relative clauses conjectured
by' the children at. this stage is as in (5).
(5)

\f

/\

\!,

CP

1\

IP C'

Ii'

I

no

'i

\ote that this structure is identical to the one assumed for English
relative clauses, aside form the linear order of constitutents.
~hile no lexical complementizer appears in relative clauses in
the adult grammar, sone children do lexically realize the head C as
"no". This could be done on the basis of their knowledge that the
position C exists as the head position of a CPo The evidence ~hich
can be assuned to trigger this overgeneration of "no" is that C is
realized as "no" in cleft sentences as in (4).
If CP is the unmarked category for relative clauses and this is
part of the reason for the overgeneraiton of "no", then an
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explanation must be provided for the fact that the "no" cannot occur
as C in relative clauses in the adult grammar of Japanese. T~o
reasons for the invisibility of C in the adult grammar can be
conjectured. One possibility is that the node C exists, but it
simply cannot be lexically realized. The other is that there is no
structural position for C. The former assumes that the Japanese
relative clauses have a null complementizer. The latter assumes that
Japanese relative clauses are not CPs. Rather, as Saito (1985)
suggests, Japanese relative clauses are IPs.
3.

Syntactic Evidence for the IP Hypothesis

I argued in Hurasugi (1990, 1991a, b) for the latter possibility
on the basis of a difference between Japanese and English relative
clauses. The crucial difference is sho~n in (6).
(6) a. the reason [(why,) Mary thinks [that John left e. ]]]
b. *Mary-ga [John-ga e kaet ta to] omotteiru] riyuu;
-NO~
-riO"!
left
C think
reason
(the reason ~ary thinks that [John left t
(7) a.
b.

the book [(~hich ) ["!ary thinks [that John bought e ]]
['ary-ga [John-ga e katta to] o~otteiru] hon
-\O~
-~0~
bought C think
boo~
(the b\. :.~.

(8)

a.
b.

~I(_I'~ ~LillLs lh2L

[Jon:: boughl e ]

h:, ) [hi,i, left e "J J
the reason
[John-ga e kaet ta] ri\uu
-'iO~
left
reason
(the reason [John left e J)
[ ( I.

In Japanese relative clauses, relativization of an argument position
is unbounded, as sho~n in (7b), but relativization of a pure adjunct
is clause bound, as the contrast bet~een (6b) and (8b) shows. On
the other hand, in English, relativization of either kind is
unbounded, as sho~n in (6a) and (7a).
Here, it should be noted that argu~ent relativization in
Japanese does not even exhibit island effects. Thus, the follo~ing
exa~ple froD Kuno (1973) is perfect:
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(9)

[[[e,

e~

kiteiru]
yoofukuj]-ga yogoreteiru] sinsi,
is-wearing clothes -NOH is dirty
gentleman
(Lit.the gentleman whose clothes is dirty)

Perlmutter (1972) explains this fact as follows. Since Japanese
all05s pro in any argunent position, ej in (9) need not be a trace,
but can be a pro. Hence, (9) can be base-generated 5ithout
moveoent, and consequently, no island effects are expected.
Given Perlmutter's account, (7b) can also be base-generated
without movement. On the other hand, the ungrammaticality of (Bb)
indicates that pro is not allowed in the position of an adjunct. It
indicates further that adjunct relative cluases in Japanese cannot
be derived by successive-cyclic movement. And this follo~s from the
ECP, as formulated in Lasnik and Saito (1992), if Japanese relative
clauses are IPs, not CPs. According to this IP hypothesis, the
structure of (Bb), when it is derived by movement, will be as
fo11o"s:
(10)

[,,' [:~ Op

[, ... [ c' t', h

... t, ... ]]]] riyuu

The initial trace t is antecedent governed by the eobedded CO~P,
which receives index i froo the intermediate trace via SPEC/head
agreeoent. But th~ intcrncdlate trace fails to be antecedent
governed, and hencE. v~01~!es the ECP. The potential antecedent
governor for tr:j, v, ~'.tt,e er;pc, operator adjoined to IP. Bu:.
this operator car.nc,t u" e 2~ ai' antecedent governor beC2~se d the
condition in (] 1).
(11)

Only X categor) can be antecedent governors.

Thus, (10) is ruled out by the ECP.
The analysis for (Bb) presented above crucially relies on the
hypothesis that Japanese relative clauses are IPs, and hence, if
correct, provides support for this hypothesis. According to this
analysis, relativization of manner/reason phrases is completely
disallo.ed in Japanese. Let us consider (Bb), repeated belo. as
(12) .

(12)

[John-ga

e kaetta] riyuu
left
reason
(the reason [John left e ])
-NO~
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This example cannot be base-generated as a relative clause since the
~,
being a reason phrase, cannot be base-generated as pro. Hence,
it must be derived by movement. But if (12) involves movement and
relative clauses are IPs in Japanese, the example has the
configuration in (13).
(13) ... [IP Op

(: •••• t, ... ]] ...

Since the trace in (13) is an adjunct trace, the ECP requires that
it be antecedent governed. But as noted above, it is argued in
Lasnik and Saito (1992) that only X-zero categories can be
antecedent governors. In (13), the only potential antecedent
governor is the empty operator, and it is not an X-zero. Hence,
(13) is ruled out by the ECP.
Given this conclusion, (12) should be analyzed as an instance
of pure complex NP like those in (14).
(14) a.
b.

the reason for John's leaving
the reason for ~ary's saying that John left

~ote that in (14b), 'the reason' cannot be construed vith 'John
left'. Thus. this analysis correctly predicts the "clause
bounded ness of adjunct relati\ization" shovn in (fib).

4.

The

Learn~~jli~)

~~

the IP H)pothcsis

The previous section presented sane syntactic evidence that
Japanese relative clauses are not CP nodifiers, but in fact, are IP
modifiers. This section turns to the learnability problen
concerning the acquisition of Japanese relative clauses.
The question to be addressed here is ~hy and ho~ those children
~ho exhibit the overgeneration of "no" attain the knowledge that
relative clasues are IPs in Japanes~. According to this hypothesis,
those children who sho~ the overgeneration of "no" are those ~ho
initially hypothesize that relative clauses are CPs. This may be
because the unmarked category for relative clause is CPo Those
children knov that "no" can be of the category C. This knovledge
is accessible on independent grounds fron positive evidence. C is
realized as "no·, for instance in Japanese cleft sentences as sho~n
in (4), repeated belov as (15).
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(15) [CP [IP doroboo-ga kane -0 nusunda] no]-wa koko kara da
robber -NOM money-ACC stole
-TOP here from is
(It is from there that the robber stole the money.)
Thus, the children overgenerate "no" in relative clauses. However,
they clearly need to know that the target grammar has only IP
relative clauses. Here, a leKical complementizer does not appear in
relative clauses in the adult grammar of Japanese as shown in (16).
(16)

[John-ga mita (*no)J hito
-NOM sa.
person
(the person John sa.)

And it may seem possible that this fact serves as positive evidence
for children to attain the target grammar. The Japanese speaking
children receive, as input, relative clauses ~ithout a leKical
complementizer, and from this evidence, infer that Japanese relative
clauses are IPs.
But this hypothesis immediately faces a problem. C is only
optionally realized in English relative clauses, as sho~n belo~,

(17) the cookie (that)

~ary

ate

Thus. English speaking children must receive input such as "the
cookie Mary ate," eut t~E~ appare~t:y d0 n~t infer frOG such input
that English reJatj\0 clau~~~ are IPs. Instead. they only find out
that the realization of the conplenentizer -Lhat is optiona:l>
allo~·ed.
Hence. it is not clear hOI' the Japanese speaking children
could infer on the basis of exanples like (16) that Japanese
relative clauses are IPs.
Then. _hat evidence makes the Japanese speaking children attain
their target grammar? The key to solve this learnability problen, I
believe, can be found "hen ~'e consider the syntax of pure conple>:
~Ps in English and Japanese. Observe the eKample of pure cOlJplex SP
in (I8).
r

(18)

the fact

[:~'(that} (i'

John is smart]]

In English, pure complex ~Ps require the head C of the modifying CP
to be realized. In Japanese, on the other hand, as sho~n ir. (19), C
does not sho~ uP. as in the case of relative clauses.
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(19)

[John-ga kasikoi (*no)] koto
-NO~ is clever
fact
(That John is smart)

Stowell (1981) discusses English examples like (18), and proposes
to explain the obligatoriness of "that" in terms of ECP.
He first notes the subject/object asymmetry illustrated in (20).
(20)

a.
b.

Bill thinks [co (that) [1_ John is smart]]
[:,' (that) [I' John is smart]] is obvious

The complementizer that is obligatory when the CP is in the subject
position, but not when it is in the object position. Stowell
proposes that when
is missing, there is an empty category in C
and it is subject to the ECP. ~hen the CP is in object position as
in (20a), the CP, and hence, the head C is lexically governed by the
verb. Thus, an empty C is allo~ed. But in (20b), the CP is not
lexically governed. Hence, the head C is not properly governed at
all, and an empty C cannot occur in this position. Extending this
analysis to (18), Stovell argues that in a pure complex ~p, the ~
(even if it is a derived nominal) does not assign a theta role to
the Cp, but is in apposition to it. Given this, the obligatoriness
of that in (18) fo11o"s fron the Eep. Hen that is absent, there is
an eopty categor~ in C. This empty category is not lexically
governed by \, and thus, i~ no: properl) governed at all. Hence,
the Eep rules out thp possibilil~ of an enpt v C in pure conplex \P.
Suppose that the structure of pure complex ~Ps in Japanese is
the same as that in English. Then, given that the ECP is a lG
principle, .e predict that C should be lexically realized in
Japanese, exactly as in English. Ho~ever, this prediction is not
borne out. Therefore, if we assume the universality of the ECP, it
follo~s that the sentential modifier in Japanese pure complex NPs is
not Cp, but IP. Note here that Japanese speaking children can attain
this kno.ledge on the basis of examples such as (19). Given the
ECP, (9) constitutes astraightforward piece of posi ti ve evidence
that sentential modifiers if, Japanese pure complex riPs are IPs. If
the sentential modifier in (19) is a CP, then this example violates
the ECP. Hence, the ECP implies that there is no C, and hence, no
CP, in this example.
Suppose that the category of sentential modifiers in ~p is
parameterized; it is CP or IP depending on the language, and the
unmarked setting is CPo That implies that in a given language, the
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categories of pure sentential modifiers and relative clauses are
both CP or both IP. Then, the learnability problem of Japanese
relative clauses will be given a straghtforward solution. Assume
tbat children know the ECP in UG. On the basis of examples such as
(19), the Japanese speaking children find out that the category of
~P-internal sentential modifiers is IP in Japanese.
In particular,
they find out that relative clauses are IPs. Once this target
structure is fully attained, the overgenerated ~no~, which was once
realized in the C position, will not be considered even optional.
Rather, it ~ill be concluded that "no" should not appear. This is
because there is no C position in ~hich "no" can be realized in the
attained grammar.
5. Conclusion
The goal of this paper was to show that there is a case that
children's knovledge of a particular syntactic principle functions
as the trigger for retreatrnent from the overgeneration. In
particular, I provided evidence that the Empty Category Principle
can ~ork as the trigger for retreatment from an overgeneration in
noun phrases. based on acquisition studies ~ith Japanese speakin~
children.
This paper dealt ~jth the follo~ing specific questions: vhy and
ho~ the Japanese children overgenerate "no· of the category C in
relative clauses and -hy and h0" thc~ retreat fron it. I proposed
that Japanese reJatj\~ claus~E are IPs, and shoved that given this
IP hypothesis. a difference betvee" English and Japanese relative
clauses directl) follovs frOB ECP, as fornulated in Lasnik and Saite
(1992). Japanese children make the initial hypothesis that relative
clauses are CPs. They lexically realize the head C as "noR, as there
is independent evidence that C is lexically realized as "noft, e.g.,
in cleft sentences. They later attain the knowledge that Japanese
relative clauses are IPs, and hence, cease to generate ft no" in
relative clauses. It ~as shovn that this hypothesis meets the
learnability criterion. On tbe basis of positive evidence on pure
complex NPs, Japanese children infer that all prenominal sentential
nodifiers are IPs. ~y proposal is that the trigger for the
retreataent is the ECP, a principle of Universal Grammar. This
paper, thus, provides a case study for a syntax'based learnability
hypothesis for the o~ergeneration phenomenon.
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QUASI-ADJUNCTS AS SENTENTIAL ARGurffiNTS
Keiko Hurasugi and Mamoru Saito
Kinjo Gakuin University and University of Connecticut
1. Introduction
This paper 1s concerned ~ith the exact nature of the typical ECP
type asymmetry illustrated in (1)-(2). (See Huang 1982 for detailed
discussion.)
(1 )a.

whoi .!:i bought what
b. *whoi .!:i bought the book why / *whoi .!:i solved the problem how
(2)a. ?whati does John wonder [whether Nary bought 1il
b. *whJi does John wonder [whether Nary bought the book .!:il
As shown in (1), an object wh ~hat can be left in situ, but adjunct
~h-phrases such as ~ and how cannot be.
Further, as sho~n in (2),
an object wh can marginally be extracted out of an island, but such
extraction of an adjunct wh results in total ungrammaticality. As far
as we know, there are two major approaches to this asymmetry that are
proposed in the literature. The first one, proposed by Huang 1982,
hypothesizes that it is an argument/non-argument asymmetry. (See also
Lasnik and Saito 1984, and Chomsky 1986.) The second, proposed by
Aoun 1965 and Aoun, et al. 1987, attributes the contrast to the
referential/non-referential distinction. (See also Rizzi 1990 and
Cinque 1990.)
These two approaches lead us to different accounts for the
examples in (3).
(3)a.
b.

whoi .!:i bought the book ,,'here
DOOK "-!,e~.
who! 1i bot:;~, t

The first will
th:cc (3,,-tJ; cre wI
\,!,ere and "-he,,.
like what in (
• have aq;ucer;t status. A specific version of this
hypothesis can be found in ~uang 1982. He assumes that locative!
temporal phrases in examples such as (3) are adjuncts. But noting the
follO"'ing contrast, he also assumes that "'here/,,'hen, as opposed to
~/how, are ~Ps:
(4)a. from where / since when
b. *for why / *by ho;,:
(4a) sho"'s that
can be the object of P, and thus, indicates
that they are
, given this categorial distinction between
where/when and
Huang suggests that where/when in (3) are
objects (and hence, arguments) of an empty P. According to this
analysis, the more precise structure of (3a) is as in (5).
(5)

",hoi.!:i bought the book

[pp[p~

wherel

The examples in (Ib) cannot have a similar structure because ~/how
are not ~Ps. and hence, cannot be an object of P. This analysis is
quite attractive since it accounts for (3) and (6) in exactly the same
\..; ay.
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(6)a.
b.

whoi !i bought the book for what reason
whoi !i solved the problem by which method

(3) and (6) are allowed because the wh-phrases in these examples are
objects of P.
The approach to (1)-(2) based on referentiality, on the other
hand, will say that (3a-b) are allowed because where/when, like what
and unlike why/how, are referential. One motivation for this analysis
is given by the fact that there are pronouns corresponding to where/
when, i.e., there/then, but ~/how do not have any pronominal form.
In this paper, we will pursue the first approach, and present
supporting arguments for Huang's argument/non-argument distinction.
At the same time, however, we will argue against the empty P analysis.
Instead, we will entertain the hypothesis, suggested by Rizzi 1990
and Murasugi 1991, among others, that where/when in (3) are arguments
of INFL or the event predicate. In the following section, we will
discuss some facts of re1ativization in Japanese as evidence against
the empty P analysis. In Section 3, we will consider extraction out
of KPs in English, and argue that the relevant facts indicate that
where/when in (3) in fact are arguments of INFL/event predicate.
This conclusion, we argue, provides support for Huang's 1982 overall
approach to explain (1)-(3) in terms of the argument/non-argument
distinction. Then. in Section 4, we will consider the exarr.ples of
amount quantification discussed in detail in Rizzi 1990 and Cinque
1990, and propose an account based on the argument/non-argument
distinction. The appendix deals with some issues related to the
analysis suggested in Section 4.
2. Relative Clauses ane IT-pty Pronouns in Japanese
As is well known, Japanese relatiyization does not exhibit
Subjacency effects.(l> The follo.cing example froD Kuno 1973 sho"-s
that relativization oct of a relative clause is possiLie:
(7)

[IP[ l\p[ IPlll ~j kiteiru J
yoohuku j J-ga yogoreteiru] sinsii
is-"-earing clothes -nom is-dirty
gentlemEn
(the gentlemani whoi [[the suit that hei is wearing] is dirty)

An explanation for this absence of Subjacency effects is offered in
Perlmutter 1972. He points out that Japanese allows pro in any
argument position, and hence, that III in (7), for example, need not be
a trace but can be a pro. Then, the relative clause in (7) need not
involve movement, and consequently, no Subjacency effects are
expected.
However, relativization in Japanese is not totally free. As
shown in (8)-(9), relativization of reason/manner adjuncts out of an
island results in total ungrammaticality.
(8)

[IP[KP[IP~j

*(sorei de) kubi ni natta] hitoj]-ga minna
it
for was-fired
person-nom all
okotteiru) riyuui
is-angry
reason
(the reasoni that [[all the people ,,-ho are fired for iti) are
angry])
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(9)

[IP[NP[IP~j

*(sorei de) mondai -0
toita] hitoj]-ga minna siken
it
by problem-ace solved person-nom all
exam
ni otiru) hoohooi
in fail
method
(the methodi that [[all the people who solve problems by iti]
f ail the exam 1)

(8)-(9) are fine with overt resumptive pronouns, but are totally out
without them. This result is expected if pro is allowed only in
argument positions in Japanese. Then, pro cannot appear in the
position of sore de in (8)-(9), and hence, cannot save the examples
from Subjacency effects.
Let us now consider the examples in (10)-(11).
[IP[NP[IP~j ~

(10)

siken-o
uketa) gakuseij]-ga minna ukatta]
exam -ace took
student -nom all
passed

kyoositui
classroom
(the c1assroom~ that [[all the students who took the exam
therei) passedJ)
(11) [IP[NP[IP~j ~ mensetu -0
uketa] gakuseij)-ga minna ukattal
intervie"'-acc had
student -nom all
passed
hii
day

~the daYi that [[all the students who took the oral exam theni]

passed J)

These examples involve relativization of locative!temporal phrases out
of an island. Since they are perfectly fine, they indicate that pro
is allowed in the locative/temporal positions. And given our
generalization that pro is allowed only in argument positions, this
implies that 10cativE;te~?oral phrases have argument status.
Here, it may be thought that the relevant generalization on the
distribution of pro in Japanese is not that it can appear only in
argument pOSitions, as we argued above, but rather that it can occur
only in ~F positions. This, however, seems to be incorrect. In
Japanese, temporal phrases can in fact occur as bare KPs, but locative
phrases, like reason/manner phrases, cannot.<2> This is sho,,'11 belo\{
in (12)-(13).
(12)a.
b.
(13)a.
b.

uketa
Taroo-ga sono hi (ni) mensetu -0
-nom that day on intervie.--acc had
(Taroo had the oral exam that day)
uketa
Taroo-ga soko *(de) siken-o
-nom there in exam -ace took
(Taroo took the exam there)
Taroo-ga sore *(de) kubi ni natta
-nom it
for "-as-fired
(Taroo "-as fired for it)
toita
Taroo-ga sore .,,( de) sono mondai -0
-nom it
by that problem-ace solved
(Taroo solved the problem by it)
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Hence, the locative phrase ~ in (10) must be of the category PP.
Further, it is implausible that this empty PP has the internal
structure in (14) with an empty P.
(14)

[pp pro [pel]

This structure would enable one to maintain the generalization that
pro is allowed only in NP positions in Japanese. But once we assume
that an empty P is possible in Japanese locative phrases, it is not
clear why i t is not allowed in examples like (l2b). \,'e, therefore,
conclude that ~ in (10) is pro of the category PP, and is licensed
because of its argumenthood.
We argued above that locative/temporal phrases, by themselves,
have argument status in sentences. This conclusion makes Huang's 1982
empty P hypothesis for the examples in (3) redundant. Given this
conclUSion, his argument vs. non-argument approach predicts those
examples to be grammatical without the postulation of empty P.
3. Novement of Locative/Temporal Phrases out of NPs
As noted in Section 1, the basic premise that led Huang 1982 to
the empty P hypothesis is that locative/temporal phrases are adjuncts.
lI'e argued against this basic assumption in the preceding section. out
Huang 1982, not surprisingly, does present some evidence for his
assumption. For example, he discusses the follo~ing paradigm:
(1S)a. of ,,;hich citri did you ."itness [the destruction !.il
b. *on .'hich tablei did you buy [the books !.il
c. lffrom .'hich ci tYi did you meet [the men !.i 1
(15a) involves extr2ctiOl; of ar, object out 0: 2.n Kf. On the oti1er
hand, in (ISb), a locative PP is moved out of an KP. The latter
exa:::ple is even ."crse ths~, t:,,€ CG)
) violation in (c6~),
and has the status of an ECP violation.
(16)a. ~hoi did you see [a picture of !.i 1
b. ?*"hoi did you destroy [a book [about !.ill

(Choffisky 1977)

And as Huang points out, the ungrammaticality of (ISb) can be
attributed to the ECP only if the extracted locative phrase is an
adjunct.<3>
Huang's argument based on (ISb), it seems to us, is quite
convincing. But at the same time, it seems to pose a problem for his
empty P hypothesis. Let us first consider the examples in (17).
(17)a. ?*which basketi do you like [the food in !.i)
b. *in which basketi do you like [the food !.i)
(cf. in which basketi do you like [the food] !.i)
This contrast is nicely predicted by Huang's analysis. " Since locative
phrases are adjuncts, (17a) involves extraction out of an adjunct, and
hence, is ruled out by the CED (Subjacency). On the other hand, (17b),
which is even ."orse. is ruled out by the ECP, since an adjunct is
moved out of an /iP exactly as in (1Sb-c). But let us consider (115).
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(18) *wherei do you like [the food !il
(cf. wherei do you like [the food]
This example, it seems to us, has the same status as (17b), and hence,
should be considered an ECP violation. But given the empty P
, it should merely be aCED (Subjacency) violation. If
can be a complement of an empty P, this example should be able
the following structure:
(19)

wherei do you like [the food

[pp[p~

!ill

(19), like (17a), violates the CED (Subjacency) since a wh-phrase is
moved out of an adjunct. But, again, like (17a), it is not an ECP
violation, because the trace is in the object position of P. On the
other hand, if there is no empty P, we correctly predict (18) to have
the same status as (17b), since then, both examples involve extraction
of an adjunct out of an NP.
A similar argument against the empty P hypothesis can be con
structed with wh in situ. Let us consider the following examples:<4>
(20)a.
b.
c.

whoi!i read (the books on which shelf]
read [the books where]
remembered [the TV sho,,'n "'hen 1

*..ho i
*..hoi

to be gra~atical, because, as in (la), the ..h in situ,
in the object position. \I'hat is crucial here is the
of (20b-c). If an empty P is possible, nothing seems
, for example, from having the structure in (21).
(21)

,,'hoi!i read [the books

[pplp~

"here]]

In this structure, "here is in the object position of P. ',e, thus,
predict falsely that (2Gb) should be perfect exactly like (20a).
such as (20b-c) seec to provide strong evidence against
the empty
hypothesis. At the same time, they provide strong support
for Huang's 1982 conclusion, based On examples such as (lSb), that
locative/temporal phrases are adjuncts in KPs. These t .. o conclusions,
together with the well-formed ness of (3a-b), repeated below, indicate
that locative/temporal phrases can have argument status in sentences
but not in KPs.
(3)a.
b.

whoi !i bought the book where
whoi !i bought the book when

\,e conclude, then, that where/,,'hen in (3) are
of INFL or the
event predicate associated ..ith V. Note also
between (3a-b) and (20b-c) suggests that the
former cannot be attributed simply to the
wh-phrases. If (3a-b) are allowed because
referential,
then (20b-c) should be allowed for the same reason.
Thus, this
contrast, we believe, provides support for Huang's 1982 basic approach
to explain (1)-(3) in terms of the argument/non-argument distinction.
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4. Amount Quantification and the Argument/Non-Argument Distinction
So far, we presented evidence against Huang's 1982 empty P
hypothesis, and at the same time, argued for his overall approach to
(1)-(3) based on the argument/non-argument distinction. If this
distinction indeed plays a fundamental role in the account of the
data discussed above, then a question should be raised as to whether
other distinctions are needed at all to account for the ECP-type
phenomena. In this section, we will consider the examples of amount
quantification discussed by Rizzi 1990 and Cinque 1990 to motivate the
referential/non-referential distinction. We will show that they, too,
can be analyzed quite naturally in terms of the argument/non-argument
distinction.
4.1. Quantificational Wh-Phrases
Let us first consider the following contrast:
(22)a. ?whati does John wonder [whether Hary bought ll} (=(2a»
b. *how muchi does John wonder [whether the book costs III
Rizzi 1990 notes first that contrasts like this are quite similar to
the one between (2a) and (2b). (2b) is repeated below.
(2)b. *whYi does John ","onder [whether Nary bought the book llJ
Then, he points out that contrasts of this kind cannot be explained
straightforwardly in terms of the argunent/non-argument distinction,
since the wh-phrases originate in the object position, for example, in
both (22a) and (22b). He proposes that the ungrammaticality of
examples like

(~2b)

s~:a~:~

be attributed to the non-referential nature

of the ,,·h-pnrase.
(22b) as ,,-ell as v:h\' i1":
and for this reas;;:- car:rJot t€

, he hypothesizes that ho;, ml!cl-! ia
fail to receive a "referential ..-rolE,"
extr2.cte~ out of an island.

Cinque 1990 (Chapter 1), on the other hand, shows that the
unacceptability of (22b) is related to the quantificational nature of
the wn-phrase.<6> He discusses examples such as the fo110v:iog,
attributed to Longobardi (1987):
(23)a. how many booksi does John think that everyone bought II
b.??how many booksi does John wonder whether everyone bought II
(23a) is ambiguous in the same way that (24a) is.
(24)a.
b.

whati did everyone buy II
whoi II sa,,- everyone

As discussed in detail in Hay 1985, (24a) seems to exhibit scope
ambiguity between "'hat and everyone, but in (24b) only the ,,'ide scope
reading of the wh-phrase is possible. The ambiguity, then, seems to
arise wher; the quantified t;p c-commands the wh-phrase at D-structure.
Since everyone c-commands ho,,' man" books at D-structure in (23a),
this example is expected to De ambiguous.
The interesting case is (23b). In this example also, the
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quantified NP c-co~~ands the wh-phrase at D-structure. But the
expected ambiguity does not obtain, and how many books necessarily
takes wide scope over everyone. Here, Cinque argues that how many
books can be non-quantificational, and hence referential. In this
case, the wh-phrase does not scopally interact with everyone, and
as a result, we obtain the interpretation equivalent to the wide scope
reading of the wh-phrase. On the other hand, the wh-phrase must be
interpreted quantificationally if it is to scopally interact with
everyone and have narrow scope with respect to this quantified NP.
But when the wh-phrase is interpreted as a quantifier, it is non
referential. And when it is non-referential, it, like !:.h.Y. in (2b),
cannot be moved out of an island. Thus, the lack of the narro.;
scope reading of how many books in (23b) follows.
The phenomenon instantiated by (23) seems to be quite general.
For example, the same contrast obtains even when the wh-phrase is
what, as shown in (25).
(25)a. whati does John think that everyone bought 1i
b. ?whati does John wonder whether everyone bought 1i
Everyone can take \dde scope over the wh-phrase what in (25a) but not
in (2Sb). A similar contrast obtains in Japanese, as the examples in
(26) shol.'.
(26)a.

nani- 0 1
what-ace
(I.'hat do
b. ?nani-oi
.hat-acc
siritai

kimi-wa [ [John to Nary]-ga 1i katta to] omotteru no
bought CO,,;p thint:
you
and
-nom
you
that John and ~;ary bought)
kimi-.3 [[ John to Haryj-ga 1i katta kadooka]
bougr.t ""hether
you -t("
aile
-no~_

",~ant-to-knoi-:

(.'hat do yo1.:

'.2r.~

to

The plural :;P John and ~ian can tat:e "ide scope over the wh-phrase
.hat in (26a), but not in (26b). Thus, if Cinque's account, .hich is
certainly elegant, is correct, the referential/non-referential
distinction seems to be .ell motivated.
In the following subsection, we will present an alternative
account, based on the argument/non-argument distinction, for the
contrast in (23). he will relate the contrast to the properties of
(,JR, following the suggestions in Krach 1989 and Frampton 1991, and
extend the analysis of (24) proposed in Lasnik and Saito 1992 to this
contrast.<7>
4.2. Scope Rigidity
It is argued in Hoji 1986, and Lasnik and Saito 1992 that
examples such as (24a), repeated bela",', are not actually scopally
ambiguous.
(24)a.

"hati did everyone buy !..l

According to them, ever vane necessarily takes .ide scope, and the
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apparent narrow scope reading of this quantified NP is due to the
"group interpretation" of this NP. Examples such as the following
provide supporting evidence for this conclusion:
whati did everyonej buy li for Max with hisj bonus money

(27)

When everyone binds the singular pronoun
the only available
interpretation is the wide scope reading
this quantified NP. This
indicates that when everyone is interpreted quantificationa11y, it
necessarily takes wide scope over what.
Then. building on the works by Kuroda 1971, Huang 1982. and Hoji
1985, among others, Lasnik and Saito 1992 propose the following
rigidity condition to account for this fact:
(28)

Rigidity Condition on Quantifier Raising (QR)
(a) Suppose that Q1 and Q2 are Operators. Then, 91 cannot take
wide scope over Q2 if ~2 c-commands' ~1 (where ~1 and ~2 are
variables) •
(b) QR adjoins a quantified NP to a minimal node to satisfy (a).

According to their analysis, (24b), repeated in (29a), must have the
LF representation in (29b).

(29)a.
b.

whoi li sa.. everyone
whoi li [vpevery;ne j [vpsa.. ~j 11

This is so since the VF node is the minimal node that everyone can
adjoin to, satisfying (28a). (24a), on the other hand, must have the
LF in (30).
(30)

[cpeveryonej [cp"h2ti [did

[~j

l\,pbuy

S ll]j 1

If everyone adjoins to IF, for example, the resulting representation
violates (2&a). Thus, it must adjoin to CP, and take scope over what.
(23a) will be analyzed in the same way. In order to satisfy (26a),
everyone must adjoin to the matrix CP in Lf, and take scope over ho";
man\' books. The LF representation of this example is then as in (31).
(31)

[cpeveryonej [Cphow many booksi does John think that

~j

bought

li] 1
The "narrow scope" reading of everyone is attributed to its "group
interpretation."
liere, we would like to suggest a slightly modified account for
(23a). Note that the account in Lasnik and Saito 1992 assumes that
how many books as a quatifier takes scope at the same position it
takes scope as a wh-phrase. Since this phrase clearly contains a
quantificational part x many books and a wh part how, this assumption
is not necessary. We may assume that this phrase, as a quantifier,
takes scope within its own clause and scopally interact with everrone
in the embedded clause. Acc0rding to this analysis. the LF of (23a)
will be as in (32).<8>
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(32)

[cphowk (does John think that [Ipeveryonej (IP!.j (VP(lk many
booksli [Vpbought
l]ll]

This analysis enables us to maintain that QR is in general "clause
bound." Further, it seems to make much sense under the copy theory of
movement suggested in Chomsky 1992. In order to account for
"reconstruction effects," Chomsky proposes that movement actually
involves copying, as illustrated in (33a).
[Cp(whose brother] [did (IP(whose brother] (Iphe [Vp[whose
brother] (vpsee (whose brother]]]]]]]
b. [CpwhOi (did [Iphe [vpsee eli's brother]]]]]

(33)a.

After the deletion of the appropriate parts of the chain, the desired
operator-variable relation is derived as in (33b). And according to
this theory, no extra mechanism is needed to construct the how-tk and
tk many books-!.i relations in (32). We can simply delete many books
in the matrix CP SPEC, ho;.' in the embedded VP-adjoined position, and
how many books in the embedded object position. Note that according
to this analysis, the initial movement of how many books to the
embedded VP-adjoined position is ~R, and the wh-movement originates
from this position.
Let us now apply this analysis to (23b), repeated below.
(23) b. ??hov.. many booksi does John wonder ",'hether everyone bought li
If how manv books is to scopally interact \,-i th everyone, i t must first
undergo QR and adjoin to the embedded VP. Then, it undergoes
wh-movement fro~ thi position to the matrix CP SPEC. Thus, the
wh-movement is frOID a ~on-argument position. Since this reovement
involves extraction out of an island, w~ predict, on the basis of the
arguIDent/non-argume~t distinction, that it is illicit exactly as the
wh-movement in (2b). lienee, the lack of scope interaction bet.'een
many books and even-one in (23b) is expected solely on the basis
the argument/non-argument distinction. This account for (23b) can be
readily extended to (25b), if we assume that ..hat contains a .. h part
and a quantificational part (wh + somthing), along the lines suggested
in Kuroda 1968. Then, what in this example, like how many books in
(23b), adjoins to the embedded VP by ~R, before moving to the matrix
CP SPEC by ",'h-movement.
The ungrarnrnaticality of (22b), repeated belo.. , can be accounted
for in the same way.

(22)b. *ho.' muchi does John wender (whether the book costs lil
Since how much in this example is
must first adjoin to the embedded
matrix CP SPEC. The resulting LF
deletion of the appropriate parts
(34)

interpreted quantificationally, it
VP by ~R, and then, wh-move to the
representation, after the LF
of the chain, will be as follows:

hO.'k does John .'onder whether the book (VP[lk muehh [vpeosts

lill
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Since the wh-movement is from a non-argument position, and involves
extraction out of an island, we expect it to be illicit. Thus, the
ungrammaticality of this example is also accounted for on the basis of
the argument/non-argument distinction. This account for (22b), it
should be noted, is virtually identical to the account for (35b)
proposed in Lasnik and Saito 1992.
(35)a.??whati does John wonder whoj ~j bought !i
b. *what the helli does John wonder whoj ~j bought !i
As discussed in detail in Pesetsky 1987, the extraction of wh-phrases
like what the hell out of an island results in a severe violation. In
order to account for this fact, Lasnik and Saito 1992 propose that
those wh-phrases must undergo focus movement and adjoin to the
embedded VP before moving on to the CP SPEC position. Thus, according
to their analysis, the wh-movement in (35b) originates in a non
argument position, and this is why this example has the same status as
(2b). Given Chomsky's 1992 copying + deletion analysis, we may assume
that (35b) has the following LF representation:
(36)

whatk does John wonder whoj

[vp[lk the hellli [Vpbought !ill

The account for (22b) and (23b) presented above is based on
Cinque's 19YC insight in that it appeals to the quantificational
properties of hOI, much and ho.' manv books. At the same time, howe\'er,
it does not refer to the notion of referentialitr, and is based solely
on the argument/non-argument distinction. Hence, if it is successful,
it raises doubt as to whether the referential/non-referential
distinction plays any rel" in the analysis of the ECP-type phenomenon.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we first discussed
and argued that they
can have argument status in sentences,
in r;ps. lie argued
against Huang's 1982 empty P hypothesis, but at the same time, argued
for his overall approach to account for the ECP-type phenomenon on the
basis of the argument/non-argument distinction. Then. we discussed
examples of amount quantification, and argued that they can be
accounted for on the basis of this distinction. Our analysis suggests
that this distinction plays a fundamental role also in the analysis
of the facts that motivated the notion of referentiality.
Appendix: Some Related Issues
In this appendix, we will briefly discuss two issues related to
the account we proposed in Section 4 for the examples of amount
quantification. The first has to do with the rigidity condition on
quantifier scope. We will show that this condition leads us to an
additional argument for ~~hajan's 1989 hypothesis that clause-internal
scrambling, but not long-distance scrambling, can be A-movement. The
second issue has to do with the exact derivations of examples such as
(22b) and (23b). ~e will suggest that those examples provide us with
additional evidence for Chomsky's 19&9 Econolty PrinCiple on derivation.
The account of (22b) and (23b) suggested above relies crucially
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on the rigidity condition on quantifier scope. As noted in Lasnik and
Saito 1992, this condition seems to apply strictly to examples such
as (37a), but to impose only preference to others like (37b).
(37)a.
b.

some woman loves everyone
someone loves everyone

As discussed in detail in Kuroda 1971 and Hoji 1985, this condition
seems to apply rather strictly in Japanese. Thus, dareka takes wide
scope over daremo in (38).<9>
(38)

dareka -ga daremo -0
aisiteiru
someone-nom everyone-acc love
(someone loves everyone)

However, Kuroda and Hoji note one potential problem in Japanese for
this condition. When the object NP is scrambled over the subject NP,
either NP can take scope over the other. For example. (39a-b) are
both completely ambiguous.
(39)a.
b.

dareka -oi daremo -ga ii aisiteiru
someone-acc everyone-nom
love
(everyone loves someone)
darerno -oi dareka -ga ii aisiteiru
everyone-acc someone-nom
love
(someone loves

If scrambling is A'-movement, then these examples will constitute
clear counterexacples to the
condition. Since the variable
in the subject position
c-co~T,ands that in the object
position in LF. the
predicts falsely that the subject
quantified ~p must take wide scope.
But it is argued in ~~hajan 1989 that clause-internal scrambling
can be either A- or A' -movement, while long-distance
is
necessarily A'-movement. And this hypothesis, together with
rigidity condition,
correctly that the examples in (39) are
scopally ambiguous.
the scrambled object NP is in A-position. then
it takes wide scope over the subject NP. On the other hand, if it is
in A'-position. the subject NP takes wider scope. Hahajan's
hypothesis, "'ith the
condition, predicts that when an NP is
scrambled over a subject KP
long-distance scrambling, the latter
takes wide scope. This is so since according to his hypothesis, long
distance scrambling is necessarily A'-movement. The prediction is in
fact borne out as noted by Hiroaki Tada (p.c.) and aka (1989). The
strongly prefered reading of (40) is the one in which dareka takes
,,-ide scope over daremo.
(40)

daremo
nii dareka -ga [John-ga ii atta to] omotteiru
everyone to someone-nom
-nom
met CO~W think
(sofileone thinks that John met everyone)

Thus, the rigidity condition and the scope facts in Japanese provide
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us with an additional supporting argument for ~~hajan's 1989 hypothe
sis on scrambling.
The second issue to be discussed in this appendix has to do with
the exact derivations of (22b) and (23b).<10> (23b) is repeated below.
(23)b.??how many booksi does John wonder whether everyone bought !i
It was hypothesized above that how many books adjoins to the embedded
VP by QR, and then, wh-moves from this position to the matrix CP SPEC.
More precisely, the syntactic movement creates the representation in
(41), and then, after LF deletion, the representation in (42) results.
[how many booksl [ ... [Vp[how many books] [Vpbought [how many
bookslll]
(42) [howlk [ ••••••••••••• [vpIlk many booksli [vpbought !ill]

(41)

Thus, according to this hypothesis, the movement creates a single
A'-chain, and the two operator-variable pairs are created by deletion.
However, there is an alternative derivation of (42). It was
simply assumed above that the initial movement of how many books to
the VP-adjoined position counts as QR. But suppose that it does not,
and the QR takes place in LF. Then, since the wh-movement originates
in the object position, it becomes unclear why hOI, many books cannot
scopally interact ..ith everyone in (23b). Hence, our analysiS of
(23b) implies that this alternative derivation is blocked on
independent grounds.
Let us consider the problematic derivation in more detail. fror::
(41), .. e first apply deletion to derive (43).
(43)

[ho\,jk [ ••••.•.....•• l rpboul,;ht Llk mam booksj 1j

Then, .. e apply ~R to t~~ ~r::bejde~ object and a~join it to rf to derive
(42). This derivation, unlike the one l,e assumed in Section 4,
involves t .. o independent A'-movements to create the operator-variable
relations in (42). Thus, the Economy of Derivation ..ould be the
natural candidate to rule out this derivation. This prinCiple blocks
this derivation since there is another derivation that involves onlY
one instance of "form chain."<l1> Thus, the analysis of (22b) and'
(23b) suggested in Section 4, if correct, provides additional support
for Chomsky's 19&9 Economy Principle.
FOOTNOTES
The material in this paper was presented at \o.'ECOL 22, and also in
colloquia at UC Irvine, University of Delaware, and liarvard UniverSity.
\I'e have benefited from discussions with many people; ,,'e would like to
thank in particular Chris Collins, Jim Huang, Howard Lasnik, Roger
tiartin, Tim Stowell, Hiroaki Tada. and Daiko Takahashi.

*

1. See Murasugi 19Y1, 1992 for more detailed discussion of the
material in this section.
2. Nore precisely. a locative phrase can be a bare }:P, but only "'hen
it is a locative goal as in (i).
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soke (ni) ikitai]
hitoi]-wa, ••• J
there to want-to-go person-top
(those who wish to go there ••• )
3. For an ECP account of examples such as (lSb) under the DP
hypothesis, see Stowell 1989 and the references cited there. Rizzi
1990 and Cinque 1990 discuss similar examples and attribute their
ungrammaticality to the head government requirement on traces. (Their
account crucially assumes that N, as opposed to V and A, is not a
proper head governor.) Although their analysis has many attractive
features, we will not pursue it in this paper.
4. We thank Tim Stowell for (20c).
5. Rizzi 1990 and Cinque 1990 discuss examples such as (lSb) in this
context. Since they consider locative phrases referential, they
conclude that those examples cannot be ruled out on the basis of the
non-referentiality of the wh-phrase, and propose an alternative
account. See Fn.3 above for relevant discussion.
6. He argues that quantificational wh-phrases are non-referential,
and ultimately appeals to the referential/non-referential distinction.
Kroch 1989 and Frampton 1991, on the other hand, suggest that the
quantificational nature of the wh-phrase itself, rather than its
referentiality, should be the relevant property. See also Ishii 1990
for relevant discussion.
7. Our approach to (23) is quite similar to the one pursued in
Frampton 1991, although the actual analysis is different from his in
some crucial
8. See Frampton
for a similar proposal.
9. This also may be a matter of very strong preference. Although
the wide scope readin;; of
is virtually impossible in (36), it
is still easier in thiE
than in (i).
(i)
dareka -ga [John-ga daremo -0
aisiteiru tol omotteiru
someone-no;:;
-;10::' e\'eryo'le-acc love
Cll~;P think
(someone thinks that John lo\'es everyone)
Interestingly, such reading is even more difficult in (ii).
(ii) dareka -ga [daremo -ga John-o
aisiteiru to
omotteiru
someone-nor.: everyone-nom
-ace love
think
(someone thinks that everyone loves John)
See Kayne 1981 for relevant discussion.
10. We would like to thank Hiroaki Tada and Chris Collins for helpful
discussion on this issue.
11. See Collins 1992 for much relevant discussion. Kote that this
analysis assumes that the creation of operator-variable relation by
deletion, as opposed to that by movement (+ deletion), is "costless."
(i)

rIP[NP(IP~
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A Note on Case Positions in Japanese
Naoko Nemoto
University of Connecticut

1. Introduction
The possibility that scrambling can be A-movement has been raised
in the literature (Kuroda 1986, Mahajan 1989, Webelhuth 1989, Tada 1990,
Saito 1992, among many others). In this paper, I will be concerned with the
characteristics of scrambling to the position between the subject and the in
direct object, and sh::lw that the hypothesis that this position is an A-position
(see Mahajan 1989, Tada 1990, and Miyagawa 1991) accounts for a recon
struction issue which seems to be otherwise mysterious.
Mahajan (1989) argues that clause-internal scrambling can be A
movement in Hindil, as he shows, for example, that the scrambled phrases
can bind a reflexive. The relevant examples are cited in (1).

(1)

a.

mohan1-ko apne
baccoN-ne
tl
ghar se
nikaal diyan
Mohan(DO) self's children(SUB)
house fro~ thro~ ou~
(Mohanl, selfl's children thre~ o~" from the house)

b.

raaml-ne ser2
apned 2 bacco!\-ko t2 dikhaayaa
Ram(SCB) tiger(DJ) self's children
sho~ed
(Raml showed a tiger2
self l / 2 's children)

"0

Saito (class lecture 1989, 1992) observes that this is the case in Japanese
tOO.2

In (1a), scrambiing is to a sentence initial position, crossing the sub
ject. In (1b). scrambling is to a position between the subject and the indirect
object. Let us cali the former position the pre subject position and the laner
position the post subject position for ease of exposition.
As noted in Mahajan (1990:46) (see also Saito (1992)). the
grammaticality of the following example indicates that scrambling to the pre
subject position can be A'-movement.

(2)

apne aapl-ko raam1 pasand kartaa hE
himself(DO)
Ram(SUB)
likes
(Himself, Ram likes)
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2. Conditiun A Type Reconstruction and Scrambling
(1) suggests that both the pre subject position and the post subject
position can be A-position in the sense that the phrase moved to either po
sition can be a binder of a reflexive. Interestingly. however. Mahajan
(1989:18) noies the foliowing asymmetry. (3a) shows that "apnn" (self) can
be bou nd by either the subject or the indirect object in the sentence. In (3b)
and (3c), the phrase· apnii kitaab" (self's book) has been scrambled.

(3)

a. raaml-ne

mohanz-ko [apniil/Z kitaabj 10Taaii
Ram(sub) Mohan(io)
self's
book
returned
(Ram1 returned Mohan2 se1f1/ 2 's book)

b. raam1-ne [apnii1/*Z kitaab] mohanz-ko
Ram(sub)
self's
book
Mohan(io)
(RamI returned se1f1/*2'S book to Mohanz)
c. [apnii1/*z kitaabj raaml-ne mohanz-ko
self's
book
Ram(sub) Mohan(io)
(Selfl/*Z'S book, Ra~l returned Mohanz)

t

t

10Taaii
returned
10Taaii
returned

In (3b). "apnii kitaab" is scrambled to the post subject position. In (3.:). it is
scrambled to the ore subject position. In both (2b) and (2c), only the subject
can be the anreceden: 0: the anaphor but not the indirect object.
We observe exactly the same phenomena in Japanese.
Since
Japanese reflex:\'E "zibun" (self.l E-xhibits strong subJect orientation fKuno
1973, among many others). even in tne equivalent of (3a), the only possible
antecedent is the subject.

(4)
watasita
Michaell-ga Joez-ni [zibunl/*Z-no honj-o
Michael-nom Joe-dat self's
book-acc handed
(Michaell handed Joe2 se1fl/*2'S book)
Therefore. we cannot use a well-known reflexive ·zibun" for our purpose.
Instead. we use "karezisin" (himself), which can take a non-subject phrase
as its antecedent (see Nakamura 1987, Katada 1991, among others).

(5)

",atasita
Michaell-gs Joe2-ni [karezisinl/2-no honJ-o
Michael-nom Joe-dat himself's
book-ace handed
(Michaell hanGed Joez himselfl/Z's book)
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(6a, b) are Japanese equivalents of (3b, c) above.

(6)
a. Michaell-ga [karezisinl/*Z-no hon13-o Joez-ni
Michael-nom himself's book-ace
Joe-aat,
watasita
handed
(Michaell handed himself1/*z's book to Joez)
b. [karezisinl/*z-no hon13-o Michaell-ga Joez-ni
himself's book=acc
Michael-nom Joe-dat
watasita
handed
(Himself1/*z's book, Michaell handed Joez)
Here also only the subject can be the antecedent of the reflexive.
Mahajan assumes that the coreference between "apne" (self) and its
antecedent in such an example as (3b, c) is due to a reconstruction possi
bility (see Barss (1986). among others). He argues that since the reflexive
can refer only to the subject in (3b) and (3c) above, reconstruction must be
restricted to some position higher than the indirect object. Mahajan p~o
poses to account for the oata as he assumes: (i) the position between tne
subject and the indirect object is an A-position; (ii) reconstruction is limited
to cases of A'-movement.
Given these assumptions. let us observe (3b) and (6al. According to
Mahajan's hypothesis. scrambling invoived here is to a~ A·position. 2'1d
therefore, reconstruction would not apply. Then, the indirect object does not
bind the reflexive,
Let us next observe (3c) and (6b), In order to account for these ex
amples, Mahaian has to assume that the movemen: is mediated through an
intermediate position, more specifically. an intermediate A-position. He
considers the movement in (3c) takes place in the following mar,ner:

(7)

,r--A' -movement-, rA-movementl

[apnii kitaab1 3 [raam-ne
self's book
Ram(sub)

t3

mohan-ko
Mohan(io)

t3

IOTaaii 1
ret:urned

and assumes that reconstruction applies only to the second movement.
Therefore, the scrambled phrase can be reconstructed to the intermediate
position but not to the initial position. Hence, only the subject can be the
antecedent of the reflexive.
Note, howevei. that Condition A type reconstruction effect is observed
in A-movement. For example, psych movement as in (8) is considered to be
A-movement, but it exhibits reconstruction effect (see Postal 1971, and
Belietti and Rizzi 1986).
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(8)

a. This picture of himself bothers Dan
b. Each other's parents annoy the men
Moreover, Barss (1985) observes that raising exhibits Condition A type re
construction effect. His example is cited below.

(9)

[These pictures of each otherzJl
themz J

seem [t'l

to bother

tl

Tnerefore, we cannot say that Condition A type reconstruction effect is lim
ited to A'-movement.
The difference between Hindi and Japanese examples above on the
one hand and English ones on the other is that in the former cases, the rel
evant phrases are assigned accusative Case, where the latter cases, they
are assigned nominative Case. We can check Condition A type recon
struction effect with accusative phrase In English. Observe the follov:lng
exampies. 3

(0)

a.

1 believe

~har

I

[pic~ures

of himself] embarrass John

b.??! believe [ !pictures of himself] to embarrass John J
c. *1 believe that [ [pictures of himself] prove that John is
funny looking ]
There is a three-way contrast. (10a) is a typical case of psycho movement
and grammatical. The moved phrase is assigned the nominative Case. (10c)
is ungrammatical: this is a straightforward case of a Condition A violation.
(10b), in which the moved phrase is assigned the accusative Case, has an
intermediate status. Although it is not clear why (10b) is no. as good as tal,
it appears that the contrast displayed in (10a) and (10b) is not as clear as one
wishes it to be to say that the movement to an accusative position is not
SUbject to Condition A type reconstruction effect4. We, therefore, iook else
where to find some evidence that the post SUbject position is different from
the pre SUbject pOSition.

3. Pre Subject Fosition

V5.

Post Subject Position

As observed in Saito (19135, 1992). scrambling to The pre subject PC'
sit jon exhibits Condition C type reconstruction effect. S The relevant example
is cited below.
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( 11)

*[Masaol-no hahaoya12-0 [karel-ga
Masao's
mother-ace
he-nom
(Masao's mother, he loves)

t2

aisite iru
love

(koto)

A-movement does not exhibit Condition C type reconstruction effect as
shown in (12), which is cited from Saito (1992).

(1Z)

[Johnl's picture12 struck himl

t2

as a good likeness

Let us now consider the case of scrambling to the post subject posi
tion. The grammaticality of (13b) indicates that this type of scrambling does
not exhibit Cor-dition C type reconstruction effect (see also Mahajan (1990)).

(13)

a.*Joe-ga kare)-ni [Michael)-no imootoj-o
syookaisita
Joe-nom he-dat
Michael's
sisiter-acc introduced
(Joe introduced him) Michaell's sister)
b. Joe-ga [Michael)-no imootoJ2-0
Joe-nom Michael's
sister-ace

karel-ni
he-dat

syockaisi-:s
introduced

As in (14). e\'en when the object p~,~ase is SCr2r.10 ed to the pre st.:bjec: po
sition, if the reievant pronoun is the inoirect object, we do no; observe re
construction effect.

(14)

[Michaell-no imootojz-o [Joe-ga
karel-ni
Michael's
sister-ace
Joe-nom he-dat
(Michael l 's sister, Joe introduced himl)

t2

syookaisita
introduced

Similarly, as observed by Tada (1990), scrambling to the pre subjsct
position and scrambling to the post subject position behaves differently with
respect to the remedy of strong crossover. The relevant examples are cited
beiow,o 7 (15a) is a typical crossover example in Japanese with a WH-in-situ.
(15b) invoives scrambling to the pre subject pOSition and the grammalicality
does not improve,
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(15)

a. *Soitul-ga [darel-no senseiJ-o
nagutta no
HE-nom
whoes
teacher-ace hit
Q
"Hel hit whosel teacher"
(~hosel teacher did hel hit?)
h. *[darel-no senseiJz-o [ soitul-ga
whose
teacher-ace HE-nom
"Whosel teacher did hel hit"
(same as above)

tz

nagutta no
hit
Q

A-movement saves an apparent strong crossover configuration as shown in
below.

(16)
[~hosel

motherlz

tz

struck himl

tz

as smart

Now observe (17). which is also cited from Tada (1990), (1/b) invclves
scrambling to the post subject position and in this case. the gram:natical,ty
improves.

(17)

a.

*Joh~-ga

sci~tl-~i
!ciarel-no s£nsei]-o
HE-riae
khose
teacher-ace
"John introduced hirr! \.\'hOSE'l teacher fl
(~'hosel t~ache.r did Jcr:.n ir:~roducc:: hi!'l:l)
John-no~

b.

John-ga [darel-no senseiJz-o soitul-ni
John-nom ,,"'hose
teacher-ace HE -dat
"John introduced khosel teacher to timl"
(saille as above)

syookaisita nc
in:roduced Q

tz

syookaisit:a no
introduced

A01d again. if the relevant pronoun is the indirect object, even if the direct
objecl scrambled all the way 10 the pre subject position, the grammatical!t)'
improves.

(18)

[darel-no senseijz-o [John-ga soitul-ni
whose
teacher-ace John-nom HE-dat
'\;hose teacherl, John introduced him I"
(same as above)

tz

syookaisita no
introduced Q
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The grammaticality of (1:'\) and (17b) shows that reconstruction does
not have to apply from the post subject position, whereas the
ungrammaticality of (11) and (14b) shows that we cannot prevent recon
struction from applying from the pre subject position. The grammaticality of
(14) and (18) indicates that scrambling to the pre subject position can go
through the post subject position.
4. Impossibility of *DirectW Movement
Let us next examine whether reconstruction is possible at all from the
post subject position. We have observed the cases where reconstruction
effect causes ungrammaticality. We will now observe the cases which are
saved by reconstruction effect.
First, we will examine a case of topicalization, A'-movement. Ob
serve (19).

(19)

Himl, Johnl's mother loves tl
The grammaticality of (19) indicates that A'-movement exhibi:s recol1
struction er.ect with respect to CondiTion B.
On the other hand. typical A-movement does not exhibit this charac
teristic.

(20)
*n81 seecs to Johnl ~s mo~ner

Next observe

G

~l to be

Sfficr:

case of scrambling to the pre subject position.

(21)

karel-o [ Michaell-no sensei-ga
minna~ni
tl
he-acc
Michael's
teacher-nom everyone-dat
(Himl, Michaell's t:eacher introduced everyone)

syookaisita
introduced

The grammaticality of (21) indicates that scrambling exhibits Condition B
type reconstruction effect.
Let us now consider a case of scrambling to the post subject position.
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(22)
4. Joe-ga

Michaell-no sensei-ni
karel-o
Joe-nom Michael's
teacher-dat he-ace
(Joe introduced Michaell's teacher himl)

syookaisita
introduced

b.*Joe-ga karel-o Michaell-no sensei-ni
tl
Joe-nom he-ace
Michael's
teacher-dat
"Joe introduced himl to Michaell' s teacher"

syookaisita
introduced

(22b) is not grammatical. That indicates that A'-adjunction to this position is
not possible. Moreover, if the hypothesis that the movement in (22b) is to
an A-position is correct, the ungrammaticality of (22b) is accounied for to·
gether with (20).
Interestingly enough, (23) is also ungrammatical.

(23)

*karel-o
Joe-ga Michaell-no sensei-ni
he-ace
Joe-nom Michael's
teacher-dat
(Himl. Joe introduced Michacll's teacher)

tl

syookaisita
introduced

This is a case of scrambling to the pre subject position. The gramma:icality
of (21) suggests that reconstruction should be possible from this position.
However, the ungrammaticali!y of (23) indicates that reconstruction may be
possible to the intermediate position. but not to the initial posit:on. This is
expected if MahaJan (1989) is correct that the movement like (23) goes
through the intermedia!e position. 'which is an A-position.
Now a remaining question is why the direct movement is no: pessi
ble. If the direct movement to the pre subject position is possible, it should
be able to be a case of A'·movement, and therefore, reconstruc:ion should
be possible. In the rest of the paper, I wili suggest to relate this observation
to Chomsky's (1989) hypothesis that accusative Case will be cnecked at a
fu nctiona( category.

S. Case Positions in Japanese
Chomsky (1989) al1empts to unify the way structural Case assignment
takes place. He proposes that both nominative and accusative Case will be
checked at functional categories. This means that the object phrase must
raise to get Case checked.
In English type languages, it is obvious that object raising takes piace
at LF because of the word order. However, as Mahajan (1989) notes, in such
languages as Hindi and Japanese. it is possible to consider that scrambling,
...:hich is S-structure movement, can be to a Case position in a functionaf
category.
Interestingly, scrambling to the post subject position exhibits the
characteristics of A-movement as we have observed. If these characteristics
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are the ones shared by the movement to a Case positionS, the post subject
position should be a Case position.
Let us hypothesize that the post subject position is a Case position
and examine whether we can account for the ungrammaticality of (23). There
are two ways to derive (23) as illustrated in (24).

(24)

a.
b.

rr------.

.,

..
NP(DO)

1

I ...

NP(SUB)

[ACC J

1'

,-I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....

NP(IO)

t

I

In (24a) derivation, the object goes through the accusative position, whereas
in (24b). it directly moves to the pre subject position. The ungrammaticality
of (23) indicates that the derivation like (24b) is not available. Note that the
object must get Case checked. This means that in (24bJ derivation. the ob
ject must go back to the accusative position at LF.
Given that, there are at least two ways to prevent (24b).9 We may at
Iribute to the iength of chains. The total length of the chain is shoner in (24a)
than (24b). Therefore. only the "economical" (in the sense of Chomsky
(1989» derivation is allowed. Or it may be that the pre subject position is an
A'-position and the movement from an A'-position to a Case position is pro
hibited.
If this is in a correct line, we must make a note of the position of the
subject.
Koopman and Sportiche (1988), among others. argue that in
Japanese type ianguages. the subject can stay at the Spec of VP. However.
if we want to assume an accusative Case position as in (24;. what we 08 net
want to have is a coniiguration like (25).

(25)

rAce

NP(SGB)

1

NP(DO)

v

This is because as observed by Tada (1990) and Saito (1992). the pre subject
position is not an A-position 10 • Therefore. within Chomsky's (1969) system.
the subject must raise to a functional category at S-structure in Japanese
too l l .
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Notes
IBoth Hindi and Japanese allow "long distance" scrambling too. Ac
cording to Mahajan (1989) and Saito (1992). "long distance" scrambling can
not be A-movement.
2Mahajan (1989) and Saito (1992) note that (1a) is somewhat worse
than the perfect example in (1b). See Saito (1992) for some discussion. Tada
(1990) argues that scrambling such as (1b). which does not cross the subject.
should be distinguished irom one such as (1a). which does cross the subject.
sl am indebted to Howard Lasnik and Andrew Barss for this observa
tion. The examples in (9) are due to Andrew Barss.
"Therefore, the question why in (3b,c) and (5a,b). only the subject can
be the antecedent of the reflexives remains unsolved.
.liThe fact that the phrase scrambled to the pre subject position ca n
bind an anaphor (see (1a» and the claim that this position is not an A
position seem to be contradicted. See Saito (1992) for some discussion.
61t is known that Japanese pronoun "kare" (he) cannot be a bound
variable. Thus, 0) is ungrammatical.

(i) *dare-no sensei-ga
kare-o
whose
teache~-norn
he· ace
(~hcse teacher lO~8s hiffi)

aisit:eiru no
love
Q

However, i: is observed by Hajime Hoji and Hiroaki Tada, among others.
there are some pronouns which can be a bound va.iable and "soil!)" (th2r
guy) is one of them. See Hoji (1990) for detailed discussion. In this pooper, I
translate "soitu" as "HE" with capital letters for ease of expos:tion.
7Since the word order of the examples is crucial here, I provide with
two types of translation. The one reflects the relevant word order of
Japanese example (given in' ") and the other expresses the closest mean
ing (given in ( )).
8Chomsky (1986:137) argues that an A-chain must be headed b\' e
Case position.
9See Nemoto (forthcoming) for more discussion.
IGExcept that the phrase scrambled to the pre subject pOSition can
bind an anaphor.
llSee Takezawa (1987) and Ueda (1990) for some discussion on the
position of the subject in Japanese.
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The Locality Condition and Binding at LF ...
Soonhyuck Park
University of Wisconsin - Madison
1.

Introduction

The concept of locality has been employed in Binding Theory to restrict a
certain domain, i.e. the Binding Domain (BD), in which an anaphoric dependency
is satisfied. Since Lebeaux (1983), however, the BD has been assumed to be able
to expand as a function of LF-movement of anaphors, such that the long-distance
anaphors move close enough to be locally bound by a remote antecedent in the
enlarged BD at LF.
This notion of locality is somewhat loosely defined in that anaphors are only
required to be in the c-commanding domain of antecedent. Chomsky (1986), Yang
(1991), and Manzini (1992) give some restriction on locality, in an attempt to
attribute Binding Theory to Government Theory. In this paper, I argue for a
relaxation of the locality condition so that Principle A is subsumed by Relativized
Minimality. By doing so, I basically dispense with the BD which is required in the
definition of Principle A, relax Principle A in such a way that phrases in A'- as well
as A-positions invoke binding theoretic effects, and show that an anaphoric
dependency can be essentially and uniquely accounted for by a constraint which
blocks A-binding after A'-binding, with a reformulation of the definition of A-/A'
position.
2.

Anaphors

It is generally known that Object-orientation is missing in long-distance
binding, where an anaphor in the subject position finds its antecedent in a higher
clause. So, in (I) and (2), the anaphors in the embedded subject position are
anaphoric only to the subject. but not to the object. in the matrix clause.
(I) JOhni told Billj that pictures of himselfi/*j had arrived.

(2) The meni told the womcnj that each Olheri/+j's pictures were on sale.
This is also true in Korean, where the phrasal reflexive kucasin 'himself' in (3) and
the reciprocal sela 'each other' in (4) can be bound by the matrix subject only. I
(3) John-un Bill-ul {kueasin-i fiancee-lui mannass-tunl kongwuen-ulo teylikokassta
-top -ace himself-nom fiancee-ace met-reI
park-to
took
'Johni took Billj to the park where himselfi/"j met (his) fiancee.'
(4) yeintul-un wuli-Iul [selo-ka fiance-luI mannass-tunl kongwuen-ulo teylikokassta
women-top us-ace e.o.-nom fiance-ace met-reI
park-to
took
'The womenj took USj to the park where each otheri/"'j met (e.o.'s) fiance.'

In cases where an anaphor finds its antecedent in the same (local) clause, I will
call this 'short-distance binding,' however, the object as well as the subject can
serve as an antecedent.
(5) Johni told Billj about himselfj/}
(6) The girlSi told the boysj about each otheri/j.
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Thus, (5) and (6) are ambiguous, in that the anaphors can be bound either to the
su bject or to the object.
(7) John-un BilI-eykey kucasin-eytayhaye malhayssta,
-lO.
himself-about
told
-top
'Johni told Billj about himselfi/j-'
(8) sonyentul-un sonyetul-eykey selo-uy
pang-ul
poyecwuessta.
boys-top
girls-lO.
each other's room-ace showed.
'Boysi showed girlsj each other's room.'
(7) and (8) show that the phrasal reflexive and the reciprocal in Korean exhibit both
subject and object-orientation in short-distance binding as welL
Interestingly, in Korean Japanese and Chinese also -, there exists another
type of anaphor, the so-called non-phrasal reflexive cas in , zibun and ziji ,
respectively, meaning 'self', The non-phrasal reflexive is similar to the phrasal
reflexive and reciprocal in that it exhibits only subject-orientation in long-distance
binding, as in (9) where the non-phrasal reflexive in Korean refers to the matrix
subject only.
(9) John-un Bill-ul [casin-i fiancee-lui mannass-tun] kongwuen-ulo teylikokassta
took
-top -acc self-nom fiancee-acc met-rei
park-to
'Johnj took Billj to the park where selfi/*j met (his) fiancee.'
The non-phrasal reflexive, however, differs from the phrasal reflexive and
reciprocal in two respects. One is that the non-phrasal reflexive can be bound by the
subject in the higher clause, even though there exists a c-commanding subject,
object, or both between them (I will call this 'longest-distance binding'). That is, in
(10), for example. the non-phrasal reflexive in the embedded object position is
bound by the matrix subject. en:n though it is intervened by the matrix Object and
embedded subject.
(10) John-un Bill·ul ITom·j
casin-uy pomwul-ul swumki-n] sem-e} ponayssta.
-top
-ace
·nom self-gcn treasure·acc hid·rel
island·to sent
'Johni sent Billj to the island where Tomk hid selfi/*j/k's treasure'
In contrast, the phrasal reflexive and the reciprocal do not invoke longest-distance
binding, as shown in (11) through (14).
(11) Johni told BilIj that Tomk saw pictures of himself*iI*j/k .

(12) The meni told themj that the womenk met each other*iI*j/k in BoslOn.
(13) John-un Bill-ul [Tom-i kucasin-uy pomwul-ul swumki·n] sem-ey ponayssta.
-top -ace -nom himself's treasure-acc hid-rei
island-to sent
'Johnj sent BiIlj to the island where Tomk hid himself*V*j/k'S treasure'
(14) sonyentul-un wuli-Iul [sonyetul·i selo-uy pomwul·ul swumki·n] sem-ey ponayssta,
boys-top
us-ace girls-nom e.o. 's treasure-acc hid-reI
island-to sent
'The boYSi sent USj to the island where the girlsk hid each Olher*i/*j/k'S treasure'
The interesting fact is.that the matrix object still cannot participate in either long- or
longest-distance binding.
Second, the non-phrasal reflexive also behaves differently from the phrasal
reflexive and reciprocal in short-distance binding. In English, simple sentences
containing anahpors are ambiguous.
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(15) Johni told BiIlj about himselfi/j.
(16) The girlsi told the boysj about each otherilj-

In (15) and (16), the anaphors can be bound by either the subject, or the object.
In Korean, however, the anaphoric dependency in simple sentences varies,
depending on what kind of anaphor is involved. First, consider the cases where a
seOience contains the non-phrasal reflexive. This sentence mayor may nO! be
ambiguous, For example, the non-phrasal reflexive casin 'self' in (17) exhibits both
subject and object-orientation,
(17) John-i
Bill-ul casin-uy pang-ey
-top
-ace self-gen room-in
'Johni kept BiIlj in selfi/j's room.'

katwuessta.
kept

In (18), however, object-orientation disappears, and the non-phrasal reflexive is
anaphoric only to the subject.
(18) John-j
Bill-ul easin-uy pang-eyse mannassta.
-nom
-ace self
room-at
meet
'Johni met Billj at selfi/*j's room.'
Park (1992) proposes that the anaphoric dependency correlates with the
subcategorization of the verb. arguing that
(19) object-orientation holds for the non-phrasal reflexive in a complement position.
Thus, the asymmeIT), in shorr-distance binding of the non-phrasal reflexive emerges
from the fact that the non-phrasal reflexive in (17) is inside the PP compiemeOi
subcategorized for by the verb katwwQ 'keep'. whereas that of (18) is not parr of
the complement of the verb. mallllata 'meet',
The phrasal reflexive/reciprocal. however. is not sensitive to complement
versus non-complement di,tinclion. Object-orientation, thus, survives, by simply
putting the phrasal reflexive/reciprocal in place of the non-phrasal reflexive in (18).
(20) John-i
Bill-ul kueasin-uy samwusil-eyse mannassta.
-nom
-ace himself-gen office-at
met
'Johni met Billj at himselfi/j's office.'
(21) wuli-nun kutul-ul
selo-uy
samwusil-eyse mannassta.
we-top
them-ace e.o.-gen office-at
met
'Wei met themj at each otheri/j's office.'
As (20) and (21) indicate, the anaphors again ambiguously refer to the subject or
the object. even though they are not in the complement position of the verb.
The propenies of the three types of anaphors can be thus described as in (22).
(22)

type of anaphor

shon -distance

-orientation

subj

obj

non-phrasal reO.
phrasal reO.
reciprocal

yes
yes
yes

yes/no
yes
yes

long-distance longest -distance
obj
subj
obj
subj
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

yes
N/A
N/A

no
N/A
N/A
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To sum,
(23) a. when an anaphor and its antecedent are in the same clause, the phrasal
reflexive and reciprocal exhibit object-orientation, while the non-phrasal
reflexive mayor may not do so, and
b. when an antecedent is in a higher clause, the phrasal reflexive and reciprocal
can function as a long-distance anaphor, but not as a longest-distance anaphor,
while the non-phrasal reflexive can do both.
c. long-and longest-distance binding uniformly do not exhibit object
orientation.
3. Checking theory and anaphors
3.1. Feature-checking
For an account of (23), let's consider the following four possible analyses of
anaphors.
(24) a.
b.
c.
d.

anaphors undergo XP-adjunction movement.
anaphors undergo XP-substitution movement.
anaphors undergo Xo head -movement.
anaphors do not move at all.

The fact that the non-phrasal reflexive works as a longest-distance anaphor as
summed up in (23b) can be accounted for by differentiating the type of movement it
undergoes from that of a phrasal reflexive/reciprocal. For this, I propose that
(25) a non-phrasal reflexive undergoes

XO

head-movement.

2

Imagine that (25) is right. Then, we immediately face the question as to why
the non-phrasal reflexive moves. Recently, Chomsky (1992) provides a checking
mechanism through which featUre holders match their features under the SPEC
head relation. In Verb Raising (VR), for example, the verb is assumed 10
independently carry morphological featUres from the lexicon and move to the heads
of phrases which contain verbal features, i.e. AGRPs and TP, in favor of checking
features between the verb and heads which it moves through. In light of this. I
conjecture that the non-phrasal reflexive carries features to be checked, arguing that
(26) a non-phrasal reflexive moves for the sake of checking theory. 3

There are, however, three fundamental differences between VR and movement
of non-phrasal reflexive in (26). One is that the features which the verb carries, i.e.
L-features, are different from those which the non-phrasal reflexive carnes. Let'S
refer the features of non-phrasal reflexive as B(inding)-features. L-features include
features of agreement and tense, such that the verb moves to heads of AGRP and
TP, while B-features contain only those features which are relevant to its
antecedent, i.e. AGR features, such that the non-phrasal reflexive eventually moves
to a head position, whose SPEC is occupied by its antecedent. Second, L-features
are strong or weak, such that the verb moves before or after SPELL-OUT,
respectively, depending on the language, while B-features are weak, such that the
non-phrasal reflexive moves covertly, i.e. after SPELL-OUT. Third, the verb
strictly moves to head positions within a clause, while the non-phrasal reflexive can
undergo long- or even longest-distance movement. In Chomsky (1992), the
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number of steps of movement depends on the number of sets of features which
must be checked. For example, the verb carries at most three sets of features,
{AGRs}, {Tense}, and lAGRo}, each of which is checked at three different head
positions, i.e. AGRo, T, and AGRs, through successive cyclic movement. The
non-phrasal reflexive, however, carries only one set of features, and moves as far
as it matches its features with a possible antecedent. For example, in cases where
the non-phrasal reflexive in die embedded object position is bound by the manix
subject, it moves up to the head AGRs. This movement must be undergone by
successive cyclically landing in intervening head poSitions for the sake of the
minimality and the economy of derivation in the sense of Chomsky (1991).
The analysis so far requires the non-phrasal reflexive to be bound under the
SPEC-head relation. Now, as stated in (23a), the non-phrasal reflexive has the
propeny of being flexible in exhibiting object-orientation in shon-distance binding.
This flexibility can be accounted for by exploring whether or not the non-phrasal
reflexive and its antecedent enter into a SPEC-head configuration. That is, let's
assume that the object moves to SPEC-AGRo for Case (cf. Mahajan (1991),
Chomsky (1992), and Johnson (1992», and that a non-complement PP is base
generated in AGRo'. The non-phrasal reflexive in a non-complement PP fails to be
bound by the object in SPEC-AGRo, because the Proper Binding Condition in
Fiengo (1980) prevents it from lowering to the head AGRo, as in (27a). This
prevention, in tum, blocks the non-phrasal reflexive and its possible antecedent to
enter into a SPEC-head configuration, as indicated by an arrow.
(27) a. in a non-complement position
I

AGRPo
/
\
OB
AGR'o
J
/
PP
AGR'o
1_\
i
\
... casin." AGRo VP

b. in a complement posilion
I

AGRPo
/
\
OB'
AGR'o
J
I
\
AGRo
VP
I

".casinj...

L\

I

.. tj...

I
I

I \
ijPP
1_\
... Ii ...
I

ok
On the contrary, the non-phrasal reflexive in a complement PP which is sister to the
verb, as in (27b), can undergo upward movement to the head AGRo, establishing
the appropriate configuration with its antecedent, i.e. the object.
3.2. Case-cheCking
It has been argued that AGRPs exists in Korean, given the fact that honorific
expressions in Korean mediate the relation between the subject and the verb, as in
(28), where the subject pwumonim 'parents' and the verb kasiessEa 'went' agree in
honorification. (cf. Cho (1990»
(28) John-uy pwumonim-un
konghang-ey kasiessla.
-gen parents(hon)-lOp airpon-to
went (hon)
'John's parcnts(hon) went(hon) to the airpon:
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Interestingly, the sentence in (29) below also shows honorific agreement between
the object and the verb.
(29) John-un casin-uy pwumonim-ul
konghang-ey
-top self-gen parenls(hon)-acc airport-to
'John took(hon) sclfs parcnts(hon) 10 the airport:

mosikokassla.
took(hon)

If honorification is counted as one of the features which are contained in AGRP in
Korean, then we can get (30), from (28) and (29).
(3D)

There exisl both AGRPs and AGRPo in Korean.

Chomsky (1992) proposes that Case checking is uniquely implemented under
the SPEC-head relation, arguing that Case is mediated by AGR which is provided
Case features of T and V, as in (31).
(31) a. IAGR T AGR)

b. IAGR V AGR]

(Chomsky (1992): (3»

Thus, assuming the VP-Intemal Subject Hypothesis, the subject and the object are
ultimately required to move to SPEC-AGRPs and -AGRPo, respectively, for Case
checking.
Here, a question may arise as to why should it be the case that Case-checking
is implemented at SPEC-AGRPs. In other words, why AGR should panicipate in
Case-checking as a mediator? This question has been already raised by Chomsky
himself (1992: fn 11, 17, 36) and others cited therein, who entenain the possibility
that Case is directly checked by Case-feature holder, i.e. at [T TJ. If we accept this
possibility, the subject can be argued to move to SPEC-TP for the nominative Case
checidng, and subsequently to SPEC-AGRPs for agreement feature-checking.
As for the object. however, the accusative Case cannot be directly checked by
the verb, because they are not in a SPEC-head configuration. Thus, the object is
required to move to SPEC-AGRPo. the verb to head AGRo. Alternatively.
however, let's suppose that the Case feature is carried by some other element.
Johnson (1992) independently suggests that the verb itself cannot assign Case. It
can do so, only after adjoining to the Case feature holder, i.e. the head of IlP. 4 In
this paper, I conjecture that the head AGRo contains the Case feature, and checks
the accusative Case feature. as the head T does so. Assuming this to be the case,
(31) is replaced by (32)
(32) a. IT

TI

b. lAGRo

AGRo]

(32), however, raises a question about the nature of A-movement. A-movement has
been regarded as movement to a position where Case is assigned. such that an NP
cannot skip any potentially Case-marked position. In this respect, an A-chain is
formed by movement to SPEC-TP for the subject, and to SPEC-AGRPo for the
object. as shown in (33).

(33) ... [AGRPs

A-chain
I
[AGRPo
[VP SU V OB
1_ _ 1
? -chain '---:--:---;---'
ITP
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If this is so, then what is the nature of the subsequent movement of subject to
SPEC- AGRPs? Let's consider two possibilities.

(34) a. expand the A-chain in order to accommodate both Case- and feature
checking.
b. regard the subsequent movement as an instance of (obligatory) short
Scrambling. 5
In Chomsky (1992), feature-checking applies not only to NP-, but to wh
movements, as well. That is, a wh-element moves to SPEC-CP in order to check its
features with the head C. Webelhuth (p.c.) further proposes that Topicalization and
Focus movement (even Scrambling) are motivated by checking theory. If this is the
case, then, Case-checking differs from other feature-checking, in that the former
applies only for A-movement, while the latter does for both A- and A' -movement.
For this reason, (34a) is hard to defend.
Now, consider (34b). Mahajan (1991) argues that clause internal Scrambling
may be A- or A' -movement in Hindi. (34b) then triggers two additional options,
depending on how to define Scrambling, i.e. A- or A'-Scrambling. The choice in
(34) will be made, by reformulating the following definition of A-lA' -position.
4.

Definition of A-IA'-position

SPEC-CP and adjunction positions have been regarded as A' -positions, and all
other SPECs as A-positions. Recently, however, much attention has been paid to
redefining A-lA' -position, such as a three-way distinction of A-IA'-position (cf.
Webelhuth (1992), and Chomsky (1992» and a distinction of A-IA'-position based
on Case-Ie-marking (cf. Johnson (1992».
In this paper, I propose
(35) a. An A-position = def.
(i) a SPEC position which is assigned Case or a·role. or
(ii) a head position whose SPEC is an A-position
b. An A'-position def.
a SPEC or head position which is not an A-position
By (35), 0) there is no inherent A-IA' -position, (ii) not all, but some SPECs are A
positions, depending on whether or not they are Case- or a-marked, and (iii) head
positions are also classified into A- or A' -positions, and their status is determined
by the status of their SPEC. In other words, under the VP-Internal Subject
Hypothesis, SPECs ofTP, AGRPo, and VP are counted as A-position, because the
first two are Case-related and the third a-related. By (35a(ii», their head positions.
i.e. T, AGRo. and V. are also counted as A-position. SPEC-AGRPs, however,
becomes A'-position, in that it is neither Case- nor a-related. Its head position, i.e.
AGRs, is aJso an A'-position for the same reason.
In this respect. the local NP-movement can form either an A- or A'-chain.
More importantly, the question raised in (34) is accounted for in such a way that the
subsequent movement of subject to SPEC-AGRPs is an instance of shon distance
A'-movement. This movement is obligatorily, as the movement to SPEC-TP is. As
such, the subject and the object now eventually land in A' - and A-positions,
respectively. 6
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The argument that the subject occupies an A'-position attacks the general
assumption that only phrases in A-position participate in binding theoretic effects.
(36) a... WhOi did each otherj's friends visit _ 1
b... Whoj did himselfj like _ ?
Sentences in (36) have been assumed to be ungrammatical, simply because the
anaphors lack an antecedent in an A-position.
In Korean, however, sentences such as (36a) are allowed. For example, (37a)
is grammatical even if the anaphor, for example, the non-phrasal reflexive casin
'self', and wh-word, nwukwu 'who', are in a coreference relation.
(37) a. nwukwu-Iul [casin-uy chinkwutul-j _ pelyenohassni 1
who-ace
self-gen friends-nom
spoiled-Q
'WhOj did friends of himselfj spoil l'
b... nwukwu-Iul [casin-i _ pinanhayssni )
who-ace
self-nom criticized-Q
'WhOi did himselfi criticize l'
Since Korean is assumed not to exhibit Weak Cross-over effects, the
grammaticality involved in (37) should not rely on whether or not the anaphor finds
its antecedent in an A-position, but on the fact that (37b) simply invokes (Strong)
Crossover effects. whereas (37a) does not. This account also applies to English. in
that the examples in (36) above are ungrammatical, simply because they invoke
Weak and Strong crossover, respectively. Furthermore, if the assumption that long
distance scrambling is an A '-movement is right (cf. Saito (1990) and Mahajan
(1991», the anaphoric dependency between the long-distance scrambled antecedent
and the anaphor in (38) is an instance of A'-binding.
(38) John-ul 1 casin-uy emma-nun IBill-1
uaylyessla-ko 1 mitessla l.
-ace self',
mother-nom
-nom
hit-that
believed
'(lit.) Johnj. selfj's mmhcr believed that Bill hit (him).'
Under this consideration, Binding Theory can be relaxed in such a way that phrases
in A'- as well as A-positions can participate in binding theoretic phenomena. So,
PrincipJe A is defined as
(39) an anaphor must be A- or A' -bound. 7
Assuming that Scrambling uniformly undergoes A'-movement, the anaphor in
(37a) and (38) satisfies (39). by being A'-bound by the scrambled antecedent.
5.

Generalized Relativized Minimality

Recall that the non-phrasal reflexive undergoes XO·movement. In order to
accommodate this with respect to (39), I suggest the following generalized version
of Relativized Minimality. based on a new definition of A·/A' -position in (35), in
an attempt to attribute Binding Theory to Government Theory, particularly
antecedent government.
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(40) Generalized Relativized Minimality
ex antecedent governs Ponly if there is no y such that y is a typical potential
antecedent governor for p, and y c-commands P and does not c-command ex.
(41) a. y is a typical potential antecedent governor for p, p 'an XO' in an A-chain
:: y is an A-Xo c-commanding p.
b. Y is a typical potential antecedent governor for p, p 'an XO' in an A'-chain
=y is an A' ·Xo c-commanding p.
c. y is a typical potential antecedent governor for p, p 'an XP' in an A-chain
=y is an A-XP c-commanding p.
d. Y is a typical potential antecedent jovemor for p, p 'an XP' in an A' -chain
:: y is an A'-XP c-commanding p.
(40) and (41) basically differ from Rizzi (1990), in that not only SPECs but
heads are sensitive to the distinction of A- or A '-position , as in (41a,b), such that
an intervening head in an A-position functions as a relativized minimality barrier for
an A-chain headed by an A-XO category (cf. (42a», while an intervening head in an
A' -position does so for an A'-chain headed by an A'-Xo category (cf. (42b». Since
the non-phrasal reflexive has been assumed to be bound by an XP antecedent under
the SPEC-head relation, (40) and (41) apply not only to the XP-to-XP (cf.
(42c,d», but to the XO-to-Xo or XO_to-XP relation (cf. (42a,b».
(42) non-phrasal refl.

,

a. ex (A-XO or XP)
\

b. ex (A'-XO or XP)
1\

I

1 Y (A'-XO )

Y (A-XO)

1

1

\

P (Xo)

1

\

P

I
(XO)
'_ _I

1_ _1

•

*

phrasal refl/reciprocal
C. ex (A·XP)
I \
1
1

Y (A-XP)
\

,

P (XP)

d.

0:

(A'-XP)

1\
1

Y (A'-XP)

1

\

1

P(XP)

1_ _1

1_ _1

*

*

Now, I turn to the property of anaphors summed up in (23c), repeated here.
(23) c. long- and longest-distance binding do not exhibit object-orientation.
Let's consider the non-phrasal reflexive. As for long-distance binding, the
embedded subject anaphor first undergoes XP-movement from SPEC-VP to SPEC
AGRPs via SPEC-TP for L-feature checking, which forms an A'-chain, in that
SPEC-AGRs is defined as an A'-position. Now, the non-phrasal reflexive
undergoes XO-movement in favor of checking B-features under the SPEC-head
relation. This movement may take place either to AGRs or AGRo of the matrix
clause. Movement to the matrix AGRo is, however, canceled, simply because of
Improper Movement Constraint (IMC) which prevents movement from A'- to A
position. That is, given that AGRo is defined as an A-position. the non-phrasal
reflexive cannot move to AGRo. but to AGRs. via C which is the only relativized
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minimality barrier for the A'-chain, as described in (43a). As for longest-distance
binding, when the anaphor appears in the embedded object position, for example,
the non-phrasal reflexive undergoes XP-movement to SPEC-AGRo from SPEC
VP for L-feature checking, forming an A-chain. And it further undergoes XO.
movement to AGRs of the embedded clause for checking B-features, forming an
A'-chain. Once it goes to AGRs, it cannot land in AGRo by IMC. So, the next
available landing site is the matrix AGRs, via C, for the same reason mentioned
above, which is illustrated in (43b).
(43) a. long-distance binding (non-phrasal reflexive)
A.:.:.bmInd
1

1

[AGRPs SU

AGR

[AGRPo OB ... [Cp C [AGRPs ANA [TP·.. [vP ..·
1_ _ _ _.,-;--:-.,--_ _11
II
II
I
A'-chain

A'-chain A'=Chain A-Chain

b. longest-distance binding (non-phraSal reflexive)
A.:.:.bmInd
A.:.:.bmInd
1

1

1

1

[AGRPs SU AGR .. ·[AGRPo OB ,.. [ep C [AGRPs SU AGR [AGRPo ANA [VP...
I

II

A' -chain

II

A' -chain

II

A' -chain

I

A-chain

Let's consider now the phrasal reflexive and reciprocal. To begin with, I
propose that they, as an XP projection, do not move.
(44) the phrasal reflexive and the reciprocal do nOi move.
As for long-distance binding, they first move to SPEC-AGRs for checking L
features, via SPEC-TP, fomling an A'-chain. From here, it appears that they can be
either A'-bound by the matrix subject or A-bound by the matrix object. In order to
block object-orientation. however, it is required to consrrain binding phenomena in
such a way that A-binding relation applies only to anaphors in an A-position. For
this, I further suggest Improper Binding Consrraint (lBC) which blocks A-binding
relation if an anaphor has undergone A-binding, as in (45).
(45) Improper Binding Constraint (IBC)

No A-binding relation is allowed after A'-binding relation in a chain.
(45) subsumes IMC, in the sense that IBC applies not only to the case where a
movement is involved, Le. the relation between the non-phrasal reflexive and its
trace, but to the case where no movement is involved, i.e. the relation between the
phrasal reflexivelreciprocal and its antecedent.
(45) thus prevents a coreference relation between an anaphor which is an A'
position or is A'·bound by the subject, and the object in a higher clause. The matrix
subject remains as a possible antecedent, such that it can A'-bind the phrasal
reflexive/reciprocal, which is shown in (46a), In this case, the matrix object does
not function as a relativized minimality barrier, since it is in an A-position. The
phrasal reflexive/reciprocal does not exhibit longest-distance binding, in that it
cannot be either A'-bound by the matrix subject, or A-bound by the matrix object,
as in (46b). This phenomenon is accounted for in such a way that the embedded
subject blocks A'-binding relation, and the embedded object, if there is, prevents A
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binding relation. Even in case where the phrasal reflexive/reciprocal appears in the
embedded object position, the matrix object can be excluded as a possible
antecedent by means of (45), in the sense that an anaphor cannot be A-bound once
it has been A'-bound
(46) a. long-distance binding (phrasal reflexive/reciprocal)
A'·bound
I

I

[AGRPs SU ... [AGRPo OB ... lep C [AGRPs ANA [TP ... Ivp ...
II

J

I

A' -chain A-chain
b. longest-distance binding (phrasal reflexive/reciprocal)
A'-bound
I

J

[AGRPs SU ... [AGRPo OB ... [ep C [AGRPs SU [AGRPo ANA [vP...
I

I

A-chain
As for short-distance binding, the phrasal reflexive/reciprocal is either A-bound
by the object. or A'-bound by the subject. The object does not function an a
relativized minimality barrier for the A'-binding relation, as in (47a).
(47) a. phrasal refl/reciprocal
A'·bound
I
I A·bound II
[AGRPs SU [TP ..· [AGRPo DB... ANA ...

b. non-phrasal reflexive
A' -bound

A·bound

1----,

[AGRPs SU

-1--

AGR ITP ..· [AGRPo DB AGR ... ANA ...
'_ _ _ _._ _----11

A'-cbain

1

A-chain

The non-phrasal reflexive in a complement PP moves in favor of checking B
features to AGRo to be A-bound by the object, and subsequently to AGRs to be A'
bound by the subject, as in (47b).
6.

Conclusion

Various binding phenomena have been considered in this paper. The
movement analysis of anaphors is now based on the revision of Rizzi's Relativized
Minimality in combination of the assumption about bar-levels, i.e. the non-phrasal
reflexive is analyzed as an XO-Ievel constituent, and thus undergoes XO-movement,
whereas the phrasal reflexive/reciprocal is considered as an XP projection. and thus
does not move. For the lack of object-orientation in long- and longest-distance
binding, a new definition of A-/A'-position has been proposed to differentiate the
status of subject from that of object, such that Case-checking applies at [T TJ and
[AGR AGR], and raising of subject to SPEC-AGRs is an instance of A'-movement.
The anaphoric relation is ultimately attributed to the antecedent government, and the
norion of BD required in Principle A is eliminated.
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* An earlier version of this paper was presented in the colloquium at UW-Madison.
I would like to thank the audiences in the colloquium and at the conference of
WECOL 92. I am panicularly grateful to Gen Webelhuth, Kyle Johnson, Elabbas
Benmamoun, Anoop Mahajan, and Miirvet Ene for their for precious suggestions
and criticisms on earlier versions of this paper. I am also indebt to Leyla Zidani for
her comments on the content and the style of an earlier version of this paper.
Thanks are also due to Jeehyun and Sunyoung. All errors and omissions are, of
course, the sole responsibility of the author.
Notes
1 Notice that Korean does not obey NIC effects.
2 See Pica (1987), Cole, et. al (1990) and Hestvik (1992), among others. For
other possible analyses, see Huang & Tang(I989}, Katada(1990} and Yang (1991).
3 This analysis is quite opposite to Huang & Tang (1989), who argue that the
non-phrasal reflexive does not have either an R-index or III-features, and these are
only assigned by Binding Theory at S-structure and LF.
4 In Johnson (l992),s system, the object moves to SPEC-VP for Case where it is
head governed by the [V-~l complex.
5 The notion of "obligatory" comes from Mahajan (1991), who argues that raising
of NP to a Case-marked position is an instance of obligatory shon A-scrambling.
6 One interesting fact concerning the object position is that SPEC-AGRo is a
position where both Case- and feature-checking occur. Under (35), this implies that
the SPEC-AGRo is a mixture of A-fA' -position in the sense of Webelhuth (1992).
(i) a John-un [casin-uy sensayngnim-i hwulyunghan hakca-silakol
mitnuma.
-top sclf-gcn tc3cher(honl-nom eminent
scholar-to be(honlcomp believes
b. John-un [casin-uy semayngnim-ul hwulyunghan hakea·silako]
mitnuma.
-ace
'John believes that self, teacher is an eminent scholar.'
If this is so, then the problem raised in the ECM constructions in Korean - that is,
as in (ib), the embedded subject casin-uy sensayngnim 'self's teacher gets
accusative Case, even though there exists an oven complementizer in the embedded
clause, and the honorification still holds between the embedded subject and
embedded verb, such that the embedded subject must skip over SPEC·CP in favor
of A-chain, - is accounted for in such away that the embedded subject successive
cyclically moves to SPEC·TP (A-chain), -AGRPs, -CP, (A '-chain}, and -AGRPo
(A·fA' -chain).

7 In some sense, it is desirable to classify A"positions into operator A'-positions
and non-operator A"positions (cf. Saito (1989) and Webelhuth (1992» and to
restrict (40) to the case where anaphors are bound by phrases in a non-operator A'·
position. See Park (in preparation) for the details of this, and for the interaction of
binding effects and Scrambling with respect to (40).
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LOCATIVE INVERSION AND RELA TED PHENOMENA *
Maria Polinsky
University of Southern California, Los Angeles
Introduction
This paper examines the phenomenon known as Locative Inversion, focusing
on its syntactic and communicative characteristics and then comparing it to
several other similar phenomena.
In the clause which undergoes Locative Inversion. the locative phrase assumes
the surface linear position of the subject and the subject moves to a different linear
position. In the following examples from Kirundi, Bantu. Locative Inversion
relates a non-inverted clause in (la) to the inverted one in (1b):l
K (I) a. aba-shyitsi ba-ra-rirfimbir-a
mu gisagara
CL2-guest CL2-PRES-sing-IMPF in village
'The guests are singing in the village.'
b.mu gisagara
ha-ra-rirfimbir-a
aba-shyitsi
in villagc(CL7) CLl6-PRES-sing-IMPF CL2-guest
'In the village there are guests singing.'
Locative Inversion has been attested in several Bantu languages. such as
Chichewa (Bresnan and Kanerv;) 1989) and Shona (Perez 1983: Hal1ford 1988).
According to my observations, it also occurs in Kinyarwanda and Kirundi. All
thesl' languages hu\\.' the surface linear order subject-H.'rb(-objei.:t). If a non
inverted locatin' is added to Ih..: claus..:. it follows th..: \·erb. as in (Ia) or follows
the objec[(s). as in the following Kirundi exampk:
K (2)

umwaalimu yi-,,-giishiriz-a
abaana n'ibitabo m'iishuuri
teacher
CLI-PRES-teach-I1\1PF children with books in school
'The teaeher teaches children with the help of books at school.'

Under Locative Inversion, the locative phrase is pre posed to the verb, just like the
subject. and the initial subject follows the verb (l bJ.
The primary goal of this paper is to formulate a single syntactic rule
describing Locatin.' Inversion. The other major goal of this paper is to examine
the effect of Locative Inversion on the communicative structure of the clause.
This paper will also present a classification of Locative Inversion lypes based on a
cross-linguistiC compaJison. Finally. Locative Inversion will be compared to
several other phenomena which arc syntactically or communicatively similar to it.
The syntactic and communicative analysis presented in this paper is callied
out within the framework of functional syntax. This analysis views the clause as a
linguistic sign having three distinct levels of representation. namely: the level
representing the meaning of the clause (thematic roles and verbal semantics) and
two distinct levels representing the form of the clause (the level of grammatical
relations and the level of communicative functions). For each given clause.
thematic roles remain unchangeJ in the analysis. However, these roles can be
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mapped differently onto the grammatical relations and onto c(lmmunicative
functions.
To make the formal representation more explicit. the analysis assumes the
distinction between initial and final grammatical relations. as in Relational
Grammar. The argument whether the initial-final distinction is plausible from the
viewpoint of actual speech production and processing is beyond the scope of this
paper. However. this distinction is certainly relevant in an analysis of language
material.
At the level of grammatical relations. the relevant distinction is between terms
(which include subject. direct object. indirect object. and oblique object) and non
terms or adjuncts. Note that oblique object is considered a telm, not an adjunct.
This means that a language can have distinct object relations including direct,
indirect. and oblique, and the latter would be different from such non-terms as. for
instance. a passive agent.
For the purposes of the communicative analysis. it is sufficient to distinguish
between topic and focus as the major functions representing the communicative
structure of the clause. These functions. for the lack of an adequate definition, are
assumed to be communicative primitives. Another important element of the
communicative structure is the feature [± contrastive]. It can interact with both
topic and focus. Contrastiveness implies that the given entity is selected out of a
class of relevant similar entities and is opposed to the rest of the class in some
respect.
The analysis below is bas~d primarily on th~ data from Kinyarwanda and
Kirundi. These twO languages an.' very similar: unless there is some special need
or a discrepancy. each point will be illustrated by data from one of these two
languages.

The S\nt3x of Loc3ti\'e Im'ersion
With respecllU Locativ.: 1;1\'.:r5IOn. two scparat.: probkms aris.:. namely: first.
what is the !!rammalical r.:lation borne bv the im:crted locative. and s.:cond. what
is the gralnmatical rdation bomc by- the inil1al subject') To decide which
grammatical relations are obtained in the Locatiw Inversion clause. we have to
elicit the syntactic prop~l:ties that characterize subject and object. Based on th..:s..:
properties. it will be possible to identify thi! grammatical relations bome by the
NPs in the Locative Inversion clause,
1. Subject and object properties.
1.1. Subject properties. For Kinyarwanda and KilUndi. the r!!levant subject
properties include:
]) Verbal a!!recment. In example (la). repeated below. the verb agrees with
the subject in grammatical class. which is signalled by the class prefix on the
verb:
mu gisagara
K (1) a. aba-shyitsi ba-ra-rirfimbir-a
CL2-guest CL2-PRES-sing-IMPF in village
'The guests are singing in the village.'
2) Immediate preverbal position, Because of the strict SVO linear ordcr. only
subjects and temporal or locational expressions can preccde the verb, Of these.
only the subject can immediately precede the verb.
3) Select inn of the word 'only' (OI\'LY·Selection). Kinmdi and Kinyarwanda
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have two different words denoting 'only', namely, -nyini, which changes for
class, and gusa whose form is fixed.2 The word -nyini occurs only with subjects
and topics (see also footnote 8), while gusa occurs with aU clause constituents
other than the subject. Compare in Kinyarwanda:

KR

(3) Subject-selected ONLY
a. umugaanga wee-nyine
y-a-vuu-ye
umwwma
doctor(CLI) CLI-only CLI-PAST-treat-PERF child
'Only the doctor treated the child.'
b. *umugaanga ~ y-a-vuu-ye
umwaana
doctor
only CLI -PAST -treat- PERF child
'Only the doctor treated the child.'

KR

(4) Nonsubject-selected ONLY
a. umugaanga y-a-vuu-ye
umwaana &usa
doctor
CLI-PAST-treat-PERF
child
only
'The doctor treated only the child.'
b. *umugaanga y-a-vuu-ye
umwaana wee-nyine
doctor
CLI-PAST-treat~PERF child
CLI-only
'The doctor treated only the child.'

4) Control of the null copy across clause. The subject can control the null copy
in the adjoined c1ausc. as illustrated by (Sa):

KR (5) a. umug6n;' y-a-hon-yl'

inkaj
0i
woman(CLl) CLl-PAST-sec-PERF cow(CL9) eli
a-r-ishiim-a
CL I-PRES-be happy-lJl.1PF
'Th" woman found the CllW and was happ)"

Control of the: llull I.'0PY alTl)" l.'iJllSC I.'haraCll'Iizcs h,)(h the suhiect and dircl't
object (Polinsky and Kozinsky 1992). Where the nominals are already
dIstinguished by th" grammatical class. thc controller of the null copy is
unamhiguously l\;co\t:red by the class prefix on the conjoined wrh: compare (Sal,
when'! "woman" is class I nominal: "cow" is class 9 nominal. and the verb "to be
happy" is marked for class I, That both the subject and the direct object are
potential controllers of the null copy becomes clear when they belong to one and
the same class_ as in (5h). which is ambiguous:

KR (5) b, umug6rei y-a-bon-ye

umugab?j
0i.j
woman CLI-PAST-see-PERF man(CLl) 0i.j
a-r-ishiim-a
CL I-PRES-bc happy-IMPF
'The woman found the man and she/he was happy.'

5) Control of EQui-KP-Dektion in the purpose clause, The subject NP lliggers
Equi into the embedded intiniti\'al clause. Compare in Kinyarwanda:

KR (6)a.

llyU mug6r~

ya-o-j-ye
this wuman CLI-PAST-comc-PERF
'This woman came to see the child.'

o ku-r;;:ba umwaana
to-s;;:e child
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b. uyu mug6re ya-0-j-ye
this woman CLl-PAST-come-PERF
'This woman came to talk to you.'

o ku-ku-vugfisha
to-2SG-talk

1.2. Object properties. In general. terms in Kinyarwanda and Kirundi appear
without prepositional marking (as bare nominals). which seems to distinguish
them from non-terms.3 A striking fact about Kinyarwanda and Kirundi objects is
that both languages can have a number of objects with similar syntactic properties
within one clause. As concerns Kinyarwanda. the types of objects and the number
which can occur per clause have been much debated in the literature. with some
approaches claiming that this language allows the doubling of grammatical
relations (Gary and Keenan 1977; Kimenyi 1980). It has been shown that
Kinyarwanda distinguishes between direct. indirect. and oblique objects (Dryer
1983: Polinsky and Kozinsky 1992: Polinsky 1993a. b; Gerdts and Whaley 1992).
In the examples above. it was shown that the direct object is characterized by
the control of the null copy across clause (5b). This is an exclusive direct object
property. distinguishing the direct object from the indirect. An example of an
indirect object is "the child" in (7a);

KR (7) a. umug6re ya-som-e-ye
umwaana
woman 3SG-read-APP-PERF child
Subject
1ndirect Object
'The woman read the child a book:

igitabo
book
Direct Object

Direct and indirect objects share the following properties:
1) Accessibility to direct Relativization (without copyinrr). Compare the
indirect objeet of (7a) which is rdali\'izcd \\ ilh\)ut a eopy in the relative clause or
on the verb of that clau~e:

KR (7) b, ulllwaana
\'aa-som-c-v\.'
idtabo
child
woman 3SG,REL-read-APP-PERF book
'the child to whom the woman read a book'
We will see below (examples under (18» that non-terms ha\'e to be copied to
rclativize.
2) Accessibility to passivization. Compare (7a) and (8), where the indirect
object becomes the subject of the passive:

KR (8) umwaana va-som-e-w-e
ieitabo n'umueore
child
3SG-read-APP-PASS-PERF book by~woman
'The child was read a book to by the woman.'
3) Control of the incorporated pronoun in the verb (for details see Kimenyi
1980: Dryer 1983: Polinsky and Kozinsky 1992). Compare (7a) with (9), where
both direct and indirect object OCCUlTed pre\'iously as discourse antecedents and
control the incorporated pronouns in the verb (the sentence in (9) is a possible
continuation of "As for the child. you probably know this book ... "):
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KR (9) umug6re a-ra-ki-mu-som-er-a
woman she-PRES-it-him-read-APP·IMPF

S·TENSE·DO·IO·
'The woman is reading it to him.'
The two languages also have a term oblique object which represents thematic
roles Benefactive. Instrument and Manner and appears in the tritransitive clause.
such as in the following Kirundi example: 4
K (10) a.umug6re ya-he+esh-eje
.
ibiryo umugabu
wi-we
woman 3SG-give+CAUS-PERF food husband(CLl) CLl-POSS

DO

10

ukwoko
kum-we
hand(CL 15) CLlS-POSS
Oblique Object
'The woman gave food to her hushand with her hand.'
In a tritransitive clause. the oblique object. like the two other object relations. is
accessihle to direct relativization. as shown by (lOb):
K

(10) h. umwoko umug6re yaa-he+esh-eje

ibiryo umugahu wfwe
hand
woman CLl +REL-give+CAUS-PERF food hushand her
'the hand with 'Nhich the woman gave food to her husband'

While it can rdatiyize. the ohli4ue ohject cannot hecome the suhject of the
passiye (ohject property 2) and cannot control the incorporated pronoun in thc
vcrh in the presence of the tv. 0 Olher ohjects (ohject property 3; for dcwils sct!
Polinsky and Kozinsh 1992: Polinsky 1993a). This isolates it from direct and
indirect' objects. This' alse) indtcates 'th:H accessibility to rclativization is the
minimal pr()pcrty which distinguishes tcnns from nmi-tt!rms. Indeed. non-telms
do not hayc any of the obiect rr(lrcrtics. For instance. the pussivc' ag<.'I1l docs not
relutivizc direc'tly, Ac:curdlllgl}. if a nominal has no prepositional marking
(appcars as a ban: nominal) and is inaccessible to rclativization. it is u non-tcnTI.
The syntactic prop~J'li~s thut characterize suhjects and ohjects are summarized
helow:
(I I) SubjeCT and object properties in Kirllndi and Kinyanmnda S
~

verhal agreement
preverhal position
suhject-selected only
con·t1'ol of Equi.NP:Deletion
control of null copy across clause

suhject
yes
yes .
yes
yes
yes

direct relutivization
passivization

yes
no

control of incorporated pronoun

yes

objccts:DO. 10 00
no
no
no
no
yes(DO)
no(lO/OO)
yes
yes(DOIIO)
no (00)
ves(DOIIO)

;10 (00)
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2. The grammatical relation borne by the inverted subject.
2.1. Evidence that the inverted subject is a non-term. In clauses that
undergo Locative Inversion. the initial subject has no subject properties. Most
conspicuously. it no longer determines verbal agreement. Compare (lb). where
the inverted subject belongs to class 2 and the verb has class 16 agreement
marker:
K (I) b.mu gisagara
ha-ra-ririimbir-a
aba-shyitsi
in village(CL7) CLl6-PRES-sing-IMPF CL2-guest
'In the village there are guests singing.'
The inverted subject cannot occur with the subject word for on!..... Compare:
K (12) *mu gisagara
ha-ra-rirfimbir-a
aba-shyil<;i b60-nyine
in village(CL7) CLl6-PRES-sing-IMPF CL2-guest CL2-only
'In the village there are only guests singing.'6
The invel1ed subject cannot control coreference across clause, regardles of the
class prefix on the conjoined verb and regardless of the word order. Compare:
K (13) a. "mu gisagara
ha-ra-rirfimbir-a
aba-shyil<;ii
in village(CL7) CL16-PRES-sing-I:-"lPF CL2-guest
0i ba-ra-nu-sakuz-a
0i CL2-PRES-and-cry-l!\lPF
b. *mu gisagara
ha-ra-rirfimbir-a
aba-shyitsii
in village(CL7) CL16-PRES-sing-I:-'IPF CL2-guest
0i ha-ra-na-sakuz-a
Pi CL16-PRES-and-cry-I\lPF
c. "'mu gisagara ha-ra-rirfimhir-a
ha-n.l-sakuz-a
aba-shyits.i
in \illag~ CL 16-PRES-sing-l\lPF CL 16-PRES-cry-l1\lPF
and cryil1g.'
'In the village there are gue~[:,
Next. the inverted subject no longcr triggers Equi-i'iP-Dcletion into the purpose
clause:
K (14) *mu gisagara ha-0-j-ye
abashyitsi (3 ku-ririimbira
in village CLI6-PAST-come-PERF guests
to-sing
'To the village, there came guests to sing.'
Thus. the invened initial subject is not a final subject.
The next question is whether the inverted suhject assumes any of the object
grammatical relations. The answer to this question is also negative, as the invelled
subject has no object properties. In panicular, it does not meet the minimal
criterion of relati\'ization, as shown by (l5a, b):
K (15) u. *aba-shyitsi mu gisagara ha-ra-rirfim bir-a
CL2-gucst in village CLl6-PRES-sing-IMPF
'the guests that in the village an~ singing'
Gne could argue that 04u) is ill-formed because the head is separated from the
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relative clause by the locative phrase. However. as (l4b) indicates. relativization
of the inverted subject remains ungrammatical even after the locative phrase is
postposed to the verb:
K (15) b. *aba·shyitsi ha·ra-ririimbir-a
mu gisagara
CL2-guest CLl6-PRES-sing·IMPF in village
'the guests that are singing in the village'
Thus. the inverted initial subject has no object propenies; it is a non-term. This
conclusion has bearing not only on the grammar of Locative Inversion but also on
the internal grammar of Kinyarwanda and Kirundi because it shows, first. that not
all bare nominals are terms. and second. that not every demotion is signalled by
prepositional marking.
2.2. Morphological fusion? There is also evidence of morphological fusion
between the verb and the inverted initial subject. The verb and this postposed
noun cannot be separated by other lexical material: thus. (16) is ungrammatical:
K (16) *mu gisagara
ha-ra·ririimbir-a
n60ne aba·shyitsi
in village(CL7) CLl6-PRES-sing-IMPF today CL2-guest
'In the village there are guests singing today.'
Further. the verb and the postposed noun form a single tonal phrase. which is
evident b.:cause the tones on the entire group are determined by phrase-intemal
tonal rules. namely: tone spread. tone falling. tone Jising. and lOne alternation
(compare Kimenyi 1979:78-81. 83-85).7 These rules arc obligatol)' in the
sequence "verb - inverted subject": meanwhile. they can be optional in the
sequence "verb object" or "verb - non-term" (for instance. the verb and the
following locatiw phrase. as in (I a). or the verb und the pussive agent), This
suggests that the verb and the postposed subject indeed form some kind of a
morphologicul whole. If this supposition is correct. then the inverted initial
subject dilTer, from other non·tenns in its morphological behavior.
3. The grammatical relation borne by the inverted locative. The next
problem that arises with regard to Locative Inwrsion concems the grammatical
relation borne bv the invened locative,
In a constrU'ction such as (I b). the inverted locmive does not acquire any
subject or object properties. Appurently. it does not determine verbal agreement:
the verb in Locative Inversion construction is invariably marked for class 16, This
class marker. -ha,- has a generalized meaning of location. With nouns. it appears
on a·ha-a11f1l 'place' and on a number of lexicalized expressions all of which also
denote location (ha·asi· on the ground'; ha-al1Zf 'outside'. etc.). It also appears. in
a slightly different phonetic shape. on the word 'only' which was discussed above
- gllsa. Next. the inverted locative does not select Ihe subject word for ·only·. as
shown by the next example from KinYaJwanda:
KR (17) *ejo
mu muryaango
waa-njye w6-ny{ne
yesterday in extended family(CU) CU-POSS CU·only
ha·0·vuuL~·e
umukoobwa
CL16-PAST-be born-PERF !!irl
'Yesterday only in ourl'amily a girl was born.'8
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The inverted locative also does not have object properties: it cannot passivize,
control the incorporated pronoun in the verb, or relativize. As was shown above,
accessibility to relativization is the minimal property that objects have; thus, the
absence of this property is strong evidence of the non-term status. That the
inverted locative is inaccessible to relativization is shown by the following
examples from Kinyarwanda. These examples remain ungrammatical regardless
of the word order:

KR (18) a. *muri waa muryaango
haa-vuuts-e
umukoobwa
in
that extended family CLl6.REL-be born-PERF girl
umukoobwa haa-vuuts-e
b. *muri waa muryaango
in
that extended family girl
CLl6.REL-be born-PERF
'in that family in which a girl was born'
The only way to relativize the locative phrase is by copying it into the verb of the
relative clause. as shown in the next example:

(18) c. muri waa muryaango
haa-vuuts-e-·mo
umukoobwa
in
that extended family CLl6.REL-be bom-PERF-LOC girl
'in that family in which a girl was born'
Thus. the invened locative remains a non-term. As both the initial subject and
the inverted locative are non-terms. the Locative Inversion clause should be
interpreted as impersonal. It is. therefore. a clause with the null expletive subject.
4. Locatiw Inversion across languages. Another Bantu lan£uage that also
has the expletive locative construction is Shona (Perez 1983).!J In the Bantu
language Chichewa, according to Bresnan and Kanerva (1989). the Locative
Inversion clause is personal. as the locative phrase becomes the subject of this
clause. With regard to the il1vt:rtcd initial subject. Bresnan and Kan.:rva
demonstrate that it loses the subject propel1ies. They also present the following
evidcnce that thc inn~rtt:d ~lIbit:n is an obiect: word ord.:r. at thl.' clause Inc! and
at the: VP level. and phrasal phonology. H'owever. the evidence for the objecthood
of the inverted subject i~ rather weak: in particular. evidence rendered by phrasal
phonolog.y and clausal word order is essentially similar to the evidence of
morphological fusion presented above (subsection 2.2), This means that. at least.
an alternative interpretation is possible which is dependent on morphological
fusion rather than the grammatical relation borne by the inverted subjecl. lO
With the exception of the problematic Chichewa case, it can be concluded that
Locative Inversion involves the demotion of the initial subject to a non-telm,
Whether the subject position is then filled by the expletive subject or by the
advanced locative is a secondary question. Accordingly. if the expleth'e is used.
the construction is impersonal: if the locative advances to the subject position. the
construction remains personal. In the Bantu languages discussed here. personal
and impersonal Locatiw Inversion constructions are distributed as follows:
lan!!uaf!e
Chichewa
Shona
Kirundi
Kinymwanda

personal
yes
no(7)
no
no

Locative Inversion construction
impersonal
no
yes
yes
yes
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5. Locative Inversion and transitivity. The next question in the syntactic
analysis concerns verb types that allow Locative Inversion. Locative Inversion is
impossible in a transitive clause. Compare in Kirundi:
ibi-intu by-nnshi kw'iisoko
K (19) a. umug6re ya-guz-e
woman 3SG-buy-PERF CL8-thing CL8-many in market
'The woman bought a lot of things at the market.'
b. *kw'iisoko ha-guz-e
umug6re ibi-intu
by-nnshi
in market CLl6-buy-PERF woman CL8-thing CL8-many
, At the market. the woman bought a lot of things.'

If we now turn to non-transitive verbs. a distinction can be drawn between
genuine intransitive verbs and detransitivized verbs. With respect to genuine
intransitive verbs. Bresnan and Kanerva (1989: 15-20) suggest for Chichewa that
the inversion occurs only in unaccusative clauses. Specifically. they indicate that
inversion does not occur in clauses with such presumably unergative verbs as
'sing' or 'urinate'. Kinyarwanda and Kirundi definitely allow Locative Inversion
in clauses with unergative verbs: compare (lb). where the verb is 'sing', and the
following examples from Kirundi (20) and Kinyarwanda (21):
K (20) a. umwaalimu a-\'I-vugir-a
kw'iishuihi
CL J -PRES-speak-IMPF in school
teacher
'The teacher speaks at school.'
b. kw'iishuOri ha-\'I-vu2ir-a
umwaalimu
in school CLl6-PRES-speak-IMPF teacher
'At school there sp..:aks a teachl':r.·
KR (21) a. ihene ya-(1-gaanz-e
mu iriha
goat CLl)·PAST-urinatc'-PERF in wdJ
'The 20at urinall':d 1111<) the wdl.·
b. mu~il111a ha-(\-~aall!-l'
ihcnc'
in well CLl6~PAST·urinale-PERF g,)at
'Into the wdl. there urinaled a goat.'
There art.: no syntactic correlates of unaccusalivity and unergatlvlIy in
Kinvarwanda and Kirundi: based on the semantics. the conclusion that Localiv..:
Inversion is only possible with unaccusatives seems unwalTanted.
With respect to detransi[ivization. verbs can be detransitivized either through
passivization or through antipassivization. Locative Inversion with passive verbs
is very common in both Kirundi and Kinyarwanda. Thus. while (l9b) above is
ungrammatical. (22) is well-formed:
K (22) kw'iisoko ha-o-guz-w-e
ibi-intu
by-finshi n'umug6re
in market CLl6-PAST-buy-PASS-PERF CL8-thing CL8-many by woman
'At the market. there were a lot of things bought by the woman.'
Kinyarwanda and Kirundi also have a mechanism of detransitivizing acti"e
verbs: the verb in this cas..: must be marked with the applicative suffix -ir-. as
shown in (23b) and (24b). and cannot take an object. Not all transitive verbs
undergo such detransilivization and the lexical scope varies across speakersll
Exactly such verbs. which are morphologically marked as dctransitivized. allow
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Locative Inversion. Compare in Kirundi (23c) and in Kinyarwanda (24c):
inka kw'iis6ko
K (23) a. umugabu a-ra-gur-a
man
CLl-PRES-sell-IMPF cow in market
'The man is sellin!! a cow at the market.'
b. umugabu a-0-gur~ir-a
kw'iis6ko
man
CLl-PRES-sell-APP-IMPF in market
'The man sells at the market.'
umugabu, ntaa Mana
c. kw'iis6ko ha-0-gur-ir-a
in market CLl6-PRES-sell-APP-IMPF man
not children
, At the market. there sells the man, not the children.'
KR (24) a. umwaana ya-0-rfi-ye
ikig60ri
child
CLl-PAST-eat-PERF com
'The child ate (the) com.'
b. umwaana ya-rfi+r-iye
mu cyumba
child
CLl-PAST-eat-APP-PERF in room
'In the room. the child ate.'
umwaana
c. mu cyumba ha-0-rfi+r-iye
CLl6-PAST-eat+APP-PERF child
in room
'In the room. there ate a child.'
It follows from these examples that the relevant constraint on Locative Im'ersion
is that the clause where it occurs must be intransiti\'e at the final 1e\·eJ. This means
that Locati\'e Inversion is possible in intransitive. passive or anti passive clause.
There seem to be no specific constraints that such a clause be unaccusati\·e.

Communicative structure and discourse role of Locative Inversion
I. Communicath'e structure. The invened and non-inverted clause differ
with re£ard to thcir communicatin; and discourse role. The non-invertcd clame
can cOll'espond to sen;ral communicative structures. namely: the subject is topic
and the wrb with the lllcati\'c nominal f,llm a single focus (25a): thc subject is
topic and the locative alone is focus (25b). and the subject is focused. with hdp of
emphatic intonation. and thL' remaining part is topicalized (25c).
Communicatiw structures in a non-invened clause
(25)
a. Structure I: Subject
Verb Locatiw
Topic'
<------ F 0 c u S --->
b.Structure 2: Subject
Verb Locative
Topic'
Focus
c. Structure 3:
Subject
Verb Locative
(+I'mphalic inTOnarion) Focus
<--------Topic--->
The communicative role of the inverted clause is much more n:sulcted; this
type clause serves to focus the verb and the inverted subject. A simple but
efficient way to detelmine the focus of the sentence is to find out which questiqq
this sentence answers. The questioned pan of the sentence will be its focus. 
Going back to example (I b). it answers the question "What is going on in the
viIJage·)". which proves that the focused element is the verb and the invened
subject. The inverted locative has to be topic; thus. (I b) cannot answer the
question "Where are the !WeSIS sin!!.in!!."".
Consistent with this general focusing function. the inverted suhject frequently
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appears as a contrastive focus, compare in Kirundi (see also (23c»:
K (26) kw'iishuuri ha-0-vugir-a
umwaalimu, nw baby~yi
in school CLJ6-speak-IMPF teacher
not parents
'At school there speaks the teacher. not parents.'
The focusing of the inverted subject is well-motivated from the viewpoint of
grammar. Remember that the inverted initial subject assumes a very low
grammatical relation, becoming a non-tenn. In sentences with a relatively neutral
intonation. lower grammatical relations are focused and higher grammatical
relations are topicalized.l 3 Thus. assuming the hierarchy of grammatical relations
(27).1 4 the choice of the topic in the &iven clause favors the leftmost of the
available nominals: the choice of the focus in the same clause favors the rightmost
of the available nominals.

(27) Hierarchy of grammaTical relations
subject> direct objecllindirect object> oblique object> non-telm
The well-attested correlation between the grammatical relation subject and the
communicative function topic is a palticular case of the regularity that was
discussed ahove. With the initial suhject demoted to a non-term and right
dislocated. this correlation is no IonIZer valid. As a result. another NP can be:
fronte:d and assume the topic function. This explains another communicati\'(:
charactelistic of the Locative lnwrsion construction: this construction serves to
topicalize thc fronted locative phrase. This topic function of the fronted Locative
can also be extended to that of a contrastive topic. as in the following Kirundi
example: 15
K (28) kw'iishulni IH,-igilsiliiril-a
umwaalimu. i muhira
in schl1ul CLl6-PRES-tcaeh(APP)-IMPF teacher
at home
h-(l-fi!!ii~hiriz-a
u-,haaka
w':c-sc
CL 16:PRES-teach(APP)-I\IPF CLI -willing CLI-all
. At schooL it is the teacher who teaches. at home whocvcr wants to.'
To summi.lrize. the communicative structure of the inverted cli.luse can be
represented i.lS in (29):
(29) a. Structure I: inverted LOC
Topic
b. Structure 2: inverted LOC
contrastive Topic

Verh
Verb

inverted initial Subject
F 0 c u s ----:--->
invcl1ed initial Subject
contrastive Focus

<-------

It is obvious from this representation that the Locative Inversion clause in
Bantu has eXi.lctly the same communicative structure as English or French
existential cons\luctions with the locative (There is X in Y; If v a 1111 X ell YJ,
The comparison between the non-inverted and inverted construction also
shows that the latter is more limited in its usage. Cross-linguistically, the
cons\luClion which is grammatically more marked is commonly more specialized
as regards its commullici.ltive structure: thus, passive is communicatively more
specialized than active:. This specialization naturally con-elates with the lower
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frequency of occurrence.
2. Discourse role or Locative Inversion. The discourse role of the Locative
Inversion construction has been described as presentational or presentative
(Hetzron 1971; 1975). The presentative construction serves to introduce a new
entity in the discourse; in this particular case, it is the referent of the inverted
subject that is introduced or presented.1 6 Thus. the inverted subject often has the
presentative function in discourse.
This discourse function is also related to the communicative and grammatical
status of the inverted subject. As shown in the previous subsection, the inverted
subject is focused. The focused element is regularly identified with the new
information (Chafe 1976). and the new information. by virtue of being new. is
naturally introduced into discourse. Thus. a correlation between the low
grammatical relation and the new information status is warranted. This correlation
is invariably characteristic of existential constructions. cf. a standard beginning of
fairy tales (Once upon a time, there wasllived an X... ).
A more interesting question concerns the relationship between the
grammatical relation bome by the inverted subject and ilS presentative function. It
is not incidental that the presentative function is borne by a nominal occupying a
low position in the hierarchy of grammatical relations (27). Indeed. new referents
tend to be introduced into discourse encoded as lower grammatical relations (see
Chafe 1976; Giv6n 1979: 22; Polinsky and Nedjalkov 1987: 260). Conversely. of
several c1ausemates. the one bearing a lower grammatical relation is more likely
to introduce the new entity into discourse. It is important to note that this
correlation between the presentative function and lower grammatical relations is
relative. rather than absolute: of the several grammatical relations availahle in a
given clause. the one that is lower cOITesponds to a new referent. Thus. if a clause
contains a subject and a direct object. the direct olliect. rather than the suhject.
will serve to introduce the new referent. If a clause contains a subject. a direct
object. and an oblique object. the latter becomes a beHcr candidate roj· introducing
a new referent.
To summarizc. the corrdation h~lween the: ],)\wr !!rammatical n.:lation and the
presentative function is the mirror image of the well:known correlation betwei.:n
higher grammatical relations and topicality, spi.:ci11,ally. between subject and
topic. Suhject and/or topic also tends to correspond to the given information: th~
correlation between focus. lower grammatical relations. and the new informatioll.
of which new referent is just a particular case, is simply the reverse of the former.
In addition to maintaining the standard correlation between the low
grammatical relation. the focus function, and the presentative function.
Kinyarwanda and Kirundi have a more language specific requirement that the
referent of the invel1ed suhject be pra/imatically salient. That pragmatic salience is
a factor is clear from the following comparison. The Kinyalwanda sentence in
(30a). though perfectly grammatical. is assessed as strange: indeed. every house
has a bed. so there is no point in stilting that: hy compalison. (30b) is justified as it
brings in some quantitative infOlmation. Further. given the cultural setting. (30,)
is worth talking about: a telephone is a rare thing.

KR (30) a. ??muli iyi fnzu ha-~-ri
ubutiri
in
this house CLI6-PRES-he bed(CLI4)
'There is a bed in this house.'
b. muri iyi fnzu ha-~-ri
uhurlrl
bu-biiri
in
this house CLl6·PRES-be bed(CLl4) CLl4·two
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'There are two beds in this house.'
c. muri iyi inzu ha-0-ri
itelefoni
in
this house CLl6-PRES-be telephone(CL5)
'There is a telephone in this house.'
Similarly, (31a) is pragmatically odd because children get born in every village;
meanwhile, (31b) is something unusual and worth mentioning:
K (31) a. ??muri iki gisagara ha-0-vuuki-ye
umwaana
in
this village CLl6-PAST-be born-PERF child
'In this village, there was born a child.'
b. muri iki gisagara ha-0-vuuki-ye
umwaana w'umunyaamerika
in this village CLl6-PAST-be born-PERF child of American(CLl)
'In this village, there was born an American child.'
To conclude. the communicative structure of the Locative Inversion construction
consists in focusing the inverted subject and topicaJizing the inverted locative.
The focusing of the inverted subject con'elates with the lower grammatical
relation home by this nominal. This in tum is consistent with the presentative
function of this nominal in discourse.
Related constructions
I. Subject Im'crsion. Locative Inversion involves demotion and dislocation
of the initial subject and. at least. the fronting of the locative phrase. As was
argued ahovc. the laller is 110t the necessary and detelmining pm1 of thc relevant
syntactic rule. Indeed. Kirundi and Kinyarwanda have another construction where
the initial subject becomes a non-telm and fuses with the verb: unlike Locative
Inversion. this construction does not involve the locative. Pairs of non-invened
and invel1ed cluus!.!s ar.: giwn in (32) und (33). In (32). there is no locutive phrase
altogether. in (33) the locatin' phrasc remains ill siTU.
KR (32) a. Non-im'erled cluuse
inshuti
z-uanjyc zi.r-iiruk-a
fliends(CLl 0) CLIO-my CLlO-PRES-run-Il\lPF
'My fliends are running.'
b. Inverted clause
ha-r-iiruk-a
inshuti zaanjye
2CLI 6-PRES-run-IMPF friends my
'My fliends are running.' ("There is running by my fliends.")
KR (33) a. Non-inverted clause
ej6
umuk06bwa ya-0-vuUls-e
mu muryaango
waanjye
CLl-PAST-be born-PERF in extended family POSS
yesterduy girl
'Yesterday a girl was horn in our family.'
h. IIl\'erred clause with jn situ Locative
ej6
ha-Q-vuuts-e
umukoohwa mu muryaango
waalljye
in extended family POSS
yesterday CLl6-PAST-he horn-PERF girl
'Yesterday thcre was a girl bom in our family.
The construction in (32h) and tJ,b) has the initial subject demoted to a nOll-tenn:
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it can be demonstrated that "my friends" and "a girl" have no subject propenies in
the (b) clauses. However. no other element is fronted in this construction. This
type construction will be called Subject Inversion. Just as in the case of Locative
Inversion. this construction requires that the initial subject be demoted to a non
term and the final clause be intransitive. Another similarity with Locative
Inversion is the communicative structure where the verb and the inverted subject
are focused. Thus, (32b) is the answer to a possible question "Why all this noise?"
It appears that Locative Inversion is a particular SUbtype of a larger
phenomenon of Subject Inversion. Both can be adequately described by a single
syntactic rule that the initial subject becomes final non-term and the clause not
have a final Direct Object. That the Subject Inversion is
a broader phenomenon is clear from the fact that it applies in more cases, not just
those of locative expressions.
The phenomenon of Subject Inversion puts Locative Inversion itself into a
larger perspective. In fact. Locative Inversion would be more adequately
described as a particular case of Subject Inversion involving Locative Fronting. In
the impersonal construction. the locative phrase is simply fronted and does not
assume a different grammatical relation. In the personal construction, as in
Chichewa, the fronted locative advances to subject.
2. Locath'e Advancement. Another construction that occurs in both Kirundi
and Kinyarwanda and spl'cifically involves locatives is syntactically different
from Subject Inversion. This construction involves Locative Advancement. Under
Locative ·Advancement. the initial non-term locative becomes an object and the
initial subject remains the final subject. as shown in (34). This type' of Locative
Advancement in Kinyarwanda was described by Kimenyi (1980). Dryer (1983).
Gerdts and Whaley (1992): I refer to it as dialect I rule.
(34) Locative AdvanCl'In\.'nt: Kinvarwunda diakC'l I
initial subject
LOC
final subject
Dir\.'ct Object
An example of Locative Ad\ancement is given in (35b): the initial clause (35a) is
transitin::
igitabo kw'iisbGri
(35) a. umwaalfmu y-o-oohere-je
teacher
CLJ-PAST-send-PERF book to school
'The teacher sent the book to school.'
b. umwaalfmu y-o-oohere-je-ho
iishihi igitubo
teacher
CLl-PAST-send-PERF-LOC.ADV school book
'The teacher sent the book to school.' (Dryer 1983: 134)
Kirundi speakers and all the Kinyarwanda speakers I surveyed insist that
Locative Advancement is only possible if the advanced locative becomes primalY
IOpic and is fronted. Compare (35b). which is ungrammatical for such speakers.
and (36). which is well-formed:
KR (36) ishild umwaalfmu y-,,-oohere-je-ho
igitabo
schoolteacher
CLl-PAST-send-PERF-LOC.ADV book
'To schooL the teacher sent a book.'
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Thus. Kirundi and dialect 2 have communicative constraints on Locative
Advancement. This type of Locative Advancement is summarized as follows:
(37) Locative Advancement: Kirundj and Kinyarwanda dialect 2
initial subject
LOC
grammatical relations:
final subject
Direct Object!lndirect Object
communicative functions: non-primary topic primary topic
position:
non-initial
sentence-initial
It is clear from (37) that Locative Advancement and Locative Inversion partially
overlap in that both promote the locative phrase to the topic position. However,
under Locative Advancement. the locative phrase also has to undergo syntactic
promotion. while the subject NP remains the subject and does not necessarily
have to be focused. Unlike Locative Inversion, Locative Advancement is not
confined to intransitive clauses. In (36), the clause is initially and finally
transitive. The following example shows that Locative Advancement can occur in
an intransitive clause:

KR (38) a. inshuti

zaanjye
zi-0-gii-ye
kw'iisoko
fliends(CLIO) my(CLlO) CLIO-PAST-go-PERF to market
':,\1v friends went to the market.'
b. iS6ko zi-\.l-gii-yc-ho
inshuti zaanjye
market CLI O-PAST-go-PERF-LOC.ADV friends my
'To th~ market. went my friends.'
c. isoko inshuti zaanjye zi-\;.gii·ye-ho
market friends my
CLIO-PAST·go-PERF·LOC.ADV
'To the markel. my ftiends went.'

In an intransitive clause. Locative Advancement results in a stronger
topicali/.atiol1 of the locativc: phrasc: than occurs under Locative Inversion. Thus.
USb. c) is perceived by spc:akers as morc emphatic than the respectivc Locative
Inversion clause.
Conclusion. This paper analyzed LocJtive Inversion in two Bantu languages.
showing that it can be adequately described by the ruk that the initial subject
becomes a final non-tenn and that the final clause be intransitive. The Locative
Inversion construction in Kirundi and Kinyarwanda is impersonal. expletive
construction. While Locative Inversion occurs only with intransitive or
detransitivized verbs. it is not restricted to unaccusatives.
Locative Inversion is pan of a more general phenomenon of Subject Inversion
whereby the initial subject is demoted to a non-telm. As a particular case of
Subject Inversion, the phenomenon described here can be more adequately
refelTed to as Locative Fronting.
The major communicative purpose of the Subject Inversion construction
consists in fOCUSing the initial subject. The focusing of the inverted subject
con'elates with the lower grammatical relation borne by this nominal. This in tum
is consistent with the discourse presentative role of the construction.
As the initial subject loses its topic function. this function is assumed by the
fronted locative. While the two constructions have a completely different syntax.
topicalization of the locative is shared by Locative Fronting and by Locative
Advancement.
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Notes
"The major source of data used in this paper was my own fieldwork on
lGrundi and Kinyarwanda. I would like to thank Pierre Nkanira, Daphrose
Mukadisi, Gaspard Bagumanshaka for sharing with me intuitions about their
languages. All errors are of course my responsibility. The research on
Kinyarwanda was in part supported by the Dean of Humanities Fund at USc.
IThe following abbreviations are used:
K Kirundi; KR - Kinyarwanda: APP - applicative; CAUS - causative; CL 
(grammatical) class; DO Direct Object; IMPF - imperfective; 10 - Indirect
Oblique Object; PASS 
Object; LOC.ADV - Locative Advancement; 00
pas~ve; PERF - perfective; POSS - possessive; PRES - present: REL - relative.
Both words are related to adjectives, namely: -nyine 'lonely. by oneself.
alone' and -sa 'lonely. alone'. The adjectives are regularly used in the modern
language (see note 3); however, no ambiguity occurs between the adjectives and
the adverbials because the adverbial -nyine is syntactically restricted and because
the adverbial gllsa does not change for class.
3However. as will be shown below. appearing as a bare nominal is not a
reli,:!ble indication of termhood.
Gerdts 1991 argues that Benefactive is another thematic role that can be
encoded by Oblique Object. However. this conclusion is not supported by my
fieldwork data. which might be due to the dialectal differences between the
spe~ers consulted by Gerdts and the speakers consulted in this study.
There are a number of other properties that characterize the subject. namely:
accessibility to Raising: accessibility to Relativization: Topicalization. and,
Subject-Object reversal (Kimenyi 1980: 140-156). However. thesc propel1ies are
ilTelevant here for the following reasons: first. accessibility to Raising.
Relativization. and Topicalization characterizes both subjects and objects: second.
the rewrsal described hy KimL'nyi for Kinyalwanda is limited to a small numbl'r
of kxical verbs and ewn fell' thnse wrhs it is n:j~cted hy a numh"r of spl.'akers.
6 This sentence is gmmmatical. im:levantly. if -nyine is interpreted as an
adjective proper: that b. "In th.: \illage. lonely gu.:~ts arc singing: In the' \illage.
guests arl.' singing hy them~eln~s."
7Due to lack of space. tonal lUleS cannot be discussed here in detail.
8 According to our sp,.:akers. the inv,.:ned locative "docs not sound light" with
gllsa either. Thus. til is problematic:
(i) ?ejo

mu muryaango
waa-njye
gusa
yesterday in extended family(CL3) CL3-POSS only
ha-0-vuul~-e
umukoobwa
CL16-PAST-be born-PERF girl
'Yesterday only in my family a girl was born.'
The explanation for this is based on the con-elation between grammatical relations
and communicative functions topic and focus. Cross-linguistically. the correlation
between subject and topic on the one hand. and oblique object and focus. on the
other. is well-established. Apparently. the distinction between the two words for
'only' in Kinyarwanda and Kirundi grammaticized the distinction between topic
and focus. In (17) and in (i). the locative phrase is not the subject but it is th,.: topic
(see the discussion of the communicative structure helow). Because the invel1ed
locative is not a subject. it cannot select -l1yine - otherwise. a grammatical connict
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would arise. However. the selection of gusa by the inverted locative results in a
communicative conflict between the topic function of the locative and the
typi~ally focusing function of gusa.
According to Harford (1988), Shona has personal Locative Inversion clauses.
My own preliminary work on Shona has so far revealed only impersonal clauses.
lO'fhe non-term status of the inverted subject poses a problem to the
framework of Lexical Functional Grammar, used by Bresnan and Kanerva; in this
framework, the inverted theme has to be either subject or object.
II It also seems that in Kirundi, such detransitivization occasionally occurs
wi~Qut -ir- marking. No such cases have been attested in Kinyarwanda.
"That the inverted clause is more restricted in its discourse role is also
confirmed by the fact that speakers insist on a special prior or subsequent context
within which such clauses should appear and tend to find them awkward when
they appear isolated.
13Note thal structure 3 in (25c) requires emphatic intonation.
14The hierarchy is modified in comparison to the earlier hierarchies of
accessibility te.g. Keenan and Comrie 1977); the reasons for this modification are
presented in Kozinsky and Polinsky 1993: Polinsky 1993a.
15This example also involves contrastive focus ("teacher" "whoever wants to
teach"). It seems that contrastive topic is always accompanied by contrastive
focus. while the opposite is not necessarily true.
16The same discourse role has been demonstrated for Locative Inversion
constructions in Chichewa (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989: 32-34) and Shona (Pere.z
1983: 144).
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English AUXI\NEG, Mainland Scandinavian NEGI\AUX,
and the Theory of V to I Raising
Bernhard Rohrbacher, U Mass Amherst
I. Introduction
This paper explains why modals and finite ~ and .tl....e.
precede negation in English, but follow it in Mainland
Scandinavian non-V2 contexts. I will first show that there are
no synchronic differences between these languages that could
account for the word order asymmetry at hand. I then sketch
an independently motivated theory of V to I raising in which
the morphological marking of person agreement plays a crucial
role. Old Mainland Scandinavian and Old and Middle English
had general V to I raising on the basis of their regular verb
inflections. But modals, which inflected irregularly, exhibited
the trigger morphology for V to I raising only in Old Mainland
Scandinavian and not in Old or Middle English. In the absence
of the trigger morphology, English modals raised past negation
to I were reanalyzed as base-generated in I. Middle English
finite h...a..'La. and b....e.. could no longer be analyzed as stem plus
affix. Since syntactic affixation is the raison d'etre of V to I
raising, English finite h a ve and ~ were also reanalyzed as
generated in I. No reanalysis was motivated in Old Mainland
Scandinavian, where the trigger morphology was visible on
regular verbs, modals and t3.JL.e.. and ~ alike. Subsequent
morphological impoverishment led to the loss of V to I raising
and the birth of the modern word order in both languages,
which now leave all verbs in their respective base-position.

II. Main Verbs and Auxiliaries in Embedded Word Order
English, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian and Faroese main
verbs must follow negation or sentential adverbs in contexts
where Verb Second caused by V to C is excluded. This is
illustrated in (1) for embedded clauses that are not the
complements of bridge verbs.
(1) a. I regret that John never mentions his mother.
b. De
tilled
at
han ofte arbe~dede
they permitted that he often worked
free-lance.
(Danish)
free-lance
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c. Jag beklager att
jag aldrj9 traffade henne.
1
regret
that I
never met
her

(Swedish)
er folk
som om sommeren
d. De
ikke tenker
they are people who in Sur.JT,er-the not think
pa vinteren.
(Norwegian)
of winter-the
e. Har v6ru n6gv f61k, eg ikki kendi.
here were many people 1 not knew
(Faroese)

Mainland Scandinavian and Faroese modals (cf. (2b-e»
and ~ and b..e.. (cf. (3b-e)) also have to follow negation and
sentential adverbs. But English modals (cf. (2a» and finite ~
and b..e.. (eL 3a» precede negation and sentential adverbs.
(2) a. 1 regret that you could not come to my party.
b. Hun bekr~ftede at hann ikke kunne have begaet
she confirmed that he
not could have cow~itted
forbrydelsen.
crime-the
(Danish)
c. Vilken fest
sa
hon att
vi inte skulle kbpa
said she t1:c.;: v:e r.ot
sho1.;ld b1~'!
which
roliga
till.
(Swedish)
funr:y hat
fer
d. Men det
\O_lja ~e te~k a,
f innast :0_ ~,
sc;:,
exist
pee:;; e
e. Eg seqci taCt a~
I
said it,
that he

(:\ orwegian. 1859)
nct

skuldi hav:: nakae
should have anything

(Faroese)
(3) a. I regret thct you have not read "Oblo:nov".
b. HJn bekr~ftede at
hun ikke har last den bog.
She confirmed that she not has read the book

(Danish)
c. Jag beklager att Johan iDte har kept
boken.
I
regret
that J.
not has bought the-book

(Swedish)
kom dit
den ald;ri 11l.Elde v~rt
d. Bukken
the-buck came (to a place) i t never had
been
f0r.
(Korwegian)
before
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e. TaO var 6v~ntao,
at
dreingirnir als
ikki
it was unexpected that boys-the
at-all not
~ 6samdir.
were disagreed
(Faroese)

These examples indicate that Mainland Scandinavian
modals and h..a..:<.l..a and.b..e.. behave like Mainland Scandinavian
and English main verbs and surface in situ inside VP. The
Danish sentence in (2b) for example has the structure in (4)
(4)

Hun bekr~ftede [e' at [IP hanni [I' I [vp ~ [vp ti
[vP [v' ~ [vp have begaet forbrydelsen 11111111

English finite auxiliaries on the other hand surface in I,
and sentence (2a) has the structure in (5).
(5)

I regret [C' that [IP YOUi [I'
ti [v' come to :ny party J 111):

rr

~

1 [vp

nQ!.

[vP

assume contrary to Chomsky (I989), Kayne (1989) and
Pollock (I989) that English modals as well as finite ~ and l:l.sl.
are base generated in I. not base generated in V and raised to
I. The raising analysis for sentences (2a, 3a) must be rejected
because it cannot explain why Mainland Scandinavian
auxiliaries are prohibited to undergo Ihis type of movement.
III. Synchronic Approaches and their Problems
According to a proposal in Pollock (1989), English and
Mainland Scandinavian main verbs (that is, verbs that assign
primary a-roles) may not raise to I because this position is &
opaque in these languages. English auxiliaries do not assign
primary &-roles and may hence undergo V to I raising. More
needs to be said about Mainland Scandinavian, where we have
just seen that modals and h..a..:<.l..a and .b..e.. must remain in situ in
cases where they do not assign primary &-roles. Pollock and
others since have pointed out the importance of overt subject
verb agreement for the licensing of V to I raising. Kayne (1989)
utilizes this idea to explain the language specific differences in
the placement of auxiliaries that we are concerned with here.
He argues that English auxiliaries raise to I because English be
shows some overt agreement and that their Danish, Swedish
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and Norwegian counterparts stay in situ because none of them
bears any overt agreement. The relevant paradigms are
reproduced below in (6a) and (6b). A similar approach might
hold that the English regular third person singular marker (cf.
(7a» and the absence of any comparable marker in Danish,
Swedish or Norwegian (cf. (7b» are responsible for the word
order asymmetry in question. This seems to be the position
adopted in Roberts (1991). Neither proposal works, since
Faroese .'!l..f:...l.:. "be" with the paradigm in (6c) and Faroese main
verbs with the paradigm in (7c) have as much overt verbal
agreement as their English equivalents, yet we have seen in
(2e, 3e) that like Mainland Scandinavian, Faroese requires mo
dais and ~ and .Q.e.. to follow negation and remain inside VP.
(6) a. ENGLISH be
b. SWEDISH war-a c. FAROESE ver-a
IND. PRES.
IND. PRES.
IND. PRES.
SG
PL
SG
PL
SG
PL
1ST ar
ar
1ST er-i er-u
1ST am
are
2ND are are
2ND ar
ar
2ND er-t er-u
3RD ar
ar
3RD er
er-u
3RD is
are
b. SWEDISH kasta "throw"
(7) a. ENGLISH throt>'
INDICATIVE PRESENT
INDICATIVE PRESENT
SG
PL
SG
PL
1ST throw
~nrot>'
lS'C kasta-r
kasta-r
2;·;[; kas::a-r
kasta-r
kas~c:-r

c. FAROESE kas::a

"~hro;.;"

(WE:AK 1)

PL

SG

:S'::" kas:

kas":c.

21;i) kasta-r

INDICATIVE PRETERITE
PRETERITE PARTICIPLE
IMPERATIVE

Kasta
3RD kasta-r kasta
kasta-ei kasta-du
kasta-dur
kasta

kast-id

Given these comprehensive similarities between English
and Faroese inflectional morphology, it is hard to see how a V
to I raising approach to (2a, 3a) or for that matter any
synchronic account could explain the different rules of
auxiliary placement in English and Mainland Scandinavian. I
therefore assume that all verbs in the modern languages under
discussion are base generated in their respective surface
positions. I will develop a diachronic explanation for these
different positions. To this end, I now briefly sketch a theory of
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V to I raising which is based on the morphological and verb
raising properties of contemporary and historic variants of the
Germanic SVO languages.
IV. V to I Raising Theory
Pollock observed that V to I raising is restricted to
languages that are morphologically rich in some sense to be
defined. In this spirit, Platzack & Holmberg (1989) propose that
V to I raising is triggered by the existence of overt person
agreement. English and Faroese pose a problem for this
account, since both languages have (if only residual) person
morphology. Kayne (1989) argues that English verbal -.s.. marks
in fact only singular and not third person, but a similar solution
is not available for the Faroese paradigm in (7c). Roberts
(1991) claims that V to I raising occurs if number agreement is
distinctive and morphologically non-empty. In order for
Faroese to comply with this generalization, the plurals of this
language have to be analyzed as bare stems. This is a possible
analysis for the verbs of the first weak class with the paradigm
in (7c), but it is untenable for the roughly 6090 of all verbs that
belong to other classes. (8) exemplifies the paradigm of the
second weak class. As I have shown in earlier work, this and
similar paradigms of the third weak class and of the strong
verbs force us to follow traditional grammarians like Haugen
(1982) and recognize the diqinctive anJ non-empty affix -s:;. as
the regular Faroese plural marker. Roberts theory then predicts
that Faroese has V to I raising, but we saw above that V to I
raising does in fact not occur in this language.
(8)

FAROESE nevn-a "name"

(WEAK 2)

SG
PL
1ST nevn-i
nevn-a
2ND -nevn-ir
nevr:-a
nevn-ir
nevn-a
3RD
PRETER!TE INDICATIVE
nevn-du
nevn-di
nev:-I-d-Jr
PRETERITE PARTICIPLE
nevn-i(\
Itv!PERAT:::VE
r:evn

PRESENT INDICATIVE

Rizzi (1986) points out that referential lllQ. needs to
identified by I with the specification of person and number.
seems reasonable to assume that it is in fact I itself that
referential in these cases. I propose that the referentiality

be
It
is
of
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the I affixes as defined in (9) is central not only to lllQ-drop
theory, but also to the theory of V to I raising.
(9)

The I affixes of a language are referential iff in
the inflection of regular verbs, a. and b.:
a.
In at least one number, the features [1st] and
[2nd] are distinctively marked.
b.
In at least one person, the feature [singular]
is distinctively marked.

(9) is formulated in terms of privative features, but it can
be easily translated into other frameworks. In the Germanic
SVO languages, where the application or non-application of V to
I raising is often directly reflected in surface word order, (9b)
holds if (9a) holds but not the other way around. I will
therefore concentrate on the person features. A privative
feature such as [1 st] or [2nd] is distinctively marked if the
affixes of the forms bearing that feature are distinct from the
affixes of the forms lacking it. Accordingly. a language with
referential I affixes has at least one number where the forms
for first and second person differ from each other as well as
from the forms for third person and the infinitive. The table in
(10) summarizes the correlation between the distinctive
marking of the features [1 st] and [2nd] and V to I raising in
modern and historic variants of the Germanic SVO languages.
Note that V to I raising occurs in all and only those languages
whose I affixes are referential in the sense defined in (10). In
other words: V to I raising is indeed restricted to languages
which distinctively mark both (I st] and [2nd].
(10)

Y

in Situ r.nguages
Y to I Languages
only [1st] marked:
[lstl & [2ndl marked:
Faroese
Icelandic
only [2~d] marked:
Old Danish
Early Hodern English
Old Swedish
flst] & [2nd: unmarked:
Old Norwegian
English
Alvdalen Swedish
Danish
Old English
Swedish
Hiddle English
Norwegian
Yiddish

Referential I affixes, like other referential elements, are
listed in the lexicon. The lexical entries for the Yiddish person
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and number affixes are given in (lla). Inserted under I at d
structure, they must be bound by another head at s-structure.
I take it that affix-lowering is excluded by the Empty Category
Principle, as argued by Ouhalla (1990) against Chomsky
(1989». Instead, the verb must raise to I as in the Yiddish
example (11 b). Under this view, languages with referen tial I
and hence V to I raising have a structure familiar from the
lexical approaches to inflectional morphology developed by
Jensen & Stong-Jensen (1984), Lieber (1992) and others.
(11)

a. Lexicon
-12'

-st

-t

-n

-t

[ ~:egsuel:~l [~:egS:I:~] [~:egsUel:~] [pr~:~nt] [pr;~'~nt]

I st
-n
[pre sen tJ
b.

2nd

Syntax

IP

zi geyt
she goes (Yiddish)

l'

IPSpec

I
zii

VP
~
VPSpcc
V'
I
I

INFL
~
ge:'--k
I:\FL

I
r

1

present I
ngular,

v

J"

In languages with non-referential
affixes, syntactic
structures are only abstractly specified for the I features. An
English example is given in (l2a). Inflectional morphology is
introduced post-syntactically by spell-out rules like the one in
(l2b) for English "third person" singular present. Since non
referential I affixes do not show up in syntax, they do not
trigger V to I raising. In the absence of independent motivation
for raising, considerations of derivational economy force the
verb to remain in situ. Under this view, languages with non
referential I affixes and hence V in situ have a structure
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familiar from the interpretative approaches to inflectional
morphology developed by Anderson (1992) and Beard (1991).
(12)

a.

b. Morphology

Syntax

/X/

VP

~

VPSpec

I
she

V'

[~resent]

...,.

/X+s/

pre se n t]
[singular

singular

I

walk

I now turn to the diachronic explanation of English and
Mainland Scandinavian auxiliary placement.
V. Main Verbs, Modals and ~ and &.e.. in Diachronic Syntax
Unlike their modern continuations, Old and Middle
English and Old Mainland Scandinavian had V to I raising as a
result of the distinctive marking of the I features [1st] and
[2nd] in the Old and Middle English regular singular in (13a)
and the Old Mainland Scandinavian regular plural in (l3b)
which ensured the referentiality of the I affixes in these
languages. As (14-16) sho\\', Y to I raising was general in that
it applied to regular verbs, modals and t a \'~ and ~ alike.
(13) a. MIDDLE EKGLISE
Sing-en
INDICA:IV~

alska

It~ove"

PRESE~T

1ST sing-e
sing-en
lS~
2ND sing-est sing-en
2ND
3RD sing-ep sing-en
3RD
(14) a. Kepyng and teres cour!orteth
and tears comfort

!lska-(r) !ls~-um
alska-(r) !lsk-in
alska-(r) alsk-a
Dot dissolute
not dissolute

laughers
(Middle English, 1400-1450)
b. reo han siyoarer regh thigiaoda messu.
if he siogs
not silent
mass

(Old Swedish, 1290)
(15)

a. A blynde mao

a blind

k~[

Ds:rt juggeD weI

man caD not judge

vJel

in hewis.
io colo::-s

(Middle English, 1387)
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b. hafpe pu vitit at
kon(ung)i vill~ ~g
lypa
had
you known that the-king would not listen

(Old Swedish. 1367)
(16 ) a. Oite
siP"",s hit ilamp,
p ["",t I engl"",s l:!l;:QQ QHe
often has
it happened that angels are often
hyder on middanearde isende
(Old/Middle English.
hither into the-world sent
12th century)
b. nar thet ~ stenoghth
when it
is not stony
(Old Swedish. 1515)

Old and Middle English and Old Mainland Scandinavian
modals were members of the Germanic class of preterite
present verbs whose preterite had taken over the function of
the present already in Proto-Germanic. As preterite-present
verbs, they did not have the regular paradigms in (13). but the
irregular paradigms in (17).
(17) a. MIDDLE ENGLISH conn-en
IN0ICATIVE PRESENT
SG
PL
1ST can
conn-e(n)
2ND can-st conn-e(n)
3RD car.
cor:n-e (n)

b. OLD SWEDISH kunn-a
INDICATIVE PRESENT
SG
PL
1ST kan
kunn-um
2ND kan-t kunn-in
3RD kan
kunn-u/-a

Kote that the Old and !-.1iddle English modal paradigm 
unlike the regular paradigm - did nOI distinctively mark the I
feature [I 5t], since the forms for first and third person singular
were identical. The Old Mainland Scand inavian modal paradigm
on the other hand distinctively marked both II st] and 2nd]. as
did the regular paradigm.
In Old and Middle English, regular verb inflection
triggered the raising from V to I of all verbs including the
modals. But modals did not exhibit the morphological trigger
for this movement. I propose that for this reason, modals were
reanalyzed as base-generated in l. In other words, structure
(l8b) instead of structure (l8a) was assigned to sentences
containing modals.
(18) a.
b.

[IP SUBJi [I' MODALj [VP :lQt [vp ti [VP tj
tVP t-".AIN-VERB J J J 1] I
[IP SUBJi [I' t-:O:JAL [VP D..Q..t. [V? ti [V? VERB II J J
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Roberts (1985, 1991) proposes a similar reanalysis. He
also observes that modals "had n03sg present ending; the only
verbs in the language to lack this ending" (Roberts (1991:
479)). But in his account, this state of affairs merely serves to
morphologically distinguish modals from main verbs; it does
not motivate the reanalysis and in fact cannot do so, given his
theory of V to I raising. Instead, the loss of the infinitival
marker -.e...n. and the subjunctive inflection towards the end of
the Middle English period together with the irregular semantic
interpretation of the past tense of modals conspired to trigger
the reanalysis. This approach runs into the following problem.
English modals used to be able to occur in non-finite
forms (cf. (19a» and assign primary a-roles (cf. (l9b)).
(19) a. I shall not ~ answere
(Middle English, 1386)
b. the leeste ferthyng pat y men ~

(Middle English, ca 1425)
As a result of the reanalysis in (18). the non-finite forms
and a-assigning properties of the English modals were lost.
presumably because I is associated with finiteness and no
primary a-roles can be assigned from I: a-roles are assigned
under sisterhood only. and the sister of I is VP, which is not a
possible recipient of primary a-roles. Warner (1983) and Kroch
(1990) point out that these changes started very early. Thus it
is noted in the MED that non-finite forms of s h a :'1 and c, U" tare
lacking throughout Middle English and evidence that they still
existed in Old English is doubtful according the OED. This fact is
compatible with the account proposed here, since the irregular
modal paradigm (17a) was already in place in Old English and
we expect the reanalysis in (18) to begin to take effect during
this period. The early absence of the non-finite forms of s hall
and ~ militates against Roberts' analysis, since the infinitival
marker -JUL and the subjunctive inflection were lost only
towards the end of the Middle English period. Roberts therefore
has to assume that the reanalysis of English modals started
much later than it actually did.
A look back at the Old Swedish regular paradigm in (l3b)
and the Old Swedish modal paradigm in (l7b) reveals that Old
Mainland Scandinavian regular verbs and modals both
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exhibited the trigger morphology for V to I raising. There was
hence no motivation for a reanalysis such as the one in (18).
Not surprisingly, the un-reanalyzed Mainland Scandinavian
modal verbs kept their ability to occur in non-finite forms (cf.
(20a» and to assign primary a-roles (cL (20b».
(20)

a. Han skal ls.J.mD..e SV0mrne for at fa
swim
for to get
he must can
him .Y.il
er at
b. Det eneste
the only (thing) he wants is to
sp0rgsmalet
the-question

jobbet
the-job (Danish)
svare pa
answer on

(Danish)

With respect to ~ and ~, note that Old English had
two paradigms for ~: the one shown in (2Ia) with irregular
singular forms and the one in (21 b) with more or less regular
singular forms.
(21) OLD ENGLISH be-on "be"
!ND:CATIVE PRESENT
P:'
a
SG
1ST earn
si:-:dar:lsir.t
2KD eart.
3;:',::- , s

s 2..~ci():-.1 s i:-l":.
,-'

.....

~

..

s~:-:~

b,

SG
1ST beO

P

beO-C/bio-c

2ND bi-st beO-c/bio-c

t'-c

beO-C/b!c-C

In I\Iiddle English. th~ r~gular singular forms lost out
against the irregular ones, d. Chaucer's paradigm in (22).
(22) MIDDLE ENGLISH be-e
INDICATIVE PRESENT
SG
PL
1ST am
2ND art
3RD is

(r;)

"be"

be-e(n)
be-e(r.)
be-e(n)

It is crucial here that the singular forms cannot be
analyzed as stem plus affix. In other words, these forms are not
the result of syntactic affixation. I have argued above that
syntactic affixation is behind all V to I raising. Middle English
~ was raised past negation like all other verbs on the basis of
regular verbal inflection. But it did not take part in syntactic
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affixation, the very process that motivates such V to I raising.

:a.e.. was therefore reanalyzed as base-generated in I.
~ underwent a similar development. The regular Old
English paradigm (23a) was replaced by the irregular Middle
English paradigm (23b) after the stem-final consonant was lost
in front of suffix-initial consonants. The majority of Middle
English singular forms for ~ could again not be analyzed as
the product of syntactic affixation and ~ was reanalyzed as
base-generated in I.

(23 ) a. OLD ENGLISH h~bb-an
INDICATIVE PRESENT
PL
SG
1ST h~bb-e habb-ap

b. MIDDLE ENGLISH hav-e(n)
INDICATIVE PRESENT
SG
PL
1ST hav-e hav-e(n)

2ND

h~f-st

habb-ap

2ND hast

hav-e(n)

3RD

h~f-P

habb-ap

3RD has

hav-e(n)

As for Old Swedish var-a "be" and ~ "have". their
plural forms in (24) were analyzable as stem plus affix, the
product of syntactic affixation. There was therefore no
motivation for a reanalysis similar to the one that changed the
status of English finite ~ and ~.
(24)

a. O.

sv~E:::'::

s::

\.~&.

!:-a "1:>21) t.

n;DICATIVE ?E:::TERITE

ss

-

1ST var

\d~ r--1;:T!

r ha. v-en.

2t,D va-s . .

va!:"-ir-.

2r::: hav-i (r) /-E;r hav-in

3RD var

var-t:

3R~

tav-

(r)/-~r

hav-a

By the year 1500, the infinitival marker -.e.LL and the first
person singular marker -~ had all but vanished from English.
At around the same time, the person distinctions had been
leveled in Mainland Scandinavian. The paradigms in (13) were
replaced by the paradigms in (25). In Early Modern English, the
forms for the infinitive (without [1st]) and first person singular
(with [1 st]) were identical. In Early Modern Mainland
Scandinavian, either the forms for first person plural (bearing
[1 st]) and second person plural (not bearing II st]) or the forms
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for second person plural (with (2nd]) and third person plural
(without [2nd)) were identical.
(25) a. EARLY MODERN ENGLISH b. EARLY MODERN SWEDISH
kasta "throw"
cast
INDICATIVE PRESENT
INDICATIVE PRESENT
SG
PL
PL
SG
cast(-e)
1ST cast
1ST kasta(-r) kast-e
2ND cast-est caste-e)
2ND kasta(-r) kast-e/-a
3RD kasta(-r) kast-a
3RD cast-e):J caste-e)

In other words. English and Mainland Scandinavian no
longer distinctively marked both of the I features [1 st] and
[2nd]. Their I affixes were now non-referential, and Y to I
raising was lost in both languages as a result of this change
during the second half of the sixteenth century. The loss of Y to
I raising did not affect the position of English modals. which
were recognizable as base generated in I because they had
ceased to occur in non-finite forms and, in most cases, to assign
primary e-roles. The un-reanalyzed Mainland Scandinavian
modals on the other hand were affected: like all other verbs,
they no longer raised to I and remained in their d-structure
position inside YP. This is the origin of the modern word order,
in which English main verbs and all !>.1ainland Scandinavian
verbs are base generated inside VP and thus surface after
negation, whereas English auxiliaries are base generated in )
and thus surface in front of negation.
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Unification-Based Lexical Acquisition from Context
Dale W. Russell and J. Michael Lake
University of Dlinois at Urbana-Champaign

1

Introduction

Any natural language understanding system accepting unrestricted input will
encounter unknown words. Some of these may be simple misspellings, oth
ers will be proper nouns, still others will be words unanticipated by system
designers and implementers. If certain of these are to be added to the sys
tem's lexicon, their syntactic and semantic properties must either be obtained
from the user by a set of queries, or inferred automatically from context by
the system. Regarding syntactic information, the process of querying can be
annoying to the user, interrupting the task at hand, and elicits information
which is frequently unreliable, particularly when the user does not have lin
guistic training. For these reasons, we prefer an approach attempting to infer
these properties from context alone, obviating the need for dialogue with the
user.
In this paper, we describe a means of extending a unification-based syntac
tic processor so that it is capable of inferring appropriate internal representa
tions of the syntactic properties of newly encountered words. We begin with
a description of the parser in §2, focusing on those aspects most relevant for
the learning procedure. The hypothesis construction part of the procedure is
discussed in §3, the hypothesis manager in §4. Section 5 discusses the instan
tiation of the procedure under an HPSG-style grammar. Formal foundations
and definitions of the notions presented in the body of the paper are given in
an appendix.

2

The Unicorn Parsing System

Shieber (1985) proposed a general technique for extending context-free gram
mar (CFG) parsing algorithms, which allow only a finite number of nonter
minals, to the so-called unification-based grammar (UBG) formalisms, which
may give rise to infinitely many nonterminals. Efficient algorithms for pars
ing context-free grammars are known; but the theoretical and computational
linguistics community has largely abandoned CFGs in favor of formalisms in
which it is possible to capture linguistic generalizations directly. Shieber's'
proposal indicated that the methods used in CFG parsing could be applied in
UBG parsing, and promised a degree of efficiency comparable to CF parsing
algorithms.
Central to Shieber's proposal is the notion of restriction. Restriction pro
vides a means for partitioning the potentially infinite set of nonterminals into
a finite set of equivalence classes. For example, when parsing a declarative
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sentence, having processed an initial NP, the possible continuations include,
among others, transitive, intransitive or ditransitive verbs. This situation may
be represented in UBG rules as a subcategorization list of indefinite length.
This leads the parser to predict verbs with subcategorization lists of any length,
one through infinity. Restriction reduces this set of possibilities to the single
prediction, 'verb with a sub categorization list.' When the particular lexical
entry is found, it 'fills in' the complete specification of this information.
It is up to the grammar writer to determine an appropriate restrictor. Re
strictors can be specified giving various degrees of information, ranging from
gross syntactic category (f.g., noun, verb) to fine distinctions (e.g., verb tak
ing a nominative singular third person subject, one accusative plural object,
and one dative object). As the restrictor defines the domain of nonterminals
explored by the parser, we will speak of the information in the restrict or as
delineating a syntactic category. There is a trade-off in the amount of in
formation included in the restrictorj too little leads to too many possibilities
being explored, while too much places a greater burden on the scanner, which
must match lexical items being looked up with all of the specifications in the
restrictor.
Earley's algorithm (1970) is a dynamic programming approach to CFG
parsing which divides the task into three distinct steps:
1. predicting what might follow the current left context based on
the grammarj
2. scanning the next word; and
3. completing predictions.

Shieber confined his application of restriction to the first step, prediction,
and then only to guarantee termination. Gerdemann (1991) and Gerdemann
and Hinrichs (1989) recognized that restriction could be profitably applied to
the remaining steps in an implementation of Shieber's extension to Earley's
algorithm, and from this starting point implemented the UNICORN grammar
processing system.
The learning procedure fits into an implementation at the scanner step.
When lexical lookup fails, the learning p.rocedure is invoked to construct hy
potheses based on the set of predictions. This is the topic of the next section.

3

Encountering an Unknown Lexeme

Gerdemann (1991) implemented several optimizations to Earley's algorithm
in Unicorn, one of which was to pass the set of predictions to the scanner.
The scanner, responsible for identifying the possible syntactic categories of
the next lexeme, uses this information to eliminate spurious lexical ambiguity
whenever possible. For example, encountering the lexeme "lives" in a context
which predicts only a noun results in only the nominal sense being considered
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as a possibility. Without the use of restricted predictions, the scanner would
have returned all of the possibilities for this item in the lexicon, including both
the plural noun and third singular verb senses. There are, of course, contexts
in which the predictions include both senses as possibilities. In the following
sentences, at the point where we first encounter the word "lives," it could be
either a plural noun or a third person singular verb.
(1)
(2)

The other lives in that house.
The other lives were lived well.

The learning procedure is integrated into the parser at the point of lexical
lookup. When lexical lookup fails to identify a lexical entry appropriate to the
current context, the learner constructs hypotheses based on the predictions.
These hypothesized lexical entries are returned to the parser, and parsing con
tinues. When parsing has completed, the successful parses are examined to
determine what additional information became instantiated on the hypothe
sized lexical items. In this way, the learner acquires syntactic information not
represented in the restrictor or specified by the left context.
There are thus two stages in inferring the syntax of an unknown word.
First, the system constructs a set of hypotheses for its syntactic features, given
the current context. This stage described in the remainder of this section.
These hypotheses are then compared with those which were constructed from
previous contexts, and the hypothesis set is narrowed to those which fit both.
The combination of hypothesis sets is described in the next section. This
updated hypothesis set is then stored as the new set of hypotheses for the
syntax of the word.
S.l

Hypothesis Construction

When an unknown word is encountered during parsing, sets of predictions have
already been made by Earley's algorithm for certain of its features, namely
those which have been specified in the restrictor. Each set of predicted features
represents the minimum amount of information which must be present on a
lexical item in order for it to satisfy the given context.
In addition, there is information which a lexical item must contain in or
der to be a valid lexical entry of a given syntactic category of English. This
information is supplied by the component of the system which constructs hy
pothesized lexical items. For example, the left context of a transitive verb
predicts, among other things, a next lexeme which is a nominal, either lexical
or phrasal. But it is a property of all lexical items that they must be lexical, by
definition. Therefore, in addition to the syntactic category features predicted
from context, the system adds a feature to encode the fact that the new item
must be lexical.
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Other information supplied by the learning procedure is more category
specific. For instance, when Earley's algorithm predicts that one of the possible
categories of the new word is 'adjective,' the hypothesis constructor stipulates
that semantic content of the word is a set of restrictions, one of whose elements
is the restriction found on the modified noun. This, in accordance with Pollard
and Sag (forthcoming), is part of what it means to be an adjective in English.
The addition of such features to guarantee well-formedness of learned lexical
items amounts to an implicit encoding of some type hierarchy information in
the learning procedure.
The information predicted for a newly encountered lexical item, along with
the typing information supplied by the system, together constitute the infor
mation that must be contained in the lexical entry of this word. We refer to
this set of information as the lower bound of information in the hypothesis
space of a new word.
For each of these lower bounds, a lexical entry is constructed, and parsing
continues, restarting from the point at which it failed previously due to the
unknown word. If parsing still fails, then the hypothesized lexical entry must
be incorrect, so the hypothesis is discarded.
If parsing succeeds, then we know that the hypothesis may be correct. We
may be able to deduce quite a bit more than that, however. In the process of
parsing by means of a unification grammar, features and values not specified
in the original lower bound may well be assigned values. If a given lower
bound leads to more than one successful parse, then different features may be
assigned values, or the same values may be assigned in different ways.
For each of these features which is assigned a value in a successful parse,
that feature-value mayor may not be an essential part of the correct defini
tion of the new word. Therefore, the instantiation of the word in a successful
parse represents the upper bound of information that may be in the feature
structure of the new word. So to each lower bound, there corresponds a set
of one or more upper bounds (since if there are zero upper bounds, the cor
responding lower bound is rejected). The actual target definition of the word
is known to be intermediate in specificity between a lower bound and one of
its corresponding upper bounds. However, it is not yet known which upper
bound, if there is more than one, or exactly how much of the information of
the upper bound the target definition contains.
The hypothesis set resulting from successful parses with a given lower'
bound can be represented in a data structure consisting of a lower bound
and a set of upper bounds. This data structure resembles a version space,
discussed by Mitchell (1977). However, a version space may have any number
of lower bounds, while this structure has ouly one. We therefore refer to this
data structure as a version tree.
In the work on concept learning with version spaces, the target concept is
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known to reside somewhere within a single version 6pace. While our version
trees are 6impler than version spaces in having only a 6ingle lower bound,
the 6ituation is complicated by the fact that the target lexical entry resides
60mewhere in a disjunction of version trees, which we refer to as a version
forest. The challenge in dealing with multiple encounters with the unknown
word is to combine these version forests in a meaningful way. This is the topic
of the next section.

4

Hypothesis Management

For any single encounter with a new word in context, it is likely that there will
not be sufficient information to assign it a unique feature structure. However,
multiple encounters with the same unknown in different syntactic environ
ments allow the number of lower bounds to be reduced and the upper bounds
to be generalized or eliminated, so that the system converges on a syntactic
representation for the new word.
On each encounter with a given unknown word, a version forest is created,
representing the possibilities for the syntactic feature structure of the word
in the current context. This section describes how multiple version forests
are combined to produce an updated version forest. Formal definitions of
the notions of unification, subsumption and generalization, referred to in this
section, are given in the appendix.
4.1

Combining lower bounds

The version forest constructed during an encounter with an unknown word,
and the version forest representing the previous hypotheses about the word
each contain a set of lower bounds, the latter of which will be null on the
first encounter with the word. In each set, there is one lower bound for each
prediction made about the unknown. These two sets are combined to form
the set of lower bounds for the updated version forest.
The method of combination here is similar to taking the intersection of the
two sets, except that instead of saying that an element is in the output set
if it is equal to elements in each of the two input sets, we want to say that
an element is in the output set if it represents the 6Uccessful unification of
a pair of elements from the two input 6ets. In other words, we try to unify
each element of one set with every element of the other set. The 6uccessful
unifications are members of the output set. We call this operation cross-.
unification, from its similarity to taking a cross-product.
In the general case, the output set could be larger than the input sets,
in fact the size of the product of their: sizes. However, with reasonable as
sumptions about the feature structure information found in these sets of lower
bounds, each element of one set will generally unify with at most one element
of the other set. This is because the elements of both sets will be specified
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for largely overlapping information, such as syntactic category. The specifica
tions they receive must be different, or they would not have been established
as separate lower bounds. Therefore, if a member of one set of lower bounds
unifies with a certain member of the other set, it will most likely not unify
with any other member of the other set. This is why cross-unification often
behaves like intersection in this domain.
As a result, the updated set of lower bounds is generally either the same
size as or smaller than the two input sets of lower bounds. Since members
of the two input sets often have the same feature structure information, the
elements in the unified output set will frequently be the same as those of the
input set. But where there is a difference at all, it will be in the direction of
greater informativeness.
4.2

Combining upper bounds

For each pair of version trees whose lower bounds unify, there is a unified lower
bound in the output hypothesis set. The set of upper bounds corresponding to
this lower bound is the combination of the sets of upper bounds corresponding
to the two input lower bounds. The method of combination here involves
comparing each member of one set with every member of the other, as above.
However, the pair-wise comparison of upper bounds does not involve unifi
cation. Almost any given pair of upper bounds will contain some inconsistent
information and thus will fail to unify. This is because upper bounds may
include very specific information about other elements in the tree of the suc
cessful parse, which will be distinct for almost any successful parses of different
pieces of input. For example, the instantiation of a verb may include number
and gender information about its objects, which is not generally part of the
definition of the verb.
Rather, in comparing the two upper bounds, we determine what informa
tion they have in common. Several checks are then performed to determine
whether this information should be added to the set of upper bounds cor·
responding to the updated lower bound. First, if the shared information is
equal to that in the lower bound, then the combination of these upper bounds
adds no information to the lower bound. Such an upper bound can be elim
inated from consideration. Second, some of these pairwise comparisons may
have the same shared information, so we check for duplicates in the result
of the comparisons. Finally, some of the results of the pairwise comparisons.
may subsume other such results. Since the more general upper bound exists
elsewhere in the version tree, between the more specific upper bound and the
corresponding lower bound, the more general need not be maintained as a
separate possibility.
The intuition here is that the correct definition of the word must be in
termediate in informativeness between one of the hypothesized lower bounds
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and one of the corresponding upper bounds. That is, if a given version tree
contains the correct definition, then the correct definition may be equivalent to
any of the upper bounds, or it may be more general than any of them. When
we have more than one encounter with a word, the correct definition must be
consistent with at least one of the successful parses found on each encounter.
But we have no way of knowing which of the successful parses represents the
actual definition of the word. By looking at the information shared by two suc
cessful parses, we can see what the definition of the word would have to be in
order for this pair of parses to have been produced. Some of these comparisons
are uninformative, and their shared information is eliminated.
Unlike the case with the lower bounds, here there is no guarantee that
each member of one set will only successfully combine with one member of
the other, so the set of upper bounds in the output may well be larger than
those of the inputs. In practice however, the size of the set of upper bounds
generally decreases as more input is examined. This is due to the fact that, as
input-specific information is abstracted away, the shared information among a
number of pair-wise comparisons is likely to contain a number of duplicates.

5

The Implementation

The system uses a grammar written according to the principles of Head-Driven
Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), so that there are a small number of highly
schematic grammar rules, with the bulk of the linguistic information found in
the lexicon. For the purposes of learning lexical items, we are assuming that
the rule schemata, and their instantiations in English, are already known to
the learner.
In this section, we first give a detailed description of a learning episode
using the procedure described in the previous two sections. We then discuss
some exceptions to the general algorithm given so far, which are treated as
special cases.

5.1

An Example Learning Episode

As an example, we will walk through the procedure for parsing sentence (3).
(3)

John glarf left.

Having parsed "John" as a subje..:t NP, the current test grammar predicts that·
a VP must come next. It therefore predicts two possible syntactic categories
predicted for "glarf," adverb and verb. The restrictor used for this example
distinguishes verbs according to how many complements they take, but not
according to the syntactic category of each of those complements. Therefore,
two lower bounds are constructed for the syntax of the lexical entry of "glarf."
One contains the information known by the system about adverbs, the other
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that which is known about verbs. For example, the system knows that all
finite verbs must take subjects that are nominative case.
The upper bounds contain more detailed information. For the lower bound
which assigns "glarl" to the category of adverb, there is a single upper bound
with all of the feature structure used in producing a parse structurally isomor
phic to that of (4). However, corresponding to the lower bound with "glarf"
as a verb, there must be at least two separate upper bounds; one yielding a
parse structurally similar to that of (5), the other to that of (6).
(4)

John quickly left.

(5)
(6)

John turned left.
John had left.

The reader may observe at this point that morphological clues could be used
to give some indications of the syntactic category of the unknown. While
we may investigate this possibility in future work, we have chosen not to do
so at present, because such clues represent tendencies, rather than absolutes.
While a form ending in "-ly" is frequently an adverb, and one ending in "-ed"
frequently a past tense verb, there is not a one-to-one correspondence, due to
pervasive irregular morphology in English. The tendencies that morphological
clues show would be useful in a system whose task was to find the single
most likely category of an unknown word. However, since the present system
investigates all possibilities predicted by the grammar rules, such heuristics
are not used.
The next piece of input is sentence (7). This yields the same two lower
bounds as the previous input, adverb and verb. Therefore, the set of lower
bounds remains the same. As with the previous input, the lower bound in
which "glaIf" is an adverb leads to a successful parse, so the elements in the
two sets of upper bounds are unified. Since there is just one element in each
of the input sets, the resulting updated set of upper bounds also has one
element, containing the information which the two input instantiations have
in common. For example, while the upper bounds on the two inputs specify
the semantics of the verb modified by th~ hypothesized adverb "glarf," these
specifications contradict each other, and so this information is unspecified in
the resulting upper bound.
(7)

John gla.rf stopped.

In the case where "glarr' is a verb, the only successful parse with this in
put is one in which "stopped" is a past participle, since "stopped" ca.nnot be
an adverb, as "left" can. Therefore, we have a set with one element to do
pairwise comparisons with the previous corresponding set with two elements.
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Comparing the two uses of "glarf" as a.n auxiliary verb yields a more gener
alized version of the same a.nalysis, as with the adverb hypothesis. However,
comparing successful parses of "glarf" as a.n auxiliary verb with one piece of
input a.nd as a verb with a.n adverb complement with the other yields no in
formation beyond that of being a verb, which is already present in the lower
bound. Therefore, this possibility is eliminated.

5.2

Special cases

There are several special cases that must be given special treatment in the
procedure described above. First, the question arises of what to do when
the cross-unification of two sets of lower bounds yields the empty set. In
this case, the most reasonable conclusion is that the learner has encountered
two unrelated senses of words with the same surface forms. These are stored
as separate lexical entries, each with a version forest representing a set of
hypotheses about its feature structure.
For example, if the system did not contain a lexical entry for "train," and
encountered instances of train as a verb (in the sense of 'educate') a.nd as a
noun (in the sense of 'locomotive'), the desired behavior would be for it to
fail to find one feature structure which fit both pieces of input, and then to
maintain two separate partial lexical entries, with future input adding further
information to one or the other, but not both.
Of course, real-world input data may not immediately show up the need for
separate lexical entries, or indicate which of two existing entries a new instance
should belong to. In the above example, the system may encounter input which
leads to the hypotheses that "train" is either a noun or an adjective in one
case, and either a verb or an adjective in the other. This would lead to the
incorrect conclusion that "train" must be a.n adjective.
The system is therefore susceptible to error from misleading data, which
should not be surprising. Huma.n language learners can also encounter new
words in deceptive contexts, leading them to incorrect conclusions about the
syntactic category of the word. In order for people to be able to acquire new
words from context, however, such situations must be the exception rather
than the norm, and will rarely be encountered in actual data. We assume that
this is the case for the contexts encountered by our learning system as well.
Given such assumptions, incorrect conclusions such as that given above,
while not advancing the knowledge of the system, will not be a serious hin-.
drance to it, either. With further data containing the word in question, unless
it occurs in similarly unusual contexts, the incorrect hypothesis will not lead
to any successful parses. The learning procedure will therefore be invoked to
learn the word again, generating hypotheses appropriate to the new contexts.
At worst, therefore, the lexicon may contain some incorrect hypotheses that
are not subsequently used, along with the correct hypotheses.
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The second special case is the situation where only 8. unique upper bound
remains at some point during a learning session, and it is equivalent to the
lower bound. This indicates that the system has successfully converged on the
complete feature representation for syntax of the new word. At this point, the
word may be considered to have been completely learned, and is added to the
permanent lexicon of the system.
It is possible, and even likely, that such complete convergence will never
occur, particularly if a given word is only rarely encountered. It then becomes
a matter of extra-grammatical heuristics to decide when a lexical item has
been completely learned. A reasonable candidate for a completely learned
word exists when its hypothesis space consists of a single version tree, with
one lower bound and exactly one upper bound. If, after a reasonable number
of encounters with a variety of input data, the upper bound is not lowered, the
system should assume that this is because the upper bound is, in fact, correct.
Further work, including empirical studies, will be necessary to determine what
constitutes a reasonable number and variety of pieces of input to make this
determination for a given word.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

The procedure we have described enables the parser to make use of context
from multiple pieces of input in order to infer the syntactic feature structure
of newly encountered lexical items. 'While it is susceptible to error from mis
leading presentations of data, such presentations are not the norm, and merely
lead to the necessity of further input before the correct target lexical items are
learned. The result of a learning episode is often not complete convergence,
so the learned lexical items may be viewed as less than fully specified.
In this paper, we have discussed only the acquisition of syntactic feature
structures. However, the parser also makes use of domain-specific real-world
knowledge, for disambiguation by eliminating candidate parses. In future
work, we will describe how this world knowledge can be used to infer the
semantics of new words.

A

Formal foundations

This appendix provides precise formulations of the notions presented in the
main body of the paper.

A.I

Feature structures

Several characterizations of feature structures have appeared in the litera
ture. The characterization we give here follows the lead of Kasper and Rounds
(1986), who model feature structures as a restricted type of deterministic fi
nite automaton (DFA). The DFA is a recognizer of strings over an alphabet
of feature names, mapping such strings to states of the DFA.
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Definition 1 (Feature structures) Given F C ~+, a finite set of feature
names, and V C ~+, a finite set of feature values, a feature structure iJ; a
tuple S = (Q,qo,6,7]} where
• Q is a set of nodes;

• qo E Q iJ; a distinguished root nodej
• 6: Q x F -+ Q j and
Y
• 7] : Q -+ (2 U T).L'
Both 6 and 7] are partial functions. 6 is analogous to the transition function of a
finite automaton. T = {atomic, complex, exists} C ~+ is a set of diJ;tinguiJ;hed
atoms used for making weak "type" assertions about the node. 7] iJ; a valuation
function restricted so that for all q E Q, if there ezist if E Q and f E F such
that 6(q, f) = q', then 7](q) = complex.

We refer to the set of all feature structures as :F; when it is important to
restrict our attention to a particular F and/or V, we state :FFY.

Definition 2 (Cyclic structure) Let S = {Q, qo, 6, 7]} be a feature structure.
Define the relation R

~

Q x Q as

(q,q') E R <? (3f E F)(c(q,f) = q').
S is cyclic if and only if (q, q} E R+, the transitive closure of R.

The theory of feature structures employed in UNICORN does not deal with
certain types of cyclic feature structures. \"e have no need of cyclic structures,
and so simply disallow them here.

A.2

Ordering feature structures

Our primary use of feature structures is to represent the information collected
so far regarding the syntactic properties of a word. Hence, it must be possible
to decide when two feature structures represent compatible constraints on said
properties, and which one (if either) is more constraining. This is typically
captured in a subsumption ordering. 'We choose to work in continuous complete
lattices, and the remainder of this appendix constructs the lattice used here.
For the domain (2 Y U T).L, we choose a definition of subsumption based
in large part on the superset relation, extended to capture the weak typing
constraints.
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Definition S (71-subsumption) The subsumption ordering over the lifted do
main (2V u Th is the smallest relation such that

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

.LC exlsts
CT
exlsts C
atom
CT
exlsts C complex CT
V
CT
atomic =
X:JY
XGY
9
c
T.
{}

Intuitively, .L represents an undefined value; "exlsts" represents the constraint
that a certain node must exlst; "atom" represents the restriction to an atomic
value; and "complex" represents the restriction to a structured, non-atomic
value.
Subsumption in the feature structure domain :F is defined through the
exlstence of a morphism between elements of :F.

Definition 4 (F-subsumption) Let 5 = (Q,go,6,71), 5'
(Q',g~,5,1)) be
feature structures. We say 5' is subsumed by 5 (or 5 is less informative than
5') and write (5 ~ 5') just when there e:z:ists a mapping y : Q - t Q' such that

• y( go) = q~,
• (Vq E Q)(1)(q) 1)'(y(q»),
• (VqEQ)(g(f(q,f)=E'(g(q),J)
This ordering allows certain formal distinctions to be made whose import is
subtle, but which are crucial for the learning procedure. For instance, the least
feature structure is the single node structure

{{qo}, qo, [], [qO

>-+

.L)

The smallest feature structure greater than this under the above ordering is

{{ qo}, qo, [j, [qo

>-+

exlsts]} ,

which is only minimally more informative. However, such distinctions are
essential for building up feature information with the learning procedure given
in the main text.

A.S

Combining information

Given the definition of subsumption ordering, it is possible to define precisely
the notion of unification.
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Definition 5 (.:F-unification) Let a and b be elements of .:F. The unification
of a and b is the smallest s E .:F such that
a !; s and b !; s.
We denote this by s

a U b, and refer to s as the "least upper bound."

If .:F.unification is viewed as an operator, then .:F plus .:F-unification forms a
join semilattice, since a U a = a (U is idempotent) and z U 11 = Y U z (U is
commutative).
Generalization, or "anti-unification" as it is sometimes called, is usually
taken as the dual of unification:

Definition 6 (.:F-generalization) Let a and b be elements of .:F. The gener·
alization of a and b is the largest s E .:F such that
s !; a and s !; b.

We denote this by s

= an b,

and refer to s as the "greatest lower bound."

Given the domain .:F and the two operations, unification and generalization,
we get a (continuous complete) lattice, where if a and b are both elements of
.:F, both aU b and an b exist.
.:F-unification is the operation used to combine lower bounds from dis
tinct encounters . .:F-unification can also be defined procedurally, and can be
computed quickly. Moshier (1988) gives such a definition, a proof that the
procedure computes the least upper bound, and a proof of the essentially
linear time requirements of the algorithm . .:F-generalization can be similarly
defined and computed. The extension of generalization and unification to sets
is straightforward. See Stoy (1977) for further development of these ideas.
The combination of lower bounds is trivial, as no lower bound may subsume
any other. The combination of upper bounds is more complicated, as the
subsumption relation may obtain in either direction between any given pair of
upper bounds.
Let Uo and U1 be sets of upper bound hypotheses. Define their combination,
U', as follows. Let

Divide T into n maximal ascending chains Ci not including T (i.e., C{) !; Cl !;
.. , !; c" i- T) such that for all 0 S i < j < n, Co U Cj = T. Require that for.
each t E T - {T} there is an i such that t !; Ct. Then

U'={zlz=UC.}.
U' is then the smallest set of maximally informative elements consistent with
both Uo and U1 •
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THE DEFINITENESS REQUIREMENT
AND THE STRUCTURE OF PREDICATION
Dingxu Shi
University of Southern California
and
University of California, Irvine
O. Introduction
It has long been noticed that Chinese noun phrases
of frequency and duration (hereafter referred to as F/D
phrases), like the sanci 'three times' in (la) and the
liangtian 'two days' in (2a), can occur in their bare
form in the postverbal position. This particular
constituent is usually classified as part of another
syntactic category and its properties are assumed to be
derived from some general principles. The purpose of
this paper is to show that F/D phrases in the
postverbal position form a class of their own and their
properties can be accounted for under an analysis based
on the notion of predication.
(1) a. Ta
kule
sanci.
she cry ASp. three-time
'She cried three times.'
(2) a. wo
bingle
liangtian.
I
sick Asp. two-day
'I was sick for two days.'
1. Adverbial or Argument?

Traditional grarrmarians usually treat postverbal
F/D phrases as adverbials similar to the postverbal
adverb qi 'all-present' in dao qi 'all arrive' of (3a)
(e.g. zhang 1987).
(3) a. Women dao
qi
leo
we
arrive all-present Part.
'We have all arrived,'
There is, however, strong evidence that adverbs
like the qi 'all-present' in dao qi 'all arrived' do
not behave the same as FlO phrases do in various
syntactic processes. For instance, a so-called
potential infix de can be inserted between the verb dao
'arrive' and the adverb qi 'all-present' of (3a), to
produce a reading about possibilities and potentials,
as in (3b). If the same infix is inserted between the
verb and the F/D phrase in (la) or (2a), the result
will be an unacceptable sentence, as shown in (lb) and
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(2b). The potential reading for (la) or (2a) cannot be
obtained in this way.
b. Women dao
de
qi.
we
arrive potential completely
'It is possible for us to all arrive. ,
ku de
sanci.
( 1 ) b. *Ta
she cry potential three-time
'It is possible for her to cry three times. '
(2 ) b.*Wo
bing de
liangtian.
sick potential two-day
I
'It is possible for me to be sick for two
days. '
(3 )

Another difference between the behavior of
postverbal adverbs and that of F/D phrases is their
relation with the verb. Post verbal adverbs are so
close to the verbs that a perfect aspect marker Ie
cannot occur between the two, as shown by the contrast
between (4a) and (4b). The relation between verbs and
F/D phrases is much looser. As shown in (5), a perfect
aspect marker Ie between a verb and an F/D phrase
causes no problem at all. F/D phrases are not
postverbal adverbs.
(4 ) a. wo

fan.
chi wan
Ie
eat finish ASp. meal
have eaten all that is for the meal. '
fa:1.
b.*Wo chi Ie
wa:1
I
eat ASp. finish meal
' I have eaten all that is for the meal. '
sange
zhongtou.
(5) WO deng Ie
wait
I
three Cl. hour
'I have
three hours ..
I
'I

Within the framework of generative grammar, the F/D
phrase is usually analyzed as an argument of the verb
(e.g. Huang 1982, Li 1990). In addition to
differentiating F/D phrases from postverbal adverbs,
this line of analysis is designed to account for
another interesting phenomenon. Huang (1982) observes
that although either a direct object NP or an F/D
phrase can occur in the postverbal position alone, it
seems that the two cannot occur in the same position at
the same time. The sentence in (6a) is thus not
acceptable, even though both (6b) and (6c) are
grammatical. The same contrast exists between (7a) and
(7b) or between (7a) and (7c).
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(6) a.*Wo
kaile
che
liangci.
I
drive Asp. car
twice
'I drove a car twice.'
b. Wo kaile
che.
I
drive Asp.
car
'I drove a car.'
c. Wo
kaile
liangci.
I
drive ASp. twice
'I drove (the car) twice.'
(7) a.*Ta dengle
ren
sange
zhongtou.
he wait Asp. man
three Cl. hour
'He waited for a man for three hours.'
b. Ta dengle
reno
he wait Asp. man
'He waited for a man. '
C. Ta
dengle
sange
zhongtou.
he
wait Asp. three Cl. hour
'He waited (for the man) for three hours.'
This constraint on the distribution of FlO phrases
is usually described as the generalization that the FlO
phrase and the object NP exclude each other from the
postverbal position. This is then subsumed under the
generalization that only one NP can occur in the
postverbal position.
Given the two generalizations, it is possible to
account for the phenomenon in question as part of a
structural constraint. One possibility is suggested by
Huang (1982) based on his Phrase Structure Condition,
which states that a Chinese phrases structure can
branch to the right only once and only at the lowest
level.
If both the object NP and the F/D phrase are
arguments of the verb, the Phrase Structure Condition
will allow only one of them to occur in the postverbal
position, because the VP will otherwise branch to the
right twice. The other NP thus has to be moved to some
other positions, such as that in a reduplicated VP.
Another possibility is a suggestion made by Li
(1990) on the basis of her Word Order Constraint, which
in essence says a Chinese verb can only assign one
accusative case and only to its right. When two NPs
occur postverbally, one of them will receive the
accusative case but the other will be caseless. Since
every NP must have a case to satisfy the Case Filter
(Chomsky 1981), the caseless NP has to move to some
other positions in order to receive case. This means
that the direct object NP and the FlO phrase cannot
both occur in the postverbal position.
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2. A Predication Approach
Both the analysis of Huang (1982) and that of Li
(1990) rely on independently motivated principles to
restrict the number of postverbal NPs to one and thus
provide a plausible account for the generalizations.
The only problem is that the generalizations themselves
are not accurate. Although the frequency phrase in
(6a) and the duration phrase in (7a) seem to exclude a
direct object from the postverbal position, the same
phrases in (8) and (9a) do not.
The obvious difference
between the two sets of data is that the object NP in
(8) and (9a) is definite while that of (6a) or (7a) is
indefinite.
The main factor in these cases is
obviously not the sheer number of postverbal NPs, but
the definiteness of the object NP in multiple
postverbal NP constructions.
(8)

WO kaile
zheliang che liangci.
I drive Asp. this Cl.
car two-time
'I drove the car for three times.
(9) a. Ta dengle
nage
ren sange
zhongtou.
he wait Asp. that Cl. man three Cl. hour
'He waited for that man for three hours.'
The correct generalization should be that only a
definite object NP allows an F/D phrase to follow it.
This definiteness requirement is comparable to a
similar constrair.t on the subject of the so-called
small clauses, shown by the contrast between (lOa) and
(lOb). When the sDall clause subject, i.e., the object
NP, is indefinite, it does not allow another NP to
occur postverballYi but when the small clause subject
is definite, an extra postverbal NP is acceptable.
shagua.
( 10) a.*Women
dang
ren
we
consider man
fool
'We consider a man a fool.
b. Women
dang
zhege
ren
we
consider this Cl. man
'We consider this man a fool. '

shagua.
fool

Notice that the order of the two postverbal NPs in
(lOb) cannot be altered, as shown in (lOc), nor can the
order of the object NP and quite a number of F/D
phrases be changed, as in the case of (9b). A natural
explanation for this phenomenon is that there is a
structurally coded relation between the two postverbal
NPs. When the order of the constituents is altered and
the relation is destroyed, the sentence becomes
unacceptable.
The proposal here is to assume that
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there is a predication relationship between the object
NP and the F/D phrase in the sense of Larson (1988) and
Chomsky (1991), on a par with that between a small
clause subject and its predicate. One of the
conditions for the establishment of a predication is
that the NP taking a predicate must be definite.
(10) c.*Women
we

dang
consider

shagua
fool

zhege
ren
this Cl. man

(9) b.*Ta dengle
sange
zhongtou nage
reno
he wait Asp. three Cl. hour
that Cl. man
The predication analysis can account for not only
cases of small clauses and F/D phrase constructions,
but also cases where the element after the object is
non-nominal. The contrast between (lla) and (lIb),
pointed out by MaCawley (1992), is analogous to that
between (9a) and (9b); but the phrase ben jiu 'very
long' is apparently adjectival. The analysis based on
the sheer number of postverbal NPs does not apply here,
but the account proposed in this paper will. The
phrase hen jiu 'very long' in (11) is an adjectival
predicate of the object NP nage ren 'that man', similar
to cases where an adjectival phrase functions as the
predicate of a subject NP.
The contrast between (lla)
and (lIb) is the expected pattern since only a definite
object NP can take a predicate.
(11 )

a. *Wo

dengle
wait Asp.
waited very
b. WO dengle
wait ASp.
I
'I waited very

.I

ren
hen
jiu.
man
long
very
long for a man.
nage
ren hen
that Cl. man very
long for the man.

jiu.
long

3. A Structurally Coded Solution

Given the predication analysis, it is now possible
to establish a structural representation to code the
definiteness requirement on the object NP in these
constructions. The essence of the proposal is that the
definiteness requirement can be derived as a direct
consequence of the Spec-head agreement convention
(Chomsky 1986).
In the structural representation
posited for Chinese VPs, there are two possible
positions for the internal argument of the verb: one
for the direct object without a predicate and the other
for the object taking a predicate.
When the internal argument of the verb does not
take a predicate, the representation of VP has the
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usual shape of (12), where the internal argument is
generated directly under the V' node as a sister of the
V node.
VP

(12 )
Spec

I

\
V

V'

I \

NP

The structural representation for sentences with
both the object and the F/D phrase is posited as (13)
(details aside).
Following Chomsky (1991), the VP is
assumed to be dominated by the maximal projection of a
functional head AgrO(bject), which is in turn dominated
by the maximal projection of a functional head
AgrS(ubject).
The internal argument of the verb, i.e.,
the direct object NP" is generated in the Spec of
AgrOP when the F/D phrase NP 2 is present (cf. Hoffman
1991). This is to represent the fact that the internal
argument in this construction takes another maximal
projection as its predicate.
The verb undergoes head
to-head movement in the syntax to incorporate with AgrS
and c-commands the Spec of AgrOP.
This movement
creates an S-structure configuration in which the usual
VO order is obtained.
(13)

AgrSP
\
I
Spec

hgr-S'
I
\
hgrS
hgrOP
Spec

I

NP,

I

\
AgrO

AgrO'

I

\
I

VP

\

Spec

V'

I \
V

PredP

I
Spec

\
Pred'
I
\
Pred
NP 2

I

e

The small clause construction also has (13) as its
structural representation, as does the construction
with an adjectival phrase as the predicate of the
object NP.
The predicate of the internal argument is
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posited as a maximal projection PredP, which is
dominated by VP. The Spec of PredP is always empty and
the PredP becomes an open clause in the sense of
Williams (1980). The open clause will eventually have
a predication relation with the internal argument in
the Spec of AgrOP. The head of PredP is usually empty,
but it can be a copula in certain small clause
constructions, as in the case of (14). The F/D phrase
is generated as the complement of the head of PredP, as
is the NP predicate of small clauses.
(14) Women dang
ta shi shagua.
we
consider he be
fool
'We consider him to be a fool.'
The status of the adjectival predicate of the
object NP is not very clear at this stage. It can be
generated either under the Pred' node as the complement
of the head of predP, just like the NP predicate is, or
under the Pred node as the head of the PredP, just like
the copula in (14) is. The situation in this case is
comparable to the two possible positions for the
adjectival predicate of a subject NP and the issue
bears no consequence to the analysis here.
The structural representation posited here provides
a principled way to account for the definiteness
requirement on the internal argument that takes an NP
or an F/D phrase as predicate. Since such an internal
argument is generated in the Spec of AgrOP, given the
Spec-head agreement convention (Chomsky 1986), it must
share all its features with the head AgrO, including
the feature of definiteness or specificity. Following
an assumption made by Mahajan (1992), ArgO is treated
as being pronominal in nature and therefore always
definite. A direct consequence of the agreement
between the internal argument in the Spec of AgrOP and
the head AgrO is that the former must be definite as
the latter is. An indefinite NP in the Spec of AgrOP
will have a conflict with the head AgrO on this
particular feature and the construction will be ruled
out. Sentences (6a), (7a) and (lOa) are thus
unacceptable because an indefinite NP is generated in
the Spec of AgrOPi while (8), (9a) and (lOb) are
grammatical since the internal argument in question is
definite.
The internal argument of the verb is generated in
the Spec of AgrOP only when it takes a predicate. When
the internal argument occurs alone, it is generated as
the complement of the V node, as in (12). The NP in
that position is not in agreement with the AgrO and
therefore is exempt from the definiteness requirement.
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The internal argument can thus be indefinite when it
occurs alone.
The F/D phrase is always generated as the
complement of the head of PredP. An underlying
assumption here is that the PredP will not be generated
unless an NP is generated in the Spec of AgrOP. A
possible argument against this line of analysis is that
there are cases where the F/D phrase seems to be
generated alone in the postverbal position, as in (15).
Notice, however, that the verb in (15) is transitive
and has a slot for an internal argument in its theta
grid. Since sentence (15) is grammatical, the external
theta-role must have been discharged properly. The
solution proposed here is to assume that the position
for the internal argument, i.e., the Spec of AgrOP, in
this type of sentences is generated with an empty
category and the sentence still has the structure of
(13). This empty category is co-referential with an NP
in the previOUS discourse. Since the empty category
has an unequivocally determined antecedent, it is
referential and definite. When such an empty category
is generated in the Spec of AgrOP, no conflict will
arise between the Spec and head with regard to the
definiteness feature. These sentences are thus
acceptable.
(15) wo kanle
sanci.
I
read Asp. three Cl.
'I read (it) three times.'
This line of analys~s also accounts for another
interesting phenomenon. Although sentences like (6c)
and (7c) are acceptable, they are interpretable only
within a given context. For example, if (6c) is
uttered in isolation, the listener is likely to feel
puzzled and will ask the question in (16) for
clarification. If, on the other hand, (6c) appears as
the second pair part of a conversation pair in which
(17) is the first
part, everyone will accept and
understand the sequence with no difficulty. Given the
structural representation in (13) and the above
assumption about an empty internal argument, this is
the expected result. The empty category generated as
the internal argument in (6c) must have an antecedent
in the previous discourse to provide it with reference.
Otherwise the sentence will be un-interpretable. The
NP zbeliang che 'this car' in (17) serves as the
discourse antecedent for the empty category in question
and (6c) thus becomes acceptable as a second pair part
of (17).
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(6) c. WO
kaile
liangci.
I
drive Asp. twice
'I drove (the car) twice.'
(16) Ni kaile
shenmo?
you drive Asp. what
'What did you drive?'
(17) Ta kaile
zheliang che sanci.
he drive ASp. this Cl. car three times
'He drove the car for three times.'
4. Concluding Remarks

The central thesis of this paper is that the
definiteness requirement on certain object NPs can be
coded in a structural representation. Two assumptions
are essential to the analysis proposed here. One is
that the definiteness requirement is a consequence of
the predication relationship between the internal
argument and certain elements; and the other is that
the definiteness requirement can be coded as the
agreement between the head of the AgrOP and an NP in
its Spec. This is reminiscent of the definiteness
requirement on SUbject NPs in Chinese. It seems that a
similar analysis can be designed for subject NPs or for
predication relations in general. The definiteness
requirement seems to hold only in some languages. Its
implication in language typology and linguistic
theories is certainly worth further investigation.
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Incorporation and Agreement
Ruo-ruing Sung
University of California, Los Angeles
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Introduction
It is well known that French, Italian, and spanish
exhibit different patterns of the past participle
agreement.
Italian, in particular, shows interesting
differences between first/second person and third person
clitics.
In this paper, I will argue that spec-head
relation alone cannot be responsible to account for
these agreement facts.
I propose that head-head
relation, under certain conditions to be defined in
section 3 as A vs A' Incorporation, may also trigger
past participle agreement.
Under this analysis the
differences among the three languages may be easily
parameterized in terms of Case assignment.
The paper is organized as follows.
Section 1
outlines the core data of the Romance agreement facts.
Section 2 reviews previous analyses.
In section 3, I
propose an alternative hypothesis to account for a wider
range of data of eli tic-participle agreement than the
previous attempts. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Data
French participle agreement is sometimes obligatory
and sometimes optional as shown in (1):

1.

(1) a . . . . avoir decrit/*decrite la robe a la femme
'have described the dress to the woman'
b. . .. l'avoir decrit/decrite tala femme
'have described it to the woman'
c. . .. lui avoir decrit/*decrite la robe
'have described to her the dress'
d. La robe est faite/*fait.
'the dress is made'
e. La robe que tu as offert/offerte t.
'the dress that you have offered'
We see that in (la) the past participle decrit does not
agree with the postverbal direct object or indirect
object.
when the direct object is cliticized to a
preverbal position, as shown in (lb), agreement is
optionally triggered. l
(lc) shows that preverbal.
indirect objects do not trigger agreement at all. Note
that (lc) is actually just one instance of a more
general fact: no clitics other than a direct object can
ever trigger agreement.
In the passive construction of
(ld) agreement between the surface subject and the past
participle is obligatory. Relativized direct objects
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such as la robe in (Ie) again optionally trigger
agreement.
Italian exhibits similar agreement facts to the
French data in (1) in that the passive construction
requires obligatory agreement and that only preverbal
direct objects trigger agreement.
(2) a.

• •• avere descritto/*descritta la gonna a
la donna
'have described the skirt to the woman'
b.
averla descritta/*descritto a la donna
'have described it to the woman'
c. • •• averle descritto/*descritta la gonna
'have described the skirt to her'
d. La gonna e fatta/*fatto.
'the skirt is done'
e. la gonna che hai offerto/*offerta
'the skirt that you have offered'

An important difference is that in (2e) a relativized
direct object does not trigger agreement. In addition,
there is one more difference shown in (3) that is rather
unexpected:
(3) a. Maria, l'ho incontrata/*incontrato.
'Maria, her I have met'
b. Tu (fem.), ti ho incontrato/incontrata.
'You, you I have met'
The preverbal third person clitic la in (3a)
obligatorily triggers agreement while second (and also
first) person clitic only optionally triggers agreement.
In other words, Italian first and second person clitics
behave like all French accusative clitics.
It is the
third person clitic makes the difference.
spanish data exhibit a third agreement pattern.
haber descrito/*descrita la falda a la
mujer
'have described the skirt to the woman'
b •••. haber(se)la descrito/*descrita a la
mujer
'have described it to the woman'
c.
haberle descrito/*descrita la fa Ida
'have described to her the skirt'
d. La falda estA hecha/*hecho.
'the skirt is made'
e. La falda que has descrito/*descrita.
'the skirt that you have described'

(4) a.
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On the one hand, Spanish patterns with Italian in wh
constructions in that a relativized direct object does
not trigger agreement~
on the other hand Spanish
differentiates itself from Italian and French by not
allowing agreement between the preverbal accusative
clitic and the past participle.
The chart in (5) summarizes the agreement typology
presented so far. Note that all three languages allow
no participle agreement when the clitic is not
accusative. Also they all require obligatory agreement
in passives.
(5)

past participle agreement typology:2
acc. wh
passive non-acc.
French
opt
opt
obUg
Italian
obUg
**
Spanish
obUg
Note: ** indicates obligatory agreement
for third person clitics and
optional agreement for first/second.

In this article I would like to suggest where in
the Grammar the parameter may be set that results in
three superficial agreement patterns.
2.

previous Analyses

The above well-known facts had been kept at a
rather descriptive level before Kayne (1989) first made
the suggestion that the agreement found between the past
participle and the preverbal clitic is exactly like that
found between the subject and the finite verb.
(6) a. Paul a repeint les chaises.
'Paul has repainted the chairs'
b. Paul les a [eli Agri repeintes ti.
Kayne suggests that the accusative clitic moves through
an intermediate position before it reaches the preverbal
position. As shown in (6b), agreement is triggered by
the relation of [eli and Agri.
Sportiche (1990)3
further proposes an account in terms of spec-head
agreement. Since the basic assumption is that agreement
is triggered only in a spec-head relation, to account
for the clitic-participle agreement facts, Sportiche.
assumes that the NP containing the clitic first move as
a maximal projection to the spec of the past participle
phrase and the clitic later incorporates into Infl as a
head.
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(7)

IP
\

/

I'

/

\

I

VP

/
B

\
VP

/

\

A

V'

/
V

\
NP

The proposal readily explains the French data
without further conditions. In (7), the direct object
NP that contains a clitic first moves into position A,
triggering agreement, and then incorporates.
It can
also opt for moving through position B by adjunction,
allowing no agreement, then incorporates. The optional
agreement in French wh-constructions can be explained
for the same reason. The optionality of agreement comes
from the assumption that French NPs can receive inherent
Case in the canonical complement position or structural
Case in the spec position. This immediately offers an
elegant account of the fact that NPs with inherent Case
never agree with the past participle, the reason being
that moving into position A would result in a Case
conflict.
It also readily accounts for the obligatory
agreement in the passive construction.
Since
passivization involves A-movement, moving NP into
position B, an A' position, would result in improper
movement.
Moving through position A is the only
possible route and agreement is therefore obligatory.
The analysis, however, gives no apparent account
for the differences we saw in the Italian and spanish
data.
In particular, the contrast of first/second
person versus third person in Italian is left
unaccounted for. Burzio (1986) attributes this peculiar
fact to the lack of gender distinction in first and
second person clitics but that again does not extend to
French and Spanish. Kayne (1992, UCLA lectures) argues
that the difference between first/second and third
person in agreement is related to the contrast in (8):
(8) a.
b.

A
'a
*A
'a

me, non mi ha mai criticato.
me, she has never criticized me'
lui, non 10 ha mai criticato.
him, she has never criticized him'

Kayne proposes that left-dislocated first and second
person clitics can take the preposition a and receive
oblique Case.
Therefore (8a) may have two different
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structures. When there is agreement, the clitic mi and
the participle criticato at some point hold a spec-head
relation as described in (6b).
When there is no
agreement, mi is actually assigned oblique Case by an
empty preposition higher than the participle. Since mi
never appears in the spec of the participle, there is no
agreement.
Third person clitics, on the other hand,
cannot have the option to be Case marked oblique
exemplified by the ungrammatical (8b). A third person
clitic can only move through the spec of the participle
and thus always triggers agreement.
Kayne's proposal is appealing in many ways but it
still leaves one question unanswered:
why cannot a
third person clitic take oblique Case? I have no answer
for this question but I will instead suggest a modified
theory of Case assignment that may account for this
fact.
Another potential problem for sportiche's analysis
comes from a theoretical point of view. Although there
is no violation of any sort in our Grammar for a
combined movement of XP and head such as Sportiche's
proposal for clitic movement. Empirical evidence really
suggests that clitic movement is head movement
throughout. Kayne's (1989b) studies of Italian clitic
climbing constructions provide some convincing evidence
as shown in (9), (10) and (11).
(9) a.
b.
(10) a.

(11 )

b.
c.
d.
a.
b.

Non ti saprei che dire t.
'I won't know what to tell you'
*Non Ii sa se fare t.
'I don't know whether to do them'
Gianni vuole mostrarveli.
'Gianni wants to show them to you. ,
Gianni ve li vuole mostrare.
*Gianni vi vuole mostrarli.
*Gianni li vuole mostrarvi.
Gianni vuole non vederli.
'Gianni wants to not see them.'
*Gianni li vuole non vedere.

(9a) and (9b) are instances of clitic climbing. In
(9a), the clitic ti moves out of the embedded
infinitival clause although there is an XP che sitting
in the spec of CP.4 In (9b), the clitic ti cannot climb
out with a filled co se blocking the path.
Assuming
that clitics move as xps in intermediate steps would
predict the opposite results because the XP che, instead
of se, would incorrectly block the climbing. Sentences
in (10) further show that when there are two clitics
involved they must either both climb out to the higher
Infl or both stay in the lower Infl as we can see from
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the grammatical (lOb) and the ungrammatical (lOc) and
(lOd). Again under Sportiche's analysis we would expect
the opposite results given that adjunction to CP is not
allowed therefore only one XP can move out.
(11 )
provides another piece of evidence:
In (lIb), the
clitic I i is prevented from moving out of a negative
infinitival clause, presumably because the negative head
non blocks the path of the head movement.
3.

Proposal

I will make two very general assumptions before
starting my proposal. First, I assume that clitics of
all Romance languages move in the same fashion. Second,
Case is assigned in the same fashion in all Romance
languages.
In other words, if Case assignment is
available in some configuration in language A, it must
be also available in other languages.
Similarly, if
Case assignment is prohibited in language A, it must be
also prohibited in all other languages.
Following the analysis of passives in Jaeggli
(1986) and Baker, Johnson, and Roberts (1989), I further
assume an extension of the theory of Case assignment as
follows:
(12) A Case assigner can in principle assign Case
under incorporation.
(12) basically describes instances of "case
absorption" in the literature.
In passives, the
external argument, -en in BJR's theory, incorporates
into the verb and receives the Case from the verb,
therefore NP raiSing is triggered. Similar activities
takes place in middle constructions as suggested by
Bouchard (1984) for Romance.
Given that Case assignment are generally allowed
under incorporation, I will extend the A/A' distinction
for XPs to heads and distinguish two types of
incorporation in terms of Case assignment.
I propose
that only A-incorporation can trigger head-head
agreement. The proposal, stated in (13), maintains in
spirit both Sportiche's spec-head account for passives
and wh-constructions and Kayne's analys is of clitic
movement as head movement.
(13) A-incorporation triggers agreement.
A-incorporation is defined as follows:
In [X O [H} [X}}, H is in an A-position
iff X assigns Case to H.
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Basically, (13) states that spec-head agreement is
not the only type of agreement.
Besides spec-head,
head-head relation may also trigger agreement when Case
assignment is done in that configuration. Otherwise,
the incorporating head is in an A' position.
This
proposal accounts for the French data in a similar way
to Sportiche's (1990) analysis in (7). Consider l'avoir
decrit/decrite a la femme (la Ela robe). The clitic la
can either receive Case in the canonical complement
position or in the incorporation structure described in
(13). In the former instance, la will still incorporate
into the verb before it reaches Infl. However, since it
is A'-incorporation, no agreement is triggered. In the
latter instance, la receives Case under A-incorporation,
head-head agreement is obligatorily triggered.
The Italian facts need some additional assumption
due to their different treatment of persons.
It is
plausible at least at an intuitive level to say that
first person and second person clitics are always
definite but third person clitics may be indefinite.
According to Ritter (1988), in modern Hebrew first and
second person clitics are base-generated under DP while
third person clitics are base-generated under NP.
I
will extend Ritter's analysis and assume that languages
that syntactically distinguishing first/second person
from third person have the same base structure as
Hebrew.
Given the above assumption, the AlA' incorporation
analysis, surprisingly enough, predicts the correct
agreement facts described in (3).
Consider the
following structure.
(14)

V'

I

\

V
I
X

DP

\

\

V

D'

I

\

D

I

1 0 /2 0

NP

I

\
N-'

I
I0

N

3

First and second person clitics are base-generated under
DP, governed by the verb under sisterhood.
It can
either receive Case in situ under government or receive
Case under A-incorporation. The latter instance will
trigger head-head agreement and the former instance does
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not trigger agreement because when the clitic later
moves up the adjoining position is an A' position. This
explains why the agreement is optional.
Third person
clitics are base-generated under NP.
They do not get
Case in situ since the verb is too far to govern it.
Head to head movement applies and first moves the third
person clitic to O. Since the clitic is not the head of
the structure [0 [N] [0]], it cannot get Case there.
The clitic moves further up to the verb, receive Case
from it under A-incorporation, and trigger agreement.
Since third person clitics can only receive Case under
incorporation, agreement is obligatory.
So far the head-head
agreement
analys is
successfully accounts for French and Italian clitic
constructions but the Spanish data still needs
explanation. Since French and Spanish both do not make
the sort of person distinction that Italian does, the
null hypothesis is that Spanish clitics are also base
generated under O.
Now that we have attributed the
French and Italian asymmetry to the claim that the third
person is generated in N, the three-way difference among
the three languages can be reduced to a two-way
distinction between Spanish on one side and French and
Italian on the other.
I suggest a condition as stated
in (15) to be responsible for this parametric variation.
(15) Condition on Case Assignment Priority:
Case assignment under government takes
priority over Case assignment via movement.
(15) is not entirely a stipulation because it can
be considered as derived from the Principle of Economy
proposed by Chomsky (1991). Having established (15) as
the parameter, we now can reduce the rather complex
agreement facts summarized in (5) to the following
paradigm:
(16) Parameter of Case Assignment Priority
XO
XP
French
Italian
+
Spanish
+
+
According to (16), all Spanish clitics receive Case·
under government in situ and not by A-incorporation.
Therefore, Spanish preverbal clitics never trigger
participle agreement.
French and Italian preverbal
accusative clitics show optional agreement since they
allow Case to be assigned wherever possible.
(16) can
also readily account for the difference in wh
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constructions between spanish and Italian on the one
hand and French on the other hand.
Following
Sportiche's analysis, French relativized direct object
may receive Case in situ and move out of VP by
adjunction. It may also move to spec of VP and receive
structural Case at that point, triggering agreement
before it moves on.
Spanish and Italian relativized
direct objects receive Case in the canonical complement
position, therefore it can move out of VP only by
adjunction, allowing no agreement. A serious problem
immediately arises:
Nothing in our Grammar really
prevents a Case-marked Spanish/Italian NP from moving
through the spec of VP (there would be no Case conflict
in doing so)?
However, moving the NP to spec of VP
would falsely trigger spec-head agreement.
I have no
satisfactory solution at this point. S
4.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have argued that head-head
agreement is triggered under A-incorporation defined in
(13). This extension of Sportiche's spec-head account
achieves three goals. First, it avoids the problem of
moving clitics as XPs, which is challenged by Kayne's
data presented from (9) to (11). Second, assuming third
person clitic to be base-generated under N, the proposal
allows a straightforward account for the Italian data in
(3), namely the person asymmetry.
Third, the rather
complex agreement facts summarized in (5) can be reduced
to a single parametric Condition of Case Assignment
Priority.

Notes

*

1
2

3

I would like to thank Dominique sportiche for his
many helpful comments.
According to the judgement of sportiche (1990).
Prescriptive grammar requires obligatory agreement
in this case.
It is obvious from the chart that a thorough survey
of all constructions involving agreement is not
attempted. Constructions such as impersonal
unaccusatives, impersonal passives, se or si
constructions, etc. are left unmentioned but not
incompatible with the current analysis.
sportiche (1992) analyzes clitic constructions
differently yet the idea that agreement is
triggered by the clitic's moving through spec of v
remains unchanged.
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4

5

An anonymous reviewer points out that it is
impossible to say (8a) if the clitic is third
person:
i) *a. Non gli saprei che dire t.
'r won't know what to tell her'
r have no suggestion for this interesting fact at
this point.
This strongly suggests that spec-head configuration
alone is not a sufficient condition for triggering
spec-head agreement. A very similar notion to what
r have suggested in (13). But if a condition of
Case assignment is also added for spec-head
agreement, it would be difficult to explain why
passive constructions exhibits subject-participle
agreement.
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The Experiential Marker: a Temporal Quantifier
Meng Yeh
University of Texas at Austin

Experiential Constructions and the Traditional Definition
Guo in Mandarin and -ta tow ga aru in Japanese are called experiential
constructions (EXPER).1 The traditional defmition states that EXPER denotes an
event which has happened (or has been experienced) at least once in the past. (Ma
1978; Inoue 1975) For instance,
(I)

(1)
(2)

Wangping da-guo wangqiu
Wangping play-guo tennis
"Wangping has played tennis before."
Risako wa uma ni no-tta koto ga aru
Risako TOP horse LaC ride-PER fact SUB exist2
"Risako rode horses before."

Guo is a verbal suffix. -Ta koto ga aru is used as a fixed construction. Literally,
(2) means that Risako has had the experience of riding horses in the past. The
traditional definition, however, is inadequate. First, the description does not
distinguish an experiential construction from a sentence in the simple past which
also presents a situation happening in the past. Second, EXPER is constrained by
the 'recurrence' requirement. Consider (3) in Mandarin and (4) in Japanese.
(3)
(4)

*Gelunbu faxian-guo meizhou
Columbus discover-guo America
"Columbus discovered America."
*Koronbas wa Amerika-o hakken shi-ta koto ga aru
Columbus TOP America-ACC discover do-PER koto SUB exist
"Columbus discovered America (before)."

(3-4) are unacceptable. 'Recurrence' says that the EXPER can not present a
situation such as [Columbus discover America] which only happens once. The
question is why can not the EXPER present the experience of Columbus' discovery
of America? The traditional definition does not provide an answer.
In this paper, I will suggest a semantics of EXPER from the perspective of
temporal quantification. I propose that EXPER functions as a temporal quantifier,
something like always. The approach is based on the study of Panee's (1984)
analysis of temporally quantified sentences in the framework of Discourse
Representation Theory (DRT, Kamp 1981). The current approach to EXPER will
show that the constraint of 'recurrence' is a generalization shared by all temporal
quantifiers.
In (II), I will first discuss the if-clause and every construction rule suggested
by Kamp for building Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs), based on
which Panee proposes that always constructs a similar DRS. In (III), the analysis'
of the temporal quantifier in DRT is the focus. I propose the semantics of EXPER
in (IV). Lastly, in (V) I will return to the constraint of 'recurrence'. (VI) is the
conclusion.
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(II)

Nominal Anaphora in Conditional and Universally Quantified
Sentences
Both a conditional clause and a sentence quantified by every in the DRT
framework create a complex DRS. Take (5) as an example. The construction rule
for noun phrases introduced by every gives rise to two DRs with subordination
structure.
(5)

Every person who has a job hates it.

DRo (5)
every person who has a job hates it.

DR2(5)

u v

u v
person (u)
u has a job
job (v)
u has v

u hates it
u hates v

DR} contains the antecedent, which introduces new entities and conditions on
them corresponding to the content of the common noun with the relative clause.
DR2 consists of a condition corresponding to the rest of the matrix sentence. DRo
is true if every embedding that satisfies DR I can be extended to an embedding
satisfies DR2. In DR)tl:e discourse entity .. is introduced by a job. Since DR) and
DR2 are at the same level and DR2 is subordinate to DR}. v is accessible to the
pronoun it in DR2. 'Accessibility' of discourse entities depends on this
subordination relation.
(III) A DRT-based analysis of quantified sentences
Panee (1984) notices a contrast between (6) and (7).

(6)
(7)

When Mary called, Sam was asleep.
When Mary called, Sam was ~ asleep.
( or \\'henever Mary called, Sam was asleep.)

In (7), we are not dealing with a simple linear narration anymore. She proposes to
handle (7) in the same fashion as a conditional and universally quantified sentence.
The main clause with always ( or awhenever-clause) triggers the same kind DRS
splitting as if-clause andevery construction rules. First let us see the simple DRS
(6) constructed by the sentence (6).
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DRS (6)..--..."---,--,--.,,.......,,-_ _ _ _----,
ro el r} e2
u v now
[rp :- ro]
when Mary called, Sam was asleep

rz

u = !\1ary

ro;;;;! e1
el :5; r} < now
[rp := q]

e1: Mary call
u call
v=Sam
51;;;;! T1
51: Sam be asleep
sleep (v)

Partee follows Hinrichs (1981; 1986) in her presentation the temporal relation
between sentences in a narration. According to Hinrichs, a new sentence
introduces a new event entity and the temporal interpretation of the sentence relies
on the reference point given by the previous discourse. Each new sentence also
introduces a new ref~rence time which becomes the current one for the followinl!
sentence to process. The discourse of (6) introduces a set of reference entities 
corresponding to individuals (11, l'. .. ), events and states (e 1, SI ), and the reference
time (TJ), which are presented on the top of the box. 'ro' is a reference point
established in the previous discourse. The speech time is presented by 'now'.
Besides a set of reference entities, there are conditions requiring that each event
introduce a reference time located 'just after' that event (el $: rl). ':5;' is used by
Partee to characterize the relation 'just after: '<' presents the relation of complete
precedence between events. rO:? ej, rl :? e2...etc., are conditions stating that
reference times have to include events. The relation of temporal inclusion ';;;;!. is
definable in terms of '<' and overlap.
[rp:= rol says that the current reference time is updated by ro.3
In contrast, (7)\\'llen Mary called, Sam was I1iJ£m:£ asleep gives a complex
DRS, since always
a splitting-DR.
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DRS (7)

DRo (7)
ro u v now
[rp :- ro]
when Mary called, Sam was asleep
u = Mary
v= Sam

Mary called
TO ;;>e I

el < now
eJ ::; TJ< now

i

eJ: Mary call
u call
[rp := TJJ

51

Sam was asleep
s 1 :lrl
51: Sam be asleep
sleep (v)

The embedding conditions for (7) are like those for the if-clause and eluy
construction. DRS(7) is true iff every proper embedding of the antecedent DR can
be extended to a proper embedding of the consequent DR.
Observe the parallel between nominal and temporal anaphora in the following
unacceptable cases. (Pame 1984: 274)
(8)
(9)

"'If every manj owns a donkey, he beats itj.
"If Sheila alwavs walks into the room, Peter wakes up.
(If Sheila walks into the room, Peter ~ wakes up.)

In Kamp's system, every in the antecedent of (8) creates two DRs which do
not have a subordinate relation to the main clause. The discourse entity
corresponding to every nWIl introduced in the splitting DR is not accessible to the
pronoun he processed in the main clause. Likewise, always in (9) niggers a
similar DR-split where the reference time of the event in the antecedent is
introduced. (9) is unacceptable, since the reference time is not introduced at the
level of the if-clause as a whole, it will not be accessible for the main clause
interpretation.
Panee's concern is to draw a parallel between temporal and nominal anaphora "
in the cases which involve quantified expressions. Here, I apply her analysis of
temporal quantification and examine how a sentence like (7) can interact with other
events in a narrative discourse. First consider the simple when-clause in a linear
narration.
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(10)

John invited Mary over for dinner. (el) John served a
strawberry cake for desen. (e2) When MlU)' ate it (e3). she
broke out in a rash. (e4) She got very sick (es) and John took
her to the emergency room. (<:(;)

We can construct a DR for (10) in which all the events are ordered in a simple linear
progression. All of the discourse entities for the individuals. the events and the
reference times are introduced in the top box along with the the moment of speech
now and the ro established in the previous discourse. The discourse of (10)
constructs one single DR which is sketched as follows.
DRS(lO)
u v ro el fl e2... e6 r6 now
lrp :- rol
el ~ ro
el ::; fJ < now
[rp := fJl
e I : John invited Mary for dinner
u = John
v = Mary
u invited v for dinner
[rp := r61
e6: John took her to the hospital.
In contrast. sentences with temporal quantifiers do not link to the other events in a
linear fashion in a narrati\'e discourse. (11) is an example.
(11)

John invited Mary over for dinner. (el) He served a strawberry
cake for desen. (e2) When Mary ate strawbenies (e3). ~he
alwavs broke out in a rash. (e4) So. she did not touch the
cake.(eS)

The events e3 and e4 under the scope of always are not ordered relative to e2 in
(II). e3 is not interpreted temporally relative to e2. The last event eS is anchored to
the reference time introduced by e2. rather than~. The temporal relation in (II)
can be made clear by following Panee's analysis. Always triggers two DRs which
are not at the same level as es. That is. es is. not subordinate to DRI and DR2 (as
shown in DRS (II) below). The set of reference time and event entities (such as
e3. r3. e4. r4) introduced in the split DR are not accessible for es. The complex
DRS (II) has a configuration as illustrated below.
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DRS(ll)
DRo(ll)
[Tp :'" TO]
TO;;;;< ej
el ::; TJ < now
[r := fIl
e{; John invited Mary for dinner
lrp := r2]
e2: He served a strawberry cake for desert
When Mary ate strawberries, she always broke out in a rash.

Ironowuv..
I
I when Mary ate strawberries i
I
I. she broke out in a rash

l.l

now
ate strawberries

r3 ;;;;<e4
e4 ::; r4 < now
[rp :'" r4)
e~: she broke OUI in a rash

r 2 :2 fS

es : So, she did not touch the cake

The antecedent when Mary are strawberries is not anchored to the specific
reference time established by e2, yet the whole sentence does have to be interpreted
relative to some sufficiently large reference point. Partee proposes to handle Ihis by
assuming that there is a reference time ro already present in the lOp box so that the
discourse event in the antecedent box falls within Ihe current reference time. In
(11), both TO and rl are accessible for the discourse event e3 in DR2. To make
Partee's proposal explicit, there should be a condition which requires that e3 in the
antecedent be included in ro rather Ihan rl. 4
The construction rule of always reflects the inTUition that temporally quantified
events do not refer to a specific siTUation, but to a set of events of the same type. In
constructing a DRS. each occurrence of Ihe same type is anchored to the same
stretched reference time and does not shift the current reference time in the
narration. Thealways-rule states that the set of discourse events and reference times
introduced in a temporally quantified sentence are separated from the progression of
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the narration. In (11), the interpretation of the pattern of events does not carry the
story line forward, but provides background information.
Partee has demonstrated the parallel between nominal and temporal anaphora
by suggesting that the temporal quantifier always creates the same kind of split-DR
as the universal quantifier every. I have shown that the analysis of temporal
quantification in DRT can account for the interaction of quantified sentences v.'ith
other events in a narration. A temporally quantified sentence does not advance the
narration, but constructs its own temporal system which is independent of other
events. Partee's approach opens up a different perspective for viewing the function
of a quantified event in the structure of narrative discourse. It is this perspective
which I will apply to analyze the experiential sentence.

as a temporal quantifier
The general meaning of an experiential sentence is to express that an event
happens at least once in the past. Li and Thompson (1981: 231) observe another
featrue of the temporal behavior of the experiential marker guo in Mandarin: guo
does not present a series of successive events. IIjic (1990: 310) also comments that
the temporal property of guo is to suppress the linearity of time. Their observations
of guo are actually generalizations we can make about temporal quantifiers such as
always, often. and never ...etc. Recall that, in the preceding secnons, events
quantified by always did not form a temporal relation with the subsequent events in
a narration. I suggest therefore that EXPER be treated as a temporal quantifier. A
sentence in the scope of EXPER does not refer to a specific situation, but to a type
of event. In the framework of DRT. similar to always. EXPER triggers a
quantificational DRS, although a simpler one than that of always. Let us first look
at an example of linear narration in Mandarin.
(IV) EXPER

(12)

Aguan zou-jin xingzhen dalou,
Aquan \valk-enter administration building
ta dianti dao er lou, zouchu dianti shi,
take elevator reach second floor, walk-out elevator time
pengjian Wang xiansheng
come-across Wang Mr.
"Aguan walked into the admirtistration building and took the
elevator to the second floor. When he came out from the
elevator, he met Mr. Wang."

Mandarin does not have a tense system. The use of temporal adverbials specify the
time for the occurrence. The successive events in (12) do not include an explicit
time adverbial. The natural interpretation for this narration embeds it in a past
context. If there is a specific future reference time set at the outset of the discourse,
(12) may have a future reading. The perfective marker Ie may be sufflXed to the
verbs. s The addition of Ie will not break up the temporal order. However, in
contrast, when guo appears, the linear line is interrupted, as shown in (13):
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(13)

Aguan zou-jin xingzheng dalou,
Aquan walk-enter administration building
ta-Ie dianti dao er lou,
*ta-guo
take elevator reach second floor,
zouchu dianti shi, pengjian-Ie Wang xiansheng
*pengjina-guo
walk-out elevator time, come-across Ie Wang Mr.
"Aguan walked into the administration building and took the
elevator to the second floor. When he came out from the
elevator, he met Mr. Wang."

Of course guo can appear in narration presenting background information.
(14)

Aguan zou-jin xingzheng dalou, (el)
Aquan walk-enter administration building
da dianti dao er lou, (eZ)
take elevator reach second floor
ta lai-guo Wang xiansheng-de bangongshi,(e3)
he come-guo Wang l\1r.'s office
keshi wangji shi na yi jian (\:4)
but forget is which one CL
"Ae:uan walked into the administration building and took the
ele~'alOr to t:le second floor. He had come to K1r. Wang's offke
(before), but he forgot which one,"

In (14), 1.'3 presented by guo is not related to the previous event or to the following
event temporally. In terms of temporal relations, the last event \:4 is linked
anaphoIically to the time 'just after' when Aguan arrived at the second floor. We
can present the temporal order of (14) in DRS (14). When the third sentence is
processed, guo triggers the introduction of a new DR whose event entity is not
related to the current reference time. For simplicity, in the following DRS, I an1
concerned with the discourse entities and conditions involving temporal relations.
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DRS(l4)
~

T4

now

ro ;;;leI
5 Ti < now
[r := Til
ei:
Aquan zou-jin xingzheng dalou
Aquan walk-enter administration building
e]

[r := r2]
ei:
da dianti dao er lou
take elevator reach second floor

e3:

ta lai-guo Wang xianshengde bangongshi
he come-guo Wang Mr.'s office
ita Jai-guo Wang xianshengde bangongshi!

U

C:"

Ii.

lai Wang xianshengde bangong,hi

r2 ;;;l ('4

e4 5 r5 < now
[r := r5)
et
keshi wangji shi na yi jian
but forget is which one CL
The EXPER construction-rule builds a separate DR. The difference from the rule
that treats quantifiers like always is that an EXPER-sentence does not have an
antecedent. DR2 is subordinate to the principal DRo(14), but not vice versa.
\Vithout the subordinate relation, r3, introduced in DR2, is not accessible for e4 in
the principal DRo. Hence, e4 is imerpreted relative to r2.
.
For the type of event quantified by guo, JUSt like other quantifiers, we should
also assume that there is a ro, a sufficiently large period, available in the top box,
and a condition that requires the event presented by EXPER to fall within rO,
instead of being anchored to the previous specific reference point (such as r2 in
(14)). DR2(14) is true iff there is an embedding from DR2 to the model M. In the
example of (14), in terms of the embedding condition, the events quantified by
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EXPER do not differ from those introduced in the principal DR. The unique
temporal behavior of EXPER, on the other hand, can be articulated in DRT by
means of subordination and accessibility. An event quantified by EXPER is
presented in a DR which has the following configuration:
DROO
ro .. ·

The above DR} constructed by EXPER is subordinate to the main box. The
event entities and reference times in DRl are not accessible for the situations
following. An EXPER sentence builds up its own temporal system which does not
shift the current reference point in the narration. From this perspective, I suggest
that EXPER should be treated as a temporal quantifier similar toaiways.

(V) 'Recurrence' and The Plurality Condition on Quantification
We mentioned at the outset that a situation which does not recur cannot be
presented by EXPER. (I5) and (16) illustrate the contrast.
(I5)
(16)

*Gelunbu faxian-guo meizhou
Columbus discover-guo America
"Columbus discovered America."
Gelunbu faxian-guo yi ge xiaodao
Columbus discover-guo one CL small-isbnd
"Columbus discovered one small island."

(16) is acceptable. since the situation [discover a small island] is repeatable.
Interestingly, de Swart (1991) presents a similar contrast v.-ith temporally quantified
sentences.
(17)
(18)

When Anne made a movie, she always recommended it to her
friends.
"When Anne made Dangerous liaisons, she always
recommended it to her friends.

De Swan calls [Make Dangerous liaisons] a 'once-only' predicate, in contrast to
[make a movie], which is recurrable. Parallel examples can also be found in
indi vidual-level predicates.
(19)
(20)

When a dog has blue eyes, it is always intelligent.
*When Fido has blue eyes, it is always intelligent.
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[Have blue eyes] is referred to as an individual-level predicate (Kratzer 1989).
Unlike Kratzer's proposal. de Swart assumes that individual-level predicates have a
spatia-temporal location (in Davidson's sense 1967).
The general picture de Swart draws from (17-20) is that quantification over
situations is allowed if either the subject or the object is indefinite, thus creating a
set of situations for the temporal quantifier to operate on. Individual-level and
'once-only' predicates have in common that they cannot be applied repeatedly to the
same individual. In other words, the spatia-temporal location for both predicates is
unique. The uniqueness presupposition is formulated as follows: (de Swart 1991:
59)
Uniqueness presupposition on the Dayidsonian

an~ument

The set of spatia-temporal locations that is associated with an individual
level or a 'once-only' predicate is a singleton set for a1J models and each
assignment of individuals to the arguments of the predicate.
Thus, what blocks the quantification in (18) and (20) is the uniqueness of locations.
The two situations involve a particular assignment of an individual to the location
variable. In contrast, the predicates in (17) and (19), with an indefinite NP which
introduces a variable and creates a plurality of situations, are felicitous with a
quantifier adverb CQ-adverb). de Swart (p.119) formulates the plurality condition
on quantification 3S follows:
Pluralit\' condition on Quantification

A Q-adverb does not quantify over a set of situations if it is known that
this set has cardinality less than two.
A set of situations is known to be a singleton set if:
1) the predicate contained in the sentence satisfies the uniqueness
presupposition on the Davidsonian argument, and
2) there is no (in)definite NP present in the sentence which allows
indirect binding by means of quantification over assignments
Thus, the constraint of 'recurrence' is not particular to an experiential marker,
but it is a generalization for all temporal quantifiers. In de Swart's analysis, the
uniqueness presupposition and the plurality condition specify the well-formed
sentences for Q-adverbs to quantify over. Especially. she discusses the presence of
indefinite NPs which makes a plurality of situation possible. If either argument,
subject or object, is indefinite, involving iteration of assignments to individual
variable, the sentence can be presented by quantifier adverbs. This is exactly what
happens in (15) and (16). Clearly. (15). as a 'once-only' predicate, does not
satisfy the plurality condition. In contrast, the same predicate appears with guo in
(16), by means of the presence of the indefinite NP. The indefinite NPone small
island in the object position makes the situation susceptible to repetition. Thus, the'
constraint of 'recurrence' follows naturally, once guo is understood as a temporal
quantifier.
(VI) Conclusion
In this paper, I approach the semantics ofEXPER from the perspective of
quantification, and propose the analysis of guo as a temporal quantifier. I follow
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Partee's treatment of always in the style of DRT and show that a guo-sentence
functions the same as a sentence quantified by always. Guo, always and other
quantifiers trigger the introduction of a DRS separate from the current reference
time in the narrative discourse. As a result, temporally quantified sentences do not
move the main story line forward, but provide background information. I have also
discussed the plurality condi tion, suggested by de Swan, shared by all quantifiers.
Quantifier adverbs have to quantify over a set of situations which is not a singleton
set. Obviously, EXPER. like guo, follows the plurality condition which is
traditionally called the constraint of 'recurrence',
NOTES

lIn English, the experiential meaning can be expressed by a perfect sentence.
such as John has been to China or I have had Chinese food before. However, the
experiential use is not gramrnaticalized in the English perfect which has various
uses. For a discussion of the English perfect and the experiential use. see Yeh
(forthcoming).
2The abbreviations used are: TOP=topic, LOC=locative marker.
PER=perfective marker. SUB=subject marker.
3These conditions are specified in Hinrichs' construction rules for event
structure. Partee spells out the intuitive notion of 'just after' between the event and
the new reference time introduced by it. The notations in the discourse
representation are used by Partee.
4~otice that the events quantified by always can be presented in the present
tense---when Mary ears strawberries, she ~ Ollt in a rash. In this case, the
discourse event in the antecedent box should be included in the present time 'now',
51n theory. Ie may be suffixed to an of the verbs in (12) to show the completion
of the event. However, the use of Ie in every event sounds very redundant. Where
Ie appears in a discourse like (13) may be related to its discourse function. which
indicates the 'peak' of an event line (Chu and Chang,1987).
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Scramblinj!; Effects in Japanese'"
Keiko Yoshida
Cornell University

O.

Introduction

Japanese is known as one of the languages which allow relatively free word
order. presumably as the result of scrambling. For example. we can express "John
gave Mary a book" in six different ways as shown in (1); the [hree arguments.
"John". "Mary" and "a book" can be freely scrambled while the verb "give" stays at
the end of the sentence.
(I) a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

f.

John-ga
Mary-ni
hon-o
-NOM
-OAT book-ACC
Mary-ni
John-ga
hon-o
-NOM book -ACC
-OAT
Mary-ill
John-ga
hon-o
:OAT
-NOM book -ACC
Mary-ni
hon-o
John-ga
:OAT
book-ACC
-NOM
hon-o
John-ga
Mary-ni
book-AC,('
-OAT
-NOM
hon-o
Mary-ni
John-ga
book-ACT
-DAT
-NOM
"John gave Mary a book,"

age-tao
give-PERF
age-tao
give-PERF
age-tao
give-PERF
age-tao
give-PERF
age-tao
give-PERF
age-tao
give-PERF

This paper deals with some restrictions on scrambling in Japanese. In particular.
we observe that multiple WH questions containing "naze (why)" are restricted so a,
not to violate the conditions stated in 1:2,:
(2) Constraints on scrambling in muitiple WH Construction,
a.
An argument WH (whaUwhO( m)) must precede an adjunct WH (why).
b.
\VH elements must be adiacent.
c.
Non-WH elements must 'not precede two WHs.
I will argue that the notion of "rigidity" stated in (3a) and the rninimality
condition as stated in (3b) will account for these descriptive generalizations.
(3) a.

b.

"rigidity"; the hierarchical relationship between two operators at LF
corresponds to the one at pre-scrambling structure or post-scrambling
structure. I
Minimality Condition: A governor cannot govern inside the domain of
another governor. (Chomsky (1986»

1. Basic Assumptions
In this paper. we will base our arguments on the following three assumptions,
First. we assume that transitive or ditransitive sentences have a binary branching
structure as in (4) at O-structure,
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IP

(4)

---I'
adjunct (reas~ I'

-YP----I

NP-ga (N5K1) -----V'
NP-ni(DA~V'
NP-o (ACC) _ _ _V
We adopt VP-internal subject hypothesis, in particular the version that subject
originates in (SPEC, VPI as in Kuroda (1988) and Huang (1990). But adopting
this particular hypothesis does not affect any arguments in the following crucially.
As for the hierarchical relationship among arguments, we follow Hoji (1985). We
assume that adjuncts of reason are generated somewhere outside of VP. For
concreteness, they are adjoined to I' in this paper.
Second, following Saito (1985) and Fukui (1986), we assume that scrambling
is an adjunction operation. The exact adjunction site. however, is not clear. For
example. Saito assumes an adjunction to XP; but in a Fukui-type of theory.
adjunction to X' makes sense. where V' is treated as VP. How would it be like
under the VP-internal subject hypothesis; is it an adjunction to X' or Xl>? Since it
seems difficult to deny either possibility at this point. we tentatively assume both
XP and X' adjunction are available for this scrambling movement. Thus (Ic) is
assumed to haw the structure as in (5c); (I b) is associated with two representations
as in (Sb) and (5b'l. though for expository purposes. we will use (Sb) from no\\
on.
(1) b.

John-2a

hon-o
Mary-ni
age-tao
book -ACC
. -DAT gIve-PERF
1I1an-ni
John-ca
hon-o
age·ta.
~DAT
~l'\O~l book -ACe give-PERF
IVpJohn-ga h' hon-o J Iv' Mary-ni IV'I) age-ta III·
-l'\O~j
book-ACT
-DAT
give-PERF
IjpJohn-ga, hI' hon-oj Ivp t; Iv'Mary-ni lv' tj age-ta 1111·
-NOM
book-ACC'
-OAT
give-PERF
lyj)Mary-nii IVpJohn-ga IV' ti IV' hon-o
age-ta 1111·
-OAT
-NOM
book-ACC give-PERF
"John gave Mary a book."

-NOM

C.

(51

b.
b'.
c.

Third. following Kuroda (J 9881. we assume that the subject can be optionally
moved into ISPEC, IPJ. We particularly asSj.lme that a sentence like (6b) involves
this movement.
(6)

a.

b.

Nitiyoobi-da-kara
John-ga
sinbun-o
sundav-COPL-because
-NOM newspaper-ACC
John-ga nitiyoobi-da-kara
sinbun-o
·NOM sunday-COPL-because newspaper-ACC
"Because it is Sunday. John boughl a newspaper."

kat-ta_
buy-PERF
kat-tao
buy-PERF

If we assume the structure as in (4) at S-structure as well. (6a) does not involve
scrambling; (6b) will have 10 involve the the lowering of the "because" clause as in
(7a) or the scrambling-like movement of the subject as in (7b).
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[ (tj) I NP-NOM Ilbecause···li
(NP-NOMi [ (because... ] [ ~ .....

(7) a.
b.

We would like to assume (7b) rather than (7a) in this paper. simply to avoid further
complication of a lowering operation. This movement of subject in (7b) is actuaJ1 y
very interesting. It is more like NP movement rather than scrambling since it is not
an adjunction operation. But. on the other hand. unlike the usuaJ NP-movement, it
is not motivated by Case theory as in English. Note that assuming this movement
does not conflict with Saito (1985),s claim that subjects cannot move string
vacuously since it is not genuine scrambling ..

2. WII-mOl'ement at LF
Now let us examine some constraints on scrambling in multiple WH
constructions summarized in (2).

2.1 Order of WII elements
First. we will consider the constraint in (2a). which says that an argument WH
like "what" or "wholm)" must precede an adjunct WHo "why".
See the examples in (81.
(8)

lIP Dare-ga; II' naze (VP Ij Iv' John-o nagut-ta IIll no:
who-NOM why
-ACC hit-PERF
Q
b. x (rNaze IVP dare-ga IV·John-o
nagut-ta 11/ no?
why
who-NOl\l
-ACC hit-PERF
Q
"Who' hit John \\h~ ';"

a.

ISal is a grammatical sentence. But If we change the order of the two WH, ..
"Dare-ga (who-NOM I" and "l\iaze Iwhyl".the sentence tum'> to be ungrammatical
as in 19b). The same thing can be said for the contrast between (9a) and (9bl.
(91

a. : II'Nani-oj II' naze IVpJohn-ga lV'ti kowasita-talJJI no:
break -PERF
Q
what-ACC
why
-NOM
b. .. II'Naze IVpnani-oi
IVpJohn-ga lv' Ii kowasita-ta Ill) no?
why what-ACC
-NOM
break-PERF
Q
"Wh)' did John break what?"

For some reason. which we cannot discuss in this paper. (9a) is a marginaJ
sentence. The important thing here is that if we change the order of Wh-arguments
and "naze(why)". the sentence becomes ungrammaticaJ as in (9bl. We can aJso see
the same effect in (1m.
II'Dare-nii Il'naze Ivp John-ga (V·ti lv' sono hon-o age-ta JJJIl no?
who-DAT why
-NOM
the book-ACC give-PERFQ
b. '" IrNaze IVpdare-nii Ivp John-ga [V'~ Iv' sono hon-o age-talJllJ no?
why who-DAT
-NOM
the book-ACC give-PERFQ
"Why did John give the book to whom?"

(10) a.
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As shown in (11). if the two WHs are arguments, basically they can be ordered in
either way.
(II) a.
b.

IvpDare-ga Ivdare-ni Iv·hon-o
age-tam no?
who-NOM
who-DAT book-ACC
give-PERFQ
[ypDare-nij Ivp dare-ga [V' ti V' hon-o
age-ta llll no?
who-DAT
who-NOM
book-ACC give-PERFQ
"Who gave a book to whom?"

r

The generalization here is that an argument WH (such as "who", "what") must
precede an adjunct WH ("why").
This fact reminds us of the Superiority Effects observed in the examples as in
(12).

(12) a.
Who bought what?
b. "What did who buy?
Why did you buy what?
c.
d. .. What did you buy why?
Superiority Effects are usually explained in terms of the ECP and Comp Indexing
mechanism (as seen in Aoun. Hornstein and Sportische (1981 ». The crucial point
of this explanation is that at Logical Form. all the WH elements should be in
COMPo but only one WH can antecedent-govern its trace. If there is more than
one WHo the syntactically moved WH has this privilege. A trace of "who" or
"why", which is not in a lexically governed position. needs to be antecedent
governed unlike a trace of "what". so it must be moved into Comp at S-structure to
antecedent-govern its trace at LF.
In Japanese. Subject is assumed to originate in the lexically-governed position.
due to the well-known fact: the lack of subiecvobject asymmetry with respect to the
ECP. An adjunct is the only NP type which derives in non lexically-governed
position. Thus the trace we have to worry about here is exclusively the trace of
"why". It is generally assumed that there is no WH movement at S-structure in
Japanese. In other words. no element moves into COMP at S-structure. As Lasnik
and Saito (1984) argues. this would mean that if there are two WHs. either WH can
move into the COMP position fITst without any preference, and acquire the
privilege of antecedent-governing its trace. If this is true, it would be the case that
"naze (why)" can always move into the COMP first. and antecedent-govern its
trace when there is "naze (why)" and some other argument WH in the sentence.
There should be no superiority effects as we' have seen in English examples in (12c)
and (l2d). But the Japanese data in (8) through (10) would indicate that this might
not be the case.
How can we explain this fact? The key to our answer is based on the notion of
"rigidity". It roughly means that there is a rather tight relationship between the
structural information at pre-scrambling or post-scrambling structure on one hand
and the some scopal information encoded in the structural relation at LF on the other
hand. See examples in (13).
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(13) a. Dareka-ga
daremo-o
aisite-iru.
someone-NOM everyone-ACC love
b. Daremo-oi
dareka-ga
lj
aisite-iru.
everyone-ACT someone-NOM
love
"Someone loves everyone."
In English. "someone loves everyone" is said to be ambiguous. However. it is
observed in Hoji (1985) that one of the possible Japanese counterparts. (13a). is
not ambiguous: it has only one reading and it is "dareka (someone)" that takes a
wide scope. In this example. "dareka (someone)" is in the structurally higher
position than "daremo (everyone) " at pre-scrambling and post-scrambling
structure. Hoji also noticed that the sentence in (Bb). which involves scrambling.
is ambiguous. We can get the reading which relates to the pre-scrambling structure
configuration or the one which relates to the post-scrambling structure
configuration: in one reading. it is "dareka (someone)" that gets wide scope and
"dareka (someone)" is in the higher position than "daremo (everyone)" at pre
scrambling structure: in the other reading. it is "daremo (everyone)" that gets wide
scope and "daremo (everyone)" is in the higher position at post-scrambling
structure. If we follow May (1977). and assume that being "hierarchically higher
(at Lff' somehow relates to being "scopally wider". the rigidity is defined as a
syntactic condition as in (3a).
"rigidity" : the hierarchical relationship between two operators at Lf must
corresponds to the one at pre-scrambling structure or post-scrambling
structure.

(3) a.

Hoji (1985) also shows that the rigid scope phenomenon of Japanese has been
observed in WH-Q construction such as "what does e\'eryone buy?" as well as the
examples in (13). The question is whether it is plaUSible to extend this idea to
multiple Wh constructiom. It i, generally assumed that two WHs in multiple WH
construction share the 5anle scope. But if \\e take the purely syntactic definition of
rigidity as in (3a) as it is. WHs in multiple construction must also fall under this
condition. and are mapped hierarchically in the projection of C. The observation
that twO WHs must share scope would be taken care of if we assume that every
WH in the projection of C undergoes the absorption mechanism proposed in
Higginbotham and May (1981) and Huang (1982).2
IS' [COMP whl· wh2· ..... wh n lls .... 1l ---> [wh (1.2 ....... n)ls· .. ·ll
(Huang (1982»

(14)

Now let us go back to the example (8a) and see how the proposed rigidity
mechanism works.
(8)

a.

IIp Dare-gaj

nagut-ta lll] no?
[I' naze [VP lj I V' John-o
who-NOM why
-ACC hit-PERF
Q
"Who hit John why?"

Following the rigidity condition. there are two options at Lf structure since at pre
scrambling structure "why" is higher than "who". but at post-scrambling structure.
"who" is higher than "why". First. let us consider the case where "why" is higher
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than "who" at LF. analogous to its pre-scrambling structure representation as in
(15).

(\5)

IP

~I'

W~I'

VP~1

Wh~V'
J ~V

(at pre~scrambling)

(at LF)

Notice that if antecedent-government is defined in terms of the minimality condition
roughly stated in (3b). the trace of "why" is not antecedent-governed because it is
inside the domain of a potential governor "who": hence it violates the ECP.
(3b) A gO\'ernor cannot gO\ern inside the minimal domain of another governor.
(Chomsky (19861)
Note that in (3b) the minimal domain is defined in terms of maximal government.
com,ider that the adjomed XP is distinct from the original XP as in L1snik and Saito
(forthcoming) .
Let lIS next consider the other case. where "who" is hil2her than '\~h\''' at LF.
analogous to its post~scrambllll~ structure representation a5 in (101,

(16)

(at post-scrambling)
We assume that the intermediate trace of "who" can be erased. following L1snik
and Saito ( 1984).
(17) A trace can be deleted (if it is not required by any principle).
(L1snik and Saito (1984))
In (16), the trace of "why" is antecedent governed at LF and hence satisfies the
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ECP.
Now consider (8b) again. which is repeated below.
(8) b. "lrNaze Ivp dare-ga I V.John-o
whv
who-NOM
-ACC
"Who hit John why?"

nagut-ta III no?
hit-PERF Q

There is only one possible scope order at LF for (8b), since the hierarchical relation
between the two WHs is unchanged from pre-scrambling structure to post
scrambling structure. The possible hierarchical relationship at LF is that "why" is
higher than 'who", which results in a violation of the ECP as seen in (15).
In sum. if we have "why" and an argument WH in the sentence. "why" must
be in the lower position compared to an argument \'v'H at pre-scrambling structure
or at post-scrambling structure. in order to have any well-formed LF interpretation.
Since at pre-scrambling structure. "why" is higher than any argument WHo an
argument WH must be moved to create the structure in which it is higher than
"why".
Note that we can explain the Superiority Effects in English in terms of the CP
adjunction structure and the minimality condition as we did with Japanese multiple
WH construction. Consider the example (l2c) and (l2d) again.
(12) c.
Why did yOU buy what?
d. '" Whil.1 did-you buy why:
(181

I;
"

(at LFJ
A, shown in ( 181. at S-"Iructure, WH i moves into SPEC" of CP and at LF WH i
adjoins to CPo Since the bold faced CP
is the minimal domain ofWH j . "'Hj
cannot antecedent-govern its trace. Thus ifWHj is "why". the sentence should be
ungrammatical.

«'1')

2. 2. The position of r-;I' Elements
Now let us move on to the other constraints stated in (2b) and (2c).
(2) b.

c.

WH elements must be adjacent.
Non-WH elements must not precede two \\'115.

First look at the examples relevant to (2b). They are listed under (19).
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(19) a.

* IIPDare-gaj II' 5Ono hon-oj [I' nare IIp ~ Iyp t.i kat-ta 1I1ll no?
who-NOM

b.

the book-ACC why
buy-PERF Q
[ypsono hon-oj [ypdare-ga IV'tj kat-tam] no?
why
the book-ACC
who-NOM
buy-PERF Q
"Who bought the book why?"

* IrNaze

IIp

mil

no?
John-ga; [I' naze Iyp ~ IV' t.i kat-ta
c. .. [IP Nani-oj
what-ACC
-NOM
why
buy-PERF Q
kat-ta]]) no?
d. '" [I' Naze Iyp John-ga IV' nani-o
why
-NOM
what-ACC buy-PERF Q
"Why did John bought what?"
Those data in (19) shows that if an NP intervenes between two WH elements. the
sentences are ill-formed. regardless of the order of WH elements. This fact is not
predictable from the previous discussion: we saw the sequences "why-who" and
"why-what" are not good but the sequences "who-why" and "what-why" are good.
Let us take (19a) for example and consider what is wTOng with this sentence. It
is usually assumed that only WH( -related) elements are moved to [SPEC. CPI in
this kind of question context. Thus (one of the possible) LF representations of
(19al will be like C201.

Obviously the trace of "why" violates ECP here; it is in the scope of book-ACC k ,
Thus it cannot be antecedent-governed by "why". given the minimality condition)
Some examples relevant to the constraint (2c) are listed in (21). The ill
formedness of those examples can be explail]ed in exactly the same way as we did
with the examples (19). Let us take (21a) for example. At LF. "naze (why)"
moves up to (SPEC. CPJ. But "the book-ACe stays in the IP-adjoined position
and because of this. the trace of "naze (why)" cannot be antecedent-governed.

(211 a. '"

II pSono hon -OJ II pdare-gai

[I'
the book-ACC
who-NOM
b. * 11' Sono hon-oj II' naze
[yp
the book-ACC
why
""Vho bought the book v.'hy?"

nare [vp ~ Iy' tj kat -ta11111 no?
why
buy-PERF Q
dare-ga IV' ~ kat-ta 1111 no?
who-NOM
buy-PERF Q
.
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c ... [nlolohn-g3.j h' nani-oj [I' naze [yp lj [V' ~ kat-ta]]]]] no?
-NOM what-ACC why
buy-PERF Q
d. .. [nlolohn-gaj [I' naze Iyp lj [y. nani-o
kat-ta Jlll no?
-NOM
why
what-ACC buy-PERF Q
"Why did John buy what?"
There is some interesting contrast observed between (2Ia) and (22). These
examples show that if the preceding element is a topic, but not a scrambled element,
the sentence does not result in ill-formedness.
(22)

Sono hon-wa [dare-ga
naze
the book-TOP who-NOM why
"The book, who bought it why?"

kat-ta J no?
buy-PERFQ

(22) goes along with the assumption. as seen in Hoji (1985) and Saito (1985). that
the topic position is higher than CP (which WHs are to be moved to at LF). The
topic element does not intervene between WH and its trace at any level.
This contrast between scrambled elements and topicalized elements reminds us
of the contrast in the English examples in (23).
(::'3)

a. ?* The book. who gave to whom?
b.
The book. who gave it to whom?

(23a) has been considered as an instance of "topicalization", and (23bl as that of
"left-dislocation". Lasnik and Saito (fonhcoming) suggest that in English. the
topicalized element may be IP-adjoined. but the dislocated element should be in a
higher position than Comp
3. Concludinj! Remark,

I have argued that in Japanese the multiple WH question construction with
"naze (why)" is constrained by the "rigidity" and the minimality condition. As a
final comment. let liS reconsider the rigidity constraint. Basically what the rigidity
constraint says is that the pre-scrambling or post-scrambling r,tructure information
must be copied unchanged at LF. This mechanism seems somewhat redundant.
Especially when we think that we can track the information of pre-scrambling
structure through the trace at post-scrambling structure, we find post-scrambling
structure shows much information of LF in Japanese. Then one might ask the
following question: why should we wait until LF to decide the relation between
quantifier-like elements? A possible answer to this question would come from what
we have observed in the previous discussion; that is, the superiority-like effects in
multiple WH-question. We have explained the constraints in (2), referring to the
antecedent-government relation created by LF movement.
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Footnotes
*} would like to thank Gennaro Chierchia, Kazuhiko Fukushima, Hajime Hoji.
James Huang. Robert May. Michael Rochemont. Mamoru Saito. John Whitman
and Tomoyuki Yoshida for valuable comments and suggestions.

I. This condition is similar to Isomorphic Principle (Huang (1982» and what
Hoji (1985) assumes in his dissertation. Though I refer to both pre-scrambling and
post-scrambling structures here, it could be the case that only post-scrambling
structure configurations are crucial especially if adverbial expressions are involved.
Though 1 cannot discuss this issue in this paper, it should be reminded that either
approach explains the same set of data presented here.
2. See Kim (1989) and Nishigauchi (1990) for the quantificational nature of
Japanese WH-phrases.

3. It is natural to ask here what if we can reconstruct book-acc? If we can do
that. there should be no problem with the sentence. Saito (1989), for example.
suggest that scrambled elements can be put back to their original positions at LF.
But there is a problem that we must face with this reconstruction. That is. if we
reconstruct book-acc. we expect that "who" can also be put back in its original
position and move up to ISPEC. CPl. We know that if this happens. the order of
the v,'Hs at LF would be "why-who" and thus it should be ungrammatical. We
might avoid this problem by saying that this movement of subject is not scrambling.
hence it may not reconstruct. But if we say that. in the example (19c). the subject
in ISpec.lP). which stays there at LF. must block the antecedent-government of the
trace of "wh\" (cL Rizzi ( 19901'<, minil1lalit\ condition which cruciallv u~es AlA'
distinction):
.
.
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SPECIFICITY EFFECTS IN THE CHINESE
NP-MOVEMENT AND WH-EXTRACTION 1
Ke zou
University of Southern California
California State University, Dominguez Hills
Though recent Chinese linguistic studies have paid
a great deal of attention to the BA-construction, no
previous analysis addresses the issue of its specificity
effect regarding the relationship between the preverbal
and postverbal noun phrases, as exemplified by (1) and
(2 ): 2

a. wo mai-le
zhe ben Lisi-de shu.
I
sell-ASP this CL Lisi's book
, I sold this copy of Lisi's books.'
b. *wo ba ~isi-de shu· mai-le
ahe ben t
I
BA Lisi's book sell-ASP this CL
(2) a. wo mai-Ie
Jli ben Lisi-de shu.
I
sell-ASP one CL Lisi's book
b. wo ba Lisi-de shu· mai-Ie
Jli ben t i
I
BA Lisi's book sell-ASP one CL
'I sold one copy of Lisi's books. '
( 1)

i ·

·

The specificity effect is exhibited in (lb) where the NP
complement of classifier (i. e. Lisi-de shu i ) appears
right after BA. However, such a specificity effect does
not show up in (2b) where the same NP follows BA. The
presence and absence of the specificity effect is
obviously attributable to the categorial distinction
between the two postverbal NPs: the postverbal NP zhe ben
in (lb) is definite while the postverbal NP yi ben in
(2b) is indefinite.)
However, such a specificity effect is not exhibited
in the BA-construction where the NP-specifier of the
postverbal noun phrase appears after BA, even when the
postverbal NP is definite: 4
(3) a. wo bang-Ie Lisi-de san
ge zhitou.
I tie-ASP Lisi's three CL finger
b. wo ba Lisi i bang-Ie ~i san
ge zhitou.
I BA Lisi tie-ASP
three CL finger
'I tied up Lisi's three fingers.'
(4) a. wo bang-le Lisi-de zhe san
qe zhitou.
I tie-ASP Lisi's this three CL finger
b. wo ba Lisi i bang-le ~i zhe san
ge zhitou.
I BA Lisi tie-ASP
this three CL finger
'I tied up these three fingers of Lisi's.'
The comparison between (lb) and (4b) presents a clear
case of the subject-object asymmetry: the NP-specifier of
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a definite noun phrase can be extracted while the NP
complement of classifier in a definite noun phrase
cannot. This kind of subject-object asymmetry does not
only exhibit itself when an NP moves out of a definite
noun phrase, but also is observed where there is a WH
element in a definite noun phrase. That is to say, a WH
element may occur in the spec-position of a definite noun
phrase but cannot act as the complement of its
classifier:
shei-4e .he ben shu?
(S) a. Lisi na-le
Lisi take-ASP whose
this CL book
'whose copy of this book did Lisi take away?'
b ••Lisi na-le
.he ben shei-4e shu?
Lisi take-ASP this CL whose
book
These specificity effects and their subject-object
asymmetry fail to be accounted for by the Specificity
Condition proposed by Fiengo and Higginbotham (1981):
' ••.• x ..• , if x is free in a specific HP' (x is defined
as a variable). Not only will it wrongly predict that
(sa) is ungrammatical as the WH-variable shei-4e is free
in the specific noun phrase, but also it will not capture
the specificity effect in (lb) since the NP-trace t~ is
not a variable. Though the Subjacency Condition mlght
account for (lb) under a DP analysis of noun phrases (cf.
Bowers 1987), it does not explain the contrast between
(Sa) and (Sb). This is because Subjacency is a condition
on movement rather than on representation (Chomsky 1982)
and there is no overt movement in (Sab).
Even if WH
movement might take place at LF in (Sab), the Subjacency
Condition may not be observed at LF (Huang 1982).
In order to offer a uniform account of the
specificity effects displayed in both the overt NP
movement and non-overt WH-extraction and their subject
object asymmetry, I argue for an analysis based on the
theory of Generalized Binding (Aoun 1985 & 1986) and the
DPjKP hypothesis of noun phrases (see among others, Abney
1987, Fukui and Speas 1986, Hudson 1989, Tang 1990).
It is well known that English noun phrases require
agreement between a determiner and a head noun, as shown
by (6a). However, Chinese noun phrases do not have such
agreement, as shown by (6b):
(6) a. that book
b. na
ben shu
that CL book

j
j

those three books
na
san
ben shu
that three CL book

This agreement difference can be treated as a parametric
difference in the sense that there may exist AGR in the
English noun phrase but not in the Chinese noun phrase.
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This treatment actually captures a typological difference
between English and Chinese regarding the parallelism
between sentence and noun phrase: English has both
subject-verb agreement and determiner-noun agreement but
Chinese has neither of them. In other words, both the
sentential AGR and the nominal AGR may exist in English
but not in Chinese. s
Another important difference between Chinese and
English noun phrases is that Chinese allows the co
occurrence of a possessive and a determiner in a noun
phrase but English does not:
(7 )

a.*John's those three books
b. Lisi-de na
san
ben shu
Lisi's that three CL
book
'those three books of John's'

Assume that a possessive in the English noun phrase
receives Case from the nominal AGR, on a par with Case
assignment to subject from the sentential AGR. The ill
formedness of (7a) can then be treated as a violation of
the doubly-filled D filter which prevents the nominal AGR
from occurring in a D-node filled by a determiner (Abney
1987).
In other words, the presence of those in (7a)
makes it impossible for the nominal AGR to appear in the
same noun phrase.
As a result, the possessive John's
cannot ~et Case in-situ and (7a) is ruled out by the Case
Filter:
(8)

...-- CASE--...
a. [DP John's [D' [D AGR] [NP three books]]]
b'*[DP John's [D' [D those] [NP three books]]]

Now the question is how the possessive Lisi-de in
(7b) gets its Case. It cannot get Case from the nominal
AGR, as AGR is absent in the Chinese noun phrase.
It
might get Case from the determiner na, assuming that
determiner is the head of DP in Chinese. This Case can
be treated as an 'inherent Case' assigned under a version
of the Uniformity Condition proposed by Chomsky (1985);
i.e. the determiner na assigns-a 'possessional a-role' to
Lisi at D-structure and Case-marks Lisi at S-structure;
and such Case is realized morphologically by the
affixation of the inserted -de to Lisi:
(9)

[DP

,...-CASE--...
Lisi-de [D' (D na]
Lisi's
that

[NP

san
three

ben shu]]]
CL book

If an NP in the spec-position of English DPs may get
Case from the nominal AGR in D and if an NP in the spec
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position of Chinese DPs may get Case from a determiner in
D, a natural hypothesis is to suggest that the Chinese
determiner shares the same functional role with the
English nominal AGR.
That is,
both the Chinese
determiner and the English nominal AGR might serve as the
SUBJECT of noun phrases.
I f this line of reasoning is
plausible, the specificity effects and their subject
object asymmetry observed in the Chinese NP-movement and
WH-extraction can be captured within the Generalized
Binding theory, as presented below.
First, consider (lb), where the NP complement of
classifier is moved out of the postverbal definite noun
phrase, displaying the specificity effect.
The S
structure of (lb) is represented below, under a morpho
syntactic analysis of BA-constructions (Zou 1992):7
(lb')

*

[IP

WO

I

[SAP ISA bal [ASPP [Lisi-de shu] i

BA

Lisi's

book

[ASP maij-lel[vp tj [DP [D zhe] [IP [K benl IMP ti IIIIIII
sel~-ASP

this

CL

Assume that D, being a functional head, is not an A
position, on a par with INFL (cf. Aoun 1985). Thus, in
(lb') the coindexation of the NP-trace anaphor ti with
the SUBJECT zhe in D would not violate any grammatical
principles. Since DP contains t~, its governor ben and
its accessible SUBJECT zhe, DP ~s a governing category
for t i . As ti is not A-bound within DP, the sentence is
then ruled out by Binding Principle A.
In contrast to ( 1b), no specificity effect is
exhibited in (2b) where the NP complement of classifier
is moved out of the postverbal indefinite noun phrase: 8
(2b' ) lIP

WO

I

ISAP [SA ba]

BA

I ASPP [Lisi-de shul i

Lisi's

IASp maij-lej [vp tj lIP [K yi

se11-ASP

book

benl IMP ti 11]1]1

one CL

In (2b') there is no SUBJECT for the NP-trace ti in KP, so
KP is not a governing category for t i . 9 However, there
is a SUBJECT for ti in ASPP, namely, its antecedent Lisi
de shui' Lisi-de shu i is also accessible to t~ because
their coindexation violates no grammatical pr~nciples.
Since ASPP is the minimal maximal projection containing.
ts-' its governor yi-ben and its accessible SUBJECT Lisi-de
SDui' it is a governing category for t..
As ti is A
bound by Lisi-de shu i in ASPP, the wel\-formedness of
(2b) is then explained.
Now, let us consider (4b), in which the NP Lisi is
moved out of the s~ec-position of DP, displaying no
specificity effect. a
The S-structure of (4b) is
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represented below, under the same morpho-syntactic
analysis of BA-constructions mentioned above:
(4b')

[ASPP Lisi i [ASP bangj-le]
BA
Lisi
tie-ASP
ge)[MP zhitou I]]))]]
Iyp tj lop ti [0 zhe) [KP [K san
this
three CL
finger
[IpWO

[BAP [BA ba]

I

In (4b'), zhe in D is an accessible SUBJECT for the NP
trace tt" as their coindexation violates no grammatical
princip es, But zhe in D, being a functional category,
is not a governor of t i , assuming Chomsky's (1985:169)
suggestion that only lexical categories can be
governors. 11 As DP contains ti' its accessible SUBJECT
zhe but not its governor, it is not a governing category
for ti' In contrast to DP, ASPP is a governing category
for ti because ASPP contains t:j.' its accessible SUBJECT
Lisi i and its lexical governor bangj-le (i.e. DP, being
L-marked by v, is not a barrier to such government of tii
and VP, being L-marked by bang,-le, is not a barrier to
such government of t~ either (6f. Chomsky 1986». As ti
is A-bound by Lisi i ~n ASPP, the well-formedness of (4b)
is explained.
The similar analysis also accounts for (3b), where
the NP Lisi is moved out of the spec-position of KP and
no specificity effect is exhibited:
(3b')

I ASPP Lisi i [ASP bangj-le)
BA
Lisi
tie-ASP
ge) [MP zhitou ]))]))
Iyp tj [KP ti [K san
three CL
finger

[IP WO

(BAP [BA ba)

I

In (3b') there is no SUBJECT for the NP-trace ti in KP, so
KP is not a governing category for t i .
By the same
argument given above, Lisi i in the spec-position of ASPP
is an accessible SUBJECT for t i . Since ASPP contains til
its governor san-ge and its SUBJECT Lisi i , ASPP is a
governing category for t i • As ti is A-bound by Lisi! in
ASPP, the well-formedness of (3b) is also explained.
The above analysis extends itself to (Sa), in which
there is a WE-element in the spec-position of DP but no
specificity effect is displayed. The LF-representation
of (Sa) is shown below, under the same morpho-syntactic
analysis of the BA-construction: 12
(Sa') I cp Qi

Lisi (ASPP n~j-le Iyp tj [op shei-de!
Lisi
taKe-ASP
whose
[D' [D zhe) [KP [K ben] IMP shu]])]]]))
this
CL
book
[IP
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In (Sa'), zhe in D is an accessible SUBJECT for the WH
element ahei-de i but is not its governor, under the same
argument given above.
Thus, DP is not a governing
category for ahei-dei' ASPP contains a governor of abei
de i (i.e. naj-le in ASP), but it does not have a SUBJECT.
Thus, ASPP is not a governing category of abei-dei
either.
Even if Lia! in the spec-position of IP is a
SUBJECT for abei-dei,' it is not accessible to abei-de i
because their co~ndexation would violate Binding
Principle C: abei-dei would be A-bound by Lia!. Thus, IP
cannot be a governing category of abei-de i • Since none
of DP, ASPP and IP can serve as a governing category for
abel-dei' the root sentence CP becomes its governing
category (Chomsky 1981:220). As abei-de i is A'-bound by
2i in CP, the well-formedness of (Sa) is explained.
The above analysis further applies to (Sb), in which
the WH-element appears in the spec-position of NP being
dominated by DP, and the specificity effect is exhibited:
(Sb' )*[cp 2i

Lisi (ASpp n~j-le [VI' tj [Dp (D zbe]
Lisi
taKe-ASP
this
[KE' (K benl (MP ahei-dei IN sbull]ll]l]
CL
whose
book
[II'

In (Sb'), zbe in D is an accessible SUBJECT for the WH
element abei-de i by the same argument given above. The
classifier ben, being a lexical head, serves as a
governor of ahei-de~.
Since DP contains abei-dei' its
accessible SUBJECT zne and its governor ben, it is a
governing category for shei-de .. As sbei-dei is not A'
bound in DP, (Sb) is then ruleJ out by Binding Principle
A.
As presented above, the specificity effects and
their subject-object asymmetry in t.,he Chinese NP movement
and WH-extraction can be captured. by the Generalized
Binding theory and a DP/KP hypothesis of noun phrases.
Under this analysis, the distinction between the definite
noun phrases which exhibit specificity effects and those
which don't can be reduced in a principled way to the
distributional difference between NP-traces or WH
elements within the definite noun phrase.
NOTES
1 I am very grateful to Joseph Aoun, Lisa Cheng,
Hajime Hoji, James Huang, Audrey Li, Barry Schein, Dingxu
Shi, Mario Saltarelli, Jean-Roger Vergnaud, and Maria
Luisa Zubizarreta for their helpful advice and valuable
comments. Thanks also go to Thomas Giannotti, Burckhard
Mohr, Vanessa Wenzell and Agnes Yamada for their support
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and encouragement. Any errors are exclusively my own.
This research was partly funded by the Humanities
Graduate
Fellowship
from
university of
Southern
California, and by the RSCAAP mini-grant from California
State University, Dominguez Hills.
2 The following special abbreviations are used in
this paper:

ASP(P)
SAP
CL/K
KP

---->
---->
---->
---->

aspect marker (phrase)
BA-phrase
classifier
classifier phrase

3 This phenomenon is reminiscent of the presence and
absence of specificity effects in the following pair of
English sentences involving WH-movement (cf. Fiengo &
Higginbotham 1981):
i)*Who did you buy this picture of?
ii) Who did you buy a picture of?
The specificity effect is displayed in (i) where who is
moved out of a definite noun phrase. But no specificity
effect shows up in (ii) where who is extracted out of an
indefinite noun phrase.
4 The 'inalienable' relation is required between the
preverbal NP-specifier and the postverbal NP in this type
of BA-construction.
Otherwise, the sentence would be
unacceptable:

i)*wo ba
I BA
ii)*wo ba
I BA

Lisi i bang-le

ti

Lisi i bang-le

1i

Lisi
Lisi

tie-ASP

tie-ASP

san

ben shu.

three CL

zhe

san

book

ben shu.

this three CL book

5 The absence of the sentential AGR in Chinese is
evidenced by the contrast between Chinese and English
regarding Binding Principle A:

i)*John! said [that himself! AGR will come]
ii) Lisi! shuo [tazijii hui lai]
Lisi said himselx will come
In (i), the governing category for himself, is the
embedded clause because it ~s the minimal clause
containing himself!, its governor AGR and its accessible
SUBJECT AGR.
Since himself;, is free in its governing
category, (i) is ruled out oy Binding Principle A.
By
contrast, the governing category for taziji! in (ii) is
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the matrix clause because the matrix clause contains
taziji~,
its governor (the embedded INFL) and its
access~ble SUBJECT (Lisi i ).
As tazijii is A-bound by
Lisi i in the matrix clause, Binding Principle A is then
satisfied (see Huang (1982) for a detailed discussion of
the absence of AGR in the Chinese INFL).
6 Another possible analysis of (7a)
is to base
generate the determiner those in the spec-position of DP
(Hudson 1989). Under this analysis, AGR is the head of
DP, not only assigning Case to a possessive but also
regulating agreement between NP and determiner, in a way
parallel to the agreement between VP and the specifier of
IP. Hence, (7a) would be ruled out by the ban against
the doubly-filled spec-position of DP:

i) [op John's [0' [0 AGR] [NP three books))]
ii) [op those [p' [0 AGR] [NP three hooks))]
iii)*[op John's those [D' (D AGR) [NP three hooks)])
7 Based on the
major properties and crucial
constraints of the BA-construction, Zou (1992) proposes
the following morpho-syntactic analysis: a) BA is the
head of a base-generated functional category
which
selects
an
aspect
phrase
(ASPP)
or
a
directional/resultative particle phrase (PARP) as its
complement; b) ASPP and PARP are also functional
categories and their head selects a VP as its complement;
and C) the preverbal NP and postverbal NP form a single
noun phrase at D-structure and are base-generated as a
complement of V.
Under this analysis, the BA
construction is derived by the verb-raising to ASP/PAR
and by the NP-movement to the Spec of ASPP/PARP.
The
verb-raising is obligatory because the aspect marker and
particle are bound morphemes requiring a verb host, and
the NP-movement is forced by the ban against BA
stranding.
As a consequence of this analysis, the
possessive and partitive relations between the preverbal
NP and the postverbal NP are captured by the spec-head
and head-complement relations under X'-theory without any
stipulation. See Zou (1992) for the arguments of this
analysis.
The need for projecting KP in Chinese noun phrases
is supported by the fact that classifiers are obligatory
in Chinese noun phrases and there exists a selectional'
relation between classifier and its following NP:

na

san

he

shu /*na

san

shu

/*na

san

ge shu

book

that three book

that three CL book

'those three books'

(CL is missing)

(CL is not correct)

that three CL
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8 For the obligatory co-occurrence of numeral and
classifier in the K-node, see Tang's (1990) arguments.
9 One may wonder why classifier in K cannot serve as
a SUBJECT since its spec-position may also hold a
possessive:
i)

[KP Lisi-de [It' [It san
ben)
Lisi's
three CL

[NP shu) 11
book

'Lisi's three books'
The argument against treating classifier in K as a SUBJECT
is based on the fact that K is a lexical category, but
INFL and D, which host SUBJECT at sentential and phrasal
levels respectively,are functional categories. Assuming
that a functional head but not a lexical head can host
SUBJECT, K would have the same status as N, since N never
hosts SUBJECT but may have a possessive in its spec
position:
ii) (san
ben) [NPLisi-de [N' [Nshu))J
(three CL )
Lisi's
book

'(three copies) of Lisi's book'
The evidence for treating classifier as a type of noun
comes from the following facts: a) any nouns which denote
measure or quantity can be used as classifiers (Chao
1968, Li & Thompson 1981); and b) when classifiers stand
alone, they behave exactly like nouns rather than
adjectives:
iii) a. ta shihu hen xin.
it seems very new

'It seems very new. ,
b.*ta shihu :fi Ren shu.
it seems one CL

book

c. *ta shihu :fa. Ren.
i t seems one CL
iv) a. you 3£i ben shu zai
have one CL

nalL

book over there

'there is a book over there.'
b. you :d ReD zai nalL
have one CL

over there

'there is a copy over there.'
c. *you hen ;'!!;in zai nali.
have very new over there

The evidence for treating classifiers as a lexical
category is from the fact that classifiers do not have
the properties of functional categories (cf. Abney 1987):
a) functional categories are closed-class items but
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classifiers are open-class items, as any nouns which
denote measure or quantity can be used as classifiers; b)
functional categories are dependent phonologically and
morphologically ,
but classifiers are independent
phonologically and morphologically : e. g. classifiers can
stand alone without being followed by a noun:
v)

shu buyao mai duo, ji
ben jiu gou
leo
book not
buy many several CL Just enough CRS
'Don't buy many books, a few copies will be enough. I
vi) ta xi
yifu
xi-le
yi kuang.
He wash clothes wash-ASP one CL
'He washed one basket of clothes.'
c) functional categories cannot be separated from their
complement, but classifiers can, as shown by (2b)i and d)
functional categories lack descriptive content but
classifiers don't, as shown by (v) and (vi) above: i.e.
in (v) the classifier ben means 'copy', and in (vi) the
classifier kuang means 'basket'.
10 The derivation of (4b) might be bad if the
preverbal NP Lisi were base-generated in the spec
position of NP at D-structure:

i) wo bang-le zhe san
ge Lisi-de zhitou
I tie-ASP this three CL Lisi's finger
'I tied up these three fingers of Lisi's.'
ii)*[xp WO [BAP [SA ba] [ASPP Lisi i [ASP bangj-le] [vp tj
I
BA
Lisi
tie-ASP
rx)P [0 zhe] [KP [K san
gel [liP ti [N' [N zhitou]1]]111]]
this
three CL
finger
This is because moving Lisi to the spec-position of ASPP
would leave its trace ti unbound in its governing
category DP, thus violating Binding PrinCiple A.
The
argument for treating DP as the governing category of ti
is that DP contains t i , its governor san ge and its
accessible SUBJECT zhe.
11 But Chomsky (1985) also argues that AGR in 1NFL
counts as a governor because it is very 'nominal' and
contains lexical features like person, number and gender.
12 Here, I assume the Q(uestion)-marker theory first'
proposed by Baker (1970) and further developed by Aoun
and Li (1990).
Aoun and Li argue that WH-elements in
situ get coindexed and interpreted with a Q-marker
generated in COMP, and that the relation between a 0
marker and WH-elements in-situ is an operator-bindee
relation.
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